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| ant RopUCTION 

knd of a Delusion? 

-We are all weary of the Kennedy assassination. We 

have seen too many TV talk shows about it, read too many articles, 

listened to too many lectures, heard too many discussions of it. 

We are weary of the whole thing; we wish it would go away. 

, Yet now, sixteen years after the eveng it is more 

‘with us than ever before. For now, on the basis of persuasive 

scientific evidence, a committee of the Congress has coneluded 

- that President John F. Kennedy was probably assassinated as a 

result of a conspiracy" although "the committee was unable to 

identify the other gunmen [ besides Cswald/ or the extent of 

the conspiracy." In itself, that conclusion forces on us a 

new acpraisal not only of the Kennedy assassination but of our 

collective life for the last sixteen years. 

| Fifteen years ago the Warren Commission made public 

its Report on the assassination. After reviewing the exhaustive 

nature of the investigation performed (25,000 interviews carried 

out by the FBI alone), the Commission offered its findings: a 

single, demented individual, Lee Harvey Oswald, had killed President 

Kennedy and wounded Governor Connally using a cheap mail-order rifle. 

Whatever Oswald's motives _- envy of the glamorous young President, 

desire for a niche in history, anger at his wife -- they were pro~ 

foundly unpolitical. Oswald was an anti-social loner who had no 

friends or possible confederates. The President's: death at his hands 

was an unfortunate accident of history holding no more political 

Significance than if Air Force One had crashed after being struck 

by lightning. Likewise, Huby's killing of Oswald. According to the 



Commission, Ruby got into the Dallas Police Building with a .38° 

revolver due to an unlucky break when a patrolman inadvertantly 

turned his back.: Emotionally distraught, the Dallas night club 

owner killed Oswald to free Jacoueline Kennedy of the necessity 

of returning to Dallas to testify. | 

, Now we cap “sea that this whole characterization 

of the event is wrong. Not three shots, as the Warren Commission 

concluded, but four shots were fired in Dealey Plaza that day, and 

at leastfone of those shots did not come from the sniper's nest in the 

Depository. - Cswald's enigmatic behavior and associates in the years 

prior to the killing leads into the shadowy world of plot and counter- 

plot, agent and double—agent, which constituted the Kennedy Administration's 

secret war against Cuba in the early 1960's. Moreover, in the un- 

likely coalition of organized crime, American intelligence agents, 

and anti-Castro Cubans recruited to wage that war can be found 

_. many of Jack Ruby's past associates. Puby, the House Select Committee 

found, could not have gained access to Oswald through the unlucky 

break proposed by the Warren Commission, but may have had assistance 

from individuals in the Dallas Police. The Comnittee's experts also 

found that the mach trumpeted polygraph test given Ruby , poorly set up 

and unreliable, and that Ruby may very well have been lying on certain 

crucial questions. 

‘Zixteen years after the murder of an American president — 

shot down in a public square in broad daylight with 692 witnesses. looking 

on -~ we don't know how he was killed, who killed him, or for what reasons. 

No other event in contemporary history has been scrutinized as closely 

. as the Kennedy assassination, yet with such maddeningly meager results. 



The very fact that the killing has not been ‘solved, that in spite 

of the most massive homicide investigation this country has ever seen, 

the death of a President remains shrouded in mystery — that fact 

in itself is of crucial importance. Why? Why istthe Kennedy 

assassination still with us? | 

_ Our answer to this question is based on an analogy to 

Freud's theory of the individual psyche. For just as individuals 

resist recognizing certain painful facts about themselves, facts 

"which stand in opposition to the individual's self-image, so whole 

societies can conceal from themselves facts which run counter to the 

grain of orthodoxy. In both cases, when consciousness trobes the 

forbidden region, it encounters resistance. The upshot of that 

resistance is often the propogation of a deludion, a delusion whose 

survival depends uvon neglecting or reinterpreting facts which stand 

in opposition to it. This is precisely what has happened with respect . 

‘to the Kennedy assassination. The reason it will not go away is that 

for the last sixteen years the organs of reason in our society —- 

various governmental commissions, the préss, the media -~ have been 

propogating a: delusion. Now, in the aftermath of the House Select 

Committee's Report, we have an opportunity to understand that delusion, 

and, by understanding it, end it. In the Select Committee's Report 

. we not only have scientific evidence for two gunmen, we also have 

the broad outlines for a new insight into how our society of necessity 

_continues to generate such delusions. | 

Just as Freud examined the psychopathology of everyday - 

life, so the focus of this book -- using the Kennedy assassination as 

a diagnostic case -- will be the sociopathology of collective life. 

With respect to both the symptoms. are the same: resistance to uncovering 



the true relationships between events. And with respect to both, 

therapy takes the same form: analysis of the patterns of resistance 

to see where they lead. 

In large part, this was in fact the method of the Select 

Committee. As with the Warren Commission before it, the most illuminating 

parts of the Committee's work “not to be found in its Report, but in 

the twelve supplementary volumes of testimony, staff reports, and evidence 

studies. Especially in these staff reports we can see the Committee 

trying to situate Oswald and Ruby in the hidden world of invisible 

government, and looking, guardedly, at instances of "resistance” where 

either someoné was. lying or stubbornly looking the wrong way. The 

results contained in these staff rerorts are valuable, but their form 

is chaotic, To read them is not unlike looking into Tutankhamen's Tomb: 

one sees masses of treasure but is offered no Key, deciphering the meaning 

of the trove. It will be our intent to offer such a key. 

In certain respects the work of the Committee was either 

defective or incomplete. The crucial scientific evidence, establishing 

that another gunman fired from the grassy knoll, was only presented to 

the full committee two days before its legislative mandate expired. 

Accordingly, mmch of its investigation of the assassination itself, 

careful as it was, was biased in favor of a lone assassin. As Congressman 

‘Dodd's dissent from the Committee's findings shows, it could offer no. 

persuasive proof that the three remaining shots were all fired from 

the Depository's sniper's nest. Even harsher criticism could be levelled 

at the Comnittee's conclusion that Oswald fired the shots which wounded 

Governor Connally and President Kennedy. True, the Committee offered 

solid proof that Oswald's rifle fired both the wounding and killing © 

shots. But it offered nothing beyond the Warren Commission's ramshackle 



circumstantial case that Oswald fired the rifle. More importantly, 

‘the Committee appeared to assume Oswald's guilt and never attempted 

to rebut the arguments adumbrated over the last dewade to undercut 

that assumption. 

In certain respects, moreover, the Committee remained 

unaware of the patterns of resistance which continued to operate 

and mold its own investigation. Principally, this area of resistance 

is to be found in its conclusions that neither the FBI, the CIA, nor 

the Warren Commission participated in a subsequent cover-up of the 

facts of the assassination. In this area it is jmportant to distinguish | 

‘between the initial conspiracy which murdered Kennedy, and the 

subsequent cover-up. The later cover-up could have been relatively 

benign. The aim may have been to prevent a nuclear holocaust if a 

foreign power either was, or falsely appeared to be, involved; or a 

sensitive intelligence operation, with which Oswald may well have 

‘been connected, whether or not he fired any shots on November 22nd. 

or, on a more mundane level, it may have been motivated by a desire 

on. the part of various agencies not to have their dirty linen aired 

in public. One need not, therefore, ascribe conspiratorial or , 

malevolent motives on the part of those who engaged in the cover-up. 

But whatever the reasons, as we shall see, there was a cover-up, and, 

to some degree, it is still going on. Hence, in certain sections of 

this book we will be functioning as the Committee's analyst, pointing 

out the patterns of resistance of which it, perhaps, was unaware. 

Rernays has used the phrase "invisible government" to 

describe public relations. The same phrase has been used by other 

writers to describe intelligence agencies and organized crime. The



events of the last decade and one-half -- Vietnam, the Pentagon 

Papers, Watergate ~~ should have sensitized us to the power of: this 

hidden zone in our lives. It is not just that there is something 

deeply wrong with. the world in which we live, but that there is 

something wrong with the way we perceive that world. Traditional 

‘models of our sodiety, whether pluralist or Marxist, offer no ready 

explanation for a situation in which the media and the Presiderity 

become opposed in a struggle for survival, any more than for a situation 

where a President is murdered while the press and media tell us not 

to bother our heads about it. This is the importance of the Kennedy 

assassination and its investigation as a social phenomenon. Its very 

oddity compels us to look. further, to go beyond the models of 

_. interpretation we are fond of. The key to the assassination is to 

be found in the three senses of invisible government enumerated above. 

In'at least one of these senses, and very likely all three, invisible 

government played a key role in either murdering the President or in 

permitting him to be murdered, and then in covering itup. 

The terrain of this. book isthe terrain of invisible 

government. In the political sphere invisible government plays an 

analogous role to that of the unconscious in Freud's schema. Out of 

ignorance, we are unable to attribute to invisible government the governing 

_ power which Freud attributes | to the unconscious. But, like Freud, we are 

persuaded that hidden forces are active, and that they account for 

the mystery in which the Kennedy assessination is still shrouded. How 

otherwise explain the high level of resistance which has characterized 



the investigation of this case from the beginning? "How otherwise 

explain the fact that faced with the Committee's conclusions of a 

second gunman, the New York Times and the Washington Post would argue 

that Kennedy was F shot, simultaneously, by "two lone maniacs instead - 

fn In this resistance we can see the continuing imvortance . of one. 

of our subject, and also an imterative that we not give up until 

- the delusion has been shattered, If the public will deal with the. 

facts presented in this book, and force press and government to deal 

with them, we can come to an end of our delusion and also a healthier 

understanding of the forces. at work in our Society. As Freud wrote 
a 

in one of his essays, the voice of reason is, small one, but in the 

long run it will be heard, 
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‘1. Discovery of New Evidence 

When committee investigator, Jack Moriarty, put his brief- _ 

case in the back of his Hertz rental car on the afternoon of 

March 71978 and headed for the airport, he had No. idea 

of the importance of one item in his briefcase. Sealed ina 

manila envelope nestling between files of witness interviews 

. 7" Long a 
and legal documents, was a ‘~Dictabelt tape, In the 

months following Moriarty's return to Washington that 

Dietabelt would prove to be what critics a of the 

warén Report had been searching after for I5 years--7- 4 

break in the case, powerful new evidence in the assassination 

of John F. Kennedy... Under a battery of scientific tests, 

that Dictabelt tape would reveal not only the number and 

timing of the shots fired in Dealey Plaza, but it would show 

- . that one of the shots came not from the Depository 

but from the "grassy knoll" to the right front of the 

, ‘Could one 
limousine. No longer , : doubt that a 

conspiracy was involved in the assassination of President Kennedy. 

Together with all the other evidence of conspiracy that had 

been amassed since 1963, that Dictabelt would force the House 

Select Committee to the awkward, but inevitable, conclusion 

that, "it is probable that more than one person was involved in 

the President's murder," although the Committee, "was unable 

firmly to identify the other gunman or the nature and extent of 

-the conspiracy." 

The Dictabelt tape {containing an original record of 

Channel 1 transmissions over the Dallas Police radio net for - 

the time surrounding the President's murder) was known to the 

Warren Commission. A transcript of transmissions over both
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2. 

Channel 1 and Channel 2 of the Dallas Police radio net was made 
although itis unclear whether 

available to the~ Commissions 

ahy actually Zo the Dieta belt on 

Commission staff members, listened{to a tape made from it. 

what one ‘hears now with the 

maked ear ~~ no powerful explosions of gun shots, only the harsh, 

souawky noises any CB enthusiast is familiar with, the steady 

drone of a motorcycle engine, and now and then voices interrupting: 
Any bedy know where $6 7s 7% ; 

. oO Accordingly, the 

Dictabelt was never studied by the Warren Commission, but languished 

aber, 
for 15 years in the vossession of the Dallas Police and, one of 

its assistant chiefs, Paul McCaghren. 

The existence of the tape and its ‘possible imvortance 

was brought to the attention of the Committee on 4 hot, muggy 

day in September, 1977. Chief Counsel Blakey had invited ten of 

the most Significant critics of the Warren Report to washington 

to meet with him and discuss possible investigative strategies. 

Mary Ferrell, a charming, tenacious critic from Dallas, who had 

spent tens of thousands of hours ‘investigating leads in the case 

since 1963, mentioned that she had a tape made from the. Dictabelt 

and suggested it be studied by audio experts, "I wanted to drop 

one thing in," she said in her ebullient Texan way, "Gary Shaw 

[another Dallas critic/ recently took my copy of the police tapes 

to a broadcasting media man. Anyhow, by blocking out’ sound they 

have heard ‘eight distinct gunshots." I remember at the time thinking 
S4e4 24 Badlo slay, 

. that not much would come of °° How long and hard had we all searched 

for a tape recording of the assassination, only to come up with hoaxes 

or dead-ends}! Still, in the interest of com-leteness it should be done. 

“/2q7 they Js kenect Lo lf, 2l/ Chey. would Aave hearcl ¢s



hater in 1977, Mary Peyell made available a taped copy 

of the Dictabelt to the Committee. At ‘this time, the 

wv Dallas Police told the Committee it had Yecopy. of ‘the- | 

transmissions since all its evidence had been turned over to 

the FBI. Accordingly, Mary FeYtell's tape was sent for 

analysis to the acoustic counsulting firm of Bolt, | Beranek and 

Newman, a firm which had established its primaty in the field 

by analyzing ‘the sounds of the 1970 Kent State shooting and 

- ae ~.. ° + the famous 18 minute gap in the Watergate 

tapes. Sadly, Ferrell's "tape was too degraded in quality to 

le be useful for analysis and was returned to the Committee by 

B.B.&N. Once again, as had happened so often in the ‘past, a 

line of investigation seemed blocked. 

, It was not until March, 1978, when investigator Jack 

Moriarty went to Dallas, that the line was opened up. Moriarty 

was an ex-NYC police detective. He spoke the language of the 

Dallas cops and they trusted him. He was interviewing Police 

Lieutenant | - Off to the side sat ex- 

assistant Police Chief, Paul MeCaghren. In 1963, McCaghren 

had been a police lieutenant in the burglery and theft division. 

In the weeks following the assassination, Moc&ghyren investigated 

the entry of Jack Ruby into the Dallas Police Building on his 

way to murder Oswdld. Six years later, in 1969, he was head 

Of police intelligence. When a locked filing cabinet filled 

with assassination materials was found outside the Chief of 

Police's office, the Chief assigned the material to ‘McCaghren.



he 

"Take charge of this material," said Chief Batchler, -"Make sure no 

unauthorized person comes into contact with it. McCaghren followed 

Batchler's instructions, keeping the material in the Intelligence 

Division until 1971 or 1972. ProbabLy in the early part of 1972, 

McCaghren took the materials home, where they were stored in a trunk 

in his attic. They were resting there on the morning of: March _ _ > 1978 

as MeCaghren listened to Moriarty’ ouestioning of Lieutenant 

It had not been Mordarty's intent to. interview McCaghren, who had 

retired from the force in 1974. McCaghren had heard of .Moriarty's 

pending interview with Lieutenant ° » and had decided to 

sit in. Finally satisfied that Moriarty "was who he said he was," 
meulloyed 

McCaghren . oo that he 

had "some material" Moriarty "might be interested in." Moriarty 

accomvanied McCaghren back to his home, and soon thereafter was 

flying back to Washington with the single most important piece of 

evidence discovered since 1963.
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2. The First Testing of the Dictabelt 

When the Dictabelt ‘carried by Moriarty reached the 
Jaly 

laboratories of B.B. &N in , 1978, it quickly became 

apparent that that one 53; minute segment of the transmissions 

over Channel 1 would be crucial. Throughout this 54 minute 

. -segment could be heard continuously the Sound of a motorcycle 

engine while now and then could be heard. other background noises -- 

the sound of sirens, and 7 ‘at one point, the sound of a 

carillon bell. This would be what one would expect to hear . 
. 

7 . if the transmitter button on one of the motor¢a#e€s escort 

cycles had been stuck in the ON position. What first. had to 

be determined was whether the motorcycle microphone had been 

open in Dealey Plaza at the time of the shooting and whether 

it had picked up the Sgund of gunfire. 

The first tasic was easy -- to electronically filter out the 

noise of the motorcycle engine in order to get a clearer 
wrth Jess 

; rendition jbackground noise. When this was done it becaine 

clear that two different sets of sound or "impulse" patterns 

were evident on.the tape. One set could be discarded immediately 

as insignificant; these patterns had a characteristic 
Risoeclakee/ wrt ts Lh en Z4azt tudor bed 

“heterodyne tone” ° , Aanother transmitter on Channel 1 

had been keyed and then released when it was apparent Channel 1 

was blocked by the stuck button. A second set of Six impulse 

patterns occurred at 2 minutes, ten seconds into the 5% minute 

segment, and had characteristics indicating that some or all of 

them might be gunshots. 

Plana, It was decided to submit these sounds to a series of:
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screening tests. Only if the sound patterns passed these tests 

would the scientists submit them to more exhausr/ve analysis. 

The screening. tests were set up to answer the following questions. - 

l. Do the sound patterns occur at the time of the 

assassination? 

: onl . 
2. Are they . > found on the tape,at the time 

of the assassination? 

3. Do they cover a time-span at least as long as the 

5.6 second duration of the shooting indicated by 

the Z&puder film? ; 

4. Do the shape and anplitwde of the patterns pyafrs 

what one would expect to get from gunfire given 

the radio and recording equipment in use that day 

“by the Dallas Police? 

The six sound patterns | passed all the screening tests. 

They were | found -on the Sah the time of the 

assassination. Their total duration exceeded the 5.6 minimum 

established by the Zapuder Filim. Their shape and amplitude. 

matched what one would expect to get ifa motorcycle microphone _ 

had picked up- the sound of gunfire. Clearly, now, a much more 

fine grained analysis would. be necessary. 

J. Acoustic Tests in Dealey Plaza 
woulel - ns € 

The principal of the B. B. &N analysis - ,Simple. Dealey 

Plaza was really a giant sound echo-chamber. A loud noise 

originating at any point in Dealey Plaza would set up a Series of 
ott 

echoes as the sound waves bounced different structures in the 
Lhe Lhe prdges ane whorls rn et 1 ordv nary fingerprinl, These echo prielerns woul 

Plaza. 

Provide Q anroge “0 couskic fiagerpring” for Cach combryabson of Sound Origin ancl 

The problem 

became now experimental: Stage an accoustic reenactment of the 

receplie. 
por:
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shooting to gather a series of "acoustic fingerprints" and then 

see if any of the six suspect sound patterns matched these 

fingerprints. | 

Dr. James Barger of B.B.& N. first consulted with two 

other scientists who had pioneered this kind of acoustic 

research.- Prof. Mark Weiss of the City University of New York. 

and his research associate, Ernest Aschkenda@sy had worked 

earlier on the Watergate tapes and had developed Special 

oS techniques for * analyzing large volumes of acoustic data. 

- Ehese ‘three scientists came up with a comprehensive plan 

for reenacting the shooting and gathering a series of "acoustic 

fingerprints" of Dealey Plaza.. 

The first problem concerned the location of the sound — 

receiver -- the motorcycle. At this time it was not known 

where the motorcycle was in Dealey Plaza at the time of 

the shots... Accordingly, Dr. Barger arranged an array of 36 

microphones supported on tripods at the heigth . of the motorcycle 

microphone. This array of microphones stretched a path along 

Housten and Elim Streets following the motorcade route, each 

microphone separated from its predecessor in the path | by 18 

feet... Four targets were selected -- three along the motorcade 

route where shots appeared to. have struck the Limousine and a 

fourth on a curb near the overpass where a bullet or bullet 

fragment had struck the 6urb. | | 

The second problem concerned the location of the sound 

source or sources. -~ the gun or guns fired in Dealey Plaza. The 

6th floor, southeast corner window of the Texas School Book 

“hats to have 
seen a gunman 

Depository was an obvious choice. Witnesses 

firing from this location, and the Warren Commission had concluded 

that all the shots had been fired from here. A definite location
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on the Qrassy knolf would of necessity be more controversial. 

Since 1963, various shooter locations had been proposed by 

various critics of the Warren Commission. — As time went on, a 

. consensus seemed to favor a point behind a stockade fence 
Whose 704 25 2 Sgnal Sageruisor placed Arm fn 2 neardy rae "Jway Lower, 

-overlooking Elf Street. Lee Bowers had seen two men standing 
4A 

behind the fence at this point. just prior to the shooting and 

later testified to the Warren Commission that he! d observed ae 

"commotion" there at the time of the shooting. A group of | 

Spectators standing on the overpass'had seen smoke issuing from 

the fence at the time of the shooting and believed a shot had , 

been fired from there. One of them, S.M. 'Skinny" Holland, 

- had immediately run to this point after the shooting and had 

found fresh footprints and cigarette butts behind the fence and 

fresh mud scraped on a bottom support of the fence. This too 

was the area where Dallas patrolman Joe Marshall Smith smelled 

gunsmoke right after the shooting, and encountered a man who 

flashed Secret Service credentials although, as 

the Committee confirmed, there were no bonafide Secret Service 

agents in this area. | Even more importantly, Mary 

Moorman's Polaroid photo taken during the shooting shows an 

anomalous shape the *i0 of a human nesd along the fence at 
Csee hobo on page — 

this point, iven cal convergence of evidence, Dr. Barger 

chose a location behind the fence to station a second shooter 

during the reenactment. | 

The reenactment was staged on August 20, 1978. The Dallas 

police cordoned off Dealey Plaza for five hours and provided 

. Marksmen to fire a rifle from the TSBD window and a rifle and a 

pistol from behind the stockade fence. Twelve shots in all were 

fired -- eight froma rifle stationed in the TSBD, three from
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a rifle located behind the fence on the knoll, and one from a 

pistol fired from the same location. Twelve shots times the 

thirty-six microphone locations yielded a total of 432 
. - . Shols fired rh 

recordings or "acoustic fingerprints" of Dealey Plaza. Each 

of these "fingerprints". had now to be compared against the Six . 

suspect sound patterns. 

Dr. Barger testified to the Committee concerning the 

results of his comparison on Sept. ll, 1978. His comparison was 

hamstrung by one unknown -- he did not know the ’ position 

and he cou/e/ not Lest Cuery oss¢ble Soc2Eion. . 
of the motorcycle at any one instant in Dealey Plaza | He was 

comparing the split second arrival of echo patterns at any one 

of 18 microphones leading alongthe motorcade route. But there 

was no reason to believe that the motorcycle was : i at any 

one of these locations when the echo pattern of a. shot reached 

it. To allow for this fact, Barger built into his analys/s 

a + 6/1,000 of a second "window". In other words, if. 

the arrival time of an echo in a Sequence on the 1963 Dictabelt 

‘could be correlated to within + 6/1,000 of a second of the . 

arrival time of an echo in a sequence from the 1978 reconstruction, 

it would be considered a match. As we'll see, this + 6/1,000 | 

of a second "window" would prove troublesome when it came for 

‘Barger to estimate the probability of a shot fired from the knoll. 
P . 

Barger found that 
; ; ; Yough! __ i . . 

four of the sound patterns from the 1963 Dictabelt)matched "acoustic 
. while | ; . 

fingerprints" obtained in 1978, , Two of the sound patterns 

could be discarded. Of the four 
wire Afi mrbe/y Larned out Lo be 

that matched, and : : oO ,gunshots, their sequence 

was as follows:
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‘Shot: Number in Sequence | Time 

a4 | _ . . 0 Seconds 

#2 1.6 " 

#3007 72.6 " 

#4 8.3 " 

To put it another way, Barger's study disclosed the 

likelihood that four shots were fired in Dealey Plaza, the first 

Plaus thle 

two 1.6 seconds apart, the latter two 0.7 seconds apart. /Matches 

on shots #1, #2, #4 were to a rifle fired from the vicinity of 
, | most plausible : 

the Depository; the,match on shot #3 was to a rifle fired ‘from 

the vicinity of the fence on the knoll. 

One ‘dividend from the Barger study was virtually . 
Bad? . oy | 2 itevephone 2s ea 

ind¢spwtable proof that the recording: was, * 
paoved Lhrough Deatkey Pere al Lhe Erme ox “Le shocking. 

' Barger pointed out that the 

location of microphones where matches were obtained clustered 
tracked Q movewenl Chrough ota Plaza at 

along a -line that aapproximately 11 MPH, 
while 2 
,study of the 2Apuder film independent ly showed that 

the motorcade was moving at approwyimately il MPH: Lox 

Barger, was able to estimate that it was. a virtual’ certainty 
pf? ven? Aoue “4 Arc rop font 

(p®abability above 99%) that the bounds -had-been raconded _hyta 
iv2s ag 2 F247 7 lake. 

The same could not be said for Barger's estimate of the
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“probability that a shot had been fired from the fence. The 

. mathematical conseouences of Garger's choosing.+6/1,000 of a 

second "window. to account’ for the vagueness of the motorcyele's 

. position at any instant, combined with the results of the recon- 

structicn, comvelled Barger's disappointing answer to the uestion 

concerning the probability of a shot fired from the fence. It 

was only about 50%, Barger told the Committee in September, 1978. — 

an uncomfortable answer to a question holding so much notential 

Significance. 

he The Weiss—-Aschkenasy Study 

In the late summer of 1978 Dr. Barger had been working 

under great time pressure. He had only finished 2,592 

comparisons for his acoustic study four days before testifying before 

the Committee. Accordingly, as scon as he had testified with his. 

provocative but uncomfortable conclusions, the Committee exrlored 

whether his data might be given an even finer-erained analysis. 

_Weiss and Aschkenasys7w , 

Bt dbaupiitoditey were asked if they could go beyond. Barger's results. 
proceduvc 

Together they constructed an . analytical biota’ ,which would permit them 

’' to push Barger's probability estimate off its 50/50 teeter-point. 

They studied Dealey Flaza to identify and locate 

‘“echo-generating surfaces, They made allowances for temperature 

_ differentials since air temperature affects the speed of sound. 

bi-tie-tmaroriekelted When they had done all this, they turned their 

attentions to a part of the recording that lasteq only 3/10th of:
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a second —- the critical time enfolding the third shot. They | 

' sgueceeded in isolating certain sounds suggesting the initial muzzle. 

blast and 4 series of a dozen possible echoes, as the sound reached 

the open mike after bouncing off a variety of surfaces arrayed in | 

Dealey Plaza on November 22nd. “The muzzle blast would have sent 

{ts sound to. the microphone ona straight line. The echoes would 

have traveled longer paths -- at the same speed -- arriving at the 

microphone slightly later. . Hence, it was.essential for the scientists. 

to measure with utmost precision the elapsed time taken by each echo 

impulse to arrive at the microphone. Since the speed of sound is 

a known velocity. (a bit more than a thousand feet per second), each 

measurement of elapsed time could be translated -- by elementary 

algebra -—- into the extra distance the echo traveled compared to the 

straight-line path of the muzzle blast. A sound which took an extra 

025 of a second to reach the microphone, for example, had traveled 

about 25 feet farther than the stiight-line path. 

| | Once these time measurements had been made, each echo 

could be mapped to test possible locations for the origin of the shot, | 

the position of the motorcycle, and surfaces from which the sound could 

bounce. The scientists used a large-scale map of Dealey Plaza and 

cut lengths of string, according to the map seale, to indicate the 

distance traveled by each echo. The ends of the string were then 

tacked to possible sniper and motorcycle locations and the string 

pulled taut and moved around the map in search of echo surfaces. 

‘When all three points fit without any play in the string, the locations 

were pinpointed. By repeating the procedure for a series of recorded 

impulses, the scientists could not only confirm the origin of the 

sound and the location of the microphone with great accuracy, they
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could also track echo patterns which fit the unique geometry of - 

Dealey Plaza. In the end, the ten impulses they: tracked fit: exactly 
The vesalts 

with echo surfaces | ane Dealey Plaza. Vid statistiom,seemed overwhelming: 

either the shot was fired from behind the fence on the knoll or the 

redording took place elsewhere at a location which exactly matched 

the unique geometry of Dealey Plaza. 

| | . By taking into account all the details of’ Dealey Plaza, 

they were able to discard Barger's troublesome £6/1,000 of a second 

window" , and substitute for it a®1/1,000 of a second" window". vhen 

they finished, they showed their work to Barger who went over it in 

detail and confirmed their conclusions. © On December 29, 1978 all 

three scientists announced their findings to the full Committee. 

"It is our conclusion," stated Weiss, "that as a result 

of very careful analysis, it appears that with a probability of 95% 

or better, there was indeed a shot fired fron the grassy knoll." 
the sm2iler 

Using A "wind ows , the echo patterns 

matched perfectly for a shooter located. behind the stockade fence 

at the spot mentioned by Holland and Bowers, the place occupied by 

by the anomalous head-shaped form in the Moorman photo, and for a 

motorcycle location only a few feet from one of the microphones used 

in the 1978 test. by restricting the "window" to only one-sixth its 

former size, they now had a match of such precision that they could reduce 

to insignificance (less than 5%) the chance that the sound on the tape 

had. been caused by random noise. 

Equally important were their conclusions concerning the 

character of the sound emanating from the knoll. The amplitude of the 

echo patterns matched what one would expect to get from the muzzle-blast
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of a gun fired at that location, Even more importantly, 24 

_milliseconds before the sound of the muzzle blast reached the 

microphone, they detected a characteristic "N-wave", the shock 

wave a supersonic projectile gives off in ‘flight. Since an "N-wave" 

would not. have been. detected had the gun on the. knoll been fired up . 

or down or away from the motorcade, they now had proof that a ‘bullet 

had been fired at the motorcade. Since ‘some handguns fire suversonic 

projectiles -~ the hk magnum is a notable example =~ the experts 

could not determine whether a rifle or a pistol had been fired from 

the knoll, but the odds. seemed to favor a rifle. 

) Towards the end of his testimony Professor Weiss was 

asked by Committee Chairman Stokes if "as a seientistit he was 

comfortable with the statement "that beyond a reasonable doubt 

and toa degree of 95% or. better, there were four shots [fired/ in 

Dealey Plaza." Weiss replied that with respect to the Snot from 

behind the stockade fence "with a confidence level of 95% or higher, 

which I guess if I were a lawyer, IT might well express as beyond a 

reasonable doubt, that shot took place.” Relying upon Barger's work 

on the other three shots, Weiss replied that "there is an overall 

probability of 95% or better that there were four shots fired in 

Dealey Plaza,» The Comittee agreed with the conclusions of Weiss and 

the other scientists, voting the next day to conclude that "scientific ; 

acoustic evidence establishes a high probability that two gunmen fired 

at President John F. Kennedy."
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5. The Motorcycle 

The final viece in the jig-saw puzzle of audio evidence 

concerns the identity of the motorcycke with the stuck transmitter 

button. Who ves riding it? | 

In the fall of 1978 Committee investigators po: 5 red over 

Dallas police assignment lists for November 22nd, as well as photographs’ 

of the motorcade. Their search for the motorcyclist finally zeroed | 

anon Patrolman H.B. McLain, | 

McLain testified on December 29, 1978 -- the same day 

Barger, Weiss, and Aschkenazy announced their final results to the 

Committee. McLain testified that in company with three other 

motorcycle officers he had been. assigned a position to 

left rear of the Presidential limousine. In practice, however, |
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it did’ not work out that way. Two of the assigned cyclists, 

McLain and Officer JW. Courson, dropped back farther in. the 

motorcade. McLain testified that he rode in the four or five 

car-length interval between the rear of the Vice President's. 

car and the Press Bus. Since the Vice-President's car was 

separated from the Presidential limousine by the Secret Service 

follow-up vehicle, this put McLain anywhere from two to seven 

cars behind the President. McLain was shown photos of the 

motorcade as it entered Dealey Plaza. He identified himself 

as turning onto Houston Street at the time President Kennedy's 

vehicle was beginning its turn onto Elm Street. hMitnaugin 

bearelonivomwen He said he was on Houston Street when he heard 2 

ales shot, and looked up to see "a bunch of Pigeons.fly out 

behind the school book depository." He then made his turn 

on Elm Street, at some point heard Police Chief Curry Say over 

“the radio that they were proceeding to Parkland Hospital, and 

then speeded up to escort the motorcade vehicles to Parkland 

Hospital. McLain identified a photo of two motorcyclists on 

Elm Street taken seconds after the shooting as Officer Coursen 

and himself pursuing the motorcade. Under questioning from the 

Committee, McLain confirmed that he may have heard Chief Curry's 

message over Coursen's radios with a stuck transmitter button 

McLain could have received no messages over his own radic, McLain 

was asked if he had a distinct memory @5 to which:
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channel his radio was set on November 22nd. He replied it. was "normally set on Channel: 1" (the. channel recorded on the Dictabelt), and that he did not recall anything different about November 22nd. - Finally, Deputy Chief c ounsel Cornwell asked McLain the crucial question: 

Cornwell: Did you, to your memory, have a stuck microphone on that day? 

McLain: Not that I know of. 

Cornwell: 

Sir; it hag been before. 
Cornwell: Under how many different ‘circumstances in your Particular case? 

McLain: I'm scared to say. 

Cornwell: We have been told...tha t it is possible that in 
if it were worn or old, 

Do you know. whether that is POSSible? 
: That's Possible, 

and ,show him. to be in the 

ing microphone when the shots 

, 345 minutes 

Dispagcher,
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G.D. Henslee can be heard stating that an unknown motorcycle on 

the Stemmons Freeway seemed to have its microphone button stuck 

- open on Channel Ie According to his testimony, McLain would have - 

been on the Stemmons Freeway at this time. 

Although McLain has no memory of having his microphone 

putton stuck in the ON. position on November 22nd, a web of circum 

stantial evidence indicates that he must be the one credited with 

making an inadvertant error of enormous significance. 

(6-2)— park's Versio oF 28) 
6... Objections to the New Audio Evidence 

There is no doubt that the results of the Barger-Weiss- 

Aschkenasy study turned the Conimittee around. Its draft report for 

December 13, 1978 states: a 

, The Committee finds that the available scientific 
evidence is insufficient to find that there was a con- | 
spiracy to. assassinate President Kennedy. 

The final results of the Barger-Weiss—Aschkenasy study (with their 

unanimous judgment that there was a 95% chance that a shot came from 

the knoll) were presented to the Committee on December 29, 1978. . The 

next day the Committee concluded that "scientific acoustical evidence 

establishes & high probability that two gunman fired at President 

John F, Kennedy.” 

“The results of the audio study also changed other minds. 

Professor Jacob Cohen of Brandeis, one of the most skillful defenders 

of the Warren Report for the last 15 years and author of a recent 

book defending a single-gunman theory of the killing, wrote on 

January 9, 1979:
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The impulses on the tape are there and I cannot 
“think of how else they could be there in that particular 
“pattern except that the two gunmen caused them to be... 
I have heard myself say that I believe in the truth, and 
have summoned my students and readers to do the same. I 
don't see what I.can do when it conspires against me, 
except listen. © an 

. Criticism of the new acoustical evidence has ranged from 

_the absurd to the thoughtful. Perhaps the silliest criticism vas 
“offered by former Warren Commission Staff Counsél in an article published _ 

in the National Review (Avril 2, 1979). "When I first read the news-— 

“paper reports of the conclusions of the Select Committee," wrote Belin, 

"J was shocked at how readily the Committee had swallowed hook, 

line, and sinker, the erroneous testimony of the socalled acoustical. 

experts... Regardless of whether they. say it was a 50% possibility 

or a 95% possibility, the truth is to the contrary. There was no. 

second gunman." And why? Belin goes on to offer a piece of. technical 

analysis of his own: 
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"The impulse on the tape that is attributed to the socalled second 

gunman...is less than a second from the fatal shot that struck 

President Kennedy ' s head. When one takes into ~ consideration 

the reverberations of sound bouncing off the high buildings 

surrounding Dealey Plaza, the socalled third and fourth shots 

_were really the impulse from the fatal shot..and a second impulse 

from the reverberations, similar to the (alleged) two impulses 

from the first shot that struck the President... [This] is 

additional evidence which refates the second gunman fiction of the 

\ouse s Select Committee." 

Clearly, Belin's theory is "evidence" only @f his 

incapacity to understand the acoustic study. Since each shot 

left a train of about a dozen impulses on the tape (all but the 

first resulting from “reverberations"), there clearly could be © 

no confusion of shot and echo pattern. It is in fact the. 

millisecond timing of these impulses in the echo pattern which 

permitted the experts to so exactly locate the gun on the knoll 

and’ motorcycle microphone relative to the "high buildings 

surrounding Dealey Plaza." Belin's "evidence" rests on a mind- 
misinterprelebion . 

boggling © : of what was actually done in the 

acoustic study. | 

Thoughtful criticism of the acoustical evidence focuses not, 

on the study performed by Barger. Weiss, and Aschkenagy (which 

appears to be unexceptionable), but on artifacts on the tape 

which suggest it might not have been made by transmissions from 

Dealey Plaza or, alternatively, that the transmission could not. 

have been made by the microphone on McLain's cycle. These 

criticisms were known to the Committee and are discussed in its 

feport. - They may be summarized and answered as follows:
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I. Since no recognizable crowd noise was found 

on the 1963 Dictabelt, it seems doubtful that the 

microphone was _in the motorcade on November 22nd. 

Dallas police motorcycle radios were equipped with 

a. cfirectiena/ microphone and were designed only to 

transmit loud sounds. This was. done to allow the motor-- 

cycle officer, when speaking into the mike, to be able 

to transmit over the noise of his engine. Crowd noise 

would not exceed the sound level of the much closer engine, 

and hence, would not be identifiable on a tape of the 

radio transmission. On the other hand, a rifle shot is 

SO-pronounced that it would be picked up over crowd and 

- motorcycle noise even if fired at some distance from the 

microphone. 

“ILI. The Dictabelt contains the faint sound of a carillon- 

. like bell about: 7 seconds after. the last shot is heard, 

al though no such bell is known to have been in the vicinity 

of Dealey Plaza on November 22nd. 

He B. McLain testified that the Vallas rolice radio net was 

set up | in such a. way as ‘to permit more than one transmitter to 

. operate at the same time. The Comnittee confirmed this, and also. 

confirmed that such multiple transmissions freauently occurred. 

Acoustic. expert Aschkenasy testified that associated with the 

Carillon sound he had detected an indication that another transmitter 

had keyed on at this time. _It would seem then that. the motorcycle: 

whose radio transmitted the sound of the bell was not stationed 1n 

Dealey Plaza, but this does not mean that tne transmission ot gunshots 

did not originate in Vealey Plaza.
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III. About two minutes after the gunshots are heard 

on the Dictabelt, one can hear the sound of rising and 

receding sirens. This may mean that the motorcycle with 

the stuck transmitter button may have been stationary on 

Stemmon's Freeway. 

McLain's own testimony offers an alternative and 

“equally persuasive account of the siren noises. At the 

time they are heard, McLain was on the Stemmon's Freeway. 

He testifed that in the minutes following the shooting, he 

sped up to catch the lead vehicles in the motorcade. 

These vehicles, we know, had their sirens on. The sound we 

hear on the tape may be McLain catching up with the lead 

vehicles and then dropping back. 

Iv. After testifying before the Committee, McLain told 

a_reportelt for CBS News that the transmitter button on his 

cycle was not stuck _in the ON position, and that immediately 

after hearing Chief Curry's order to go to. Parkland Hospital 

he put on his siren. If either of these statements are 

true, then McLain's cycle could not have been the one 

transmitting the sound of shots. 

~ On this point the Committee properly chose to believe 

McLain's testimony and not his later statements. He 

‘testified that he had no recollection of whether his 

transmitter button was stuck in the ON position, but in 

his experience this had been a frequent occurrence. McLain 

may have confused-in his mind the sound of other sirens 
turned 

(which were,on) with his’ own. Nor should it be forgotten 

thefin September, 1977 he told Committee. -investigators that 

he heard two shots while in December, 1978 he testified that
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he only heard one. McLain's recollections of November 22nd must be 

treated with caution. | | 

‘The most comvelling argument that the transmission 

recorded on the Dictabelt originated in: DeaLey Plaza comes from 

the acoustie study. ‘the sequential “acoustic fingerprints" with. 

their myaid echo patterns could have come from virtually no other 

source than a police motorcycle proceeding at the speed of the 

motorcade through Dealey Plaza. We know where, during tne shooting, 

that motorcycle must have been, » Photographs and McLain's testimony 

confirm that his motorcycle was at that Location auring the shooting. 

He testified that his radio was normally set to Channel 1, and that , 

nis transimitter button trequently stuck in the ON position, 

Whatever we may think of McLain's later statements or of some of 

the artifacts on the Dictabelt, there is overwnelming evidence that 

the sounds of gunfire were recoraea in veatey Piaza, and most Likely 

were picked up by the microphone on McLain's cycle.
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There is no doubt that the results of the Weiss-Aschkenasy study of the 
DPD radio tape turned the Committee around, and irrevocably changed the history 
of the Kennedy assassination controversy. A draft of the Committee’ S report, 
dated December 13, 1978, states; — | . 

- The Committee finds that the available scientific evidence is | 
insufficient to find that there was a conspiracy to assassinate President [AR 495] Kennedy. 

° 
Subsequently, the Committee learned of Weiss' conclusion that there was 

a 95% chance that there had been a shot fired from the grassy knoll. | On. December. 
29, 1978, after Weiss' public testimony, the Committee met privately to formulate 
its final conclusion:- that “scientific acoustical evidence establishes a high 
probability that two gunmen fired at President John F. Kennedy." 

It is to the credit of the majority of the Committee members that they 
Saw and accepted the implications of this new evidence. That was not easy to do. 
For the small but influential minority who have sincerely believed the Warren 

- Commission, the implications of this conclusion are enormous. . How can one not 
be depressed and discouraged, one Committee staffer told me, having found out 
that a conspiracy killed our President and got away with it? 

The acoustics evidence changed the mind of people outside the Committee too. 
Professor Jacob Cohen of Brandeis has been one of the most skillful defenders of 
the Warren Commission for years; he has written a book, "Conspiracy Fever," on 

_ public reaction to the JFK assassination controversy and other hotly debated cases. 
He expressed his new position in an article in the Boston Phoenix on January 9, 1979: 

The impulses on the tape are there. and I cannot think of how else they: could be there in that particular pattern except that the two gunmen 
caused them to be.... I have heard myself say that I believe in the truth, 
and have summoned my students and readers to do the same. I don't see 
what I can do when it conspires against me, except listen.... 

I do not doubt that if there were two gunmen, there was a- conspiracy of some sort; entertaining the notion of two lonely assassins humiliates 
the imagination. Whether it was a ‘grand, middle-sized, or tiny conspiracy 
remains to be discovered. 

Not surprisingly, the acoustics evidence has been the subject: of a ‘great 
deal of criticism ~- from dissenting HSCA members, from certain Dallas Police 
officers and former Warren. Commission staffers, and in newspaper articles and 
editorials. The last word on many .of the questions. raised may not be in. 
In its recommendations, the Committee singled out the acoustics. evidence, 

suggesting that the Justice Department and the National Science Foundation 
"should make a study of the theory and application of the principles of acoustics 
to forensic questions, using the materials available in the assassination of [AR 481] 
President Jobn F. Kennedy as a case study." Although this language carefully © 
avoids suggesting any Committee doubts. about the work of Weiss, Aschkenasy, and 
Barger, it is in effect a call for an independent review of their work.
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Sources indicate ‘that the Justice Department is giving serious consideration 
to this recommendation. [[We will make some phone calls and flesh this out. ]] 
At this writing - more than 8 months after Weiss' results were made public - 
there has been no major new development, _and (as far as I know) no new analysis. 
or evidence has come up to bolster the arguments against the conspiracy 
conclusion which were made in the weeks immediately following Weiss’ testimony. 
It seems likely | ‘that if there were something basically wrong with the analysis, 
we would know about it by now.. On the contrary, it is. already clear that the 
acoustics evidence stands up well under much of the criticism = better than 
someone who has only followed the controversy in the newspapers might think. 
It should be helpful to sort through the principal criticisms at this point... 

‘The criticism generally falls into three categories: technical, contextual, 
and lawyerly. "Technical" means going after the work of Barger, Weiss and 
_Aschkenasy on their own terms. The "contextual" criticism focuses on the 
alleged absence of secondary evidence of a two-gunmen conspiracy. The "lawyerly" 
criticism is the sort of thing that could sway a jury, including arguments _ 
which a good lawyer would turn to in the absence of a strong factual case in his 
favor. One should perhaps add a fourth caregory of criticism: a devotion to 
the Warren Report, and a resistance to the acoustical evidence, which transcends 
mere reason. 

, 
On the technical side, the most compelling point made so far is not so much 

a criticism as a suggestion for further study,.. Rep. Christopher Dodd specifically 
recommended that "the detailed analysis that was done with regard to the third 
shot be done with regard to shots one, two, and four." This is a very good 
suggestion, and there seems to be a general consensus that it should be done. 

If such further analysis confirms that the "Oswald" window in the TSBD was 
the source of any of the other shots, it would be an important confirmation of 
Weiss' method. Weiss did check his method by applying it to the recording of a 
test shot. from the knoll, made. during Barger’ s reconstruction; nonetheless, a 
similarly successful determination of the rifle and microphone locations for a 
different, shot would be persuasive. On the other hand, af there is some major 
error in the analysis of the third shot, which by some bizarre fluke pointed to 
the knoll as the rifle location, a similar analysis: of the other shots might be 
the best way to establish what the error was. 

The Report notes that Weiss did not analyze the other three shots "due to 
time constraints." TAR 73, note 10] The time constraints were indeed severe: 
although the Committee promptly started to examine the possibility of getting 
Barger's results off dead center after he testified on September 11, official 
authorization for the Weiss~Aschkénasy ‘study did not come until October 24. [8 
They finished their work in mid-December, and testified on December 29, only a 

[AR 487] 

[8 AH 22+ 

AH 4]
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few days before the Committee was to go out of existence. (As a Select Committee, 

it expired along with the session of the House which had voted to fund it.) 

Rep. Dodd urged an analysis of the three rear shots beeause of his well-founded | 

doubts that the first two could have been fired from Oswald's rifle. (These 
' shots were only 1.7 seconds apart, and the Committee's argument that Oswald could 

have done it is at best unconvincing. The original firing tests gave a minimum 

separation time ‘of over two seconds.) . 

While the acoustical - analysis might conceivably be invalidated by this further 
study, if it is confirmed the results might still be of comparable importance. 
Additional tests might establish that there was a third gunman, in a: different 
location behind Kennedy. Barger's less precise analysis established only that: 
the three non-knoll shots were generally consistent with a rifle in. the TSBD; 

he had neither the time nor the precision of method to test other rear locations. 
oA second gunman to the rear would provide a natural explanation for the 

short time between the first shot (which apparently missed the motorcade) and 
‘the second one, ‘which apparently hit both Kennedy and Connally. It might’ also 
explain the shot which caused a fragment of concrete to superficially wound 
James Tague, a bystander near the triple overpass; Dallas News reporter Earl 

Golz has suggested that this shot came froma building near the TSBD and first 
struck a manhole cover. But the most important implications of a second gunman 

to the rear would be to put the sniper's nest evidence in a new context. If 
Oswald (or someone in that window) fired only two shots, what is one to make of 

. the three empty cartridge cases allegedly found there? Clearly, the, possibility | 
that some evidence directing attention to Oswald's window was planted would have 
‘to be looked at with renewed intensity. 

A’detailed analysis of the other three shots would have to take into account 
the elevation of the rifle, which was probably several stories above street level. 
To test a rifle location using pieces of string, as Weiss did for the knoll shot, 

one would need not just a detailed map of Dealey Plaza, but a three-dimensional 

scale model... 

Incidentally, Weiss. apparently did not. ‘take the elevation of the grassy knoll 
into account. An educated guess would be that this refinement would at most have 
changed. the rifle or cycle location by a few feet; it is not the sort of thing 
which one would expect to produce a."false positive" - something out of nothing. 
Tn this regard, the effect of small differences in elevation is probably comparable 
to the effect of wind and temperature, which Weiss apparently did consider 
adequately. (He was, however, not able’ to persuade Rep. Robert Edgar and his 

consultants on these points.) . 
The elevation problem might make a computer program the only practical way 

to repeat Weiss’ analysis for the other three shots. This would have advantages
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and disadvantages. Perhaps the main disadvantage would be the re-mystification 

of the analysis. Fortunately, Weiss was able to present his work without relying 

on computer programs, Instead, he describe Pieces of string were moved around 

to find sound paths of the appropriate length. Even a computer program which 

did no more than imitate the moving around of pieces of string would have 

intimidated much of the audience. (Before the public testimony, there had been 

editorial comment that the leaked results were the product of computer magic, 

and an arcane science. Even Rep. Preyer, chairman of the Kennedy subcommittee, 

said, "I'm always suspicious of these newfangled sciences." [LAT 12/23/78]) 
Weiss and Aschkenasy are in fact members of the Computer Science Department at 

Queens. College, and the HSC Report specifically credits Aschkenasy with having 
"specialized in developing computer programs for analyzing large volumes of 

‘acoustical data." [AR 69] They must be admired for their skill in not using 
unnecessarily powerful and unnecessarily intimidating techniques. (I know from 
personal experience how difficult that is.) 

On the other hand, a computerized analysis would allow Weiss to deal with 

the other major techriical criticism which claimed that their work did not go 

far enough. That is, it would allow testing of many -more possible rifle and 

microphone locations. Weiss has been widely criticized for having “assumed” 
the result of Barger's work - that is, the tentative location of the rifle and 

‘the microphone, the conclusion that the tape. really was made in Dealey Plaza 

at the time of the assassination, and so on. What Weiss did seemed to be a quite 

standard and proper scientific process of hypothesis. testing, but he clearly 

was not able to make all the Committee menbers comfortable with it. Sawyer, 

for example, remained unconvinced by what he called, in his dissent, the "bootstrap" 

analysis by which Weiss concluded that "his computations had confirmed or 

independently verified the correctness of Dr. Barger's motorcycle location." [AR 507] 
What is relevant here is that. as Weiss moved the hypothesized rifle and 

microphone locations around, away from the locations they ultimately reported,. 

their “eit! - the quality-of the match. between observed and predicted echoes — 

got worse. (Unfortunately, Weiss' report does not give any quantitative details; 7 

a computer program would give the relevant numbers to describe the quality of the fit.) 

Sawyer's eriticism would be valid if the fit remained good as the rifle and cycle 

locations were varied a bit - or, even more significantly,. if several radically 

different rifle-microphone locations gave very good fits. 

A "sweep" of Dealey Plaza, using a computerized version of Weiss" method, 
' certainly seems dippropriate. That is, rifle and microphone locations all over 

this area should be tested, in an attempt to resolve Rep. Edgar's doubts [AR 498] 

that the observed echo pattern is’ unique to a “knoll rifle and a microphone in the 

motorcade. Doing this sweep by hand would be impractical, but once a computer
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program is. written, the results could come out automatically. 

A computerized "sweep" of Dealey Plaza will probably come up with some 
spurious fits - "false alarms," as Barger called the ones he got. One can 
predict that some of the spurious fits will put the rifle and the cycle in 
impossible locations - such as a rifle in the street and a microphone behind: 

‘the fence. Such obviously incorrect fits would not. invalidate the plausible 
result Weiss hag already obtained; nonetheless, a study of these "false alarms" 
would allow a more refined estimate off the odds that Weiss’ result came from 
a random fluke. (That estimate currently stands at 5% or less.) 

If Dodd's recommendation for additional analysis is adopted, ‘a similar 
analysis of two more possible shots should be included. These impulses came . 
1.5 seconds before the first shot, and 0.7 seconds after the last one. | Barger [8 AH 101° 
rejected thése impulses, which had passed his screening tests, because he got : ) 
no good fits (i.e., no correlations above 0. 5) with his limited choice of 
rifle, microphone, and target locations. While: there is no strong evidence of 
such additional shots which comes to mind, we do not know whether Barger's work 

| would have excluded, say, a shot from a building near the TSBD. Therefore, 
futher tests of these additional impulses seem justified. 

Before turning to less compelling technical criticism of Weiss' work, it 
is worth re-emphasizing that, under the circumstances, the incompleteness of. the 
work the Committee aidé “done does not imply that it was incorrect. When the 
‘Committee's report and supporting volumes were published in late July 1979, 
none of the dissenting members presented new or compelling technical criticism 
of the acoustics study. Given the importance the dissenters placed on this 
evidence, it is reasonable to assume that they had given qualified outside experts 
both the time and the opportunity to digest Weiss' work. 

The most widely publicized technical criticisms of the acoustics evidence 
have been indirect. They focus not ‘so much on the location of the rifle as on 
the location of the microphone. The conclusion that the’ open microphone was in 
Dealey Plaza has been challenged on the grounds of the testimony of the motorcycle 
officer apparently involved, the alleged lack of photographic corroboration of 
his location, the absence of expected siren and crowd noises on the tape, and 

‘the presence. of certain unexpected sounds (a carillon bell, and certain sirens). 
These arguments are dealt with at some length, and quite well, in the Committee 

report. They need only be summarized here. Thesé points are not trivial, and 
the discussion is complicated by a tendency to get into areas of "soft" evidence, 
such as the reliability of witnesses, which can not be resolved conclusively. 
It is important to keep the bottom line in mind: in the words of the Report, [AR 78]
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.%'eetoO contend that the microphone was elsewhere carries with it 
the burden of explaining all that appears on the tape. To be sure, 
those who argue that the microphone was in Dealey Plaza must explain 
the sounds that argue it was not. Similarly, those who contend it was 
not in Dealey Plaza must explain the sounds that indicate it WAS wens 
It is extremely unlikely that the echo patterns on the tape, if received 
from elsewhere, would so closely parallel the echo patterns characteristic 
of Dealey Plaza. 

‘The first of the heard sounds which raise questions about Weiss' results 
- occurs about 7 seconds after the fourth shot. Barger found the sound ‘of one 
stroke of a bell. The overtone pattern (i.e., the timbre of the sound) was - 

characteristic of a carillon-type bell. Barger noted that this. sound is proof 
that the Dallas Police radio was carrying. some acoustical signals during this 
time period, and not just electrical noise. The complication is that there is 
no such bell in Dealey Plaza. A church bell was found at the Lucas Baptist 
Church, further down the motorcade route. (This bell was located by Anthony [5 AH 668 
Pellicano, a Chicago private investigator who heads a firm called "Voice 
Interpretation and Analysis, Ltd.") The logical explanation, as the HSC Report 
notes, is that a second microphone had cut in by that point, overriding the 
first one; the DPD radio system allowed that to happen. Aschkenasy testified that one 
can see "an indication of a keying-on transient which means that someone else 
‘tried to get onto the channel at that very time." [5 AH 591] Unfortunately, 
the technical reports of the experts donot deal with this point in detail, so 
one cannot see for oneself how unambiguous these keying-on signatures are, and 
how frequently they appear. Still, the basic point is that the presence of sounds 
from a different location does not prove that the shots were not picked up by a 
microphone in Dealey Plaza. . | 

About two minutes after the shots, siréns are heard, first increasing and 
then decreasing in volume. As Rep. Sawyer noted, this is consistent with a 

cycle standing on Stemmons freeway, between Dealey Plaza and Parkland Hospital, 
picking up the sounds of the passing motorcade. [AR 505-6] _But these sounds 
could also have been picked up by the microphone of Officer H. B. McLain, who 
was in the motorcade and is believed to be the man whose microphone picked up 

the gunshots. McLain testified that after the shooting, he sped up to catch the 
lead vehicles in the motorcade. A. pattern of sirens like that observed could 
have been created as he caught up with the motorcade, and then either passed or 
dropped back from vehicles which had their sirens on. [AR 77-8)" $8 >is the case 

with the carillon bell, the sirens and the shots could have been recorded by 
two different microphones. ‘The: technical reports do not deal with the possibility 
that a careful study of the siren patterns could give more information, for 
example about the relative: “speed of the vehicles involved. In any case, it does 
not seem possible to interpret the observed siren sounds as proof that the shot 
impulses were not rerenrded tn Nealoawv Plava
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A message’ on the other DPD radio channel has been cited as evidence that 
the stuck microphone was not in Dealey Plaza. Three or four minutes after the 
assassination, the dispatcher, Gerald Henslee, went on the air to say that an 
unknown motorcycle seemed to have its microphone. stuck open on Stemmons Freeway. 
However, he told the committee that he assumed this location for the stuck: 
microphone because of the noise of thé sirens. [AR 77] Thus, his statement 
is not persuasive evidence against Weiss’ results, 

The direct evidence as to which motorcycle was the source of the crucial 
recording was, not surprisingly, inconclusive. The Committee. took testimony 
from H. B. McLain, the officer in the motorcycle escort who was the prime 
candidate. He testified that he did not recall whether his transmitter button 
was stuck in the "on" position, but that in his experience this had. been a 
frequent occurence. His statement under oath must be given more weight: than 
his subsequent belief, as expressed to a CBS news reporter, that his cycle had 
not been the source of the transmission. In any case, however, his recollections 
in 1978 of what had happened in 1963 must be’ treated with caution, especially 
on matters which had no obvious importance and which he would not be expected 
to remember. 

Photographic evidence showing the motorcade is.a much more promising source 
of confirmation or disproof of Weiss' finding that there was a moving ‘microphone. 
about. 120 feet behind the President's car. .After the Committee finished its 
work, photographic consultant Robert Groden submitted a number of photos which 
had convinced him that McLain' ‘s cycle was in the right place at the right time. 
‘These photos were published by the Committee [5 AH 704-720], with a disclaimer 
noting that they had been received after the Committee voted on its findings, 
and that "the committee was not able to evaluate, and did not rely upon," this 
material. [5 AH 702] The report itself, however, noted that the photographic 
evidence supported the Committee's conclusion that McLain was in about the ‘right 
place at the time of the shooting. [AR 75; note 12] Rep. Dodd correctly urged 
that Groden' s photographic evidence be carefully analyzed. This is particularly [AR 487] 
appropriate since some of the things Groden claims to see in the photos are not | 
readily apparent, at least in the Committee's published copies, 

The sirens which are heard two minutes after the shots, as discussed earlier, 
are not the only sirens which had to be explained; there is a problem with unheard 
sirens as well. In their dissent, Reps. Devine and Edgar noted that ' ‘apparently 
the officer xnymkwed [McLain] himself rejects the assumption, which led to the: 
test and re-enactiments." (As already noted, Barger quite Specifically did not 

_ assume that there was an open microphone in Dealey Plaza; that was a result of his 
analysis. ) Devine and Edgar’ ‘contirived: "He asks a very simple but important 
question: 'If it was’ my radio on my motorcycle, why did it not record the revving
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up at high speed plus my siren when we immediately took off for Parkland 

Hospital'." [AR 493] The Committee majority concluded, quite reasonably, 

that McLain was in error when he said that he turned his siren on right away. 

Other sirens were going off, so his was not required; basically, there is no 

particular reason to trust McLain's recollection of such a detail. The direct 

evidence that. the recording did originate in Dealey Plaza is stronger than 

anyone's recollections can be. 

By the way,. the question of when McLain left Dealey Plaza was not - 

definitively settled by the Committee. Robert Groden's photographic evidence 

suggests to him that McLain may not have left right away. As already noted, 

within 7 seconds of the last shot the dominant .signal being received at DPD 

headquarters was apparently coming from a different motorcycle, one within 

range of a carillon bell. There is no way of being sure that McLain' s siren, 

if it came on after that, would have been recorded. 

Anthony Pellicano noted that the other DPD channel picked up the sound of © 

‘hist Curry's siren, when he came on the air a few seconds after the shooting 

..to give orders to his men. But no conclusion can be drawn from the absence of 

‘Curry's siren on channel one. The Report notes the greatest distance at which 

-McLain's microphone would pick up a siren is 300 feet. The Committee does not 

“attempt to determine the distance between McLain and Curry at the time of the 

“shots, so further analysis of this point could be done. Also, one cannot infer 

: from the recording of Curry's siren that McLain's would also have been recorded, 

if he had turned it on; this comparison involves different. microphones, on - 

different vehicles, and different sirens. Pellicano's analysis is far from enough » 

to support his conclusion that the open microphone was not in Dealey Plaza. 

The absence of recognizable crowd noise on the recording has been cited as 

evidence that the: microphone was not in Dealey Plaza. The report, however, 

notes that the motorcycle radios were directional and were designed to transmit 

only loud sounds. This design allows the officer to transmit over the noise of 

his own engine. ‘Rifle shots are loud enough to be picked up, but crowd noise. 

is not. ) 

All in all, the Committee could have done more “work to deal with these 

technical criticisms. Nonetheless, their cumulative effect does not do much 

to weaken Weiss' case for a shot from the knoll. The fact that much of the press, 

and several committee members, were persuaded by them may reflect not so much 

the strength of these arguments as "the technical nature of the acoustical analysis. 

Barger's initial testimony, in particular, was clearly over the heads of many 

members of his audience. Technically trained observers could recognize that his 

analysis was elegant and fundamentally straightforward. Understandably, people 

who were not familiar with probability arguments remained uncomfortable with his
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results, and with Weiss'. On the other hand, the indirect technical eriticism, 

arguing that McLain was not in the right place at the ‘right time, is easy to . 

understand and looks simpler than it is. | ‘ . 

‘Chief Counsel Blakey put the evidence in perspective after several Dallas 

Police officers challenged the Committee! 8 conclusions: - . (We: 6 Jan 79] 

‘The reconstruction of the sounds is a matter of science. If they 
want to refute what we did, they! ve got to redo the science and show us 

_ it's the science that's wrong.... But if they say the oral _testimony 
that McLain gave us [indicating that his cycle was the source of the 
recording] is inaccurate, they can't lay a glove on us.... That's like 
coming up with a witness who says he was playing cards. with the defendant 
at the time of the killing when the defendant's fingerprint is on the 
knife sticking in the victim's back. 

Critics of the House Committee have made some additional criticisms of 

a purely technical nature. Unfortunately, the HSC Report and the technical , 

reports of Barger and Weiss did not deal with the following points directly 

‘as much as one. might have hoped. Nonetheless, these criticisms remain quite 

unconvincing. 

For example, a question has been raised about possible contamination of 

the raw data used by Weiss. Rep. Sawyer said that "All of the acoustical 
expert opinions are based upon the tape or printout of a computer showing 3 

groupings of oscilloscope-like stylus amplitude markings which remain after 

the filtering out of the motorcycle noise from the dictabelt." [AR 505] 

There is nothing unusual or tricky about the way the data has. been displayed, 

but one would be right to be extra skeptical if the final results had derived 

from data which had been subject to a complex filtering process. At the very — 

least, one should look at the filtered and unfiltered data, to make sure the . 

the essential elements were present in both. It is true that Barger described 

a sophisticated "adaptive filter" which he applied when he was screening the 
entire noise section of the tape for possible shots. However, the section where 

the shots were found turned out to be relatively quiet. Although the reports 

do not spell this out, it is my understanding. that the Weiss analysis was done 

on raw; unfiltered data; if 50, Sawyer's criticism would not apply. 

Sawyer also noted that the distortion of loud sounds by the radio and the 

recording system left what sounded more like static than Like gunshots. He said 

that Barger couldn't be certain that the signals were “either gunshots or even 

sounds similar to gunshots." (AR 505) Yes, but what one can conclude is that 

with 954 or better certainty, there was a sound as loud as a gunshot coming from 

the knoll. Under the circumstances, that should be good enough. Nobody has 

reported a backfiring motorcycle on the knoll. (In addition, as the Report explains, 

the sound xs probably includes the shock wave characteristic of a supersonic bullet.) 

During the public hearings, Rep. Edgar repeatedly asked about the’ effect of 
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the uncertainty in the temperature of Dealey Plaza on November 22. The 

temperature affects the speed of sound, which entered into Weiss! calculations. 

Weiss argued convincingly that the effect of the uncertainty is a small one, 

and that. it would basically: have the same effect as the uncertainty in the 

exact speed of the dictabelt; in effect, this problem was adequately taken 

‘care of when Weiss found that his best fit was obtained with a correction of 

only 4% in the speed of the recording. . 

Rep. Edgar: asked Weiss about the possibility of some sort of "acoustical . 
mirage" - he inquired whether Weiss was familiar with ships at sea being mis- 
directed by foghorns. Weiss answered; simply, "No sir, I am not" - to the 

general amusement of the audience. Edgar, who had been trying very hard to find 

something wrong with Weiss' results, had nothing more to say on this point. [5 HSC 609] 

In his formal dissent, he referred to the possibility of a false: result arising 

from an "acoustical collage" or an "acoustical mirage;" neither term was explained. 

It is not obvious how such large-scale phenomena might be relevant to shots in 

Dealey Plaza. | 

Weiss skillfully kept his bottom-line conclusion as non-technical as possible. 

If he were a lawyer, he said, he would say that the knoll shot had been established 

beyond a reasonable doubt. In technical terms, he found a probability of 95% 

or better. , | 
Statements like this about probabilities left many observers uncomfortable. 

This is understandable, since probabilities can easily be misused ~ perhaps more 

frequently in the social sciences than in the physical sciences. From personal 

experience as a physics graduate student, I would be very skeptical of, say, 

an argument that 99.99% indicates more certainty: than 97%, or of an reference to 

99.9999%. In. the Kennedy case, hopefully everyone is now aware of the basic 

statistical error that led to the claim that the death rate among witnesses to the 

assassination was astronomically higher than expected. Probability arguments are 

a tricky business. . 

Weiss' 95% figure, however, does have a very precise and noncontroversial 

meaning.. As is often the case, such a result can most easily be explained in 

terms of rolling dice or picking cards. In essence, Weiss’ 95% is as straight- 

forward as the statement that if you roll two unbiased dice, the ‘probability of 

rolling a total of 11 is 2/36. Weiss himself explained his result with an analogy 

- to picking cards from a deck. [5 AH 611-2]. .In terms of the quantities he was 

actually dealing with: if you have a section of tape 0.9 seconds long, and if 

it contains so much random noise that there are 12 peaks above the threshold in 

‘question, and you know that a gunshot with a specific source and microphone location 

would produce peaks (from echoes) in 14 specific intervals, each 0.002 seconds wide, 

what is the probability that 9 or more of the noise peaks would occur in the
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intervals where echoes from a gunshot would fall? " (In brief, what are the: odds. 
that noise would look this much like a gunshot?) The answer is 0.03%. That is,. 
if you have 1000 such noisy segments of tape, you can expect 3: of them to "Look" 

| that much like shots. Or, if you make 180 independent comparisons between a 

single piece ‘of tape and different riflé/microphone locations, there is a 952% 

probability that no match will be that good. [8 HSC 115-6] . 

Weiss' result was. in fact 95% or better. His report explains how a less — 

conservative calculation (based, in essence, on a less conservative estimate of 

the noise level. during the time the echoes’ were coming in) would give a higher 

probability. Also, the 95% figure comes from combining the mathematical odds of 

a single spurious good fit (i. e., 0.03%) with the fact that they made, in effect, 

about 200 comparisons, by moving the rifle and microphone locations around to 

cover a grid pattern. This calculation assumes that the 200 comparisons are © 

"independent" in a technical sense which is often hard to establish. If they 
are not independent comparisons, the final. result would be greater than 952%. 

Since 95% odds are quite high, the assumption. of independence is a reasonable one 

to make, but if for some reason the starting figure of 0.03% (i.e., 99.97% against) 
is found to be too low, the derived figure of 95% should not just be reduced 

correspondingly, but the assumption of independence should be examined closely. 

As a final indication of the conservative nature of Weiss' analysis = he 7 

mentioned that the observed echoes have the same phase [5 AH 581], which suggests 

that they are related, and not random static. This was not taken into account 

in the calculation of the 95% result. Like the apparent presence of a supersonic 

shock wave, it increases one's confidence that there was a shot from the’ knoll. 

It. should be pointed out that the analysis which led to the 95% figure 

covered what would happen if there was a certain level of random noise on the tape. 

It says nothing about non-random noise, or about the validity of. the calculations - 

of when the gunshot echoes would appear. The possibility of an incorrect result 

is not limited to random simulation of -a gunshot by noise. 

The calculation of ‘a numerical result is necessarily technical, and a precise , 

involves certain assumptions. ("If you have a tape with so much noise in it....") 
Can it be said, then, that the analysis started with the assumption that the 

microphone was where it was in Dealey Plaza, or that Weiss otherwise assumed the 

answer he was trying to prove? Not at all; the two kinds of assumptions are 

unrelated. } 

To conclude this discussion of the technical aspects of the evidence, a. 

personal note. Rep. Edgar's dissent quoted Dr. Marvin Wolfgang, who thought it 

was "premature and inappropriate" for the HSC to make a major policy decision based 
on the findings of Weiss and Aschkenasy. Dr. Wolfgang, who is a proféssor of 

sociology and law, is certainly entitled to: his opinion. My own opinion is that the
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Committee acted cautiously and responsibly in this matter. While earning a 

Ph. Di in physics, I saw a fair amount of scientific analysis, and developed 

some skill in spotting bad work. Larry Sturdivan, the HSC's wound ballistics’ 

expert, was offering opinions on matters which could have been easily tested; 

his testimony wouldn't have stood up under proper cross-examination. Vincent 

Guinn's work on neutron activation analysis looks solid. And the acoustics 

analysis looks very solid indeed. I rather doubt that many élements in the 

Committee's case against Oswald (much less against Marcello) would have stood 

up this well under this kind of scrutiny. 

The next general class of arguments against the acoustical evidence can 

be described as "contextual."' That is, what weight should be given to the 

acoustics evidence, in the context of all the evidence considered by the Committee? 

Two main points have been made - the alleged lack of other evidence of a second 

gunman, and the absence of evidence that anyone was hit by a shot from the front. 

The first point is dealt with quite well in the Report, and in Blakey's 

narration preceding the testimony of Weiss and Aschkenasy. As the critics have 

long argued, there were eyewitness accounts (really, mostly "earwitness" accounts) 

of a shot from the knoll. It is true that another acoustics expert from Barger's 

firm analyzed the earwitness testimony and found it 'nlikely" that a rifle had 

been fired from the knoll, but he emphasized that it is difficult to draw firm 

conclusions from such earwitness evidence. [8 HSC 150] The difficulty is made 

. greater in this case; the fact. that everyone "knew" that Oswald had fired from the 
School Book Depository must have tainted the data base, to an unknown degree. 

Nonetheless, there is a significant body of witness accounts pointing to the knoll, 

even in the accounts gathered by the FBI and the Warren Commission, who were | 

hardly inclined to seek out such accounts. 

The Warren Commission concluded that there was no “credible” evidence of a 

shot from the knoll, which we now understand as meaning that there was no evidence 

which the Commission ultimately credited (and not that the evidence was 

inherently incredible). Sawyer' s oversimplification of the situation was even 

worse: he said that to accept the acoustics analysis of a gunman on the knoll 

is "to disregard everything else." [AR 504] It is not appropriate to get into 

the credibility, or the changing accounts, of any individual witnesses who have 

supported the knoll-shot hypothesis. That would be a diversion; perhaps all that 

should be said is that the witness accounts do not form a body of evidence that 

can be brought. to bear against the hypothesis of a gunman on the knoll.
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The fact that no rifle, spent shells, or rifleman was found on the knoll 
is not persuasive - especially if you suspect that "Oswald's" sniper's nest 

was found because it was supposed to be found. The apparent fact that the 

second gunman hit nothing is more disturbing. No fired bullet was found. 

(At least, none made its way to the Warren Commission.) There is no evidence of 
impact on the car. 

| 

And, of course, there is no evidence that Kennedy was hit from the front, 

according. to the Committee! s medical panel. After learning of Weiss' work, 

the chairman of that panel, Dr. Michael Baden, did allow for the "extraordinarily 

remote .... theoretical possibility" that there had been a hit from the front, 
all evidence of which was wiped out within a second by the bullet from the rear. 
[AR 80, AR 604, note 106]. Until someone can come up with something more 

positive than that in the medical evidence, it seems appropriate to accept the 
conclusion that the knoll gunman fired once, missing, and did not fire again 
because he had seen that Kennedy had been fatally wounded. 

. Parenthetically, one of the HSC's specific arguments against a front head 

hit is not as strong as it seems. This argument is based on the claim that the 
rear hit must have been a bit later, at a time when the trajectory would no 

longer point back to Oswald's window. If the visible head hit at, Zapruder frame - 
313 [2313] is from the knoll, the rear hit would have to. be. at Z327; tracing 

a trajectory backwards from the head wounds, the Committee's experts put the 
rifle about 55 feet from the Oswald window, and said that it was “highly unlikely" 
that the shot had come from that window. But this 55-foot distance is only about 

1. 4 times the radius of the circle of error. (These numbers are my estimates, 

made from the drawings. ) If the circle represents one standard deviation, 
as is usual (but not specified), falling 1.4 radii away does not justify the 

conclusion that the window and the trajectory do not coincide. [AR 81] That 
strong a conclusion calls for a discrepancy of 3, or maybe 2.5, standard deviations. 

Certain additional arguments against the acoustics can be characterized as 
"lawyerly." In the absence of successful technical arguments, they have gotten 
much attention, and thus should be dealt with briefly here. 

The archetypal lawyer's argument is to talk about the chain of possession 

of the Dallas Police tape. As a general rule, chain of possession is a key part 

of an evidentiary argument. A trial lawyer has to take the time to establish. 

that Officer X found the gun, and gave it to Mr. Y, and those are indeed their 

initials scratched on the barrel, so nobody has switched guns. The Committee 

‘should have paid more attention to the chain of possession of. items of evidence 
where there are justifiable suspicions of tampering - such as the bullet fired 

‘at Gen. Edwin Walker in April 1963, allegedly by Oswald, which was originally
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described as steel-jacketed and later was copper-jacketed. Similarly, 

the chain of possession of the extra first-generation print of the famous — 

photo of Oswald with his weapons and newspapers might tell us something, 

‘(The obvious implication of the discovery of this print by Cecil Kirk, a HSC 

photo expert, is that someone in the Dallas Police Department had access to 

a negative of this photo and later caused it to disappear.) 

But what is the import of chain of possession arguments about the Dallas 

Police tape? Sawyer, a former prosecutor, said in his dissent that "The tape, 

or more properly, the dictabelt which is the basis of the expert acoustical 

testimony is now 15 years old, its chain of custody is less than certain 

and it’ has been played a wholly indeterminate number of times." [AR 505] 

Even Jacob Cohen, the prominent Warren Report defender who was turned around 

by the acoustical evidence, wondered about the implications of the way this 

material first reached the Committee, through Commission critic Mary Ferrell. 

It was quite puzzling to hear this issue come up during the public hearings. 

Did the Committee members ‘suspect that Mary Ferrell had somehow recorded shots 

in Dealey Plaza and superposed them on the DPD tape? Is there any other 

hypothesis where a break in the chain of possession has any relevance? 

Sawyer made some additional unpersuasive points. He was clearly dubious 

of the claim by the witnesses that the Committee could not find qualified 

experts who would disagree with them. "I cannot, from long experience, believe 

[that such contrary witnesses] are not available or could not be easily found." 

[AR 507-8] This statement says much more about the use and misuse of experts 

in criminal proceedings than it does about this evidence. 

) Sawyer also pointed out that the conspiracy evidence which has been developed 

over the years by "the cult of assassinologists and writers" in other areas of 

the case "have been, in my opinion, totally discredited or explained beyond any 

reasonable doubt ‘by evidence developed by this committee." [AR 504] In some 

cases, that is certainly true. But it is not relevant. 

Some of Sawyer's points have a little more bite to them; however, they cast 

doubt not so much on the work of the experts as on the committee's oversight 

of their work, and on the committee's failure to get around a lack of time and money. 

Noting that Barger had strengthened his views when he testified that he agreed 

with Weiss and Aschkenasy, Sawyer said, "I find it very difficult to accept the — 

fact that a gentleman of Dr. Barger's scientific qualifications would have 

appeared for public testimony ... without having applied all the techniques that 

a qualified expert would or could...; after all, at that time [i.e., in September] 

he was under oath giving what was then his final expert opinion on the matter." 

[AR 507, emphasis added] Again: "As a committee, we were presented with. the 

‘expert acoustical testimony ... by 3 experts who were all in agreemént with
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each other, one of whom had somewhat inexplicably drastically modified his 

earlier testimony to conform with that of the other two on the basis of 

merely an exercise in simple mathematics." [AR 508] Sawyer's use of words 

is brilliant - the underlined "then," for example, preserves accuracy but does 

not. divert the reader from the vague innuendo about Barger. | However, the 

substance of .Sawyer's text is that he didn't really understand. the details 

of the work himself. . - ) 

Nonetheless, Sawyer has been able to score -a point here, because Weiss 

tried to make his work look easy - just maps and. strings, no computers, It 

certainly was not so easy that Barger could have done it in his spare time. 

Also, many observers got the impression that Barger had said, in September, 

that nothing more could be done. -In fact, he had merely replied in the negative 

when asked if more firing tests would allow a refinement of his results. At that 

point in the public hearings, there was no discussion of further analytical 

studies. (Incidentally, Barger did seem irritated at the intial reaction to his 

work by some of the Committee and the press; he was not as eager to get every 

last bit of information out of the data as I had hoped he would be. A great deal 

of effort had gone into an assumption-free analysis which established that. the 

tape was a recording of at least three shots in Dealey Plaza; the fourth shot, 

.which had not been the initial focus of his work, quickly became the only thing 

that really mattered. When he returned with Weiss and Aschkenasy in December, 

Barger was obviously pleased to give the Committee the certainty they had wanted, 

even though some members would - have preferred to have the result go the other - 

way. Evidently Barger did get. Sawyer's goat.) . 

In September, a rumor circulated that Barger had originally given the 

Committee the impression that he was fairly sure of a fourth shot. Sawyer 

confirmed this report: "I found the uncertainty of his public testimony very 

disappointing and at variance with what I had understood to be the assurance 

given by him in executive session. I felt impelled at that time to comment on 

the record at that time [sic, repeated ] that as a lawyer, I. could not even 

commence a civil suit based on such vague testimony, let alone institute 

criminal proceedings." [AR 506-7] The facts are in the unpublished executive 

session transcripts, of course, but such perceptions of changing results may not 

really reflect uncertainty in the work of the experts. Much of .the press got the 

understandably disturbing impression that Barger weakened his conclusions during 

the cross examination at the first public session. As one of the few people there 

with the scientific training not to be intimidated by Barger's analysis, I did 

not get that impression; rather, I felt: that the apparent weakening came from 

Barger's repeated attempts to explain the meaning of a 50% probability for a 

fourth shot to a general audience.
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Another partly valid but secondary point is that the Committee acted 

too fast after getting Weiss' results. Rep. Edgar concluded that the changes 

in the formal findings, made at the end of December, "clearly demonstrate a 

rush to conspiratorial conclusions." It has been suggested that Blakey 

orchestrated the timing of the final vote, within hours of the last public 

testimony; I have seen no evidence of that. Another interpretation is that 

the members had the acoustics evidence properly and freshly in mind when 1 they 

voted, and got cold feet later, 

In good lawyerly fashion, people who can not use the substance of the 

Pellicano analysis [discussed above] against Weiss have scored points by 

criticising the Committee's handling of Pellicano.. Edgar asked if the Pellicano 

report was reviewed carefully enough before the conclusions were voted .on. [AR 408] 

It probably wasn't ~- lots of things were not done carefully enough. The experts 

did dismiss Pellicano's report in their testimony; perhaps they should have 

spent more time on it. Pellicano was predictably unhappy with the way-he was’ 

dealt with; he has been surprisingly successful in. getting people to pay attention 

to his work (but that is another story, probably irrelevant). 

. The acoustics evidence has been challenged on the grounds that this kind 

of analysis is not well established in trial work, and thus not automatically 

taken seriously by lawyers. David Belin, a former Warren Commission lawyer and 

a leading anti-conspiracy buff, referred to "so-called acoustical experts." 
[National Review, 4/27/79, p. 534] In response, Blakey pointed out that similar 

work by Barger's firm was accepted in a trial relating to the Kent State shootings. 
Even more significant to a non-lawyer: if Belin had found anything wrong with the 

‘acoustical analysis himself, he would have told us. 

The last stand of Committee members Devine and Edgar was pointing out that 

a second. gunman “would simply be circumstantial, not conclusive, evidence of a 

possible {sic] conspiracy. Apparently, the majority of the select committee 

dismissed the idea that more than one person in the tens of thousands gathered 

in Dallas that day might have independently desired to kill the President." [AR 492] 

This, as Jacob Cohen said, "humiliates the imagination;" it is also an 

insult to the intelligence. 

This brings us to the last category of criticism, comments on the acoustics 

“which transcend ordinary analysis. There are some defenders of the Warren Report 

who apparently would not give up their defense under any circumstances. It is, 

_I suppose, difficult for long~time assassination buffs to understand how the 

minority of non-conspiracy believers think and feel. about this. We can only hope 

‘that we would be ready to change our own beliefs if the facts demand it. But 

the influence of the anti-conspiracy buffs is out of proportion to their number 

or the quality of their logic.
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Watergate Special Prosecutor Leon Jaworski has a reputation as a foe of 

coverups which has survived his handling of the Korean intelligence scandals; 

it will no doubt survive his comments on. the House Committee. His latest book 

has a chapter on the Warren Commission investigation, in which he played a 

minor role as an observer on behalf of the state of Texas. A footnote on the 

Committee claims that the assertion of conspiracy comes from "relying on a new 

science and a 15-year-old tape recording of uncertain custody." Jaworski adds 

that “my own conclusion is that the Committee could not bringitself to report 

what was already known fifteen years agoL that sufficient positive evidence 

does not exist to prove, or disprove, that Kennedy died by a conspiracy. The. 

panel yielded to what had been the obvious temptation: to produce something | 

dramatic to justify an effort that cost the public nearly $6 million.". This 

suggestion is really an outrageous insult to Congressmen like Fithian and Dodd, 

not to mention Barger, Weiss and Aschkenasy. [Confession & Avoidance, p. 196] 

Former. Warren Commission lawyer David Belin has been prominent in the. 

public debate on the Committee. Showing how foolish Belin is may look like 

a cheap shot, but it isn't: if there was a conspiracy to frame Oswald, it 

would have been up to Belin (and senior counsel Joe Ball) to have discovered 

it for the Warren Commission. (Their designated area was the identity of 

the assassin.) Anyone who is convinced by the case against Oswald should 

remember that it was largely Belin who put it together for the Commission; 

there is no reason to believe that he could have uncovered a conspiracy. 

The House Committee's evidence clearly has not shaken Belin's faith: 

When I first read the newspaper reports ‘of the conclusions of the - 

Select Committee, I was shocked at how readily the Committee had 
swallowed,. hook, line, and sinker, the. erroneous testimony of the 

so-called acoustical experts.... {Rlegardless of whether they say it 
was a 50% possibility or a 95% possibility, the truth is to the contrary. 

There was no second gunman. . {National Review, 4/27/79] 

Belin then recounted the contextual and lawyerly case which has been 

analyzed earlier: the presence of evidence pointing towards Oswald (i.e., the 

fact that there is no need to invoke a second gunman to explain the physical 

evidence); the alleged "assumption" that there was a stuck microphone on a 

motorcycle in Dealey Plaza; the alleged "assumption" that Oswald hit Kennedy | 

and Connally while firing through the foliage of a tree (neither an assumption 

mor a problem). 

The piece de resistance of Belin's argument is a technical analysis which 

is so silly that it would have been nothing but a cheap shot to have mentioned 

jit earlier, along with the serious technical arguments. Belin notes that 

"The impulse on the tape that is attributed to the so-called second gunman ... 

is. less than a second from the fatal shot that struck President Kennedy's head.
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When one takes into consideration the reverberations of sound bouncing off the 

high buildings surrounding Dealey Plaza, the so-called third and fourth shots 

were really the impulse from the fatal shot ... and a second impulse from the 

reverberations, similar to the two impulses from the first shot .that struck 

the President." This, Belin says, is "additional evidence which refutes the 

second-gunman fiction of the HSC." . . 

There is no need to belabor the fact that each shot left a train of about 

a dozen impulses on the tape, all but the first resulting from reverberations; 

it is the timing of these impulses which allowed the experts to locate the 

source of the sound and the microphone relative to the "high buildings surrounding 

Dealey Plaza." Belin's technical point, in other words, rests on a . 

mind-boggling misunderstanding of the analysis; he clearly preferred not to 

have his faith shaken by the facts. 

The press is far from immune to unshakable faith in the Warren Report. 

Tom Wicker of the New York Times wrote an introduction to a commercial edition 

of the House Committee report, entitled "The Final Assassinations Report." 

One has to give Wicker credit for being forthright. About the second gunman, 

‘he said: 

In the absence of any explanation whatever of his or her [sic] . 
supposed presence and actions ... and owing to the considerable doubts 

I have about the acoustical findings, I decline to accept this latest of 
so many conspiracy theories. [Emphasis added] ° 

(Wicker' s tone is polite and his language nonsexist, but there 

is “nothing noteworthy about the doubts he enumerated. Continuing:) 

I do so not least because of the second reason I have always thought that 
Oswald acted alone when he killed Kennedy (cali it a stubborn refusal 

to face facts, if you insist); its obverse, I believe, is why so many 

Americans seem to want a conspiracy to have been responsible.... 

They want John Kennedy to have died for some reason of state. or politics.... 
Presidents, we [sic] want to think, are spared such mean deaths, such 

common fate [as being killed by a disgruntled lone nut].. But no one 
can be, when chance and circumstance — more deadly by far than leaders 

and planners - conspire against them. 

I insist - call it a stubborn refusal to face facts. What more can be said? 

At the moment, the evidence of a second gunman is at least as strong as the 

evidence that Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots from the School Book Depository. 

Perhaps further study will establish that the 95% probability estimate is too high, 

There is certainly a need for study of the implications of this new evidence. . 

Someone should do what the House Committee did not have time for - start with a 

 pelief in two gunmen, and look at the evidence against Oswald, and the various 

coverups, in that light. The House Committee has done much, but too much remains 

_undone. 

Paul L. Hoch 
12 September 1979
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3 O&K them to "Look" thatmuch like shots. Or, if you do 180 ndependent comparisons, 

you gét your 95% p ébabil yey that you won't ge Sood a match. 9(8 HSC115-6) 

sility, and. he alleged 

- he( sa e-thing. 

Since I've been talking about: techknical evidence, I should modestly offer 

that my credentials (a rarely ¢ used Ph. ‘OD. in physics) - make nybpinions on this 

as good as ‘those of Edgar’: s Dr. Marvin Wolfgang, prof. od sociology and law, 

. Who thought it: was: “premature and’ inappropriate” for the HSC to make a major policy 

"decision. based on the ‘WEA 4 Findings. I ve seen a ‘fair. amound of scientific analysis 

int my aay, and. can: spot, SEDER bad work sometimes. ‘This is goods Guinn’ s NAA is 

“pretty, goods. Sturiven (the. HSc's wound ballistics: expert), should: io not have 

» been offerings opinions on ah points that can be tested. “Anyhow, Barger} s assistant | 

ag | an old friend of mine and a ‘Harvard man to Hoot, so there. , 

7 The next kind of axgeamin argument against the acoustics results. is contextual. 

Basically, two things: the alleged Lack of other evidence for a “second gunman, and 

the absence of evidence for a chit from the front. . | | 

| ‘The first “quation is dealt with. quite well in thex ‘report. There were, as the 

critics have long argued, “eye and earwitness accounts of a shot from the knoll. 

I don’ t want to > Bet into detail on ‘this, since I think that all that should be said 

is that the witness arounts do not / form a body of evidence that can be brought to ‘bear C 

. against — the hypothesis of a knoll gunman. _ (Even though it was gathered by the. BI 

and the. Wc, ‘which were hardly invlined to seek out knol1-guiman evidence.fx)_ tt ‘is 

a diverston of. talek about the credibility,mé or changing accounts, of any individual 

witnesses in that group. While another BBEN acoustician who analyzed the earwitness 

| testimony found it unlikely that a rifle was fired from the knoll, he emphasized that 

it is difficult to draw firm conclusions from such earwitness evidence (8 HSC 150),
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fact that everyone know Oswald had fired from the TSBD must have tainted the 

teak data base, to an unknown degree. It is wrong for Sawyer to say that to 

accept the acoustics analysis of a gunman on the knoll is “to disregard everything . 

else." (R 504) , 

The fact that no spent shells, rifle, or rifleman was found on the knowl 

is not persuasive, especially if you suspect that "Oswald! s" SHineK sniper's nest 

was suppogsed to be found. The fact that the second gunman hit nothing is more 

disturbing. No fired bullet was found - at least, none made its way to the WC. 

here is no evidence of impact on the car. And, of course, there is no evidence 

that Kennedy was hit from the front, according to the medical panel. After learning 

of the W&A evidence, Dr. Baded did allow for the "extraordinarily remote ... theoretical 

possibility" (R80, R604, note 106) that there was a hit from the front, all evidence 

of which was wiped out £eem within a second by a second hit from the rear. 

Untkizxomemnex Unless someone can come up with something more positive than that 

in the medical evidence, I'm quite willing to accept the conclusion that the knoll 

gunman fired onee, missed, and they didn't fire again because he saw that Kennedy had 

been hit in the head. The HSC's argument against a rear hit, however, is not as solid 

as it seems. If 2% hhe head hit is from the knoll, the rear hit would be at 2327; 

tracing backwards from the head wounds, the photography panel put the rifle position 

about 55 feet (my estimate, from the drawing) from Oswald's window. But this is only 

about 1.4 times the railius of the circle of error. If that circle represents onw . 

standard deviation, as is usual (but not specified in the report), being 1.4 radii 

away does not justify a conclusion that it was "highly wulikely" that this shot came 

from the window. (R 81) £fhuzxestxofz khazRaxexagatiaxpxaxhwadzeiKzarxZaI7seRrisx 

Ywkin Moving right along, a few words about arguments I characterize as lawyerly. 

(I'1l jast run briefly through these, my purpose being to imply that there's not mich 

to them ~ that we're getting a lot of this stuff because the technical arguments don't 

succeed.) | 

The archetypal lawyer argument is to talk about the chain of possession of the 

DPD tape. As a general rule, chain of possession is a key aspect of evidence. Trial 

lawyers will spend lots of time establishing that Officer X picked up the bullet, and, 

N
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yes, those are his initials, so nobody switched bullets. The Committee should 

have paid more attention to chain of possession on such matters as the Walker 

bul@et (supra/infra) and the extra first-generation print of the Oswid rifle hE 

photo, where there are valid suspicions of dirty work afoot. But what about this 

instance? Sawyer, the ex-prosecutor and Food successor, said in his dissent that 

“The tape, or more properly,thex dictabelt which is the basis of the expert 

acoustical testimony is now 15 years old, its chain of custody is less than certain 

and it has been played a wholly indeterminate number of times." (R505) Even Jacob 

Cohan (get quote-check) wondered wkak about the chain of possession (7), and who 

was this Mary Ferrell who first gave the HSC the tape. During the public hearings, 

I was really puszled when this quegoion came up. Did they think that Mary Ferrell 

had somehow recorded shots in Dealey Plaza and superposed them on the DPD tape? 

That's the only hkgps hypothesis I can suggest where a break in the chain of pessession 

has any relevante! . 

Sawyer made some other less than persuasive pointszx. He was clearly sk dubious 

about the witnesses claim that the Committee could not find qualified experts who 

would disagree with them. ‘"'I cannot, from long experience, believe [that such 

contrary witnesses] are not gm available or could not be easily found.” That ohpg07-8] 

more about the use of experts in criminal proceedings than it does about this evidence. 

He also pointed out that the conspiracy evidence which has been developed over 

the years by "the cult of assassinologists and writers" (8504) in other areas of the 

case “have been, in my opinion, totally discredited or explained beyond any reasonable 

doubt by evidence developed by this committee." Yes, in some cases, but so what? 

Some of Sawyer's points have a little more bite to them, but they casts doubts 

not so much on the actual analysis, o# even the experts’ work, as the committee's 

oversight offi. their work and failure to get around pressures of time and money. 

Noting that Barger strengthened his views to agree with W&A, Sayer said, "I find it 

very difficult ‘to accept the fact that a gentleman of Dr. B's scientific qualifications 

would have appeared for public testimony ... without having applied all the techniques 

that a qualified expert would or could...: after all, at that time he was under oath 

giving what wes then his xa£ final expert spats opinion on the axkk matter." (R507)
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There's really nothing here, but Sawyer can score a point because W&A tried to 

_make their work look easy - just maps and atréng, no computers. It certainly 

wasn't so easy that Barger could have done it in his spare time. Also, Barger 

had originally been asked if more firing tests: would allow a ‘refinement of # his 

results; he said no, but & there was no discussion of futher analysical, studied, 

leaving many. observers with the mistaken impression that nothing more ould be 

done, (E For what it’ s worth, Barger did seem irritated at the treatment he had 

gotten from ‘the committee: and the press, and. he wasn! t as. eager to get the last 

bit of information out of the data as. I hoped he would be. x He was. clearly pleased 

& when he came back in December to be able to > Push the 95% certainty, down the 

HSC's throat .) | 

Sawyer confirms the 1 rumor that, in the executive segsion before his public 

testimony, Barger gave the impression he was pretty, sure of. a 4th: shot. “Sawyer 

noted: eS found the uncertainty of his. s public ‘estinoay very disappoinging and cat 

variance with what’ T had understood to be- the assurance given by him in executive 

session: I felt impelled. at that time to ‘comment on ‘the. record’ at: that: time [sie] 

‘that-as.a lawyer, I could not even commente a ivi suit based on such “vague testimony, 

let alone institute criminal proceedings." In fact, much of the Press got. the . TAR 506-7] 

impression that ‘Barger weakeded his conclusion uring the. cup OSE examination at the . 

public session, As one of the few. observers with the scientific training not k. to 

be intimidated by Barger’ s enalysis, I did not. pet that impression; rather, q felt 

. that the apparentk weakéning on; the 4th shot came from repeated attempts to explain 

his results, and the. meaning of the 50% probability of a 4th. shot, toa 2 general 

audience. 

‘Sawyer, p. 508: "As a committee, we were presented with. the expert acoustical 

testimony ae by 3 experts who were ‘all ‘in agreenent with each other, one of whom chad 

“somewhat inexplicably drastically modified his. earlier testimony to ‘conform with that 

of the other two on the basis of merely an exercise in. simple mathematics." Brilliant 

use of words - nasty innuendo, but in substance it says that Sawyekk didn't understand 

the details of the work. [[But thanks for the volumes, anyhow. }]
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Various people, including Belin, challeneged the acoustics testimony on 

the graonds that this kind of analysis isn't accepted in lawyerly circles - 

"so-called acoustical experts," Belin said. (NR ‘4/27/79, p- 534). Baakey's 

_Teply was that there guys have been used in court — in the ‘Kent State case. . 

Right, but 80. whe. if ‘Belin could have found anything wrong ; with the analysis | 

itself, he would have | told us, | . 

Another semi-valid but secondary point is that the Comittee acted too, 

fast after getting the final results, Edgar concluded that. the changes in the 

formal findings, “made in December, "clearly demonstrate a, rush to conspiratorial 

conclusions." Some people think Blakey orchestrated the final vote > oe ve seen 

no evidence on that. Another Anterpretation is that the members EL had the 

acoustics evidence properly in mind when they voted, and got cold ffeet later., 

Lawyer-like, not shaving any grounds to use. the ‘subsatance of the Pellicano 

analysis a against WEA, people’ have made points against the handling of Pellicano. 

> Edgar asked ©. +408), 4f the Pellicano ‘report was, reviewed carefully enough | 

“before: the conclusions were voted on ‘Probably 1 not - very little was done cazefully 

, enough. “Peliiteano sertainly managed to milk this for: all itl 8 worth. 

"Lawyers" last aka stand: Devine &. : Badger (who! S$ not a lawyer) said that a 

, second gunman “would simply be chrcuinstanttal, “not conclusive, evidence of.a possible 

- conspiaacy. Apparently, the 2 malority. of. the Select committee disnissed the idea 

more than one person in the tens of thousands gathbred in Dallas. that day might have 

independently desired to kill the Peasident." (AR 492) Jacob Cohen has already 

given you the last word’ on this. | 

Which brings us th the comments. on. the acoustics which transcend ordinary 

analysis. I guess it's hard for the buffs to “understand how difficult it is for 

, the 202 of non-conspizacy types. to give uP their beliefs. You" ve got to give . Tom 

_ Wicker credit for being forthright: x On the second gunman, he writes (lane page): 
In. the absenne of any explanation whatever of his or her [sic] supposed presence 

and actions; andx «--; and owing to. the. ‘considerable doubts I have about the acoustical 
findings [i-e.; the usual nonsnense], 1: ‘decline ‘to: accept [my emphasis] this latest of 
80 many conspiracy thexx theories. I do so not least because of the second reason 
I have always thought that Oswald acted alone when he killed Kennedy (call it a “stubbord 
eefusal to face facts, if you insist) [I mu insist]; it&s obverse, I believe, is why so 
many Americansxwark seem to want a conspiracy to have been responsible... They want John 
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Kennedy to have died for some reason of state or politics.... Presidents, wax we [sic] 
want to think, are spared such mean deatzhs, such common fate [as a disgruntgled lone 
nut] But no one can be, when chance and circumstanee - more deadly by far than 
nuk} leaders and planners - conspire against them." Quel bullshit! 

{[{Can add somewhere supra — Dedd vas very skeptical; decided that he whould 

question W& A as hard as he could, "to act as the attorney for the opposixkktion." 

(AR 485) & That's the réght approach to take to your free-form skepticism. 

"Yet, after listening to the testimony, I was persuaded."]] | 

The pop hero of Watergate, Leon Jaworksi, has a chapter in his latest book 

(Confession & Avoidance) on the 1964 Warren Commission investigation, in which he 

played a minor observer's role representang the Texas inquiry. ‘He has a silly 

footnote on the HSC's conclusions (Avriel - please get a copy), inwk which he 

repeats some of the usual doubts about the chain of possession of the tapex. 

His ultimate explanation is that the Committee believed thés compiracy evidence 

because they had to have something for show for their 2 years and $6 million. 

That really is an outrageous insult to people like Dodd, Fithiaa, not to mention 

W&A. Rhetoric rhetoric. 

Finally, we have David Belin, WC staff counsel. It's not just a cheap shot 

to show what a fool Belin is: if there was a conspriaey to plant evidence agaist 

Oswald, it would have been up to Belin (and senior counsel Joe Ball) to have found 

it for the WC; their area was the identity of the assassin. Here's Belin, in the 

National Review, 4/2/779 (4/28 list): 

"When I first read the newspaper reports of the conclusions of the Select 
Committee, I was shocked at how readily rhe Committee had swallowed, hook, line, 
and sinker, the erroneous testimont of the so-called acoustical experts... 
[Rlegardless of whether they say it was a 50% possibility or a 95% possibilit, 
the truth is to the contrary. There was no second gunman." 

Belin then recounted the xm contextual and lawyerly case we hate analyzed above - 

lots of evidence against Oswdd, mm (ie. no need for a second gunman to explain the 

physical evidence), hhe alleged "assumption" that there was a stuck mike on a cylcé 

in Dealey Plaza; the alleged" assumption” that LH8'skkk hit JFK and JBC while firing | 

through the tree (neither an assumption nor a problem, although Trink thinks so!) 

hex The piece de resistance of Belin's argument is a technical analysis which is 

so silly that it would te have been nothing but a chepp shot for me to have mentioned
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it xm along with the real technical arguments. Belin notes that that kha "The 

impblse on the tape that it attributed to the so-called Sku second gunman ... is 

less than a second from the fata shotx that struck President Kennedy's head. 

When one takes into a consideration the reverberations of sound bouncing off the 

high buildings surrowding Dealey ka Plaza, the so-called secmuatxa thtrd and fourth 

shots were really the impulse from the fatal shot -» and a second impiiisse from 

the reverberations, similar to the [alleged] two impulses from the first shot that 

struck the Bresident." This, Belin says, is "additional evidence which refutes 

the second-gunman faction of the #¥a@ HSC." As the reader had better understand 
(fiction) 

by now, each shot left a train of about a dozen impulses on the tape, all but 

- the first resulting from reverberations: it is the timing of these impulses whirk 

which allowed the experts to locate the source and microbhone, relative to the 

“high buildings surrounding Healgy Plaza." Belin's technical point, in other 

words, rests on a mind-boggling misunderstanding of the analysis; he clearly 

preferred to talk about everything else. Yecch, bleah, etc. 

Further stufy may est&blish the the 95% probability estimate is too high (or 

too low). Conceivablgy, it will turn out that W&A omitted some ex importrant 

consideration. But I doubt it. Certainly, as things now stand, this evidence 

of a second gunman is as solid as any of the phystcal evidence that Oswald fired 

3 shots from the window - much better in fact. Would the assumptions of the medical 

panel, or the handwriting experts claim that Oswald himself Signed the backyard 

photo for DeMohrenschild, stand up as well under xhtaxx this kind of perfectly proper 

close examination? Not very likely. 

Structire of the acoustics section: Very simple intro - what they found, and how, 

saving details relevant to the critique until that point. They, quote and/or disauss 

Cohen's position. (Without getting into nonsense like, who is the Mary Ferrell? ]
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7. A New Puzzle 

) It is possible to think of the tangle of evidence 

surrounding what happened in Dealey Plaza as a giant. jigsaw 

puzzle. The Warren Commission had tried to put the puzzle 

. together in one way in reaching its conclusion that three © 

shots were fired (all from the sixth floor corner window of 

the Depository), that one shot missed, that another struck. 

both Kennedy and Connally, and thal a third struck Kennedy 

in the head - killing him. To assemble the puzzle in this 

way required the Commission to ignore certain pieces of 

_ evidence while "bending" others to fit. - The result was - 

a ramshackle fit that raised more questions than it 

answered. It was, in fact, the basic implausibility of the 

Warren Commission's solution to the puzzle which spawned 5 

Gthe House Select Committee thirteen years later. 

In the waning days of its existence, the Committee 

discovered new evidence of incalculable importance. More 

than simply a new "piece" for the puzzle, the 1963 Dictabelt 

offered for the first time a scenario. of the assassina Fons 

four shots in all, the first two fired from the vicinity of 

the Depository 1.6 seconds apart, then a pause of six seconds, 

followed by a second volley of two shots fired 0.7 seconds 

"apart, the third shot coming from behind the stockade fence in 

the knoll, the fourth fired from the vicinity of the Depository 

window. Since the acoustic experts had only performed: - , 

their micro-analysis on the third shot from the knoll, only 

that firing location was known exactly. But the number and 

timing of all the shots was now known with great precision.
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It was as if the 1963 Dictabelt established the very structure 

of the puzzle, a structure which all the other pieces of 

evidence would now have to fit. Where was the limousine when 

‘the first shot was fired? Did this shot strike President 

Kennedy or Governor Connally or both? Was the second shot. a 

hit or a miss? And what about the third shot from the knoll? 

Was it the killing shot? Or did it miss, leaving the work of 

murder to be done by the final shot from the rear fired 0.7 

seconds later? These were. the questions the Committee was 

. left to struggle with in the final days of its existence. It 

is a measure of the refractory nature of the evidence 

‘Surrounding the President's murder, that, like the Warren 

Commission before it, the House Select Committee failed. to 

come up with a plausible reconstruction of what happened in 

Dealey Plaza. As we'll see, the puzzle remains unsolved. 

8. The Zapruder Film . 

| Prior to discovery of the 1963 Dictabelt, the single 

most.important piece of evidence in the case was the 8mm. film 

of the assassination taken by Abraham Zapruder. Zapruder had 

filmed the assassination from an almost perfect vantage point. 

atop a concrete pedestal in Dealey Plaza. As the limousine 

nears Zapruder one can see Connally and Kennedy react to 

the shots which wounded them. Then, just at the point when 

the limousine is closest to Zapruder, the President's head 

explodes and his body, like a rag doll, is thrown backwards 

and to the left. , 

Zapruder's camera was tested exhaustivély in the 1960's 

by both the FBI and its maker, the Bell & Howell Company. 
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zapruder stated that he wound the camera fully just before 

the motorcade arrived. The FBI and the Bell. and Howell 

Company found that the camera in this condition would have. 

run at between 18.0 and 18.5 frames per second, for an 

“average speed of 18.3 frames per second: Using this speed 

7 and the obvious fact that the President was struck in the 

head between Zapruder frames 312 and 313, it became 

possible to correlate the film with the timing of the 

shots found on the 1963 Dictabelt. Since either the 3rd 
might 

or 4th shots . A have caused. the impact on the President's 

head at frames 312/313, the Committee came up with two 

correlations of the Zapruder film and the 1963 Dictabelt. 

Assuming that the final shot was fired at Zapruder frame 

312, the correlation took this form: 
Bullet Reached Limousine 

Time at Zapruder Frame Number 

Shot #1. 12:30:47.0 | 157-161* 
Shot #2 «12:30:48.6. 188-191* 
Shot. #3 ; 12:30:54.6 295-296* 
Shot #4 . . 22:307355.3 312 

., Assuming, on the other hand, that the third shot from the 

knoll struck the President at Zapruder frame 312, the 

correlation took this form: . . 
Bullet Reached Limousine 

Time at Zapruder Frame Number 

Shot #1 12:30:47.0 173-177* 
Shot #2 12:30:48.6 205-208* 
Shot #3. . 12:30:54.6 - 312 
Shot #4 —  12230255.3 328-329* 

*Since the running speed. of Zapruder's camera could only be 
established in the range 18.0-18.5 frames per second for the 
time of the shooting, the Committee likewise could only 
establish a range for frames correlated with the shots heard 
on the 1963 Dictabelt.
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‘The Committee's film experts studied the Zapruder 

film exhaustively, and found certain correlations between 

it and the 1963 Dictabelt. One of the more ingenious 

studies was a "blur analysis" of the film. 

, As had been known for some time, certain frames of 

the film are. more blurred than others. In the frames 

- subsequent to the explosion of the President's head at 

Zapruder: frame 313, for example, the camera is obviously 

‘moved erratically. At various other points in the film 

similar blurs or "jiggles" can be seen. © It was thought 

that these jiggles might signal Zapruder's startle at the 

sound of gunfire and hence could give some indication of the 

timing of the shots. , 

The blurs or jiggles were measured independently by 

various experts and their results plotted on a single 

graph. The two largest trains of jiggles were found 

late in the film at: frames - 312 ~318 and at frames 330 to 334, 

“both subsequent to the explosion of the President’ Ss head 

at frame 313. The next largest train of jiggles occurred 

in the interval 189-197. still other jiggles were:-found 

(in descending order of intensity) at frames 226-228, 

158-160, and 290-293. Although offering some independent 

corroboration for the acoustic data, this study yields no 

firm conclusions as to the timing of the shots. 

Since Zapruder was much
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closer to the stockade fence than to the buildings at the 

corner of Elm and Houston Streets, the lack of any jiggles 
right after frame 296 - appears to faver 

— oS -, the Committee's second 
and | to suggest PAat 

correlationy. the shot from the fence 
SEruck the President th the head at frames B12/ 313. . 

suggested 

'The opposite is APY the experts' more 

subjective appraisal of the reactions to shots,” 

occupants of the Limousine. Connally stated that when he 

| heard the first shot he looked sharply to his Yight. In 

‘Studying early portions of the film, the photo experts 

‘discerned that Connally turned sharply to his right in two 

split-second jerks at frames 162-164 and 166-167. A xright- 

ward turn by Connally at this point would be consistent with 

him reacting to the first shot fired at frames 157-161. 

Turning their attentions to the President, the experts were 

able to discern some reaction on his part at frame 200. At 

this point the President's right hand freezes in the midst of 

a waving motion, and he looks quickly leftward. The experts 

suggested that this may have been his reaction to the shot 

' fired (according to one correlation of the 1963 Dictabelt 

with the film) at frames 188- 191. 

The Panel voted 12 to 5 that they could see in President 

Kennedy a sign of "reaction to some severe external stimulus" 

by frame 207. Similarly, they voted ll to 3 that there was 

"some Sign of distress" on Conblly's part by frame 226. It is 

difficult to know what to make of these admittedly subjective 

opinions. It should not go unnoticed that one finds not a
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word in the Photo Panel's Report on the much more dramatic 

change in Connally at frames 237-238, where, in.one- 

- eighteenth of a second, his shoulder collapses, his cheeks 

puff, and his hair flies up. - Nor does the Committee as a. 

_ whole make any. attempt to explain how at frame 230, long 

after Connally's right wrist has been shattered by a 

bullet, he sits composed, holding his Stetson upright in 

his right hand. The most that can be said is that Conally's 

sharp turn at frames 162-167 ana Kennedy's abrupt change at 

frame 200 may suggest their sequential reactions to.the first 

two shots as heard on the 1963 Dictabelt. 

The photographic evidence itself gives. some partial 

corroboration to the timing of the shots. established by the 

acoustic study. By itself it gives no guidance as to which 

of the two possible correlations between the Zapruder film and 

the 1963 Dictabelt is correct. To determine which correlation. 

is correct, and even more importantly, whether the shot from , 

‘the fence struck President Kennedy) .. 

“Gther evidence, both medical and scientific, *osZ be Cons/aerea 

9. The Head Shot 

In the public imagination, the strongest indication that 

President Kennedy was killed in a crossfire comes from a few 

‘shocking frames of the Zapruder film. At frame 313 the. 

President's head explodes in a blur of red and his head and 

body are slammed violently backwards .and to the left. To the 

naked eye, this movement seems to duplicate what one would 

expect to see if he had been hit with a baseball bat in the
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right temple. More to the point, this violent movement 

seemS to indicate that the killing shot | c8me from the 

right front -- the area of the grassy knoll. , 

The Warren Commission’ s treatment of this movement did 

not inspire confidence: it was simply never mentioned in 

| the Report or in the 26 volumes of Hearings and Exhibits! 

When the Commission published some 250 frames from the film, 

frames 314 and 315 were - transposed -- making the 

rearward snap appear to be a forward movement... Copyright 

problems -- the film was owned by Life Magazine. -- 

“prevented it from being shown to the general public until the 

~mid-1970's. When it was shown over television and. then to 

various members of Congress, it had an electric effect. If» 

any single piece of evidence was crucial in forGing a reopening 

of the case and bringing the House Select Committee into. 

existence, it was undoubtedly this sudden head snap and the 

Warren Commission's shoddy handling of it. , 

In the late 1960's the movement , closely 

studied by critics of the Warren Report. What appeared to 

be a single movement was, in fact, a double-movement: a brief 

forward stretch of the President's head followed by a massive 

backward and leftward snap, both Occurring . in less than one- 

a aT A TS cea a : ee Bee nae Te, wot eae CAP LS -_- 
POSTE LA Teepe greece ee osetia g ORE oes SRP PE aed
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> “TE LI25 suggested az Zhot Sime . 
édhante inthe bdrlslatventehtr that the 

double-movement was caused by the virtually simultaneous 
- 

_impact of two shots -- one from the rear, one from the 

right front. 

Given. the scientific expertise available to the Select 

Committee, its - handling of this issue was cavalier. An 

Army wound ballistics technician testified that the left 

backward snap may have been caused by a neurological spasm and 

screened a 1948 film of goats being shot in the head to 

illustrate his point. Following the impact of a bullet 
Can pe Seen Lo a 7HLZO 

in the. head, the goat's muscles p~spasm, its front and back 

legs going ‘out, its back arching. The technician suggested 

that much the same thing may have happened in the Kennedy . 

‘killing -- the President's muscles going into spasm 

throwing him backward and to the left. 

It is hard to see what the goat experi” ments prove since 

‘what we see on the Zapruder film does not resemble a total 

body spasm. The Committee's Medical Panel suggested that 

the backward snap may have been caused by a spasm of the 

muscles of the back, but then properly pointed out that "it 

would be reasonable to expect that all muscles / not just 

those in the back/ would be Similarly stimulated." In its 

Report, the Committee contented itself with the rather lame 

conclusion that "the rearward movement of the President's 

head would not be fundamentally inconsistent with a bullet 

striking from the rear." 

SR RENT eR I einer, Sa at Ran eam ne
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Had a bullet struck the President from the right front 

one would expect to find this réflected in the autopsy data. 

In pursuing this rationale, the Committee was led into | 

the most vexed area of the case. 

- As the Committee's Report pointed out, there were 

great discrepancies between what doctors at Parkland 

Hospital said about the President's head wound and what the 

autopsy report said. The autopsy report described a small 

‘bullet entry wound centered in. the back of the head and a 

massive exit would in the right front of the head. On the 

other hand, at least five of the Parkland doctors | 

described a massive exit wound in the rear of the head 

which actually overlay the area where the autopsy ‘surgeons claimed 

to have found the small entry wound. Dr. Robert N.. McClelland, 

for example, testified in 1964, that "I was in such a position - 

that I could very closely examine the head wound, and I 

noted that the right posterior portion of the skull had been 

blasted." The problem was heightened by the fact that the 

chief autopsy surgeon had burned his original autopsy notes, 

and that the President's brain, removed for later study and 

“not buried with the body, was now missing. 

The Committee made a Herculean effort.to resolve these 

discrepancies. If the. brain could be found, it might yield 

conclusive proof as to whether the President had been shot 

from the front. Unfortunately, Committee investigators were. 

unable either to find it or determine what happened to it. 

They did determine that it was not buried with the body when
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it was reinteved on March 14, 1967. It was last seen in 

April, 1965 when Robert Kennedy's secretary, Angie Novello, 

picked up a trunk containing various autopsy materials from 

Mrs. Evelyn Lincoln, President Kennedy! s secretary. The 
“efreamslan tis / Cusclente Lends Lo show Chal 

-, Committee concluded that, ‘Robert Kennedy either destroyed 

these materials fo thee shits. he’ brain7 or otherwise 

rendered them inaccessible." 

Since much -depended upon the autopsy photos and 

x-rays stored in the Natioval Archives, the’ Committee took — 

"pains to éstablish their authenticity, and the fact that 

they had not been tampered with. Earlier body and dental 

x-rays were compared with Kennedy’ S post- mortem x- rays and 

found to match. Forensic anthropologists compared photographs 

of Kennedy with the autopsy photos, ‘and determined they were 

of the same person. Photo experts studied the films and. 

x-rays and concluded they had not been tampered with. Having 

established the authenticity of the autopsy materials, they 

were then turned over to a panel of nine eminent forensic 

pathologists. © : | 

- Perhaps to be expected in this vexed area, a new 

controversy erupted at almost the first meeting of the Medical 

Panel. Several members of the Panel were going over a 

photograph of the back of the President's head with two of the 

autopsy doctors, Dr. James J. Humes and Dr. J. Thornton Boswell. 

The photo shows a small wound near the top of the head in the 

"cowlick" area and another 4; inch patch of grey matter in the 

hairline (see photo on page s+). ~=Humes and Boswell 

adamantly contended that the upper wound was not the wound of
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of entrance. "I just don't know what it is,* said Humes, 

"but it certainly was not any wound: ‘of entrance." The probing 

of Humes and Boswell continued until one of the Panel members 

‘objected. “We have no business recording this," said Dr. 

Loquvam who ended up. writing the draft report of the 

Medical Panel, "This is for us to decide between ourselves; 

I don't think this belongs on this record... You guys are nuts. 

You guys are nuts writing this stuff. It doesn't belong 

in that damn record." . 

At later meetings of the Medical Panel all four autopsy 

doctors _- Humes, Boswell, Finck, and Ebersole -- contended | 

adamantly that the wound of entry was not where it appears 

in the photograph, but four inches lower. In the original 

autopsy protocol the wound of entry is described as "2.5 cm. 

‘laterally to the right and Slightly above the external | 

occipital protuberance," and the autopsy face. sheet, filled 

out while the autopsy was in progress, shows a bullet wound 

at this lower Location. When the four autopsy doctors were 

asked to mark on a skull the position of the head entry wound,. 

they all picked the lower location (see photo page__s»d.. 

| The Medical Panel was obviously troubled by this four 

inch discrepancy between where the autopsy doctors (both in 

1963 and 1978) placed the head entry wound and where the 

photos show it to be. Their report speaks of “the rigid 

tenacity" with which the autopsy doctors stuck to the lower 

location, and states that "Dr. Finck believed strongly that 

‘the observations of the autopsy pathologists were more valid 

than those of individuals who might subsequently examine 

. photographs."
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“It is difficult to know what to make of this 

3 
w 
x Y. discrepancy. On the one hand, a difference ef four. inches 

N . in the location of a wound. in the head in enormous - 

) | difficult to explain aS a simple mistake. The measured 

_ dimensions of the wound observed on November 22nd 

: x (15mm. by 6mm.) do. not match the dimensions of the wound 

fe on the photographs (15-20mm. by 9mm.). On the other hand, 

CaN Nt | various head x-rays seem.to locate the wound of entrance - 

a < w _at the location shown in the photo. To. suppose that the 

S32 entry wound really was at the lower location requires that 

5 N . one believe that a number of photos and x-rays were altered, 

X NN and that these alterations were not detected by the. 

X ; Committee's photo experts. It also is not clear what 

purpose would be served by such an alteration. . 

‘The Medical Panel concluded that.the autopsy doctors 

had made a mistake in locating this wound four inches lower 

than it really was. br. Humes appeared later before the whole 

Committee,. | 

wound of entry he had observed on November 22nd. “On 
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x-rays of the President's head, the Medical Panel found a 
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circular piece of metal adjacent to the entry hole near the 

crown of the head. They were also able to discern a bullet 

track running forward from this location into the exploded 

region on the right front. of the head. — One of the larger 

skull fragments blown out of: the head had a semi-circular 

- indentation on one edge. By using paper cut-outs of skull 

fragments laid over a skull model, they were able to re- 

construct ‘much of the exploded region in the right front of the 
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“head. They concluded that a single bullet had struck the 

President in the rear of the head high up, had then smashed | 

forward on a flat trajectory exploding the right front side 

of the head, the main — mass of the bullet exiting through 

-a hole indicated by the semi-circular indentation on the 

skull fragment. (See photo on page - ). The Panel 

found no evidence of an additional bullet strike on the head. 

In testifying before the full Committee, one of the 

Panel members, Dr. Cyril Wecht, opened up the remote 

possibility that a second shot from the right front may ‘have 

struck the. President's head before, or nearly simultaneously. 

with, the rear-entering shot. The shot from the rear might 

then have blown away all evidence of the other shot. The 

Chairman of the Panel, Dr. Michael Baden, subsequently 

concurred with Wecht, but both experts stressed, that this was 

' an extremely remote possibility. . "With reasonable medical 

certainty," Wecht pointed out, "I would have to say that the 
a.» . 

evidence /of a second shot from the right front/ is not there.” 

The large, circular metal fragment found on x-rays 

‘adjacent to the head entry wound either was never recovered 

during the autopsy or was subsequently lost. Other smaller 

fragments from President Kennedy's brain were recovered. [In 
* 

. September 1977 the Committee sent these fragments to scientist 

Vincent Guinn for testing.” Guinn was also provided with a 

mashed bullet fragment, still in its jacket, recovered from the 

front seat of the limousine, and two lead fragments found 

underneath the left jump seat of the limousine. The mashed 

bullet fragment had already been matched by firearms experts 

to the 6.5 mm: Mannlicher-Carcano rifle found on the 6th floor



it One caveat might be pointed out witn re pect to Gninn's test 

results. Nis test report snows tnat ne analyzed two fragments 

‘removed from President Kennedy's brain/ (CE 843), whale pnotos 

of CE 843 taken in 1y64 and 1¥78 show{tnree fragments present, and 

“fhe caption for CE 843 in Volume VI1 of the Select Committee's 

Hearings reads as foliows:"CH 843, tnree Leda-Like tragments 

removed from Presiaent. Kennedy's brain auring the autopsy". 

Apparently tnen, 1n addition to the circular fragment identified 

on x-rays but either not recovered from Kennedy's brain. 

or Lost subseouently, Guinn did not test one of the extant 

fragments ‘removed from the brain. ‘ 
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of the Depository and traced to Oswald. Guinn's testing 

of these bullet fragments would provide : seliel 

- - proof that the shot which killed John Kennedy 

was fired from the Depository. ) 

, Guinn used a testing procedure called neutron activation 

analysis" (NAA) which makes it possible to discern very small: 

quantities of trace metals such as silver and antimony in 

larger samples. -Guinn had earlier determined by testing that 

6.5mm. Mannlicher-Carcano bullets are quite homogenous in 

their cOres as to the presence of trace metals:, He had 

also found that individual bullets. of this type . - mo 

from ‘the seme Be 
Se toe y varied considerably with 

"respect to trace metals. By submitting the samples given 

him to NAA he hoped.to determine, (a) whether the fragments 

from President Kennedy's brain were from a Mannlicher-Carcano 

bullet, and (b) whether the brain fragments could. be linked 

to the other fragments recovered from the limousine. 

His test results were dramatic: not only were the fragments 

from President Kennedy's brain most likely from a 6.5 , , 

Mannlicher-Carcano bullet, but their trace metals matched 

almost exactly the trace metals in the other fragments found 

in the Limousine. Guinn testified that all fragments probably 

came from the same bullet. Since’ one fragment of this 

, baliig¢gtreal/y 
bullet had already been, matched to the rifle found in the 

Depository, the Committee now had solid proof that the killing 

bullet was fired from the Depository not the knoll. 
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More than this, 

2 ee 
shot at Zapruder frame 312/313 could now be established as the 

final one of the four shots heard on the 1963 Dictabelt. The 

shot from behind the: stockade fence on the knoll had been 

fired 0.7 secone earlier, at Zapruder frame 295/296. 

Although the "N-wave" detected on the 1963 Dictabelt showed. 

that it had been fired towards the limousine, it apparently 

missed the car and its occupants. - Inquiry could. now shift 

to the first two shots, fired 1.6 seconds apart at Zapruder 

frames 157-161 and 188-191. Did both of these shots hit, 

or did one of them miss, leaving the other to wound both | 

President Kennedy and Governor Connally? Once again the most 

controversial of all the Warren Commission's findings -- the 

Single bullet theory -- would be the focus of the Committee's 

investigation. 

10. The New Single Bullet Theory 

From November 22nd to the present, both Governor and Mrs.° 

Connally have been adamant that the second shot hit Connally. 

"I heard what I thought was a shot," Connally told the Warren 

Commission, "so I turned to look back over my right” 

‘shoulder, and I saw nothing unusual except just people in the 

crowd, but I did not catch the President in the corner of 

my eye... Failing to see him, I was turning to look back over 

shoulder . ; 

my left, into the back seat, but I never got that far in my 

turn. I got about in the position I am in now facing 

you, looking a little bit to the left of center, and then I 
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felt like someone had hit me in the back." Connally was” 

asked how long was the interval between hearing the first 

shot and being hit by the second, and replied: "A very, 

very brief span of time... The thought immediately passed 

through my mind that there were either two or three or 

“more people involved in this or that someone was shooting 

‘with an automatic rifle." Mrs. Connally's recollections 

matched her husbands. She .had heard a shot, turned to look 

at the President, and then had heard and seen a second shot. 

‘crash into her husband's back. 

, The shot which hit Connally entered under his right. armpit. 

‘The bullet smashed his fifth rib, blew a “hole two inches in 

diameter out the front of his chest, continued on to shatter - 

the radius bone in his wrist, and finished its destructive course 

‘by causing a flesh wound in his left thigh. While Connally 

was having these wounds repaired, a bullet was found on a 

stretcher in Parkland Hospital. Later called the "Magic 

Bullet" by critics of the Warren Report, this virtually feet 

projectile was ballistically matched to the rifle 

‘found on the 6th floor of. the Depository. 

For years it had seemed incredible that this nearly 

pristine bullet could have shattered Connally's rib and chest. 

The Warren Commission attempted to simulate these injuries. 

with bullets fired from Oswald's rifle, and came .up with 

bullets that were grossly deformed. The Select Committee 

had been urged to perform tests which would exactly simulate 

Connally's injuries, but had declined to-do so. It remained 

for Vincent Guinn and his newtron activation analysis to 
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prove. definitively that Connally's injuries had been 

caused by the stretcher bullet. 

Guinn had ‘been contacted in 1973 by Dr. John Nichols, 

a forensic pathologist and critic of the Warren Report. 

. Nichols was in the process of bringing suit against the. 

government to permit NAA studies to be made of the 

stretcher bullet and several fragments. removed from 

Connally's wrist. Guinn had agreed to do the tests but 

Nichols' lawsuit failed, and the materials were never made 

available. Guinn had- to wait until September 1977,: for the 7 

same materials to be made available to him under the auspices 

“of the House Select Committee. As with his analysis of the 

bullet fragments from the limousine and from the President's 

brain, Guinn's results were dramatic. His scan for trace 

elements in the stretcher bullet and in the fragments from 

Connally's wrist, showed Ta et that they matched. 

However improbable it may have seemed earlier, there was 

now no doubt that the wrist fragments came from the 

“stretcher bullet. Connally had been wounded by a shot fired 

from the rifle found in the Depository, and most Likely he 

had been hit by the second shot, the one fired at Zapruder 

frames 188-191. 
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Was Kennedy also hit by this shot or was he struck 

by the earlier shot which Connally had only heard? For both men 

to have been hit by the same bullet the trajectories through . 

their bodies would have to line up. Did these trajectories 

line up? 

The Medical Panel found a small bullet entry wound in 

Kennedy's upper right shoulder located 5cm. below the shoulder 

and 5cm. to the right of the back's midline. ' (See photo on 

“page_ -) .The exit wound in the throat had been 

obliterated by a tracheostomy incision at Parkland Hospital, 

but a small semicircular hole was still evident in photos of 

this incision in the neck just below the Adam's apple. (See 

photo on page — There was a small “abrasion collar” 

around the shoulder wound which indicated that a bullet. had 

entered at this point; the character of the “abrasion collar" 

‘indicated that the bullet was moving on a gently upward 

trajectory from back to front. X-rays showed some damage 

to vertebras on a line between the two wounds. Consequently, 
interred - , 

the Medical Panel, . that a bullet had transited 

Kennedy's neck between these two points. . 

. a ; ; 

All this information was turned over to, NASA scientist, 
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Thomas Canning,who calculated the trajectory between the wounds 

at Zapruder frame 190, Although the trajectory through Kennedy's 

neck was horizontal or even slightly upward, the true trajectory 

would depend critically on Kennedy's posture in the Limousine. 

Here Canning was aided bya fay discovered photo of the Limousine 

taken by a spectator only 1 1/2 seconds before. frame 190. ‘This. . 

photo suggested to _Camming that Kennedy was somewhat hunched 

forward at this time. He made a rough estimate of the forward 

hunch and then added other adjustments for the fact that the 

limousine was going down a slight grade and that the wound locations 

on a Kennedy sitting upright would vary a bit from their autovsy 

locations. When Canning was finished he got a very rough 

correspondence between the apparent trajectories through Kennedy's 

body and through Connallyts body. 

! Canning also made another trajectory study using as 
' inferred 

reference points the, exit point on Kennedy's throat and the entry 

wound under Connally's right armpit. In this study he was aided 

by a photograph taken by another spectator, Hugh Betzner, only a 

split second before frame 190, Kennedy is visible bgt Connally is 

obscured by the back of another spectator. Ingeniously, Canning 

“was able to show from this photo that Connally was. not sitting 

directly in front of Kemedy, but was seated at least six inches 

to the left. The Zapruder film showed that at this time Connally 

was turned to his right, thus swinging his right armpit even further 

‘to the left. When he had finished his. calculations dnd made his 

adjustments, Canning once again came up with a trajectory that roughly 

corresponded to the individual trajectories through Kennedy and Connally. 

When he extended his trajectory lines backward they led-in the general 

direction of the Depository's 6th floor corner window.



Guinn's NAA tests on the stretcher bullet and the 

fragments removed from Connally's wrist showed that 

Connally had been struck by the stretcher pullet. “The 
, , enevally 

injuries to Kennedy's back and neck were consistent with 

having been caused by that bullet. Canning's trajectory 

studies showed that a single - bullet trajectory through 

both men was possible at Zapruder frame 190. In fact, for 

Connally to have been hit at this point from the Depository 

window virtually required that the bullet pass through 

Kennedy on its’ way to Connally. Accordingly, the Committee 

concluded that both Kennedy and Connally had been hit by. . 

a shot fired from the Depository window at frame 188-191. 

Since three cartridge cases marked by the firing pin of the 

rifle were found near the 6th floor corner window, the 
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Committee also concluded that the first shot, fired at 

Zapruder frame 157-161, came from the same location, and 

that it missed the limousine entirely. Their reconstruc- 

tion of the shooting was now complete: Four shots ina total 

time of 8.3 seconds. The first shot was fired from the 

Depository and missed the limousine. A second shot from the 

Depository was fired 1.6 seconds later and struck both 

‘Kennedy and Connally. Six seconds later a shot was fired at 

the limousine from behind the stockade fence on the knoll; 

it missed. - Less than a second later, a final shot was 

fired from the Depository which killed President Kennedy. 

ll. The Recalcitrant Piece of the Puzzle 

The Committee had done a commendable job of assembling 

the pieces of the Dealey Plaza puzzle. From the 1963 

Dictabelt we knew now with great precision the number and 

timing of the shots. The. sound study had confirmed that a 

shot had been fired at the limousine from behind the 

The reports of 
stockade fence. tp leeee! abee. Bowers, S. Me Holland, 

and Joe Marshall Smith "haa turned out to be correct. 

The gunsmoke that Holland and his friends on the overpass 

. had seen and that smith had smelled was real. The muddy 

footprints and cigarette butts Holland had found behind the 

fence were in all probability left there by the 

assassin. The curious shape seen behind the fence in the . 

Moorman photograph was very likely the head of the assassin 

as he ducked down after firing his shot. That shot had _ 
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missed. President Kennedy had been killed by a shot 

fired less than a second later from the rifle found in 

the Depository. That rifle, too; accounted for an 

earlier shot which wounded Governor Connally. There was 

no direct evidence concerning which of the fink two shots 

‘had wounded the President. But the chances favored the 

shot which hit Connally. ‘The single-bullet theory was. 

most likely correct. - 

‘one piece of the puzzle, however, remained recalcitrant. 

‘The Committee concluded that the first shot missed, and the 

odds favor their conclusion. But they also concluded that ™ 

this shot came from the rifle found in the Depository. To 

hold this opinion they had to do what the Warren Commission 

had done before them -- that is, “bend” one piece of the 

puzzle out of shape so that it would fit. 

‘Following the appearance of three members of the 

Acoustics Panel-on December 29, 1978, the Committee further 

' refined the data on the timing of the first two shots. The 

time between the trigger pulls of the first two shots was 

calculated at 1.65 seconds: But now the rub. The rifle 

found on the 6th floor of the Depository, the rifle 

traced to Oswald, was a cheap, bolt-action Italian Army 

weapon. It simply could not be fired that fast! 

The rifle had been exhaustively tested by an FBI 
25 

firearms expert only days after the assassination Even 1A 
AN
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, had been 

then there re question as to whether the rifle could. be 

fired fast enough to account for the volley of shots many 

witnesses heard. FBI Agent, Robert Frazier, and two of 

his associates, Agents Charles Killian and Cortland 

Cunningham test~fired the rifle on November 27, 1963. They 

fired ata fixed (not moving) target 15 yards away. In 

Frazier’ s words, the purpose of the test was "to determine | 

i: actually the speed at which the rifle could be fired.. 

and also to determine the accuracy of the weapon under these 

-. conditions." Killian got off three shots in nine seconds; 

_-Cunningham three shots in seven seconds; Frazier three 

_ shots in six seconds. Frazier next fired two series of three. 

shots "to determine how fast the weapon could be fired." 

He pointed out that in these tests he "did not attempt to 

maintain an accurate rate of fire." He fired the two series 

in 4.6 seconds and 4.8 seconds respectively, and later 

testified before the Warren Commission that "4.6 seconds is 

firing this weapon as fast as the bolt can be operated." | 

The following spring he took the rifle to Quantico, Virginia 

and fired four sets of three shots each ‘at ae fixed target 

100 yards away. His times for firing three shots were’ >: 9 

seconds, 6.2 seconds, 5.6 seconds, and 6.5 seconds. The 

. Warren Commission looked at these test results and split 

Frazier's quickest time (4.6 seconds) in half to arrive at. 

2.3 seconds as "the minimum mechanical firing time for the 

rifle." this figure allows no time for aiming; it is 

simply the time required to pull the trigger, work the bolt, 

and work the trigger again. 
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Since that time various groups -- BBC Television, 

CBS News, and most recently the Select Committee -- have 

tried to beat Frazier's times by using other Mannlicher- 

_ Carcano rifles. These subsequent tests prove nothing. 

There is great variation in the sluggishness of the bolt 

action in various Mannlicher-Carcano rifles. One of the 

authors of ths tek worked the action on the Depository 

rifle in the National Archives in 1966, and found’ it. 

noticably more sluggish than actions on other Mannlicher- 

Carcanos. Nonetheless, the Committee arranged for firing 

tests using another Mannlicher-Carcano than the one found 

in the Depository to see if Frazier's minimum figure of 

2.3 seconds between. shots could be shaved. Gn December 29, 

1978, the day before the Committee voted its findings, 

Chief Counsel Blakey told the Committee that "preliminary 

tests are sufficient to cast into serious doubt the 

previously established FBI time intervals." The final 

tests were held March 29, 1979 and their results were not 

favorable to the Committee's conclusions. Chief Counsel 

Blakey and Deputy Chief Counsel Gary Cornwell were joined » 

_ by four expert marksmen from the District of Columbia 

'.Police Department. In all, some 35 shots were fired. None 

of the group were able to aim and fire two consecutive shots 

in less than 1.65 seconds. Blakey and his deputy were 
“point Ciming ~- 2 Curfous 

able to better that ‘Figure only by 
lecution which apparently M1C25 they Wve wot asm at al 

A further complication for the Committee's reconstruction 

of this part of the puzzle is posed by an Oak tree growing on 
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Elm Street which blocks a view of the limousine from the 

6th floor corner window between Zapruder frames 166 and 

(210. (See photo on page . ). The Warren Commission 

stated, "Te is doubtful that even the most proficient 

_marksman would have hit him /the President7 through the 

Oak tree." ‘This is a bit too strong. The foliage is not 

dense and there is a gap where the limousine might be 

clearly seen at Zapruder frame 186ff. It is 

.that a gunman likely, given the other evidence, 

might have tracked the limousine into the foliage and 

then fired . : . z at Zapruder frame 188-191. It 

. boggles the imagination to believe with the Committee that 

a gunman tracked the car and fired his first shot at 

Zapruder frame 157-161, missed the car entirely, then ~ 

worked the action on the rifle faster than is apparently 

humanly possible, and fired blindly through the tree. 

hitting both Kennedy and Connally. 

Congressman Christopher Dodd (D., Conn.) dissented 

from the Committee's findings on just this point; he did not 

believe the rifle found in the Depository could be fired , 

so quickly. In his dissent, Dodd discusses the single 

piece of evidence which inclined the Committee to this 

conclusion -- the three cartridge cases found near the 

Depository 6th floor window: | 

The ballistics evidence merely 
shows that the cartridge cases were 
fired in Oswald's rifle at some 

_ point in time; there is no way to 
tell when they were in the rifle or 
when the bullets that they encased 
were fired. In other words, one 

of the cartridge cases could have 



been from a bullet fired from Oswald's 
rifle: a day, a week, or a month 
earlier. That cartidge case could 
then have been ejected from the: 
rifle before firing on November 22, 
1963, or in some other way dropped 
on the floor. . sc 

A closé examination of these three cartridge cases suggest 

that Dodd's theory has merit. 

The three cases were found on the afternoon of November _ 

22nd near the 6th floor corner window. Two were lying against 

the wall under the window; the third was lying some 5 to 6 

feet away near some boxes. (See photo on page ). Since 

they were not marked at the scene, we have no idea today 

which of the three cases was the one lying 6 feet down the 

wall. All three cases bore impressions from the firing 
Two of these Cases, CE IVY 

roe 

pin of Oswald's rifle -(3H505). Tt 

and CE TIYS had marts “vdentified 28 having Been predaced 

by the chamber of Oswald's rifle" (260449 - 450). One of 

them had a "set of marks identified as having been produced 

by the magazine follower /the spring-tensioned lever that 

presses up the last cartridge in the clip/ of Oswald's rifle”. 

(24H450), while the other showed marks that could have come 

only from the bolt of Oswald's rifle (24H449). Both of these. 

cases showed marks. indicating that each had been loaded into 

a weapon (not necessarily Oswald's) at least twice (24H449 - 

450). Both of these cartridge had visible dents on their’ 

Sides. 

The remaining cartkrdge case, CE543, differed from the 
“> 

er a 

other two in a number of respects. | oe .
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Its most obvious characteristic is 

-a sharp dent in its lip which is of sufficient magnitude to 

- prevent the fitting of a projectile in the opening. Other 

marks found on it: indicate that it had been loaded in and 

extracted from a weapon at least three times (268449) . In 

addition, it had “three sets of marks .on the base" that were 

“not found on the others or on any of the numerous test 

cartridges obtained from Oswald's rifle. A firearms 

expert, Joseph D. Nicol, testified before the Warren 

Commission that these anomalous marks were possibly caused by 

a "dry firing" run -- that is, by inserting the empty 

cartridge case in the breech while practicing with the 

rifle (3H510). | 

) The Firearms Panel appointed by the House Select 

Committee also examined these cartridge cases. The Panel 

‘agreed with the FBI findings that all bore firing pin 

impressions from Oswald's rifle, and hence at some time 

had been fired in that rifle. The Panel was able to produce 

a cartridge case with a dented lip like CE 543 by ejecting 

a fired cartridge in a particularly violent manner. In 

contradiction to the 1964 reports of both the FBI and 

independent experts, the Panel said it "found no evidence of 

multiple extractor or éjector marks on the cartridge cases_ 

_ which would indicate that they had been chambered on more than 

one occasion.” The Panel offered no explanation of © 

this discrepancy. It aia find, however, "three sets of 

striations on the head of the CE543 cartridge case... /which7 

were not found on any of the: other 6.5 mm. cartridge cases," 

and added enigmatically: "The origin Jot the striations/
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, . Et is. difficult for the non-specialist to interpret 

such arcane information. If the Warren Commission/FBI studies are 

to be trusted, none of these cartridge eases were fresh out of the 

box. Two had been loaded and extracted "Nat least twice, while 

the third had been loaded and extracted "at least three times", 

This third case, according to the Warren Commission firearms exvert, 

bore marks suggesting it had been nary fired", The Firearms Panel 

passed over the earlier studies in silence, observing only that the 

odd third case contained "striations" which are unigue to it and 

whose "origin" could not be explained. Faced with the inherent im- 

plausibility of two shots being fired from the Oswald rifle in 

1.65 seconds, these-facts are enough to compel our suspicion that 

not all three cases were fired on November 22nd. 

Forced with a final refractory area in their puzzle, 

the Committee tried to . "bend" a piece to fit, tried to. 

make plausible a shorter firing time for Oswald's rifle. 

This effort failed. Far better fed the Committee , 

followed Congressman Dodd's. advice and let the evidence lead 

it where it might. At the close of his dissenting opinion, 

he observes that "syfner work on the acoustics data could 

conceivably prove the existence of a second gunman in the 

Texas School Book Depository or elsewhere in the Plaza.” 

specifically, he urges that "the detailed /acoustic/ 

analysis that was done with regard to the third shot be done 

with regard to shots one, two and four,” and that "a thorough 

review of the tape be conducted in an effort to discover 

whether shots might have originated from locations other than 

the grassy knoll and the Texas School Book Depository.”
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Should this be done; the thought which flashed through 

John Connally's mind as the first two shots exploded in the 

limousine ("the thought immediately passed through my mind _ 

that there were either two or three or more people involved 

. in this. or that someone was shooting with an automatic 

rifle") might prove to be correct. More importantly, 

should this be done, we might finally be in a position 

to fit the remaining pieces into the puzzle. Like all 

. puzzles that are finished, we could then put it away. 

_i2. Dealey Plaza Revisited 

The late afternoon ‘sun casts lengthening shadow 

across the closely cropped grass of the Plaza. The 

commuter traffic has’ begun and a steady stream of cars down 

Elm Street mixes exhaust fumes with the scent of newly cut 

grass. Standing on the pedestal from which Abraham — 
One Can See Fo Che Sef 

Zapruder took his film, the 

Texas Sctiool Book Depository rising above the corner 

of Elm and Houston Streets. The two windows in the 6th 

floor corner casement are shut. Beyond them . 

hres tthe Dal-Tex Building across Houston Street, and, 

kitty-corner across the street, the monolith of the Dallas 
SE erg ht 2Qheed 

, is the grass slope County Records Building. 

where, on November 22nd, Bill and Gayle Newman threw 

themselves to the ground to protect their children from the 

cross~fire descending on the limousine. On the sidewalk’
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near where the Newman's were standing, a young couple 

with two little girls /» Tow pauses for a moment. The: 

youngest of the two girls -- a blonde of about six -- 

picks a piece of clover from the grass. "Daddy," she 

_ says, turning to her father and looking up, "I want: 

to keep this as a souvenir.” - | | 

. For 15 years, tourists had come to Dealey Plaza, 

to see the site of the killing and to familiarize 

themselves with those features -- the turn onto Elm 

Street, the Depository, the grassy knoll, the railroad 

overpass-— which had been mentioned over and over again in 

newspapers, books,.and TV shows, and, being so mentioned, 

had become mythic reference points, monuments to a murder that 

had effected everyone. Then as now, people would stop 

and pick up a blade of grass, a stone, a twig, anything to 

_serve as a momento of this place where "it" had happened. 

Sometimes it seemed as if Dealey Plaza had. been burned into 

our collective unconscious. as the. site of some nodal 

‘point in history, a place where innocence was lost, where ‘a. 

period of violence and mendacity was born. After -Dallas 

had come the agony of Vietnam, the bullets in Memphis and 

Los Angeles, the Pentagon Papers, Cambodia, Watergate. 

After Dallas, it had seemed to many of us, nothing would 

ever be the same again. A murder had happened here. 

Stretched before," eye was. the killing ground, the place - 

where the king had been laid low, his head exploding in a 

pink halo -of blood and brain. Here too the mystery had
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begun, and it was that mystery which kept drawing: people 

back to this place. The young and glamorous king had . 

been murdered, but the how and why of that murder remained 

opaque and hidden. The mystery of the killing seemed to be 

all of one piece with everything that had happened Since. 

Fortinbras had not arrived, and until he did one's mind could 

not rest easily. 
forty fee cL behiad Zaprader’ pedestal 

‘This too was a place of ghosts. - awas the niche 

ote where the Nix film appeared to show 

ca gunman in classic firing stance, elbows splayed outwards, 

aiming directly at the limousine. It had all been 

illusion, the play of light and shadow on the Concrete wall. 

To . one was the bush where the Zapruder film disclosed the 

back of a human head and be low it, the long horizontal shape 

of what might be a rifle. The head had been real -- the 

head of a spectator » -- but ‘the "rifle" had only been the 

elongated shape of a branch. — , | L - Ehe Depository 
Were now S4uLl. 

windows, How many hours had we spent studying films of ‘those 

windows, tantalized by. the possibility that changing 

shapes might indicate the presence two people in the 

sniper's nest. The evidence was not all in, but seemed to 

suggest that what we were seeing were only artifacts on the 

film. We had tried to snare these ghosts with measurements 
One Aad Zo (2094 SN been e v8 bering 

© and logic. —~ ache Sunday. morning 

we sad 
‘13 years ago when adodged traffic to take sightings with 

an Abney Level of the elevations to various roof lines. 

We amateurs had learned a lot over those years, a lot about
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arcane sciences such as wound ballistics, firearms 

identification, photo enhancement. But ultimately our 

knowledge, our skill, ana our commitment has proved. 

unequal to the task. The. ghosts, and the mystery which: 

enfolded them, would not dissolve. 

' Standing on Zapruder's parapet in the late summer 
sé seemedS 25 fe 50 Ayyck , 

_ , had changed. For of 1979, 

fifteen years the illusion of a single assassin had 

endured. Now, it. had been broken. On the basis of ~ 

irrefutable scientific evidence, a Committee of the 
. . mo, Suspteled 
Congress has proved what we had : aatl along -- a second 

gunman had fired on the limousine that bright autumn day 

fifteen years ago. Under the aegis of that happening, the 

remaining mysteries seemed less urgent, less demanding of 

solution. Further study of the acoustic evidence would 

probably show that a third gun had been fired that day. 

But did it really Matter? Did-it really matter if there 

were two or three assassins in Dealey Plaza that day? As 

the completion to a puzzle many of us had labored on for - 

years, it would be interesting to know the answer. But at 

this point the puzzle had lost its urgency as the mystery 

moved beyond Dealey Plaza. | 

One could not help but remark on the historical irony in 

all this. Take Kennedy's head snap, for example. Ignored and 

even hidden by the Warren Commission, that left, backward 

snap had seemed to many to be the solidest evidence of a second 

gunman firing from the knoll. We still had no persuasive 
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explanation for the phenomenon, but the combination of © 

Guinn' Ss tests and the medical evidence compelled the conclusion 

that Kennedy's head wound was caused by a shot from the rear. 

No matter; a shot had been fired from the knoll and fired 

from the exact location we had picked twelve years ago. 
what Car/ Oglesby called / 

The head snap could slip into history as,one of the more productive - 

illusions of our time” Or’ take the famous “Magic 

Bullet". Residing in its plastic bag in the National 

_ Archives, virtually undeformed for years it seemed to sit in 

silent reproach of the Warren Commission's single-bullet 

theory and its single assassin conclusion. We still haa 

no. sensible explanation as to how-.it could have remained so 

unscathed while wreaking such. destruction, but Guinn's tests 

proved unequivocally, against everyone's expectation, that 

that bullet had penetrated Connally's wrist. This fact, combined 

‘with the trajectory -analysis showed that the single-bullet 

- theory, the focus. of attacks on the Warren Commission for 

years, was at least plausible, . ‘Once again, 

in the very moment of victory, the critics’ most powerful 

weapons had proved illusory. In some. sense, the critics had 

‘been right about Dealey Plaza, but right for all the wrong 

reasons. , , a : . | 

os this, however, is to ignore the real contribution 

of the critics over the last decade and one-half. For not 

only had their researches undermined the Official story in _the 

popular mind, but their lobbying efforts had brought the House
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Select Committee into existence. Even more importantly, 

their efforts had posed the questions the Committee would — 

“answer so productively. The crucial 1963 Dictabelt: had been 

brought. to the attention of the Committee by critics. who . 

~ even suggested the kind of study which should be made of 

it. Critics had located the point on the stockade fence 

confirmed by the acoustic evidence as a firing point... 

Years before the Committee came ‘into existence, critics had 

sued the government (and lost) to have Guinn's NAA tests 

done. Critics had suggested photo enhancement, trajectory 

studies, audio reconstruction, etc. They had in fact , , 

laid out almost completely the program of investigation 

the Committee later followed. with such productive results. 

If some of their answers had proved mistaken, they 

nonetheless’ had asked all the right questions. 

The mystery now moves beyond Dealey Plaza, and the 

questions. take on a different form. No homicide in history 

was ever accorded the scale of investigation accorded the 

Kennedy assassination. Ten departments of, Federal government, 

fourteen independent agencies or commissions, and four 

Congressional Committees helped the Warren Commission in 

its investigation. | Immediately after the shooting eighty 

additional FBI agents were sent to Dallas. Beginning 

on November 22nd, the FBI mounted its largest investigation - 

to date, conducting 25,000 interviews and submitting 

2,300 reports to the Commission totaling 25,400 pages. 

At the same time, the Secret Service conducted 1,550
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interviews and submitted 800 reports totaling some 4,600 . 

pages. We know now that one, and perhaps two, gunmen 

‘(in addition to the ‘sniper in the Depository) fired shots 

at the limousine. Given the facts of the killing as we 

“now know it and the magnitude of the investigation 

mounted to solve it, why has it taken fifteen years for the 

government to find credible evidence of a conspiracy? Is- 

it just amazing chance that one or two additional gunmen ~ 

could fire at the President and no: credible trace of their 

_ actions be found by the FBI and the Warren Commission? . 

From the beginning, critics of the assassination 

have been faced with a conundrum. Since nearly all the / 

evidence in the case was in Federal government possession 

from the beginning (except for such notable exceptions 

as the 1963 Dictabelt and the Zapruder film), one had to 

accept the authenticity of all the evidence or abandon 

one’s attempt to reconstruct what happened. Was the 

"Magic Bullet" the result of a switch made after a bullet 

came into government possession? | Are the Connally wrist 

fragments authentic? Had the autopsy and medical evidence 

been rigged? As soon as one even begins asking such - ) 

questions, one has to abandon the attempt to solve the 

mystery, since one has no criterion for determining what 

evidence is genuine and what is not. To put it another . 

way, one cannot even begin solving a puzzle if one keeps 

doubting whether a piece belongs in the puzzle. Never- 

theless, certain pieces in the puzzle have seemed
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recalcitrant from the beginning -- the "Magic Bullet", the © 

head snap recorded on the Zapruder film,the three 

cartridge cases found in the Depository, to name just a 

few. The present fact pattern suggests that two or three 

gunmen fired on the limousine, yet the physical evidence 

presented by the government inevitably led back only to 

the sniper in the Depository. One need not be paranoid 

to point out that this is an extremely odd state of 

' affairs. 

- The question as to whether there was an official 

cover-up of. the facts of the killing cannot be answered 

within the confines of Dealey Plaza. The field of inquiry 

must shift to a wider terrain. For to answer that question 

the social and political background of the’ assassination 

must be explored. What was the nature of the conspiracy 

which killed Kennedy? What was the likely role of. Oswald 

.and Ruby in the conspiracy? How was the governmental 

investigation carried. on and why did it prove so sterile? 

These are some of the questions the remainder of this 

book will pursue.
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As Rep. Sawyer [AR 504] and other HSC critics have not hesitated to points out, 

with the conspicuous exception of the acoustics evidence, the scientific work 

commissioned by the HSC strongly Ex tended to support the Warren Comission s 

findings 1 i that two bullets from the ER wounded Kennedy - and Connally. As 

summarized by the Committee, the ‘conclusion was based on the following points: 

"The findings of forensic pathologists ‘that the shots that hit the President 

came from behind. " 

"The results of the trajectory analysis [projecting the trajectory backwards 

from the would likcations] that traced the bullets to the vicinity of the sixth 

floor window of the depository" (audxextaxfronzKenamiy independently using Kennedy' s 

& head. wounds, his -back/neck wounds, , and Hie Kennedy-Connally wounds, the latter 

being the trajectory, associated with the single bullet & theory] . 

"The | conclusion of . acoustics experts that end? sfc B*ene® ound che ete 

of the 6th floor window of the depository" 

"the positive identification. by firearms experts that the ‘rifle: found on, the 

sixth floor of the deposityry was the one that fired the bullet found on a stretcher 

at Parkland Hospital and fragments retrieved from the Presidéatial limousine” . 

_ “The. resules of neutran. “Activation analysis | [NAA] indicating that - it was RigMly 

likely ‘that: the bullet found on the stretcher at Parkland Hospital was, the one: 

‘that passed thearmt through Governor. Connally" s wrist feSsing HE fragemknts which 

mat ché bafhemhg*tnSP™PRS Hl oP nents found in the limousinge were from the bullet that - 

struck the. President. in kez the head Lleaving fragments. which matched] 

"The. conclusion Of. photographic pee that the rifle found: in: the depositery” 

te] 

; stored at the National Archives." [This last point seems Bx relevant only. to. Oswald's 

possession of the rifle - “leave | ‘it out here? Russ, am I missing something? ] 

1’ n of two minds wexk on how to regard this evidence. (And it sm is ‘too early” 

for there to be any considerdd consents of. the critics. ) As L sat through. several 

days ‘of testimony auringerin on these ‘points ‘during the publi ‘hearings in September 

1978, it. was / elear that many ‘questions on detdils were not being adequately andwered, 

and. more. were” ‘not being xsket properly asked. On the other hand, he speaking as Se 

a “sedentist, audxnow I (1itke the Committee) found the weight of the evidence very - 

strong. kk While it was easy to see how there could be errors at various points in 

the Committee's case, it was hard to Ppt together an aleernate reconstruction without 

positing massive ‘fraud, and I saw no evidence of that duréng the hearings. 

tographed in November, 1963 and that. ‘ds presently
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The Weiss~Aschkenasy analysis changed the picture. Conspiracy became the 

official line. While I was ; reluctant to put all my. conspiracy eggs in this 

particular basket, the evidence. looked good, max and. has pretty much held up 

over the past 7 months. Certainly, one can: argue that proof of a. conpiracy 

makes it more : Likely that there is additional evidence of a conspiracy buried ' 

in the details of the hx HSC's evidence. But ‘the “required close look at the 

evidence will take time. And at may turn out that the flaws in the HSC! S case 

for two hits from the rear lie more in the wedting, and foritulation of: £ questions 

‘than in the techittcal work of the HBRE expert ‘panels. ALL in all, I “don! t 

feel that a recounting of all of the issues in all areas of the HSC's case is 

| appropriate right now. Oe , 

Before Looking at the key residual issues (in: my opinion; I don't think there 

is a consensus on. which issues are most important) , it as. worth noting 5 again. 

~ the overall wed ght of the sc’ s case. The fact is that they did perform most of 

ve 7 
the ‘technical tests which the critics ha BEES TREGERET eSB YoReEL! BaeRae' ES WC. 

“reason to. suspect that NAA would disprove the single bullet theory. > ‘the, initial 

tests were note. in. the We's files, the. raw data remained surpressed { for ‘years, 

ana t the FBI had conspicuously, failed to. use: ‘then to back up the SBI. "Although no- 

eritic. had. the resources to test the SBT trajectory. carefully, + We. zal, agreed, cat 

the very 1 least, that its possibility had not been demonstrated. ce was particularly 

“Ampressed that the BSC!s. experts had not just fitted Kenedy and Connally into 

a Possible trajectory ix starving at the TSBD window, but that by tracing back from 

‘the wounds, they determined that the window was a possible Porat of origin. The ao 

“consolation the critics couad draw from the HSC's results was that at least we a 

had been. asking the right wuestions.. Lt may turn out that the cempert WAR ‘wor rk was. 

not. as solid as. it seems, and they may have not gone far enough, but I ‘don't think es ce 
Se 

“that finding flaws in their work’ will allow critics to turn it around, from Proof 

of the two-rear-hits kKhEnx hypothesis to disparnof. } | 

Logically, of course, there remains the possibility of massive fraud. Having . 

heard the testimony of the experts, it is my opinion that some sort of coordinated 

fraud with them as witting participants is about as out of the question as anything cane
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be in this case. The possibility that the evidence has been tampered with can 

not be so easily ruled out. The HSC's report does BOE Sead Wee akbis pypothesis 

in*bdn apy igagions.s, applies to the Mannlicher-Carcano 6.5 mm. copper-jacketed 

bullet said to have been recovered £EGBrSPRRSCEME og the shot fired at Gen. Walker 

on April, 1963, and originally described by the Dallas police as ste@l jacketed - 

an unlikely mistake, one would thinks. 

The HSC did commission an extensive study into the authenticity of the "backyard 

photos’ of Oswald holding two left-wing newspapers and the assassination rifle. 

It also dealt with the possibility that the autopsy photos and X-rags had been tampered 

with. Bhkakegrapkixyx Experts in photography, forensic anthhopology, and forensic 

dentistry found not evidence of tampkering. Photographic coneultant and long-time 

WC critic Robert Groden claims to have found evidence of such tampering, but the panel 

did not endorse his views, Blakey said that he is not quxalified to make judgments on 

sowex such matters, and he has in the past shown an ability to see tbinks in photographs 

that few other people can see. In my opittion, nobody has yet proved fuaaud of this 

magnitude, and it is unacceptable to suspect fraud just because the Warren Commission 

reconstruction has been) ShbSHntiated. 

(At kk the very least, the SBT has moved from the realm of the immredible to 

possiblexy. It never has been as ridiculous a reconstruction Kas Mark Lane and others 

have suggested in their campus speeches. — If the WC had dose its work just a fraction 

as well as the HSC's panels, we would not have spent years abguing about all the details 

of the thm two-rear-hits reconstruction.) 

Buflurezkexaingzkaxthe Consider, for example, the interpretation of the NAA 

tests done by Vincent Guinn. He found that the Connally wrist fragments matched 

CE 399, the so-called Maks "magic bullet," in concentrations of two elements present 

in the lead in smaihl amounts - antimony and silver. Similarly, all the suppposed 

fragments from the head shot matched each other, and were distinguishable from the 

magick bullet. The most likely interpretation, in my opinion, is that Guinn is 

exactly right. Other interpretations, in roughly decreasing order of likelihood,’ 

as as follows: 

The matches are hax as stated aboue, but the probabixity that the JBC-CE 399 match
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occured by chance might have heen underestimated. Guinn estimated that there is 

about a 10% chance that two different bullets from the same box of ammunition 

would match in chemical composition as well as the JBC fragments and CE 399. 

This estimate came from his study of ammunition from each of the ates wkek which | 

were manufactured in the 1949's, Guinn and Dr. John Nichold, a WC critic, had worked 

together in accumulating and studying this ammunition. (Nichold had been trying for 

years, through @egal action, to have new MMX NAA tets done.) Somewhat surprisingly, 

the boxed Guinn tested mwere not homogeneous - that is, bullets from a single box 

could be distinguiged from each other. Guinn's testimmy did not explain the origina 

of this non-homogeneity, so it is not: clear that B@awakdiex the box from which 

"Oswald's" ammunitiion came would be like the one which Guim testéd many years later. 

(We do know, of course, the there is clear evidence of two different bullets in the 

assassination, so the source box was not completely homogeneous.) So, it may well 

be that the 90% estimate xkak of a real match is a bit high. Itwm would have been 

mice if this had been explored in more detail, but changige the numkerical results 

really woutd't affect the weight of the evidence. , 

It is also possible that there is more information to be obtained for the 

fragment found in the BARE Car, which was not studied because it is a piece ofkkr the 

copper jacket, with no lead. Guinn said that he did not study the copper jacket, 

but did not explain why. her eae Get ehotSxuxe technical reasons precluding a 

comparison between this jacket fragment and the other fragments, but it was not 
Call Guinn? ] 

brought out in the testimony. Nor is it mettioned in the report, despite the fact 

that, after the Weiss testimony, Rep. Dodd properly reminded the staff of this 

fragment - raising the possibility that it was associated with the shot from the 

grassy knoll. [5 AH 696] This certainly should be x clarified; fmaxzxnatey it might 

duexakk invalidate the argument that there is no direct evidence of the knoll shot. 

Moving to more conspiratorial and teas more speculative possibilities: does 

( Guinn's work say anybhing about the pass long-standing suggestions that CE 399 was 

paanted? (Both the condition of the bullet, and the way it. waatx was found, have 

contributed to this suspicion.) Only indirectly ~- if CE 399 was planted, someone 

would also have sliced fragments off it and replaced the Comaally wrist fragment.
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That means that the planting, if it occured, would have involved a conspiracy "big? 

enough to have access to the Connally fragment, not just wx someone who left the 

bullet at the hospital. | , 

Quextxo. Because of informal ‘contnent madé after hinxtaz Cuinn's restimony, 

quegoions have been raised (in the Wash. Post and elsevhere) a about the authenticity 

of the fragments tested. AS the report summarized it in a footnote [AR. 598}, “there : 

are differences in the count and wetghe of the material. examined by the ria 235528) 

Guinn. This is sctribotable to. the characeer of the FBI tests and to the fact that - 

the Bureau disposed of the samples examined after the tests.” As Frequently happened 

Buring the hearings, the HSC failed to adequately pursue, the innocent explanation for 

such a peculiarity. This was not explored during Guinn's public testimony, and 

"the footnote. Seems to ) gloss over the relevant details. the character of the FBI 

tests” "means tl that the first ones, 5, entsston « spectroscopy, involve ‘the destruction of 

spat of the sample. Phe “€act"t the the samples were rey, F7AgS nbetadd, 

documented; itxamtx remains a reasonable supposition. Dr. Guinn seemed satisfied 

that the Samples he worked ‘with: could have been EXEKEap p partes: of. the » origingl 

sample. and so far as I know ‘nobody i disproved that assumption, Stronger 

support of the innocent explanation is. that. the FBI's. NAA results, made ix with 

“the original samples, are. consistent with Guinn's, ‘SO. ina a SHES sense _ there wou;d 

, have. been now need for anyone. to, tamper with the samples. 

7 Finally, Gitinn's testimony failed to clarify his réle in the 1964 investigation - 

he at least knew of the NAA work on the paraffin casts, and his name had been suggested 

fur as a consultant [2] on the NAA tests. He denied. baka an apparently incorrect 

report that he had worked for the Warren Commission ‘check all this], but the record 

was not, clarified. But this is all ‘beside the point, unless, the inference is to. be 

made that * xn his work for. the. HSC was somehow inadequate. because of a supposed nm 

committment to the WC's result: nage t is simply no basis for khix such a conclusion.  [[0m 

For reasons like this, I do not expect that the flaws which inevitably will be 

found in the work of the experts will turn the weight of the evidence around. This 

is not oo say that all the important issues were resolved as well as they should have 

been. We have already mentioned the serious problems introduced by the acoustics
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THE INLTTAL COVER-UP: 

The Commission and the Agencies 

Three 

Fees days atter the assassination, vVeputy Attorney 

General Nicholas Katzenbach sent a memo to Bill Moyers at the 

White House, After emmhasizing the importance of making puolic 

"Natl the tacts" concerning tne President's murder, Katzenbach writes: - 

‘The public must be satisfied that. Oswald was the 
assassin; that he aia not nave contederates who are 
‘surli at sarge; and that the evidence was sucn vunat 
ne woulda nave veen convicted at triat. Speculation 
avout Oswala's motivation ougnt to be cut ort, anda 

we should have some pasis Yor revutting the tnought 

that this was a Vommunist conspiracy or (as the Lron 

Curtain press 1S.saylng) a right-wing conspiracy to 

blame. 1t on the-Communists. 

The vehicle tor cutting off such sreculation, suggested Katzenbach, 

might be the "appointment of a Presidential @omussion ot umin- 

peachable persorme}: to review and examine the evidence ana announce 

its conclusions." 

‘Yen aayS Later Katzenbacn sat in on the first meeting 

of the Presiaential Commssion suggested by his memo. Chiet Justice 

Warren began the meeting by saying: "this 18 a very sada and solemn 

auty that we are undertaking, ang 1 au sure Una, tnere 1S mou one OL 

us put wnat would ratner ve doing almost anything else that ne can 

think of than to be on a Vomassion of this Kina... Ine very tnougnt 

of reviewing these cetalls is really sickening to me." Commission 

member Jonn McCloy spoke what was in the minds of the other members, 

when, at that first meeting, ne remarxea: "This VCommssion 1s set up 

to lay the aust, dust not only 1m the Unitea States put alt over the 

world." Later, mcULoy would tell author Lawara kpstein that 1t naa 

been of paramount lmrortance to "show the world that America is not 
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a banana republic where government can be changed by conspiracy", 

while another Vomnission memper, yonn oOneruan Looper, would teil 

Kpstein that a central aim of the Uommission naa been "to Lift 

the cloud of doubts that had peen cast over American institutions." 

At about the time of the first meeting of the Commission, still another 

Commission member, ex-UlA Virector Allen Dulles, tolau colwinist murray 

Kempton he was contiaent that the Vommission would discover no eviaence 

of a conspiracy. ‘lhe atmospnere of rumors and suspicion, opserved 

Duites, was antertering with the functioning of govermment, and a main 

task of the Commission was to dispel those rumors. At its Vecemver 

lo, 1yo3 meeting, vulles presented exsist nis teLlow Commission 

members with a paperback book on rresidential assassing. Offered as 

important background reading for the Commission's deliverations, the 

book related now previous assassirations always nad been the work or 
\ 

Lone, aemented outcasts trom society. 

uaryy 1n 1ls existence, the Vommission aecidea not to hire 

its own investigative statf, but to rely on the Ibi ana other government 

agencies tor the investigation of the killing. Accordingly, the staff 

chosen would be made up exclusively ot lawyers -- young, upwardly 

mobile attorneys who knew now to build a case. wn vanuary <U, Lydkh 

this staff of attorneys met tor the tirst time with the Commission. 

According toa staff memo written by one of the attorneys, melvin 

Kisenverg, Uhiet Justice warren began the meeting by telling the stati 

why ne hada. accepted the Cnairmanshio of the Commission. nthe rresident," 

Warren pointed out, "stated tnat rumors of the most exaggerated kind 

were circulating in this coun-ry and overseas. Some rumors went as tar 

as attr1louting the assassination to a taction within the government 

wishing the Presiaency assumed by President Jonnson. Uthers, if not 

quenchea, could concelvap.y Leaa the country into a war which would 



cost 40 million lives, Noone couja retuse to do sometning which mignt 

_hetp prevent such a possioiiity.” as bisenverg remempered the meeting, 

Warren "placed empnasis on the quenching of rumors, ana prechuding 

further specuiation," 

This group of aggressive young attorneys did not nave 

to be toLa twice what tneir jop was. Tneir client — the Commission —- 

had spoken, and what their client wanted was crystal clear. they were 

to build a case that would quiet the rumors that were now circulating 

world-wide, rumors that were bringing 1nto question the very invegrity 

of the American government. They were to bu1la a case for the prose~ 

cution against Lee Harvey Oswalu, a case that would show once again. 

that an American president had been murdered by a lone, anti-social, 

demented indiviaual. 

With alacrity, the team ot young lawyers set about their 

work, Whenever evidence was brought forwaru tnat pointed away trom 

the single-assassin, no conspiracy conclusion, it was e1ther ignored, 

imveached, or Bbent" to fit. ‘the most shocking @lement 1n the Zavruder 

film ~- the lett, packward snap of the Presiuent's nead at trame 413 — 

was Simpiy ignoreas never mentioned in the Report or in its 26 Volumes 

of Hearings and nxn.vits. Mrs, Connaily, the Keport concludaea, was 

simpiy nmistaken" an testifying that she nau seen and heard a second 

shot strike herhusband atter the President nau peen wounded. At times 

the Vommission's aisregara tor known tacts was brazen. In an appenaix 

to the Keport entitied "rhe Source of the Snots", the Vommission asserted: 

"There is no evidence that any shots were tlirea at the President from 

anywnere other tnan Lhe 1€s4S OCNOOL HOOK VenosLLoLy." to alscreait 

the 1dea ot an alternative source, the apnenaix vrazenty cited the 

testimony of "13 raltroaa employees who were on the overpass," even 

though at least six of them naa testilieu uneauivocally tna Lney hau 
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neard shots and/or seen a putt of smoke trom the trees along the 

picket fence on the grassy KioLL. “One ot these tnirteen, Frank 

Reilly, nad told the Commission, "1t seemea to me like they /the shovs/ 

come out of the trees," while a companion, S.-M. Holland, nau said: 

"I detinitely saw tne pulit of Smoxe and neard the report trom unaer 

those trees." 

‘The jist of evasions, misrepresentations, anu aownrignht 

dies oy the Commission and its statf could. pe almost intinitely extended. 

It is a tawary story, descripved in deta1l in a nost ot critical books 

and articles puplisneu over the last decade and one-naLr. what nas not. 

been Known until recently 1s.a worotlary story of now ill~served the 

agencies 
Commission was by the various governmental,upon which it retiea. 

A : 

Undertthe pressure of Freedom of Information suits tiled over tne Last 

decaue, 1t nas vecome possivle to see what efforts were mage vy both 

the CIA and the FBI to limt and even impede the Warren Commssion 

investigation. | 

Consider, for examrle, tne ULA's nanuling of the claim, 

circulated to otner agencies shortly before tne assassination, that "a 

man who identified nimselt as Lee Oswald" nad spoken in Mexico Uity 

with Soviet consul Valery vludiu1rovicn nostikov. Kostikov, Known to 

be a nGB agent, was in 1y63 the object of special rBI attention as 

a memoer of the KUB's vepartment Thirteen — the section specializing 

in "wet affairs," 1.e. sabotage and murder. Hight after tne assassination, 

Russian émigré froups with U.s. intelligence connections claimed, apparently 

without evidence, tnat Uswaid nad attendea a KGB vepartment ‘Thirteen 

assassination school in Moscow or Minsk. 

the potentially explosive story of an Oswald-Kostikov 

contact seems to nave been nandled cautiously by UIA heaaquarters. 
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Their teletype ot Uctober 10, 1945, was careful to speak of I .? 

"a man who 1aentitiea himself as Lee - 

Oswald,” who had said (to a Soviet 
embassy guard) that he had spoken 
with Kostikov three days carlier. This 

~ account clearly leaves room for the 
possibility that an impostor, not Os- 
wald, was planting a false trail to the 

- KGB. Buta member of the c1a’s Mexico 
City station turned this allegation into 

purported fact when he reported on 
October 16 that “this officer [i-e., him- 
sclf] determined that Oswald . . . had 
talked with . . . Kostikov.” In other 
words, the officer reported the alleged 
Oswald’s clair as fact; and if the al- 
leged Oswald’s claim was false, so was 
the agent’s. 

Most critics now think the alleged 
Oswald: was an impostor. The CIA, 
right after the assassination, sent to 
Dallas photos it claimed were of this 
man; Clearly they are shots of someone 
heavyset, balding, and middle-aged. 
The world knows of these photos be- 
cause Marguerite Oswald, who was 
shown one of them the night before 
her son Lee was killed, later thought, 
mistakenly, that it was a photo of Jack 
Ruby. It took weeks for the Warren 
Comunission just to establish that this 
photo was taken in Mexico City. The 
commission apparently never saw an 
FBI report about a cia recording of the 
alleged Lee Oswald’s voice; the report 
said that the recording reached the 
Dallas Fat along with the photographs, 
and was rejected by them as not being 
of Oswald. The recording itself, an im- 
portant possible clue to a conspiracy, 
apparently disappeared some time af- 
ter the assassination, and a solitary 
documentary reference to it did not 
reach any audience outside intelli- 
gence circles until 1975. Retired cota 
officer David Phillips recently claimed 
that the recordings of “Oswald”? in 
Mexico were destroyed prior to the 
assassination—a claim challenged by 
the Fnidocument. 

One thus gets the impression that 
the cia, possibly quite innocently, had 
both photographs and a voice record- 
ing of a conspirator, not Oswald, who 
was consciously inducing the future 
cover-up of the assassination of the 
President by laying a false trail to the 
doorstep of the KGB’s assassination bu- 
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reau in Mexico City. Such a conspira- 
tor would of course be no “maniac” or 
“societal outcast,” but a sophisticated 
planner who was counting on the c1A’s 

surveillance of the Soviet embassy in 

Mexico City to detect his contact with 
Kostikov. In 1963 such a person would 
almost certainly have had to be asso- 

ciated with the global intelligence 
milieu, an: insider privy to special 
knowledge about the cia’s procedures. 

Richard Helms, then the c1a’s dep- 
uty director for plans, took sleps to 
dispel this impression, so far as the 
photograph was concerned. In a be- 
lated explanation to the Warren Com- 
mission, which was itself withheld from 
the public until-1967, Helins assured 
the commission that the photograph 
was taken on October 4, 1963~1wo 
days after Oswald was supposed to 
have left Mexico City. He gave the 
alternative impression that Oswald 
and the unidentified niiddle-aged man 
had only been confused ex post facto 
in sone innocent Cla mix-up. Such an 
explanation could work for the photo- 
graph, since photos do not identify 
themselves. If the rut report is correct, 
however, the recording could not have 
been sent by mistake; it recorded the 
voice of somone, apparently not Os- 
wald, who “identified himself as Lee 
Oswald.” 

FIT CONCEALED THE 
recording, however, the GIA was 

not acting like a “roeuc ele- 
phant,” since it had help from 

p the other agencies that shared its 
information, in particular the rr. Fol- 
lowing an official rebuke by a Senate 
Subconunittee for ignoring “sienifi- 

cant leads,” the rnr files on Oswald and 

the Kennedy assassination have re- 
cently been declassified, after security 
deletions, and made public. ‘Uhese files 
show the Furs role in covering up to 
have been inuch more deliberate than 
was suggested by the report of Seua- 
tors Richard Schweiker and Gary 
Hart, which spoke merely of “deficien- 
cies,” and of “efforts focused too nar- 
rowly to allow for a full investigation.” 
The Fat did not simply fail to inter- 
view certain important witnesses to a 

possible conspiracy; more than once it 
sent urgent orders that such witnesses 

were not to be interviewed. And it 

campaigned vigorously through the 
media to win support for its hasty find- 
ing that Oswald was the loric assassin. 

The sane files show J. Edgar Hoover 
ordering the release of information to 
“very friendly” journalists like Jere- 
miah O'Leary, now of the Washington 
Star, who in December 1978 was the 

first journalist to propose the hypothe- 
sis of two lone nuts in Dealey Plaza 
firing within the same half-second. 

These files also show “corrective” in- 

terviews with the employers and back- 
ers of journalists who had published 
storics deemed unfriendly: From these 
memos we learn how sensitive was the 
subject of Oswald’s preassassination 
contacts with the FBi—a subject un- 
clear to this day. For example, when 
Drew Pearson reported that the FBI 
had intervicwed Oswald six days be- 

fore the assassination, yet failed to 
warn the Secret Service about him, 

the Fp tricd to silence the columnist. 
rar Assistant Director Cartha DeLoach 

‘interviewed one of the chief stock- 

holders of Pearson’s distribution syndi- 
cate, “furnished him sufficient ammu- 

nition to refute all of Pearson's facts,” 

and arranged for the apparently sym- 
pathetic stockholder to report back in 
person on his rebuke of Pearson. The 
idea of a contact between Oswald and 
the rBi on November 16 faded until 

1975, when the Fai first revealed that 

atsome pointin November 1963 (‘ap- 
proximately one weck or: ten days 
prior to November 22,” according to 
the Schweiker-Hart report), Oswald 
did visit the Dallas rut office and leave 
a threatening note. 

The Fei even resorted to “dirty 
tricks”’ to suppress dissent over its con- 
clusions. In February 1964, when 
Mark Lane was planning to present 
the case for a grassy-knoll assassin be- 
fore a public meeting at Town Hall in 
New York, the rer tried unsuccessfully 
to prevent the meeting from taking 
place. At one stage, using what its files 

call “counterintelligence action,” the 
Fai succeeded In having Town Hall (a 
private auditorium) cancel the meet- 
ing; when Lane’s contract was later 

upheld in court the rat took comfort 
from the fact that Lane had been re- 

quired to put up a costly $25,000 per- 
formance bond. In 1966 the Fst pre- 
pared memos linking Lane and other 
prominent assassination critics to al- 

legedly subversive activities; these were 
supplied on request to Marvin Watson,



) shooter. (Uhis request from the White 
i House scems particularly eymcatin the 
\ light of subsequent revelations that 

Johnson himself shared the belief that- 
| the assassination in Dallas had been 

part of a conspiracy.) , 

"N THESE FILES HOOVER 
does not appear as the inducer 
of cover-up through false allega- 
tions of international conspir- 

acy, but rather as the one so in- 
duced, attempting by the lone-assassin 

hypothesis to put such allegations to 
rest. White House files, as reported by 
the Schwciker-Hart committee, con- 
firm this impression. On November 24, 
1963, in a phone conversation with 

’ White House aide Walter Jenkins, 
Hoover stated, “The thing I am most 
concerned about, and so is [Deputy 

Attorney General] Katzenbach, is 
having something issued so we can 

‘convince the public that Oswald is the 
real assassin.” __ 

The next day Katzenbach himself wrote to Bill Moyers. 

In another paragraph of the memo excerpted earlier in this chapter, 

Katzenbach suggested that an FBI report on Oswald be released as soon 

as possible. The FBI quickly prepared just such a report and leaked 

its lone-assassin finding to the press before the Warren Commission 

had even settled down to its first meeting. 

Another memo from FBI Assistant 
Director Courtney Evans shows how 
zealously Katzenbach shared the Fai’s 
desire to reinforce the lone-assassin 
hypothesis: “One of the dangers [sic] 

which Katzenbach sees is the possi- 
bility that the state hearing to be held 
in, Texas may devclop some pertinent 
information not now known. In an 
effort to minimize this, he is having 

Assistant Attorney General Miller con- 
fer with the state officials in Texas in 
an effort to have them restrict their 
bearing to the proposition of showing 
merely that Oswald killed the Presi- 

dent. ...” 
For its part, the Fst tricd to ensure 
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reach the same conclusion. Hoover 

even intervened at the Washington Post 

to block a proposed editorial calling 
for the establishment of such a Presi-| 

dential commission; he claimed that, 
given the FBr’s “inicnsive investiga- 

tion,” a further review would “muddy 
waters.” 

Later, when commission member 
Allen Dulles warned his old cia col- 
league James Angleton that the Warren 
Commission was considering hiring 
its own investigative staff, Angleton 

passed the warning along to the rFui. 
FBI Deputy Associate Director Alan H. 
Belmont noted that the commission 
“should be discouraged from having 

an ‘investigative staff-and as a first 

step moved to limit the number of 
copies of the first secret Fat report made 
available to-the commission. 

Thus it was by no accident, but 
Justice Department policy, that the 
Warren Commission found itself de- 

pendent for facts on the Fat, which had 
already (as commission counsel J. Lec 
Rankin complained in January 1964) 

“decided that it is Oswald who com- 
initted the assassination” and that “no 
one clse was involved.” 

This dependence made it virtually 
impossible for the commission to check 

out independently published allega- 
tions— backed by a hearsay report that 

the name and phone number of Far 
agent James Hosty were in Oswald’s 
address book—that Oswald was an FBI 
informant. The Fai, when it learned of 
the commission’s interest in Oswald’s 
preassassination FBI contacts, did be- 
latedly confirm this report. Earlier, 
however, the Fat had provided a type- 

written transcription of Oswald’s ad- 

dress book in which the Hosty entry 
was omitted: The relevant page of this 

transeript was actually retyped, and’ 
its contents then failed to fll the page 

by just the number of lines of the miss- 
ing Hosty entry. 

The recently released rai documents 
show other instances in which key in- 

formation was cither altered before it 

reached the Warren Commission, or 

else withheld altogether. For exainple, 

judging from Warren Commission rec- 

ords, the Fn seems to have covered up 
Jack Ruby's connections to organized 
crime. The commission did not receive 
an important interview with Luis Kut- 
ner, a Chicago lawyer who had just 
told the press (correctly) about Ruby’s 
connections to Chicago mobsters Len- 
nic Patrick and Dave Yaras. All the 
FRI transmitted was a meaningless 
follow-up interview in which Kutner 
merely said he had no additional in- 
formation. . 

Apparently the Fer also failed to 
transmit a tcletype revealing that 
Yaras, a national hit man for the Chi- 
cago syndicate who had grown up with 
Ruby, and who had been telephoned 
by one of Ruby’s Tcamster contacts on 
the eve of the assassination, was about 
to attend a “hoodlum meeting” of top 
East and West Coast syndicate repre- 
sentatives, including some from the 
“family”? of the former Havana crime 
lord Santos Trafficante. 

It is therefore significant’ that the 
FEI also suppressed a report that a 
British free-lance newsman, John Wil- 
son-Hudson, claimed to have been ina 
Havana prison in 1959 with “an Amer- 
ican gangster named Santos” (presum- 
ably Trafficante), when “Santos” was 
visited by someone called Ruby whom 
the newsman believed was. Jack Ruby. 
Wilson-Hudson had offered to look at 
photographs of Jack Ruby to sec if he 
was indeed that visitor, but rut head- 
quarters, in an urgent cable to Lon- 
don, vetocd the suggestion: ‘Prior in- 
formation available at Burcau that 
Ruby in Havana, Cuba, in 1959, Bu- 
reau desires no further investigation 
re Wilson.” In this way the Warren 
Commission never heard either about 
the alleged Ruby-‘‘Santos’? contact. 

Nor did itsce allegations in the rp files 
that linked Ruby at that time to Traffi- 
cante’s Miami associate Dave Yaras 
“through shylocking and girls.” 

Such blatant interference by ¥pi 
headquarters in the investigative proe- 
css is recorded in the files only rarely. 
But this only confirms that the bu- 
reau’s professed lack of interest in a 
lead to “Santos” probably derived not 
from ignorance but from knowledge— 
perhaps knowledge of the cra’s use of 



Traflicante and Chicago crime boss 

Sam Giancana in plots to assassinate 
Fidel Castro, since cla embarrassment 
about this relationship had already led 
the Justice Department to drop crimi- 
nal charges in another case involving 

Giancana. That would be a relatively 
nonconspiratorial explanation for the 

bureau’s intervention—an example of 
“induced cover-up” through appeals 
to “national security.” 

UCH AN EXPLANATION 
! is less plausible for the Fars 

—% interference with leads that 
Jappeared to be guiding its 

’ agents to the actual assassins 
of the President—a casc, seemingly, of 
obstruction of justice, or worse. How 

else should onc assess the response of 
Fel headquartcrs: to a report from 
Miami that Joseph Adams Milteer, a 
white racist with Klan connections, 

had in early November 1963 correctly 
warned that a plot to kill the President 
“from an office building with a high- 
powered rifle” was-already “in the 
working’’? These words are taken from 

an actual tape-recording ofa discussion 
between Milteer and his friend, Miami 
police informant Bill Somerscett. 
Miami police provided copies-of this 

tape to both the Secret Service and the 
FBI on November 10, 1963, two weeks — 

before the assassination. Four days 
after the assassination Somersett re- 
ported that Miltcer had been ‘‘jubi- 
lant” about it: “ ‘Everything ran truce 
to form. I guess you thought I was 
kidding you when I said he would be 
killed from a window with a high- 
powered rifle.’ ? In both of the rele- 
vant Fai reports, Somersett was de- 
scribed as ‘fa source who had furnished 

reliable information in the past.” 
What was the response of rat head- 

quarters to the second report? An or- 

der was sent to Miami to ‘famend the 
reliability statement te show that some 
of the information furnished by [Som- 
ersett] is such that it could not be veri- 

ficd or corroborated.” The headquar- 
ters file copy noted that “investigation 

by Adanta has indicated there is no 

truth in the statements by [Somersett] 
and that Milteer was in Quitman, 

| i 

~ _ . . . Georgia, during pertilnjent period.” 
Phis notation referred to an interview 

by the Adanta Fat with Milteer hime 
self, who quite understandably denied 
ever having threatened Kennedy, or 
even having ‘heard anyone make such 
threats.” This simple denial was for- 
warded to.the Warren Conimission in 

December 1963; but the reports from 
Somersett (duly rewritten to make 

them less credible) were not forwarded 

until. August 7, 1964, when the com- 
mission had almost completed its work. 

Nothing was ever said to the commis- 
sion about the tape in the Far’s posses- 
sion that proved conclusively that 
Somersett had reported his conversa- 

tion truthfully, and that Miltccer, in his 

denial, was lying. Nor did the com- 
mission hear about this tape from the 
Sceeret Service. 

In their cover-up of the Miltcer tape, 
the Fer and the Secret Service con- 

cealed the fact that they had buth had 
prior warning of “plans... to kill Presi- 

dent John I’. Kennedy.” But Miltcer 
had not merely predicted, correctly, 

the modus operand of the assassination, 
he had also predicted the cover-up: 

Somersett: Boy, if that Kennedy gets shot, 
we have got to know where we arc at. Be- 
cause you know that will be a real shake, 
if they do that. 

Miltcer: They wouldn’t leave any stone 
unturned there no way. They will pick up 
somebody within hours afterwards, if any- 
thing like that would happen, just to throw 
the public off. 

Since 1963 both Milteer, the ex- 
tremist, and Somersctt, the informant, 

have dicd. Their deaths might seem to 
corroborate the Washington Post's opin- 
ion that it is now too late to pursue the 
“cold trails” of the Jolin F. Kennedy 

assassination. But the dimportint new 

leads here pertain not so much to the 
crime as to the cover-up, nat so much 

to events in Miami or in Dallas as those 
inside the Fat and other government 

agencies. For example, following the 
analogy of Watergate, one candidate 

it might be useful to interrogate is 

Robert P. Gemberling, a retired spe- 
cial agent under whose supervision the 
page with the missing Hosty entry was 

retyped, and through whose hands the



important Somersett interviews 

reached the Warren Conimission nine 
months late. It is not likely that Gem- 
berling, an apparently modest and 

mild-mannered man, has important 
knowledge bearing directly on the as- 

sassination; but, like the Kroghs and 
Deans of Watergate, he could perhaps 
lead interviewers to those involved ata 
higher level in conspiratorial cover-up. 

The existence of a cover-up does not 
prove that the U.S. government itself 
was somchow involved in the crime— 

only that the crime was plotted in such 
away that to unravel it would threaten 

major governmental interests, thus in- 
ducing a cover-up. The stakes might 
have been world peace, if a foreign 

power was, or falsely appeared to be, 
implicated; or a sensitive government 
operation, with which Oswald may 

well have been connected, whether or 

not he was involved in the actual 

killing. 

Neither of these examples is hypo- 
thetical. Within hours of the assassina- 
en, officials in Dallas and elsewhere 
were suggesting, on the flinsiest of evi- 
dence, tlrat Oswald was part of a Com- 
munist conspiracy, acting on orders 
out of Havana or Moscow. Worse yet, 
highly dubious reports, already in US. 
intelligence files, provided some hack- 

_ing for these false conspiracy stories— 
which soon began to circulate about 
Jack Ruby as well. Thus, in the con- 
text of rumors that were as dangerous 
as they were misleading, reasonable 
men may well have settled on a “lone 
assassin” hypothesis for praginatic rea- 
sons, asless misleading and less danger- 
ous thanthealternative theoricsalready 
circulating. One need not, therefore, 
assume malevolent motives on the part 
of all those who engaged in the cover- 
up,



It is obvious, however, that "two maniacs instead of 

one" (as the new York ‘limes described the situation in light of 

the House Select Committee's findings) could not by themselves 

have engineered the pressures for concealment. Indeed, planning 

the assassination so as to provoke a cover-up called for far more 

sophistication than aia the simple murder of the President. In 

particular, it called tor close knowledge of how the U.S. government 

could ve expected to react. In a later chapter we will have more 

to say as to where this important consideration leads... 



- Other carly critics, such as Harold Weisberg ana Sylvia Meagher, . 

identified as Mafioso John Roselli) had reason ¢ 
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‘FROM GARRISON TO BLAKEY : 
-,A Decade of Critica, Cover-ups 
and’ New Investigations 
.. 1967 to 1977 | 

Public acceptance of the Warren Report crumbled in less Co 

than two years. The ‘Warren Commission's fateful decision to 
‘publish twenty-six volumes of hearings and exhibits, in addition 
to its official report, exposed it to scathing attacks by | 

amateur researchers. who simply tested the Commission's conclusions 
against the evidence in the published volumes. Mark Lane's 

critique of the:report, Rush to Judgment, appeared in Ausust 1966 
and topped the New York Tim-s best-seller list by mid-November. 

not only undermined official conclusions ‘but also began xh performing 
: painstaking tazkxat tasks neglected by the Commission -~ indexing 
the evidence at hand and compiling an inventory of other crucial 

‘artifacts -- such as photographic evidence -~' that the Commission 
hadn't bothered to collect. 

By late September 1966, New York Representative Theodore 
Kupferman had already proposed a new congressional inves! ipation 
into the Kennedy assassination. That fall, major media -- including 
Life and the New York Times -- asked that the unanswered questions be’ officially addressed. Jack Ruby's death on January 3, 1967, 
after a month-long battle with cancer, 
demand to: reopen the c 

gave. added urgency to the 
ase before all the key witnesses were lost to ‘posterity. A.Gallup Poll January 11 indicated that 64 vercent of those surveyed were -not co mnvinced that Lee Harvey Oswald was the President's lone assassin. 

me, 
That same month, Washington attorney Edward P, Morgan told Jack Anderson. and jater Drew Pearson that one of his clients (now 

fo) believe that Fidel Castro had plotted Kennedy's 
WAG that Castro had uncovered CIA 
and had retaliated ~~ using some 

assassination, Roselli's story 
-Mafia plots to assassinate him 
of the same underworld Lixures contacts. Drew Pearson repeated the story to Chief Justice Zarl Warren, who informed the Secret Service, It Mirth, the FBI interviewed the lawyer (Morgan) about the story, which Jack



anderson WD publishfty, athe tece with the provocative lead 
that President Johnson was "sitting on a political H-bomb -- an 
unconfirmed report that Senator Robert Kennedy may have approved 

an. assassination plot Zapainst Castro/ which then possibly 

backfired against his late ‘brother,!! Anderson's details were 
sketchy -- particularly,as they concern Bobby iiennedy's approval 
of the CIA's assassination plots. But the essential outline of 
this scenario was to reappear in increasingely vivid detail in 
the coming years. Some students of the Kennedy assassination 
would eventually refer to it as a "fallback't theory to replace 
the discredited Oswald-the~loner hypothesis. (Anderson has 
subsecuently indicated that the version of the plot described 
to him in 1967 specifically identified members of the Tampa 
organized crime family of Santos Trafficante -- Roselli's onetime 
colleague in CIA-sponsored efforts to hit Castro. ) . 

Fresident Johnson ordered investigation of the charges in 
the Anderson column by his attorney general, Ramsey Clark, the FRI, | 
and the Ch. Clark and the FBI seem to have reported nothing of ' Substance, but the CIA authorized a broad review of the -ati-~ 
Castro plots by its Inspector General. The report which resulted 
has never been fully released, but, as we will see, became the gEnkerxat focus of considerable interest from outside parties ranging from President Nixon to the Stokes Committee. ALL working papers used.in preparing the top-secret in-house report were destroyed, 

, , : 
Anderson's story of a CIA assassination plot that might have backfired surfaced in the early weeks of the New Orléans investigation by District Attorney Jim Garrison, | | _ Suggested CIA links to the Kennedy murder. 

had lived in New Orleans 

who also 

Lee Harvey Oswald , 
during his childhood and again in 1963, not long before the assassination, Garrison looked for co~ among his Louisiana contacts. : on David Ferrie, an eccentric ray pilot W had met as.a teenage member of the Civil Air Patrol. Ferrie had actually been arrested by Garrison at the time of the Kennedy



identification which Andrews would. neither. confirm nor: r 

cme ) - Shaw was wileged tothe had fééntact with the CIA. in his 

were. related to last- 

assassination - ‘after a tip-off sugsesting that the potential 
' get-away pilot had made a mysterious trip to Texas on the day 
of the President's murder. (Interastingly enough, another 

+ tipster “~ someone who identified himself as an informant of 

District Attorney Garrison and who had been the object of. 

. homosexual allegations, =~ turned ‘Up. in 1963, to report that he 
had seen Oswald ana Ruby in or near the Dallas YMCA, ) 

; Ferrie: Ss strange | death at the outset of the Garrison 
“inves stigation in February 1967 drew national attention to New 

- Orleans. On March 1 (just two days before the Anders son column) 
Garrison arrested businessman Clay Shaw on the charge of 
conspiring with Ferrie - ‘and Oswald. The case anmainst Shaw beran 
with a report from a New Orleans attorney, Dean Andrews, .who 
said someone known. as "Clay Bertrand" -had Phoned him about 

"+ representing Oswald after the assassination. According. to 
Andrews, Oswald had “previously visited his law, office in the 
‘company of some. Mexican “gay kids." Garrison was to claim that 
_Glay Bertrand and Clay Shaw were one and the seme << an 

a 
reny. 

Garrison's other witnesses claiming to have seen Oswald in the 
_company of Shaw and. Ferrie. were of, doubtful credibility, 

- when che case actually went to trial in 1969, 

and 

the jury. acquitted Shaw after deliberating only titty minutes. 
Garrison had Promised a. great deal ‘More than he. delivered, 

foreign trade activities. Garrison's SMerviews suggested a deeper CIA 

Challonging the CIA. Goliath in'w ashington. Devates continues as to the controversial DA! s motives and sincerity; the one. hard fact 
Shaw was an abject failure. One school of thought maintains t 

is that the case apainst 

hat Garrison' s activities 
ditch efforts to save Teamster 1 eader Jimmy 

ime in March 1967,



deged apysdla. Marcello returned: to’ the Unit: 

“could investigate Ferrie “without chec 

Ferrie was himself set up ~~ with the 
“he- worked for. Regardless of the details, probe the fas 

ry, 

- 

‘after exhausting all appeals of his jury-tamperine conviction 
three yoarsearlior,. The. key witness against Hoffa was an 

) informer in his inner » circle “= Bdward G, Partin. Walter 
Sheridan, one of Robert. Kennedy" s top: investigators in the» 

; Justice Department's. pursuit of Hoffa, has ssurgested that 
‘Garrison's 1967. invostipation. was putting pressure on Partin, ni 
Baton Rouge union official. On Jung, 23, 1987, a Louisiana 

oo radio station reported that Garrison was “indeed investigating 
Partin. as. a Link between Oswald and Ferrie. But. no charges wera 
ever brought against: Partin and he never. recanted - his testimony 
against Hoffa,’ 50 there has never been a clear demonstration of. 
what pressure could have been exerted in the Garrison investication, 

Hore to the point perhaps is the fact that Garrison! LS 
“inves stigation steered conspicuous sly clear of: Hoffa' s friend, 

: Carlos Marcello, the reputed head of. Organized Crime” in ‘Louisiana. 
David Ferrie was: working. ‘for. Marcellds. lawyer, Ge Wray Gill, on 
the day of the Kennedy acca ssination, as Marcello succes ssfully 
fought. a legal battle moninot “deportation, Barlier, in. & 
heavy-handed action ‘apparently authorized by Robert Kenr say, 
federal agents had abducted: ‘Marcello. off 2a street in Hew Orleans and. deported him by. private Plane’,’ ohe-eouldvenbmust hte 

2d States surrepti- tiously (some said Ferrie flew, hin. back), and. 
to have uttered: 

he is reported 
a Sicilian death ‘threat agains t the Kennedy _ brothers.” ; ys a 

Garrison - reportedly denied the existe 
in his town ; some have charred he en 
with Marcello! s associates. To some , 

nee of Orranizea Crime 
joyed a cozy’ relationship 
it is an anomaly that he 
king into his. Mafia employer | who was known. to. have detested the. Kenneays. Others suspect that. 
‘Possible complicity of those 

Garrison did begin. to 

ye 

ai.



a - 4 a : - 
Seconds in Dallas) from a frame-by-~ 

_the- front (the famous grassy knoll) as well as 

‘Fisher Panel's report -- yp 

public attention to himself as a pro-Castro demonstrator for his 
one-nember chapter of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee. 

The-Garrison affair sharply divided the Warren Commission 

critics. While some clung to their heroic image of the crusading ; 
DA, ‘Dthers felt-he had no greater regard for the truth than the 
Warren Commission itself. Most would probably now arree that Jim 
Garrison, more ‘than any other individual, was responsible for 
stopping the groundswell of demands to reopen the Dallas 
investifation which had peaked three years after the assassination. 
The ultimate. fiasco of the Shaw trial, plus the animosities that 
had developed inside the critical community, mirht have easily 
convinced public opinion that the.case could never be solved. 
In fact, more people doubted the Warren Report's explanotion 
than favored a new investipation in the wake of the Garrison 
debacle. 

But other assassinations -~ especially those of Martin 
Luther King and Robert Kennedy in 1968 -~ heightened public 
skepticism towar@ pat official answers. Could each of these 
momentous events be the work of a crazed loner? The deer 
questions would not g° away, and private researchers continued ‘ their work. -Some concentrated their efforts on prying loose 

‘files relating to Oswald ana the assassination fron reluctant federal agencies. Others sought a more precise understanding of the physical evidence in the case. .- 
Back in.1967 critic Josiah Thompson had argued (in Six 

frame analysis of the Zapruder 
at Kennedy had been shot from 

S the rear, Garrison 

ecaffirmed the Warren Comnission 
t from the rear only. (The -@leasedA January 16, 

3 
1969 ~~ could not son's prosecution -of Shaw, wh ich becan five



eral are re Utbhers s : are vrecise 

understahd wivsical 

. On Auruct 23 and 21 1972, Yittsbureh coroner Nr. Cyril — ‘ comauny Moe. rag 
E. Vecht became the first ratholorist owssidethe ii. rovern- 

ment to examine the medical evidence from the Nennedy autopsy 

at the National Archives. is conclusion was that more than one 

person was involve] in the shooting of the |resident. Vnile Dr. 

vecht carefully refrained from endorsinre susrestions that 

tresident hennedy hid been hit from the front ns well as the 

rear (as many critics areued on the bisis of observed head 

mMove:.ents in the capruder filmu). the forensic ~itholovist haa 

taken an important step in faulting the scientific credibility 

of tre officirzl studies of the medicil evidence. His sucstions 

were to be addressed by two subsecuent officinl investi otians. 

In a sense, what really forced t'e crise tn be reopened 

Was vatermate -- Vashingten's wutinm- te eredibility cap. shis 

was the crime that made cover-up 2 household word and sheved. wo 

that conspiracies -~ at the hicthest level -- Are indeed 7 26 

part “f political reality in vashington. Yet Vatergate left 

its own mysteries. what were the bur-lars really looking for: 
when they broke into the Democratic Party's netionel headauarters: 
One theory susrested that Robert iinheu, the Howard Hughes aide whoa 
knew. dark secrets about leading Demrcrats and “arubdl icans, Beld the 
key. the Democratic chairman, oarry O'Brien, had once Seen close to 
haheu, and his files mivht have held some secret revelations. A 
year and a half before the vatergate break-in, Jack Anderson had 
revived his vlot-that-bickfired assassination theory with a column 
that caused alarm at the ilixon sinite viouse. haheu was the key. 

Addinre sinnificant detail to the tnocory he hid outlined in 
1967, Anderson wrote in January 1971 that tne CIA had recruited 
organized crime fi-ure John “oselli, with Robert raheu as a 
go~between, for 5 series of plots to asrassinite Fidel Castro 
between 1961 ang 194%. jie a-nin raised whot he ealled an urly 
question "that hich officials -::1l4 rather keen burica. 
Could the plot a-ninst Yastro have backfired denin st 'resident 

i. ths hennedy. Anders.n's columns preapted = flurry of investivative



menos at the White Youse. Une of these, from former New York 

policeman Jack Caulfield to John Dean, reported thst t MEaheu's: 

covert activities o + - with STA ww are onl- nenerally inown 
here," but warned. that "iaheu's controversial. activities . * 

1 mirhkt well shake loos nepub*ican skeletens From the clos set. 

Convicted Wnterrate bureler “rank Stur: cis offered ane ‘ther, 

related d, xplonation of the break-in, - omittine He heu. altevether,. 
Sturcis said. the }lunbers vere huntine for a top-sec cret- 13 --na-e 
me no from Fidel Castro to the Denocrats! Platform co mittee 
itemizins the CIA's covert actions arainst Cuba, including 
various attempts to 1 ssassinate Cas tro and his brother Saul. If 
‘such a memo did exist, the Denocratic Farty was not about to Leak 
“ait to the press. but Sturcis's claim was only one of many 
eryrtic references to Cuba nnd covert activities in the Watermte 

dram. The tra anscript that led to Mresident xichard diizon's 
resiznation spo'e of ‘th 1c "Cuba thine," the "whole Say of Fics 

_ thinrs" which would “make the VIA Look bad and be. very 
unfortunate for the country. 

vatergate also put the spotlickt on 2 croun. of men ; 
intri- “ued by the idea of. ass sassina tion. According to his cronies, | 
&. fioward Hunt participated in unsuccessful attempts arainst 
Castro. John Dean reportedly ueard thak Hunt had also proposed 
snuffine out Fanama's na tionalist head of state. Ouar Torrijos. 
Gerdc on Liddy reportedly misunderstood a fi-ure of speech at the 
white ilouse , thinking he'd been ordered to knocle off columnist 
Jack Anderson. The vaterrate “earings indirectly raised ‘the 
question (Of whether assassination was merely a recurrine fantasy 
amon the anti-castro soldiers of fortune or a revularly . 
cons sidered option of America's covert foreicn policy es tablis shment. 

In the wae, of vVatermate, the lt did its own | housecleaning 
as well, At one Level, the much-critici - ‘ed arency seemed anxious 
to improve its own public ima-e by conveying the news that its vad 

darkest kxxEkx “irty tricks were as safely in the past 15 Nicherd dixon and his joilea arsociates. at another level, one faction in the arency was usine leaks sheut improrrieties to PUT? aA rival faction. foward tha eadoiaf 197) “TA ireetor <i llicuns volby delivernd



most tellinr blow in the acency's internal battle by leaking 

to the Hew Yor! Pimes details of the arency's illeral domes tic 

activities (run by counterintellicence analyst James Ansleton, 
- « . ; 1 a) 7+. who wos obli-e?d ta resien from the v1lA.at once). Followine the 

reports of the SIA's domestic spyin-, resident Gerald Ford 

appointed a comaission under the direction of Jiga-i resident . _ : ieee gt 
Welson Nockefeller to investi: vate the avency'r/conuct ina 

"variety of areas.. 

According to vaniel Schorr (then the C8. specialist on 
. ‘ 

OLA aetivities), Ford told a white Youse luncheo nwith editers 

cf. the tow York Times that he had to chonoe the members of the 

‘Rockefeller Commission carefully, bec ‘use "there WAS the dan-er 

that the comkission would trip ever matters n lot more sensitive 
than domestic surveillaice." when asked which nattérs, “ord 

_ Teportedly replica, "Off the record, like ages ssinatiors." 

; Une. ‘of Ford's appointess for this sensitive investir-ation. 
WAS Towa lawyer David Belin ~- the commiss sion! S executive 

director. selin had earlier served AS A staff louyer of: the 

“Warten Commission (of which ord was a member j. Ford and Selin 

‘shared the dis tinction of being the « only authors of the warren 
Report to write books defending its conclusions. velin in- 
particular had emerged as the | darren, worn siss sion's most yersistent 
and controversial defender. 7 oo 7 | . 

Foll wing a February 1975, report by Schorr alluding to the 
“question of. assessinations, the wockefeller vom ‘ission. announced 
that it misht investivate vIAi involvement in foreign assassinn tion 
plots. President Ford later added that the Rockefeller ‘Comaionies 
ane also look into unresolved ouesticns about the JF 

_assn sination. A nunber of. warren vo mission — critics rctempted . 
to put their nuestions before the new x7 ankesiex ‘preside ntial 
panel, but in the end only the more sensational eloins ~< such 
as the surrestion that 5. Howard Hunt ond Frank otur tis were 
arrested ain dalles on. the day cf the ssAssin:tion ~~ were 
dealt with. Gther cuestions -- such as ‘tho- e@ rélatin- to the 
CIA's withhol@ing relevant naterial from the Jarren Sowission -- 
were referred to the CIA by eelin far analysis. Whe Cli's response 

oto moda site] Le



Lwernwhile, pressure wes mountin&, fa > «. full-scale investination . r 

of Ue. invelvement in furei-n assassin-ticn attemrts. whe n* 

Rockefeller Comiis sSion's unpublished chipter on the subject urs 

handled like a live -renade whcose pin hid Seen pulled. The press 

sat waitine fer the ncnlosion, as the not chainter wos tossed 

back and forth hetween the vA, the «ochefell-r Comission and 

the White House. Finally, eit er VYieo-:resitent Rockefeller or 
President Yurd stopped the tare and bended all the assissination 
material over to the Gennate Select Comrittec on intelli cence 

petivities chaired by Idaho Denocrat «rank Yhurch. Its 5L9-n9 -e 
interim reoort -- entitled "Allev-ed Assassination Plots Involvin- 
Foreirn Leaders! and released November 20, 1975 -- officially 
disclosed U.5. involvement in five different freien assassinntion 
scenarios. Uearly n third ef the revort wis deveted to vlots 

arainst “astro. /T AUtWD NUMLY av me clA'S 1957 (6.ALPORT. 
is the Church Vommittee conducted its investi vation, there 

wis also incronsinz interest in the relaticn between anti-Crstro 
plots and the JFK assassination. Une school cf thoucht imacined 
vastro retatintine for the mony atten» s cn ni re s life. 4 secona hool suspected that anti-Castro veterans turne : 

as he thwarted tcir efforts following the Bay of Tics Tinsco. 
But both schools accemed the need te examine in fetail official 
U.9. involvement in anti-Castre plots. ind these two antaronistiec 
schools ultimately became the stranre bedfellows who enabled tie 
Consress to sanction a new investi-ntio 1 of the Lennedy assassina~- 
tion itself. 

. 
Two members of Con-ress actually intreduced resoluticns in 

1975 calline for an investiszation of the hennedy assassination, 
The first, introduced by Henry 3. Gonzales of Texas cn febrin ry 
19, urved wide probes ~- includin= the assassinations of Robert 
kennedy and Nartin Luther hint as well. 4 secdnd resolution, 
from Thomas il, Downine of fircvinia, was linited to. the JFK ease. the resolutions came 18 the newwefamous “apruder film of the 

a4 from compus teach-in Viewine-s of Qore conve bootler print$ fo) sere 
“ctoher 197% Cala fornia Dentocrn 

ninfs -n natio-.] televinion. In 
t Don cdiards pr vided a dramatic



dem” nstration of haw Coneress could une its suodpoena pover to 

turn up evidence of stranse FBI behavior in its handling of the 

Uswaja case. .dward: called “LT Avent Janes Uesty before his 

subcommittee on civil and constitutiowl rights (a Hause 

Tudhesary subcommittee * and tnestioned him in public. iiosty 

evealed how he hid destreyed a note Gsyald had left at the 

Dallas PbI office two or three weeks bef.re toe ps assination. 

Jew answers raised new questicns about the oi and Gsu-la. 

Gne member of the Church Jommittee inves i-atine CIs 

plets, Pennsylvania epublican Jichard Schweiker, was 

especially intrigued by the relation of what the com. ‘Lttee 

was uncovering and the JF assassination. The revelations 

‘abuut anti-Uastro plots cast licht on the murlty worla ct 

intellivence cneritives, iidnmi-basead Cuban. exiles, ond 

orvanived crime. This milieu wis recently prominent in water- 

wave, but its traces had also teen detected in Usalins a 

decade before. Lee Harvey Oswold, for example, hid mde 

contact with anti-Castro Cuban exiles in New Grleans. The 
building whose »ddress he pave for the non-evistent herd- afl (SYY Crp sr) quarters of his une-nember Fair rlay for Cuba comnittséy had 

actually heen »ccupied tire year before vy the CTA-supported 
Cuhan “evolutionary Council. Sone critics suspected tnt 
Oswald had a snecial relntionsnip to one or another U 

. 
ordre 

intelli ence arency, citin- his bizarre, scelf- -initiated contacts 
with the ©3I in wallas and ley Vrdeans, the State Devartnent's 
unusual speed in providing him with a Passport desrite his 
defector status while in the Seviet Unior, ana the vIA's 
cavilier indifference to his threats te betray U.S, secrets 
an LOScow. 

The nichtelub enerater who cunned down csysla had “is own 
strane connectiszis to Cuba, the moh «nl covert intellic-ence 
ratherers. Jnrck vuby nad traveled to faivana in 1959, an + nest 
ef one Lewis nevillie,. who wes Ister emolovyed by the very 
mobster -~ Sam Gianeana nf Uhiearo -- whem the cli hired in a 
1950 assassinotian plot a-sinct Yastro. (Cianesan MES curdsrea~ 

-in Chiccrn i: 1 ae . ‘ an vnierms in June 199% bef ose "e had on oppor unily b- te tify 

"2 Shure’ vomrittee. ) eon tee Church vaonditte todd the



Gioneuwna stury, it provided “fficial confirmation of san 

unseomly alliance between the srofessi : s.als of intrisue and os 

murser, to whom silence ind secrecy are tie. norm, not.the. Le vo. - 
exception. 

Ae 

In septenber 1975, Seiator Schueiter called for an official 

senate investicafion of the hennedy assissinition. when he 

failed to find : Adequate surport for this broad. propacal, Schweiker 

and Solorado Demsorat Sary cart did Lersua de their Church vommittee 

collea-ues to let them establish a subcommittee with 2 nore . 

limited mandate: to examine the activities +f Uev. -intelli-ence 

avencies in relrtion ts the Leinedy ag -angiantina: sehveiker had 

alroady predicted to tre press tuat ties Voryon senort vould 

collins ein the litht wf hist. ry like "na hovse =f cardr." Pee 

4 LO oQerrne TT SST TT 

subcommittee + 

the cree. fou 

igs and , 

ence amencies: 

be the first time the arencies hed flouted. self-. 

rand Hart held tasir hearincs in secret; there were 

treir findings. 4 repert was runored to se Comine — 
out esrly in 1976, but it was not until: late snrin- thet ‘the | 
Church Commit ee voted nine to two to releas the sentters'. findines, 
On vine 2% the historic. report “Sn finalls: wircatn’ sa to the 

The Schwhiker-Hart Report, wor'sin- within» 

oof its mindate, aid not (in its. own werds } "attemnt to - t 
work of the worran Co-nission" oe review "whetnuer Lee Harvey Csywela 
was in fact the ansaszin of Iresident hennedy.” It néither sucht 
nur. foun® evidance of n enmnsnir-ey to TSsASsinnte bennery. Th he ‘ 
Ben.tersg aise chete not to Rfuvlicate the worl ev the inderentnas 
critics,



<<. - ; 
Instead, the report largely. complements . the work of the critics, by addressing three relatively. new, areas of focus: the “context of the Kennedy ass’ ssination, in. terms Of the anti- Castro covert plots; the CTA's secrets ~ what the ayeney didn’t ‘tell the Warren Commission;-and-the two faecs of the PRE. Hoover's public defenge of the bureau’ § conduct in relation to “Oswald and his private Tage, resulting in. sceret disciplinary “meastires against seventeen ‘agents (one An assistant director), The Schweiker Report wiscly does not claim that the context of- anti-Castro plots was directly relevant to the Kennedy ass: sinaq_ ton. The - only certainty is thatthe Warren Commission's ignarunce of the context Wi significant: fori its investigation, ; re Fae PS 

. . 
STLHICE TES, TTS 

Castrs might a 
doy 

“Neither the Wi arren fe oinmiission: nor-the Kinerk ican public was’ Privy, to the intense. debate about’ Cuba that had. been going on 
inside the Eisenhower and Kennedy’ administrations: The 
Schweiker Report, like the preeedin i Church Reporton forenn assassinations, ex sposed that debate, and. to some degree. the Intrigue which surrounded it, W hether Cuba-policy was directly releyantta the JFK assassmation or not, the Schweiker Report showed that it does help'to explain the cover-ups perpetrated by federat agencies in connection with the assassination investi- “gation. Whatever Lee Marvey Oswald's real politics and whom- ‘ever he was working for, Oswald's activities brought him IniLo contact-in New Orleans with the Cuban exiles whose lives were intimately. dependent 0 ‘on the vagaries - of Washington's policy.



towards Havana. 

The Senate investigation found no evidence that any 

high official of the CIA concluded that Oswald was a Castro 

agent. The Schweiker . Committee asked.one CIA Case Officer 

directly why he didn't associate President Kennedy's 

assassination by a pro-Castro activist with his own involvement 

in an anti-Castro assassination operation involving a possible 

double agent. According to the report, fhe Case Officer 

replied that "he does not know to this day that Oswald had any 

pro-Castro leanings." The report emphasized that the committee 

"has seen no evidence that Fidel Castro or others in the Cuban 
gsovernment plotted President Kennedy's assassination in 

retaliation for U.S. operations against Cuba." The true 

significance of the Cuba angle seems to be that the mere 
mention of Cuba put the CIA on red alert. Outsiders who tried 

to pursue the Cuban connection were warned of "serious reper- 
cussions" and politely discouraged on grounds of "national 
security" -- leaving some with the impression that Oswald's 
links to Castro were being covered up when the CIA was actually 
guarding its own anti-Castro secrets. ; ; 

Not only dia the CIA volunteer’ nothing to the Warren 
Commission about its Cuban plots, 

curiosity about Oswald's ties. 

directly with the 

matters. 

the Commission itself lacked 

The CIA personnel who worked 
Commission were experts an the KGB and Soviet. 

Apparently the Commission put no questions to the CIA 
_ about. the anti-Castro groups whose members Oswald encountered in 

New Orleans, . . 
The Schweiker Report gave the CIA's rank-and-file liaisons 
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with the commission the benefit of considerable doubt when it 
credited them with conducting a thorough and professional in- 

~ vestigation and analysis of the specific information they had in 
hand, while criticizing higher-ups for failing to volunteer 
potentially significant data, However, the report also stated: 

F , ; 
Even if CIA investigators did not know that the CTA was plotting to 
kill Castro, they certainly did know that the Agency had been operating 
a massive covert operation against Cuba since 1960. The conspiratorial 
atmosphere of vielence which developed over the course of three years 

of CTA and exile group operations, should have led CLEA investigators 
to ask whether Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby, who were known 
to have at least touched the fringes of the Cuban community, were 
influenced by that atmosphere. Similarly, arguments that the CLA 
domestic jurisdiction was limited belie the fact, CEA’s Cuban opera- 
tions had created an cnermous domestic apparatus, which the Agency 
used both to gather intelligence domestically and to run eperations 
against Cuba. 

th report showed, oven now the nerfurmince end 

as of the Cli have ¢ be infer-ed; their rerorts 

must be rend between the lines. In the erse st the FUT, at 

least one piece of important evidence (the 

been destroyed, and the Bureau resisted even con-ressional 

recuests to see its complete Uswald file until the bitter ena. 

But even the 3chweiker Committee unearthed enoucrh absolutely 

explicit r3I memos te establish the limits of the FSI's 

invertieation of the Kennedy *ssassinstion. 



Within a week of the assassination, there had been calls for’ 
official investigations by the state of Fesas and both heuses.of 
Congress. President Johnson, apparently phoned FB] Director 

* Hoover 29 November to say that much as he would have pre- 
ferred to" et by” with j Just, the FBI file on the assassination, it 
now seemed: that a high- level commission would be. the “only 
Way to stop a “congressional ingtiry. According: to William, 
Sullivan ~ then head of “the. FBPs Domestic Intelligence’ 
Division — Hoover's, own. Strategy was.to leak:the PBI re port 
itself to blunt! the drive, 
assassin: ion?) (devas 

[louver never, overcame his hostile perception, of the W arren 
Commission as an inherent insult to the Bureau —a parallel buely 
established because of doubts about the FBI's handling of the 
case, According to the Schwciker Report, Hoover" repeatedly 
told others in ‘the Bureau that the Warren: Commission: was, 
“looking for gaps inthe EB s investigation,” and was! “seeking. 
tocriticize the FBI? her BI director rel taliated by twice ask- 
ing his assistants for the les of all the Commission’s stail=in the 
hope of finding atleast: some. small scandal or political 1aint 
which could be leaked to tlie] presstothe Cominission’s embarrass~ 
ment, (The same tactic was actually employed with some success 
against citizen critics of the: lone-assassin theory. *) Perceiving 

* According to,a member of, the Warren Commission, the ate. ‘Hale - 
Boggs, the FBI Jeaked information ’i intended, .to: discredit, critics, including 
‘photographs of sexual activity’ and’ ‘alleged, ‘Comnunist afliliations of some 
authors of articles and. books on the. assassination’? See Ron Kessler, ‘FBI 
Data on Critics to Boggs’, a ashington Post, 20 Jenna. 1975, p. t. 

for an nindepe nent Iny: ‘eslit cation of the” 

IS 



the commission as an: ‘adversary’? Hoover ¥ was singularly con- 
cerned that the public record - including: his own statements to 
the commission ~showd reflect.a defence of the FBTL's h: andling 
of the: Oswald case, ‘This much has been obvious to sndents 
of the Warren’ Commission for some. time. But what the 
Schweiker Report added is an insight into what Hoover really 
thought about the Burcau’s per rlormance. New material fram 
the FBT's own files — with the.director’s own handwritten notes 
in the margins —-establishes how enraged Hoover became as he-- 
studied the Oswald case, 

Less than three weeks after the assassination, harsh ; action was | 
taken inside the Bureau. Seventeen employees - five field in- 
vestigative agents, one field: supervisor, three special agents in 
charge, four headquarters supervisors, two headquarters section 
chiefs, one inspector, and one assistant director — were censured 
or placed on probation for whatthe EBL termed * shortcomings 
in, connection with the investigation of Oswald prior to the 
assassination’? When the Warren Report came outin, September 
ry64, eight of the sev enteen Were again-censured or put- On pro-- 
bation; ‘some of the eight. were transferred; and three other 
employees (inclading an assistant tothe director), were dise iplined 
for. the first time. 

The Sehweiker. Report did’ not seek to explain why. the FBI 
_-handled-Oswald-as ‘it did. Some of thennely material will cere 
“tainly support the view that. Oswald was perecived by. the Bureau 
as someone on undercover assignment. for another feder al 
agency. One FBI memo quoted i in the report, for example; re- 
Jates that the Bureau's * “public” position before the Warren 
Commission’ was to maintain that there was no reaser why it 
should have. c-put.a stop on Oswald's passport, whereas the true 
position inside the Bureau Was that“ with Oswald’s. bat grotund 
we should have had a stop on his: passport, particularly. SINCE IPE 
did not know definitely mhether or not he had any intelligence 
assignments at that time’? TE mphasis. added.} E actly w hat the 
FBI knew — or even suspected: ~ about Oswald: remains a 
mystery to be examined in. the ongoing investigations. 

’ 



Naspite the norro, dinit- of dts mondate, the Schweiker 
seport documented hoy the CTA -n4 YoOoT withheld evidence, iv-nored 
leads, and delive-ed to the Jarren vorti~sion . relection <f data 
larrely tendin ts incriminate the oniy* ‘Suspect in the Kennedy Ed 
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sination, lee darvey Gsinld. These conclusions were strong 
eniurch to persuide amy Penmbern of Vencress kik not only that 
deepor questinis resrined uminswered, bn tonlse thet investin-otion 
at this time could still be Ureductive of si 
The natural and unnatural denths of important witnesses in the 
murky anti-Uastro plots that might have inflnenced the kennedy 
assassination enve an added urrency to demonds to inve-tirate now. 
Mobster Ginneann hea been murdered before “in seheduleg apparp= 
ance befere the Church Committee. Villion ilarvey, who had been 

‘the oTa official in char-e of the vlots to use Or“anined crine 
in anti-Uastro hit seunds, died of a heart attick in June 1975. 
Two months later the blovted corpse of John Roselli wis found 
in an cil- drum afloat off the shores =f Ploria-. soselli wos 

* 

murdered ofter testifying to the Church Vommittee. 
fhe last crucial factor in tainine conr sressional Mthority for a new investication was the strencth of the lack Vaucus, 

which had shown increasing interest in the assassinntion of 
Martin Luther Kin-, This case tao, featured a "lone nut," James Barl Nay, an escared convict who h-@ snehowr rcauired the 
resources and knot-hew to escape to inronve after alleredly killinre the civil rishts leader for racist personal notives. The release of FSI dscuments revealinz J. Yd-ar Noover'ts COINS ELP20 (Counterintellirence Vrorram') to prevent the rise of a dlack "Wessirh" convinced many tha » rather than protectins the oft-threstened hebel ls "ureate, the F3I wes creatinre an atmosphere in which Line's 
ERE SS HESE x A cover-up -- or at very least 

A55°55inztion becime 

» 3n incdecuate investi-ation -- seemed possible in the Kin- ense ilsoa, and the Black Caucus soon Sswun? its political weieht behind the GonzalezpDownine resolutions (sexx by tron mergedsy for a new investication of the Kenned> ana hine murders | After months of bein> bottleq up in the House nules vommittee, 
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the Gonvalez-vownine resolutions were merged, reintroduced to the 

Rules vonmittee, and promptly sned to the floor of the Hsuse. Gn 

‘September 17, 1975, the merred resolution passed cvyerwhelminely, 

280 40 65. The frarranse of vietory proved shirt-lived, however, 

the new House Select Vommittee on Assassinations wes to be 

esbreiled in almost constant controversy for its net nine months. 

<epresentative vownine, 27 lime duct member who hid nct 

sourht reelection in 1976, was apvointed to chiir the nev 

committee until his danuary retirement. Jeprecentative Gonvalez 

renortedly felt slishted and disagreed ith Dim sing on 

candidates for tee. c TEE SSS nk chief counsel. imen Vowaingr 

ultimately apsdinted/vhdlad-lphia erosecutor, Uichard s. 

Sprarue, as Chief Couns 7e1 and Jtaff Director, the problems were 

just berinnineg. 

vpracue's supperters vointed to his success in vro-ecutine 

United .ine Vorkers sresident .ony boyle in the murder 2%f union 

dissident Joci: Yablonski. ‘They felt the Savle-tatlonski hxdoic 

case hid much of the sime concniratorinl convlexity tat one 
ivstery weuld find in tryine to gare Out Epo eyes of Lee ilarvey 

Gswald and the lennedy asnassinition. -hey accepted his exrert 

estimites of what seriows investic-tionrs would cost if xu the 

committee had to hire inderen“ent people inste-d of relyine on a 

suspect federil a~encies, 

But the era of fiscal censervatisn ws just aroun) the 
corner -~ ond many on Uapitol ill conla see it colsing. Desrite 
committee support, Snracue PEPbiae at (more than $4.5 million rer 
years and demand of a staff «f two hundred (brlieved to be.tne 
larrest consressimnal staff ever prop sed) were.too much for 
many members in the :ouse, oprastvets relstions with the vress 
were stor rmy, and his itemized bud-et drew shar eriticisn on 
cunstitutional rrounds when it wes found to centain eavesdroppine 
devices that mirht be sreat fcr entrarrin-e witnesses ont a 
severe liabilitv in the eyes of an ethics-consciong vVOnrress. 

Yo make matters worse, Snramuie cleshed bitterly with 
y 

* of . 

- : 

xepresenkative “enzalea, who t ok over as comtittee chair after ound nete . : os . , Downins S retirement. In Pebrua cy 17977, “Oonvalea gttenrted to 
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fire Grra-ue, hut the otuer com-ittee members voted uninimously 

to retain the controversinl Chief Counsel. Gon-nlen soon 
esicned, “and the chair pissed. to Chto Denocrrt Louis BlLo-ves, 2 

monbey of the “loch Caucus, ‘Spranue wos persurded to resicn A1s0, 

about a month later, in, the interes t of salvacins the comittee. 

In the Midst of tre aerly controverston, tie new Coneress hod 

voted in January 1977 to rewstablish. the com-ittee on only a. two~_ 
month, provisisial ba Gis § the vote Wes 229 to Whh -- A vonsiderable 
loss of support since » éoterber 1976, After 3hra cuets resicnation, 

the vote to reconstitute the comnittee rasned by 230 to 131. when’ 
£8eannual bud-et ntyddukuxkkkizn was cut down. to £2.5 million 
(from Spracue's provesed /-.5 million), ‘the funds were anpropriated 
by a close vote of 13 to 192. . 

On June 20, - 1227, 3tokes annointed 2 new Jshief Counsel, 
tbe Robort: Jlavey, who was to “uide the conmittes's work until 
its established mandate expired nt the end of 1978 ~ 4lthouch : 

nas Blakey had worked in sobert lennedy! ‘ss Justice vepartment ann: 
drew heavily on this. experience in developing the house “onmittee's 
investiration, he came: more recently from academia. and mreserved 
the identity. of NEp ‘fessor Blatsey." Te was net ta be C- nfured. with 
the image of the touch prosecuter who had preceded h rim: Le came to 
the comaittee from Cornell, where he herded the university's 
Institute on Or -anized. vrime. dy all accounts a lennedy loyzlist, 
blakey had shared the late attorney ceneralls concern 
Justice Dep partment every ed-e arainst Urranined Irimre —- even in 
the face of sary: constitutional dehate. lakey was S: reportedly one 
of the prin cipal authors of Section III -:f the Omnibus Crime 411 
which pioneered in authorizin> court-apnroyved wiretanrs and 
electronic surveillance by law enfsrcenent officizls. 

While eschevinr public associntion with any est biished 
Warren vormmission critics Conce Amin ia contras ay ‘to Barats), 
Blakey did convene a ti0- -~day con ference in Jestember 1977 to “ick the brains « f: ten lendinr . experts on the near 
Blakey made cle:r that his arenag calle? for no exehiniine ap information. Ne would reveal.none of his cum thouthts te the critics They would ins wi ‘ae 

¥Y would reveal, insofar as they wished, t'eir thonehts, Opinions, 



‘leads, theories, s:ctnnrios, ete. In particuler, Blakey urered them 

on the final dry -f the conference to pinay war canes -- to 
speculate freely on Dess sible censpirvctin. Some critics were 

wary of speculation and tried to-senad Olakey nock to their books 
-- closely armed, "meticulously footnoted, for removed from war. 
rames. Blakey countered that cne.of his professors at. jlotre Unme 
hod inpressed on him the yvolue of meetin- anthers to vo beyond . 
their books and brine their ideas to life. A re skeptical view 
would sucfest that the conference was more ofcn brie ~ for 
lawyers investi- ‘ators: and members of Vonn-res S. “(uo 707 ae 
present, but could rend the transcript } too busy: be etway the 
detrils of elaborately Aceunented publications. 

Sone of the critics propos als were ultimately followed, 
althouch with somewhat ironic results . Since ‘Dlakey wis already 
conn itted to an investic ration of. limited duration (by. then, | 

“only, fifteen more months remained of the. seommittes's Randate } 
instead of wopre cus's .Drpposed open-ended énauir yy sone critics: 

“sucmested that 2 careful test of. ke warren capest: Propositions 
would be economical in both time and resources. verha ne the 

most controvers sial proposition in the entire Varren feport was 
“othe ¢ so-called sinvle. oullet theory. Althou- “h the Warren 
disin-enuously clained that it was not "necessar v , to.any 
essential findin-s of. the vormission" to determine which shot 
had. hit Gover nor John GVonnally, the allered murder. weapon conla 
not have beon fired rapidly fenouch tn inflict iresident Lennedy's- 
henlethal yvounds and Gevernor Connally's wounds in separ: te shots. Hence, the Con: ‘ission' S theory mintained that a relatively Pristine 

exhibit 399°; liter found on hospital 
iresident}s neck, then travel-@ 

(| Ghats rae a | rads 
throuch, the Governor's chest, ras sed throuch his ri- at ate Sng Wy 

bullet (lnown as Younis sion 
stretcher had Passed throuch tne 

caused a wound t9 his left thivh. Critics resarded othe sin ‘le bullet the ory 3s implausible at best; they dist uted the trajectory, ‘ouestioned the authenticity ef 05599, and doubled. thotoa ‘bullet. 
, 

{ 
which had inflicted s+ many wou ds cculd 25cenve Sadana sg, ‘Hen-e, many critics falt that by testine the sinela hullet theory th 

7 . - — : > — Sr cee 
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a Bap the next twelve month 
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BY ouse vommitt e could 4 molish-the earren senort once and for All. 
45 we will see.in the next section «f sis boot, the results of 
the scientific testc authcrived by the Cousge Wsliketee were 
hardly what tho crities ranticinnted, 
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. the critics hid Yropised a variety of inves 

directions and meth-ds! “ONever; and won of tise seen to a-ve 
been sadly icnored.- une critic su rested that determining Lee 
Varvey Cswild's r-l+ in the assossinntion, if omy, should be the 
primary focus -f the committee's work. Gbhers arctned, by anrlo y 
with Watereate, thit the cover-up shonld be the startine noint. 
Insofar as Blatey revertled himcelf at all, he seemed to shew 
deepest skepticism ia this aren, ve scremed t. sueorest that fora 
conrpiracy tc be credihle, it hrd to ‘e extronely small, even if 
indirectly aided by the innocent deficiencies -f investivative 
atencies (what sis sometines termed a "benicn" cover-uns ), 

with his backvround in the Justice Deprrtnent, Ulekey feuad 
vreaniced Crime conspiracies routine. If the trails of Gswalad “nd/or 
“uby led to Gr-ani-ed vrime, he was on ‘omiliay investi-ative turf, 
But if there wos a further trail, from Or-anized Grime to CIA *nit 
syuads or anti-cnstro private arvies, the rround wis nt only less 
familiar, but also perhaps-les> credible. Ina prophetic exchance 
on the final dey -f the critics' conference, one particinant 
expressed the blunt concern that ‘the final "falloac’s.posititn"” on 
the tennedy @*ssassination will he the iafia -- 2 conspiracy without 
political sirtnificance. rhe critic warned that this fallback 
position simply wouldn't worl hecruse of all the "obvions links" 
to =roups ether than the afin. Sla“ey's resvonse stood the arcunment on its head ana succested that the iafia he-din- was itself tos broad, implying too “Iny connections, too wide - conspirrey. “yen in the world cf Or-anized Grine, only "ro-ve elevhants" would hit . 

a lresident of the United States, 

5S, the Comittee likored omtside 

t. dts profile Ga- ey 
& contact 

kept the aSS2ssination in th: 
odward J. Epstein Sugsestine tknrt 
Ln 

‘Sw2ld was on a SB mission 



iereerttme: The Public Hearings 

For seventeen days in September 1978, nearly fifteen years 
‘after the assassination of President Kennedy, the House Select 
Committee on Assassinations presented thexxe first public hearings 
on the case AaB a whole, In the long run, the most important thing 
about the hearings may be that they were held at all. They 
validated the long-standing claim of private critics and so-called 
assassination buffs that the American people deserved to know more 
about the case than. the Warren Report told us. 

The hearings were neither an illustrated, live-action version 
of a final report nor a coherent presentation of all.areas of the 
investigation. Clearly the hearings were directed at a public 
audience, while the investiration, as it progressed, was not. 
Chairman Louis Stokes repeatedly read disclaimers, pointing out 
the conflicting nature of some of the testimony, which would have 
to be resolved by the Committee in its final report. References 
in the public sessions to previous executive-session testimony and 
to additional witnesses -~ plus my own discussions with Committee 
sources ~~ made it clear that there was more to the investigation 
than was presented. | 

The Se thenber hearings also demonstrated tensions within the 
Committee and its staff. The strongest unresolved tension seemg’ to 
be between those who hoped that the assassination issue wares go 
away once and for all and those who knéw it “wont. In this latter 
group, we find not only those who believed that there was a 
conspiracy but also otherg who simply recognize) that any attempt 
to force a 4 on the issue (for example, by failing to release evidence ) wet make the Committee look like a second Warren _ Commission. 

. 

For a fundamentally theatrical production, the hearings had striking flaws. Certainly Many questions were not asked, and more were not answered. On such matters as Oswald in Russia and the possible relevance of the CIA'S plots to kill Castro, was less sophisticated than t , : The pace of the hearings was 

the Questioning 
he best press accounts of recent years, 
at times overwhétdming. The technical
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witnesses, in particular, often left the daily press bemused by 
their own confusion. The press was often frustrated in its 
attempts to persuade Chief. Counsel Blakey to gO ‘beyond the , 
SEEK incomplete public record. - _ 

' Yet, as. theater, ‘hearings did give a good impressionistic . - 
picture © of the complex forces and individuals involved in the 7 
case. There were also moments of real drama. The Mouse Select 
Committee heard John Connally, who rode. in the ear with the 
President; the widow of the man who allegedly fired, the sha - 
fatal shots; Earl Ruby, the brother of the man who’ ‘killed | 
Oswald fa witness who was questioned. at disproportionate length 
about a telegram he. may have sent to Cuba in 1962}. Those witnesses — 
showed the Committee working outwards from Dealey Plaza. Looking 
at the. biggest web of: conspiratorial intrigue that has surrounded 

“the: case without reaching’ into the? central facts,” the Vommittee . 
heard from Fidel Castro. (on tape), who denied that he had. 
‘retaliated against Kennedy for the cIa~ -~Mafia plots to kill him; 
Sak | Santo Trafficante, allened Florida Mafia figure(who was 
recruited into one of those plots Go? testifying. ‘under immunity, 
implausibly described his. role. as little more than. an interpreter ); 

FoR Richard Helms, -who as the. CIA's Depaty Director of Plans was deeply 
‘involved in some of. the Plots; Gerald Ford, who vinorously 
Serendea the Warren Commission, on which he had served; and ‘Judge 
Burt Griffin: (the Ruby expert of the Commission’ s staff ), who, 
thoughtful and candid’ statement, listed nine areas in which the 
Warren Commission had failed to meet its ‘§oals. 

ina 

Yconspiracl. all tsps inv\s > 

To some observers, the. Committes heatiund sometimes raised doubts about &00d faith. There was an occasional tendency to set up 
as the work of the critics, 

straw men by presenting, 
certain exoti é c 

pp tion
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theories which, within the critical community, ranze from contro~ 
versial to discredited. On the other hand, the critics who 
were brought out. presented. their work effectively and (with the 
notable exception of amateur. photo analyst Jack: white ) were 
treated. with. consideration and respect by the: Committee. In . 
defense of the Vonmittes, some of the exotic theories which 
they spent valuable. time, debunking | had reonived extensive ‘Public 
attention over the. years and. a& degree of acceptance (even on 
Capitol Hill) which - was totally unwarranted by. the evidence. 

The net effect of the hearings was to leave open the. 
possibility of a ‘conspiracy involving the Mafia or certain Cuban 
groups, 2 with no, firm ties, to Oswald shown. However, the House fo. 
Comnittdeyreinforeeg the wall Pocresy that the Warren ‘Commission 
unconvincingly built. around Oswald the loner, and ‘around the 
events | ‘dn Dealey Plaza. One wondered whether | ‘the. Committee had 
looked critically enough at: ‘the central evidence | to detect sins 
of even the kind of conspiracy it: considered plausible, There. 

“) were hints. that. Soviet actions mirht make it impos sible to rule 
out a Soviet plot, ‘The Soviets apparently. failed to turn over 
allegedly extensive ‘surved Llance reports ‘on Gswald's stay an the USSR. One CIA faction has lingering doubts about the authenticity of a Soviet defector who claimed the KGB had | no ties to Oswald, But nothing has-been. uncovered about Oswald or the Svents of | November 22, 1963, to: make a KGB plot seem more plausible. 

In . the context: of a possible Mafia plot, the. Committee', s ; failure to focus on the Dallas Police was strikine, Even the charts of the expert witness on organized crime, Ralph Salerno, 

rrupt police 

Surpests conspiratorial behavior by specific Dallas police officers in connection with the nightelub owner! Ss murder. of Oswala, has reported that Blakey tola him that th 
look at federal agencies, 

noted that. Mafia influence ean operate through co 
officers. Seth ‘Kantor, whose own book xM_ on Ruby: 

@ Committee was. mandated to 
not the Dallas Police, and that it had 
nm -to investigate the Dallas Police in connection with the assassination itself, 

decided there was no. reaso



The Committee's technical evidence -- while often tricky for 
lay observers to follow -- may have been its greatest strength. 
In the long run, it should allow for a substantial narrowing of 
the ‘issues-in the area of physical evidence, Diemlceymnau, 
ovbdencey—presenrcer-OverT-peTloa or Tour days, made threé® “4 

points. First, a trace element analysis established, wit 

chemical\elements to emit a spectrum which CA RodGoombotorraphed. 
Analysis of the spectrum reveals which elements arqpresent and 
in what percentages. Had the. wrist fragments and CE 399 not 
proved.identical under this analysis, the famous single-¥fllet 
theory would have been demolished. Instead, the Test bolstered 
it -- prompting some critics to quegievOf the authenticity of 
the tested samples, -_ 

A second scientifie“analysis ~- <nueiuving plotting trajectories 
gi0S and pictures of the motorcade in Dealey Plaza -- 
a straight~line trajectory through Kennedy and 

(the single bullet theory) is not only possible, but 
alnmogt inevitable. The space stientists who plotted the trajectory 

ane “Trortheageneral 
sniper's nest" window of the sixth floor Jf the Texas School Book Depository... 

e@ vLommittee that a see Seabee hence a conspiracy -~ was hichly 
Probable.



None of the expert witnesses was asked all the questions 
a critic would want answered. Some seemed evasive, too ready to 
offer unsubstantiated opinions, or otherwise unpersuasive on 
details. However, there seems little doubt that if the Warren 
Commission had dealt as thoroughly with the technical evidence, 
these questions would not now ba open to sharp debate. The 
Warren Commission's handling of technical matters (the autopsy, 
ballistics, etc.) was so bad =~ and sO much dependent on FBI 
experts -- that critics could reasonably question whether some 
fundamental. physical fact proving a conspiracy had been missed, 
or even deliberately suppressed. khuexg There were fey 
irrefutable scientific facts -- and none above suspicion -- to 
disprove critics! alternatives to the Warren Vommission scenario, 
But now that Situation has qualitatively chanted. In light of 
the House Committee's work, one must posit Massive fraud to deny a reconstbuction based on xke two hits from the rear, Nonetheless, it must be borne in mind that this evidence supports only the EXE limited conclusion of two hits from the rear ~- not the stronger conclusions (a) no shots from the front, (b) only one sniper in the rear, and, of course, (c) Oswald himself in the sixth~flooy window. 

TRAV S 1 TOW FROM The distinction—between "two hits from the rear" .as the lone assassin” is a crucial one, 
witnesses to Marina Os 

and "Oswald 
The jump from scientific 

wald was so abrupt that I expected the 

ied that she thourht her late husband was "capable of" 
| EA 

the assassination (an admission of little



probative value). The Committee elicited little from Varina, but 
giz the hearings did - leave. an impression of what. a difficult 
witness she is, how much her ‘memory has been contaminated over 
the Years, -and how sensitive she is to what her: ouestioners 
want to hear. She admittedly lied in 1964. In 1978, when ait was 
unclear whether the Committee believed that a handuritten 
inscription on, a photo | of Lee Oswald with his. rifle: was ‘hers, 
Marina's testimony was aribi guous enough to please anyone. 

C 2 2ujeensorned that) the House Committee, thinking like 
SEE MED 

lawyers ; content to bring the overalb apparent weight of: the 
case against Oswald to bear arainst the many questions (some 
small, some large). Yaised over. the. years by responsible critics. 
Most critics would, I ‘think, admit that, the. circumstantial case 

. exists, and that there are only two pos esibilities. Zither Oswald 
was shooting from the sixth floor,. or there. was a. careful 

- eonspiracy to frame hin. The latter possibility is. a real one; 
: certainly | the Warren. Commission failed. to, consider ait. 

Suspicions ofa frameup naturally. focus on, individuals in from 
the Dallas Police Department or other agencics. on the ‘Scene, since 
the police zeroed ain on Oswald as the, lone assassin with remarkable speed (and he was, of, course, murdered while ‘in. their custody), 
‘As noted earlier, the public hearings in. September dealt only with federal agencies. Some, Committee sources did express disappointment that there had’ been insufficient focus during 
on the many questions raised -by critics about 
the local police . and other authorities on Neve 

the investigation 

the performance of 

mber 2, 1963. Orem 



in the Conai ttests: safe, 
Photos were removed from 

never stipulated that a successful conspiracy would have to be 
small, as Blakey and others always seamfio. assume when they 
discount’ the idea of a. REMEEHUE cover-up or, ‘frameup in which 
polite officers, for example, could have been involved. ) The 
hearings. on the federal agencies showed. how: hard it is to obtain. 
“information from people. with ‘their own interests and reputations 
to, protect (as compared to photos, tapes, and other hard evidence ), 
There isa wide Consensus that information was covered up in 1963- 
6h, even though the relevance is less certain and the motives 
might often have been relatively benign. Peter Scott had suggested 
that the Committee might-be-wbie to crack the case by focusine on. 
‘the. cover-up and obtaining information from ‘Low-level participants 
who knew only part of the whole picture. ~= * following the model of 
the Watergate investigation, | : Boal . ; 

An. interim. Committee ‘report in January 1978. had sungested 
‘that there: had’ been: some problems with ‘fedderal a agencies, but 

, the areas. of Yesistance have not been spelled. out and the 
Committee | chose’ not to confront. the. agencies ae at least not in public. Blakey drew sharp criticism from fori 

rules =~ for example, ‘letting the “CTA ana FBI. investigate staff 
members prior to granting ‘then : clearances, | ‘On the other hand, 
Committee. ‘sources working with. agency files’ 
they access they had had. It. is. -by no means. clear that a. hard-line approach to the agencies would have: been: ‘more: Productive, and ‘i could have threatened the Committee's political survival. 

A bizarre episode involving the CIA's appointed liaison officer 

cute ‘most sensitive documents 
including Kennedy autopsy photos, The ‘ 
their. Plastic case, which had: been torn 
Ris The disarray was” flaring, 
etected. 

and the obvious traces to Blahut su 

from its notebook binder, 

and Bla h t's shu 
fingerprints were easily q The clumsiness of the operation 

egested to some observers that -



Washington's latest "third-rate burglary" was a set-up -- menant to be 
discovered and laid at the CIA's doopstep. the Comnittee, made no 
public disclosures at the time (the story was leaked nearly a year 
latef) and-let the CIA take appropriate action against Blahut. The 
agency reported? y*xbaa Y 'polygraph tests¢#g (some of which he 
failed in important respects, according to the Washineton Post ; 
concluded that he'acted alone and out of curiosity;' and fired him, 
Some observers have gumpesxcie hastened to conclude that the CIA - 
was using Blahut to spy on the Committee -- or even to tamper with 
key evidence. Others have wondered whether the net effect of the 
incident was to give the Committee unexpected leverare in its 
dealings with the CIA at the time -- in effect, allowing a trade-off 
in which the Committee would cooperate in minimizine the Blahut 
scandal in return for agency compliance with requests for other 
information. : . 

On one sensitive issue, the House Committee was willinn to 
defer to the CIA's sensitivity about public discussion of its 
sources. There has been a long controversy about photos of an 
unidentified man taken by or for the CIA at the Soviet and 
Cuban embassies in Mexico City. The description of this man was 
wrongly attached to Oswald before the assassination. While the 
Cuban witnesses unhesitatingly referred to these as CIA 
surveillance photos, the Committee seemed to go to unusual 
lengths to avoid those words. Blakey's , 
examphe, said that the photos were "tho 

prepared narration, for 

urht by critics to have been taken by a surveillance camera," 

for what may actually be an innocent mixu 
in the photos, but there are related questions about 

The record 

! nformation 
‘This instance of CIA withholding was 

leaving some question as to the Vommittee's 

national



r lex) 

In addition, the Committee's most notable public failure 
was in its questioning of former CIA Director Richard Helms, 

Earlier the CIA had sent John Hart to testify about the 
controversial Soviet defector Yuri Nosenko, whom one faction 
of the agency viewed as a KGB plant sent to cover up KGB traces 
to Oswald. Hart testified that the conditions of Nosenko's 
detention were outrageous, that the interrogations had not been 
correctly translated, that Nosenko had a drinking problem, and 
that suspicions of a KGB "mole" 4nside the CIA derived from a 
certifiably paranoid earlier defector. For several hours, the 
Committee provided a forum for the airing of some of the CIA's 
dirtiest linen, in language carefully and effectively calculated 
to gain the attention of the members and the press. When Ilelms 
took the stand, he complained -- with some basis -- that the 
purpose of Hart's testimony was not so much to shed lirht on 
the Kennedy assassination as to excoriate his former collearues. 

Hore than half of the Committee's time with Helms was 
spent ina continuing discussion of the controversial Ilosenko. 
Even though documents fxmm about the CIA and Oswald were introduced 
into evidence, Helms was not asked about them (apparently because 
the members preferred the exkmk exotic talk of Nosenko and KGB 
moles), Helms was never asked to explain why his 
testimony that the CIA had never even contemplate 

Warren Commission 

d usins Oswald 
as a source was contradicted by a CIA memo describing in detail such contemplated contacts. Helms might still be too much of a team player to reveal much in this area, but it is quite possible that the memo in question was withheld inside the CIA. 

One part of Helms! i 

upon his return from Russia in 1962, Helms indicated that the agency may have thought such a debriefing was the Navy's responsibility Passing the buck to the Navy Ls , Pere leelnais, a new part of the official CIA explanation of its peculiar handling of defector Oswald,



Since Helms made this point about. the Navy a couple of times, it 
‘does not appear to have been a slip of the. tongue. (In the past, 
CIA sources have indicated that they were receiving so much 
information about Russia that they didn' t need to talk to every 
returning defector, especially hostile ones. dd. , 

Critics -have raised the possibility. that Os swald went to 
Russia in 1959 on a mission for Naval or Varine Corps intellience. 
Qne fesearcher has’ suggested that the responsibility for : 
infiltrating agents into. the USSR was transferred from military 
intelligence to the CIA ‘in the late fifties. Covert infiltrations 
by military intelligence may have continued, and an Oswald 
mission for the Office. ‘of Naval Intellirence might not have been | 
properly euthorized or explained to the CIA. | 
7 Other questions have. been raised about Oswald's Marine 
career, and even ‘the Warren. Yommission was. suspicious about the 
problems it eticountered. in “obtaining all files about Oswald. 
For example, no "damage assessment" after. Oswald's defection 
has been. ‘found. Rhe records about his. security clearance may be\ 
incomplete, ONI -failed to. send Oswald's Photo. to the CIA promptly 
in, response to a pre-assassination request. The ‘House Committee! — 
hearings covered only the Secret: Service, the. FBI, the cIA, the Justice Department, and. the Warren “omission, Vivt tually nothing was said about the. ‘pre-assassination performance of Naval. 
Intelligence, though ‘this. agency clearly. fell within the Committee! 's mandate. 

Ia, for | sthe firs st bing that Msexee haf pre-ase a A at least newspaper Plippings ay FBI Tepd ts) in at 
: ) 

fast|three | - Squ fies. - ie I “requested these , Piles unde rg the feedom of I forma tid toly they could fot be fouy A. They seem to 
sfroyed some tine after ; yhe aSSa sp ination. the War en’ 2 Coy: ssion specifidal1y asyed for relévant Army elfigence recdeg Y,. they never receivad thse files. The reasons for interest in the Army files are by no means idle.
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di dearng fa that Oswald had. af 
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hours.| ve yer fs | dis g overy of dhe card lite} on 
novenbps wh: ye yp wasfa direct respqnse to the tip 
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the AIB noted. that "the 

t up /by the Committee/ . . 
the critics! objections to fhe. 

deed that the autopsy



the performance of the investigative apencies disnal, the 

initiative and sophistication of the Warren “onmission inconsiderable, 
and the suggestion of ties of some kind between Oswald and the 
world of intelligence operations and Jack Ruby and the world of 
organized crime profound," 

Even thoukh the public hearings dealt with the critics' case 
against the Warren Report only imperfectly, the Vommittee's work 
had established that the basic critique was neither kooky nor 
unjustified. At very least, the seriousness of its work fontrasted 
sharply with, say, the Rockefellerixxkuxx Commission's hasty 
attempts to shore up the Warren Report. Even the Schweiker Raeywxrk 
subcommittee, which came up with a good -~ albeit limited Chose ort, 
had not subjected itself to comparable public scrutiny; its jhearingg 
were neither published nor made accessible at the National Archives 
~~ in contrast to the Warren vommission itself. (Conrress of course 
exempted itself from the public's right~to-know when the Freedom 
of Information Act was drafted. ) 

If the question of who killed Kennedy remained a mystery, 
the House Committee's public hearinms had nonetheless hx shed some 
light on powerful forces which are rarely scrutinized. Undeniably, 
matters like the CIA-Mafia plots arfainst Castro and the Nosenko 
affair are important in their own kight » whether or not they prove to have any relation to the Kennedy assass ination. In choosinr to look . 

; was . 
at the Kennedy mystery in all its ramifications, vonrress embark ius) on & wxtex long, tortuous journey. The result hasbeen already tesn & healthful political education.



8/18=RS OSWALD AND NOSENKO: 

The Tale of the Dubious Defectors 

After the critics' conference, Profeasar Blakey and his 
staff went underground. They not only avoided headlines, but 
reduced all contact with the outside world to the bare winieie 
required to allow continued acceae to carefully organized files 
and other resources maintained by private citizens. Blakey and 
Company were offering no hints of their working hybotheses; the 
media were absolutely shunned. 

The case itself, however, could not be muted. Early in 
1978, as Blakey and his staff were beginning to move from 

preliminary explorations af to actual investigative legwork, 
the Kennedy assassination once again exploded into the headlines -~ 
with news of the most widely publicized and extravagantly financed 
book in the history of the subject. The author was Edward J, 
Epstein, who had written earlier critiques of the Warren Comerlasion 
and the Garrison investigation. This time, Epstein's publisher, 
‘Reader's Digest, had provided seemingly unlimited financial 
backing fo a research undertaking that would track down Lee 
Harvey Oswald's most obseure Marine Corps acquaintances -- with 
a view to discovering the assumed assassin's secret. world and 
covert intelligence assignments. The result was a tale of two 
dubious defectors -— Lee Harvey Oswald, who sped from a U-2 base 
in Japan to a strange etint in the Soviet Union, and Yurt 
Ivanovich Nosenke, a KGB official who defected to the CIA just 
in time to convey the dramtic story that Oswald had no ties to 
Soviet intelligence. Epstein's book suggested that Nosenke was a 
double agent ~~ dispatched to cover up Oswald's links to the KGB, 
This suspicion has been at the heart of the biggest internal - 
controversy in CIA history =-- and both sides in the dispute would 
soon unleash a torrent of rhetoric in an effort to persuade the 
Stokes Committee to aceert or reject Nosenke, 

But before analyging the Committee's s handling of the matter, 
we should review briefly how Epstein treated it in Legend: The 
Secret World of lee Harvey Oswald. Despite ite failure as a 
biography of Oswald, legend is an intriguing book. It suggests — 
that mach of Oswald's visible career following his defection to 



the Soviet Union in 1959 was the enactment of a "legend" ~~ 
a false biography, a cover story conceeted for Omwald by the KGB 
after he fell under their control before or during his defection. 

A stronger thesis was implied: although Epatein coyly wrote 
that neither he nor his CIA sources are accusing the KGB of



links. to Oswald, 

having vlotted the assassination, the chapter entitled "Day 
of the Assassin" (on Oswald) is part of a section called "The  . 
Mission." a | | | 

whpstein assumed that Oswald was cuilty as charred in the 
Kennedy assassination, but he shoved no interest in whether 
Oswald acted atone. (Sit\his book. did shed sone new Licht on 
Oswald's life. with the Marines in Japan, and in tussiag 
Nonetheless, the hypothesis that Oswald was a KGB agent is 
unconvincinrly argued and remins unproven. apstein, never 
attempted to explain why an undercover KGB argent -- es specially 
one on so Sensitive a "mission" --. would ennare in conspicuous 
left-wing activities, includin; a radio debate in defense of 
Castro's. Cubdal4; major exhibit in Spstein's cise is an entry 
in Osuald's Russian diary. the entry refers. to the subsenuent 
promotion of as Us Se. embassy. officer, and there is no attenipt 
to conceal the fact that it WAS written, after. that promotion. 
Epstein. presents this entry as an "anachronism! (without 
auotin= or citing it), implying that’ he haa discovered a. mui 
subtle flaw in. Oswald's S iGB-prepared "legend," In fret, 
the Warren Revort noted that the diary. was not 
record} Levend's ultimate failure as a bioecr 

even 

a contemporaneous 

aph:, however, 
rests on the absence of cany rigorous analysis of how Oswald's alle7ed cover story might relate to the events of November 22, 1983, which rave his name its place in history. 

_Leend is an allerory: the. story of Oswald isa popular mystery, but here zr his tale is tola to intopduce the reader to a deeper, and less popular ,- ‘belief ~~ that U.S, intellirence has been penetrated at a hirh level by the KGB - The main source of. the story is Janes Jesus Angleton, once the chief of the CIA's Counterintellicence ‘Staff - According to Anpleton, t the KGB Sent a fake defector to the. United States to cover up its covert 
The ostens sible proof of the Penetration is thet the fake defector -- one Yuri Ivanovich: Nosenko --~ is now 

, | 

drawing over 630, 000 a year as a “IA consultant, while Anrleton, is bonn fia. his Dona fides, is cut in the cold ~- forced to resifn ina purre that turned the arency (in Bpstein's words ) "yj inside out." 

who challenged



The gospel according, to Angleton besing with a revelation in the winter 
of 1961-62. A prophet appears in the form of a Soviet defector, Anatoli M. 
Golitsin, who reveals that the CIA is penetrated in its highest echelons by 
the KGB. His credibility is strengthened by the knowledge that the KGB had 
penetrated the top levels of British ‘and West German intelligence; why not 
the CIA also? On’the other hand - a possibility characteristically not raised 
by Epstein - Solitsin might have been a disinformation agent, sent by the KGB 
to feed paranoia in the CIA by persuading the agency that one of its top 
officers was as red as Kim Philby. In fact, the disruption produced by the 
belief in Gene tration appears to have been immense. | 

Once a high-level penetration is assumed, a strange dialectic sets in: 
every fact in the CIA's store of knowledge may mean the opposite of what it 
seems. That which fails to support Golitsin's revelation may be evidence of 
its truth, for wouldn’t the KGB use all its powers of disinformation to 
undermine Golitsin? Six months after Golitsin'’s defection, another KGB agent -- 
Yuri Iwanevich Nosenko -- made his first contact with the CIA. Nineteen months 
later, in January 1964, Nosenko also defected. His story deflected attention 
from some of the specific leads provided by Golitsin. Nosenko named many names, credit ag fir ie ston, Wrenn t }* ra 

but \he- may: only have been “burning” agents who were no longer of any use 

to the KGB. 

The Main message from Nosenko, however, wag that he had personally 
JOU Cyr oes aa ao 

eee Teed oars File,on beg Harvey Osvald wits he-defected to the Soviet 
Union in 1959). ” “According to Nosenko, the KGB had beaten even the FBI to the 
conclusion that Oswald was a lone nut ~- an abnormal, unstable personality, 
unworthy of KGB recruitment. Despite Oswald's declaration at the U.S. Embassy 
in Moscow that he had agreed to furnish the Soviets with information he had 
acquired as a radar operation in the Marine Corps (stationed at a major operational 
base of the U-2 “Spy plane), Nosenko claimed that the KGB hadn't bothered to 

debrief Oswald. 

Both the Counterintelligence and Soviet divisions of the CIA quickly 

came to doubt Nosenko's Story. Equally quickly, the FBI appears to have 
‘embraced it. Key aspects of Nosenke'’s account were.corroborated by a favorite 

FBI source code-named "Fedora," a KGB agent working under diplomatic cover 
at the United Nations. In the long run, those who doubted Nosenko had to 
conclude that Fedora was also a triple agent. Rellying in. part om Epstein's 
‘account, New York magazine has indicated that concern about Fedora, and about 
-KGB\penétration of. the FBI, temains high..



, 

; “| Angleton's story is like that of many fretugees"-- self~serving, to be 
sure; bitterly perceptive on some points; and at best a small part of a big 
picture. For the most part, Epstein related Angleton's story uncriticially. 
He dees not, for example, offer alternative hypotheses consistent with the 
known facts about Oswald's life. 

Most glaringly, Epstein show$ “no sign of having seriously investigated 
the possibility that Oswald's defection to the Soviet Union might have been 

-a U.S. intelligence assignment. Despite Epstein's first sentence - "This 
book is about Lee Harvey Oswald and his relations with the intelligence services 
of three nations" ~ the asymmetry of his analysis is striking. For example, 
Epstein notes that a memo from‘the Office of Naval Intelligence to the FBI 
when Oswald defected "omits from its summary of Oswald's Marine record 
the fact that he had been stationed in Japan, Formosa, the Philippines, 
or any base outside the United States." Why? Possibly, says Epstein, 
"to conceal the extent of Oswald's activities in the Marine Corps 
from the Soviets"! In fact, at that time ONI might have been putting its own defectors inside Russia, and may have wanted to conceal that fact from other 
U.S. agencies because of jurisdictional problems, 

Similarly, when Oswald contacts a Soviet consular official with secret ties to the KGB, it Suggests his covert links to the Soviets. But when he 
contacts a U.S. consular official with secret ties to the CIA, it suggests 
nothing. The KGB's claim that it did not debrief Oswald when he defected is 
(understandably) disbelieved, and becomes evidence that Oswald was really under KGB control. The CIA's failure to debrief Oswald when he redefected from 
Russia is, according to Epstein, merely an "inexplicable lapse." 

‘Lapses by U.S. intelligence in the Oswald and assassination investigations 
were legion, but Epstein's crucial discussion of J. Edgar Hoover's flaws 
appears to be speculative and distorted. After the assassination, the 
FBI was particularly sensitive to the criticism that it should have alerted the Secret Service in Dallas about Oswald. This, Epstein says, gave Hoover a vested interest in Nosenko's story. "As long as the public could be convinced that 
Oswald was a lone crackpot, uninvolved in any espionage or subversive activity, the FBI wouldn't be held accountable for not keeping him under surveillance.... {P. 17 By an odd twist of fate, the FBI’s interest lay in concealing, rather than 
revealing, any hint of Soviet involvement." Epstein criticizes Hoover for allegedly not reporting to President Johnson that, the FBI had an open security case on 
Oswald; in fact, the FBI's Summary Report [CD 1], prepared for public release, emphasized that the FBI started investigating Oswald on his return from Russia 
‘specifically because of the possibility that he had been recruited by the KGB.



lloover volunteered the observation that Oswald considered the money he 
received from the Russian government. as payment for his denunciation of the U.S. 

There is no doubt that the FBI did cover up its deficiencies in the | 
handling of Oswald, and that Hoover aint Deas the > assassination investigation’ 
like a petty.tyrant. But eva is S  cme m been. ade into a convenient whipping 
boy (byLEpstdin -- “simple-minded and self-serving, more concerned with the FBI's 
image than Oswald' s possible connections to _the KGB. _ "Hoover! s line of 
reasoning," Says Epstein," was brutally simple.” | . 

The contrast between Epstein’ Ss “brutally simple" Hoover and his wise and 
subtle Angleton is: stunning. Although Epstein does not make clear just how 
much he «relies on or ‘agrees with Angleton, his warm sympathy for the counter— 
intelligence curmudgeon: is unconcealed. Angleton is portrayed as a man. of 
crafty intelligence ‘and civilized avocations, with the patience of a trout 
fisherman in his subtle breaking of a disinformation agent. (Epstein has even 
adopted Angleton's hobby of breeding orchids.) The professorial Angleton 
studied the Nosenko file "through his thick horn-rimmed glasses." Preferring 

Peat ee “OAS gy. 
"elicitation" -to “hostile interrogation," he a Sage . who finds truth by 

Le vad enite / Lt. is hard to believe that this is. the same James Angleton who ‘wos{ chairs, 

learning what is false. 

the Security and Intelligence. Fund, which raises money ‘to’ defend ex-government 
agents prosecuted for black-bag jobs. and other crimes. -in the line of duty. 
A 1977 fund- -raising letter signed by Angleton warned that the: Communist Party, 
working through a civil-liberties front organization, has . achieved nearly all 
its ‘goals. of undermining U.S. counterintelligence capabilities. ‘The House 
‘Unamerican Activities Committee, for “example, has been: destroyed, and only the 
FBI. and: CIA Yemain ~—- with’ both, according to Angleton, ' 'so- badly shattered that 
they ne longer have adequate internal security or counterintelligence capabilities." 
A second Angleton letter referred | to the ' ‘intelligence WRECKERS" [sic] and the 
"sabotage efforts of the Church/Mondale [Senate Intelligence] committee.” 

—— “hr his" previous “book (on ‘the Drug Enforcement Administration), Epstein. ~ 
noted that ' "Because the circumstances surrounding each interview bear directly on 

. the credibility of the interview -...I have decided to ‘reveal. all. the sources 
for. this. book and ‘comment on the motives, Problems, contradictions, and gaps that 

I found in the interviews and documents." Such an: approach is conspicously 
absent from Legend, and Epstein’ should not be excused for his recurring ambiguity 
about sources. It is impossible to determine which parts. were provided or 
suggested by private CIA sources. Epstein repeatedly omits specific citations to 
published documents, and gives the impression that he. forced information out 

_ uSing the Freedom of Information Act when in fact many of the documents were 
a



| a, obtained first by other researchers. an f 
a “——" Epstein's often careless or. devious treatment of material-from published 

. Sources must call into question the accuracy. of his- -Teports on his many private 
© interviews. There may well be important information in his interviews of 

Oswald's fellow Marines which Epstein” ‘did. not perceive or choose to discuss. 
Since Epstein has ‘benefited: so much from the surprising willingness’ of former oe 
government officials tike . Angleton, the late William Sullivan, and Richard Helns . 
to talk with *him “about matters where the official files are still unavailable, 
it would” seem appropriate for- “him to lay out the full record. eg - er ee So Sa TO newlenwee ene ele —— . 

The importance. of Epstein’ ‘s disclosures from Angleton. and other disaffected 
ex=CIA | personnel is ‘that there is now a window’ ‘where we used to. have only an 
opaque barrier. The book intends to let us look through the window in one 
direction, to see how Oswald looked from Angleton! s side of the glass. But we 
can also look through the window the other way, to see how. Angleton and Company 
treated the Oswald case, and to begin to understand how they viewed other 
CIA secrets. 

. 
This insight raises many new questions. — If Angleton was convinced by 1963, 

that the CIA was compromised by KGB penetration, how did. he view the security 
of _the plots to _assassinate Fidel: Castro? In particular, .was he suspicious. of 
the ‘strange. behavior of Desmond Fitzgerald, who (as - setlout- -in’ Legend) : ‘went 
against the advice of counterintelligence. professionals to meet Personally with 

es Rolando Cubeia, the ; CIA's potential Cuban assassin?. ‘Did elements in the CIA. 
perceive an FBI coverup of other aspects of the Kennedy assassination, besides 
Oswald's Soviet. contacts? Did Angleton. ever ‘suspect that Oswald had Links. -to U. 8. 
intelligence. agencies -— Links which, in’ his inside-out world, could méan - 
‘connections. ‘to a KGB-controlled chain. within au. Se agency?, wee — os 

Most provocatively, if Angleton now believes that Oswald was a KGB agent, 
what did he think from 1959 to 1962, when his. section of the CIA was intercepting 
Oswald's mail? Epstein ‘reports that Angleton’ 8 people obtained a strongly anti- [p. 1 
American letter which Oswald. wrote to his brother shortly after defecting. ‘He 

. has claimed. elsewhere that a letter in which Oswald said he had seen U-2 pilot ONY p. 
Gary Powers was: also intercepted. In 1962, says Epstein, ' ‘another piece in the | 
jigsaw puzzle . for James Angleton and his subordinates" was -a letter that Marina {p. 16° 
Oswald. apparently received from the daughter ofa suspected KGB agent in ‘Leningrad, 
These) facts ; are=new; this mail interception was apparently never disclosed to the 
FBI or the Warren Commission. In fact, the CIA told a Congressional coumi tt ee in 
1976 that ‘the only intercepted Oswald correspondence was an inoccuous letter to 
him. ‘The serious implication of these facts is that Angleton's staff might have 

" suppressed. their pre-assassination know ledge of Oswald, even from the rest of the 
CIA.



Epstein's Angleton reveals an important version of a sceret strupele 
inside the ClA. The Nosenko battle is only part of a larger war, but it 
is a protracted, perhaps decisive, battle. First one side seemed to be 
winning. The Soviet Russia ‘Division Suspected Nosenko's good. faith, isolated 
him in a padded room, and subjected him to a physically grueling "hostile 
interrogation" including disorientation techniques to disrupt his biological 
clocks. The result was a 900-page report concluding that Nosenko was a 
disinformatidh agent. Then an “ugly rumor" turned the tables on the anti- 
Nosenko faction: an Angleton loyalist, the chief of the Soviet Division, 
was suspected of being the KGB penetration’ agent. 

The tide of battle began to turn in 1967. In Angleton's version, the 
Nosenko case was turned inside out. Key people in the Soviet Russia Division 
were reassigned to Europe in "the | great purge of the Slavs." Nosenko received 
anew, friendly interrogation, and was "spoon fed" plausible answers to the 
trick questions. By October 1968 Nosenko was released and rehabilitated, and 
retained as a consultant. Only Counterintelligence dissented in the final 
round-table review, and Angleton even Suspected that Nosenko was maintaining 
contact with some Soviet-controlled source, possibly the top-level KGB "mole" 
in-the CIA. In December 1974 an old adversary, William Colby, forced Angleton 
to resign by leaking to Seymour Hersh details of the illegal mail cover 
which was under Angleton's direction. A.Nosenko Supporter became head of 
the CIA's counterintelligence operation. 

(Epstein does not mention Angleton's memorable and cryptic reply to Hersh's 
questions about CIA wrongdoings and domestic activities: "A mansion has many 
rooms and there were many things going on during the period of the [anti-war] 
bombings. I'm not privy to who struck John." {NYT, 12/25/74] "Who struck John" 
is apparently CIA jargon, meaning "the details." The origin of the phrase is 
obscure, but the coincidence of that expression literally conveying the 
continuing mystery of the Kennedy assassination is a neat piece of irony. 
According to Epstein, the one thing Angleton doesn't believe in is coincidence.) 

s 

Publication of the Epstein book in early 1978 may have 
given Anzleton his fleeting revenge, but it also prompted his 
adversaries ‘to prepare yet another salvo in the war of words, 
To rebut the Angleton charzes arainst Nosenko, the cre see 
John Hart out of retirement and ass siened him the job of preparing 
a public presentation of the currently accepted wisdom on the 
‘ease. The House Committee's public hearines in September outa" 
provide the forum.



Hart's testimony ridiculed any doubts about Nosenko's 
authenticity as a defector -- without: enrorsing the validity 

of his claims about Oswald. He characterized the agency's 

handling of the Nosenko case as "an abomination" and disparaged 
the “agents involved. The story made freat copy. A front- “page 
article in the next day! Ss Washington Past beran, "The Yentral 
Intelligence Agency acknowkedred yesterday that at least one 
of its officials considered liquidating a high-ranking Russian 
KGB defector who had offered to testify about Lee Harvey 
Oswald's activities in the Soviet Union." The Washineton Star. 
ran a picture of Nosenko with an article whose openinr was 
similarly dramatic: "For 13277 days, a Soviet defector who 
claimed to have knowledge of secret Russian files on Lee 
Harvey Oswald was kept in solitary confinement under intense 
psycholosical pnd physical pressure and repeatedly auestioned 
by the CIA because a few agency officials 
was working for the KGB 1 ° ° 

believed he still 

The Star listed the following "pressure tactics" revealed 
before the House Comittee: 

* A diet of weak tea, macaroni and- porrid-e 
* No communications -- or even smiles -- from guards 
* Nothing to rena 

* Twenty-four-hour visual surveillance in a co 
lighted room 

J* Ho heat in the cell | — 

nstantly - 

The article also reported that the CIA had "foiled his attempts to make a chess set and a calendar fron lint ee oe! Tt 
concluded, "The committee tried to stick to the auostion of what Nosento knew about Oswald when the ex-li arine lived in 

kept returning in shocred f 
of the defector, " 

Minsk but members 
ascination to the CIA treatvent 

, The previous summer the House Committee hog cros Nosenko himself in closed hearines. His recollections 
Swa 

S-exomined 

about ld were confused and inconsistent, but he; too, had riven a vivid account of his "}h ostile interrogation" ~. in part to



xplain the incoisistencies vy Gluming the duress he had 

suffered in the past. After a series of enestions. mkkxniamt zeroed in, 

khex on the conflict between his testimony to the: committee and 

a tape of a CIA interro-ation in "96 tasenkoxasken there was a 

to make a statement for. the record. The request - ‘WAS ranted, 

and Nosenko told the following story: oo . ee . 
Mr. Gu: tirman, Jadies and gentiomen, T arrived in the Vaited Statex in: 19G4, 

12th of Pebrnary, T felt something was going wrong because the attitude on the 
port of the offic ers from CLA who was deating with me, I felt Wns going w. rong, by 

a number of remurks, their behavior. Resides, I was int a psychological process, 
It's a very hig thing, when you are-comivg to live in a new country. I felt the 
country where T was born, never mind, iny defeetion was strictly on ideologien! 
basis, but. still. ‘psychologically is very big thing and very serious thing. 

“A very short period of time, April 4, Twas inviled on. chee kup for the doctor, 
“and this cheekup turned to be arrest. Arrested wis in very rade form, nabody 
heat me physically, no, but in ride. form, trying.to put dignity of the person, of 
human being, down, kept. in very hard condittons, I was smoking from 1-4 years 

- old, never quitted. I was. rejected to smoke.’I didn't see. books, I didn’t read any- 
thing. T was sitting: in, four walls, metal bed dn the counter of the room and that 
1s. all. -, 

I was hungry, and this was ‘the- most diftientt- for’ me becnuse how T-tried not,- “to think nbout- food. 1 was thinking ithout food becuse all the time. 7 want to eat. L-was receiving very smulv amount, “and very poor food, I Wits sitting. SsOne . 4 kind: of. attic; it was hot, no nir-conditioning, cannot breathes Windows—no' | “windows, closed over, I was, permitted to shave once 
Pence LW eek. 
From me-were taken toothpaste, toothbrush, The conditions were inhuman, ‘conditions in this. place; tnd Tater transferre “Lin another phree; whieh is now 1 know where it: Wis, the second, phice oe QUES, Government property.’ the “Washington aren) where certain hous eomnd the sune very; very. Spartan conditions: 84 ye rs. Besides thi, on me were used different types: of-drugs mul sleeping drugs, hallucination dr uss, and whatey er I do not. know, cand don’ t wint to know.. : 

What. I want to tell you, ‘the arrest. was done iNegally, without due. process of Jaw. wilhout-—in violsi ion of Constitution, whieh. Was found by ‘the: Rocke- feller © ommission, Howasn't: mentioned; my mame, but simply nameless lefector, ‘who. was over 3. yeurs in ‘xtremely Spartan conditions, , 
Interrogations 4 Sometimes 24-hours, not Biving me an hour to sleep. Interrogation: n Very: hostile “manner: Simply. what lL wonld’ say were - rejected. Tow one I will he, why it is wilhout, due process, no Warrants: “You Will be. étern: ills, OS years. How. long we would’ want you to keep. That is why 

T. consider all inters ations, all nutterials, which concerns ‘this ‘period of time - are. illegal, and Tan. hot -tecognizinis them amd don't want to see them. And 7 
am asking you not to ask questions hased oi this interrogations, including “trying to play thet tape during this inte rrogations. For me it’s dificult to return hack, I passed through hell. I started new life in 10 only because I was true 
defector. 1 never ‘raised this question ‘with correspondents. Jo never went in 
press, because Pam loyal to the country which accepted me, and J didn’t want 
to hurt. the country, 

To didu't hurl, even to hurt, the inteHigence, the CLA. 1 didu’t consider the ‘Whole ‘CIA Was responsible. Were responsible’ sev ¢ral people, for this. Thank ‘God they are not working there anymore. They are out. If] will go in press, iC } would be. (clling abont these inhunume conditions, 1 will hurt not only. the. 
agencies, the intelligence service of the United States, Po will hurt. the interests 
Of the United. Stites. Who would like to defect, Fouling iu what conditions 
and what treathicnt defictors is receiving. 

Sir, 7 prefer thatsyou he: using materials when-it was st: arted humane relations 
With me, which wis ‘slarted al the. end of 1967, 7 still was under arrest but 
Was transferred from the extreniely Spartan, conditions, aud with ame started 
to owork Mr. Bruci Solie, Who pissed tlirouzh the whole life, through all: “CASES, 

“throngh everything. People who were tilking with me before were coming: with 
What they wert told, hes -to approae hte me, how-to treat me. They have ¢ come, 
with made opinion, before wh: itever will say yes or no. “Phat is why I consider 
itis all. unlawful .deciments.in ‘the. period of interrogations done by anyone in 
CIA up untirthe end of 1007. 
Chairman Sroxes. Is. there anything further, Mr. Nosenko? 
Mr. NoseN ko. Na, sir. 

hk week, to. fake showers . 

[Note: The committee granted Mr, Nosenko's request and the.ques- 
tioning did not continue, |



In the wale of this outburst, Wosenko was apparently asked 
to prepare amore formal statement on the conditions of nis : 

detention by the CIA. This statement appears in the committee's 

‘vecord and is dated Aumust 7, 1978, The: full text is as follows: _ De Lo . . 

how long I would be there or what would Happen to me. ‘days two officers of CIA, John and Frank, started ‘Inlerrogstions, I 

“once mn 
brush: 

“inthe room was.a single:bed and a Ji ght bulb." 

atnother location. where 1 ‘Was pul into'a cone 

In accordance with We request of the stat of the committee “CTouse Select Committee on Nessnssinat ions), Eamake the following statement deseribing the conditions of my imprisonment: from April: 1961 Gil .the-end of 1967, - a ; On April 4,196.7 was: taken for a physical checkup and a test. on a die. detvetor somewhere in 2 house. A‘doctor had given me : 

Af ler finishing the test an officer of CIA,.John, has come in the room and talked with a technician. John started toshont that ] was a phoney and immediately several. guards entered in the room. Tho Zuards ordered me'to stand by the wall, to undress and cheeked me. After that T was taken upstairs In an attic room. The room had a metal bed at- tached to tho floor in the center of this room. Nobody-told me anything 
mee After several 

tried to cooperate and even in evening hours. was writing for them whatever I could recollect about Vie KGB. These, ollicers Were interro- “ogdting me abouta dInonth or two months. The tone of. Interrogations was hostile: “Then they stopped to come lo see me until the end of 196-4, Twas kept in this room till the end of 1964 ‘and beginning of 1965: “Thecconditions Were very poor.and dificult, J could have a shower aweelcand onceinaaweek ] could'shaye.-T was net fivena tooth- unl a tootlipaste and food given to me was. very poor.(I did not hive enough to eat and was hungry all the time). Tchad no contact with anybody to talks 1 could not read. T could -not smoke, and I even could. not-have fresh air orto cee anything from this room (the only window Wits sereened and boarded). °. eRe es The only-door of ‘the room hada metal sereen ‘and ontside in a.cor- ridor two guards Were Watching me day andi tht. Lhe only firniture 
"he room was very, very hot. in a summertime. - ea =: > In the end of 1964 there were started again Interrogations-by sey. eral different. oflicers. Ehe first day they kept me under 24 hours inter: _ Fogation, All interrogations were done.in & hostile manner. At the end of all those int errogations when T was told that it was the last one and asked what I wanted to be relayed to higher ups J said-that T was a true defector and being under arrest about 386 days I wanted to be put on-trinl if 1 was fotnd ily or released. Lalso asked how:long it Would continue. F was fold that 1 would be there 3,860 days and oven More, Pe Be "This evening 1 was taken by guards blind folded and-handeuffed in a car and. delivered to an’ airport and put inca: plane. T owas: taken to 

rete room with bars on a door, In the. room was wsingle steel bed and 

with mo). 

& mattress \(no-pillow, no- “sheet, and no blanket ). During winter it was very cold and Dasked to “give me 2 blanket, which T received after some tamne. Except 1 day of Interrogation “and 1 day cof a test. on a He detector T have ‘not. seen “anyone besides. guards anda doctor (guards were not’ allowed to talk 

‘physical checkup and after that 1 Was taken in another room for the - lest. on a lie detector. . oo



‘retired) sinled out by Hart for sh 

(2 

After my constant complaining that I needed fresh air—at. the end 
of 1966 1 was taken almost every day for 30 minutes exercise toa small 
area attached to this cell, ‘The area was surrounded by a chain link 
fence and by a second fence that J could not see through. The only 
‘thing T could see was the sky. Being in this coll J was watched day and 

~ Mght through ‘TV camera. Trying to pass the time a couple of times 
I was making from threads chess set. And every Lime when I finished 
those sets immediately guards were entering in my cell and taking 

* them from me. 1 iis desperately wanting to read and once when I was 
given a Loothpaste I found in a toothpaste box a piece of paper with 

description of components of this toothpaste. I was trying to read it 
(under blanket) but guards notice it and again it was taken from me. 
Conditions in both (first and second) locations were analogical. 

I was there till November [sic October] of 1967. Then J again was * 
transferred blindfolded and handcuffed to another location. In this 
new place Thad a room with much better conditions. And Mr. Bruce 
Solie (CIA officer) started questioning me every day (excluding Sun- 
days) touching all questions concerning my biography, carrier in the 
KGB and all cases of the KGB known to me. J wasimprisoned for the 
whole 5 years. And I started my life in the USA in April of 1969. 

Although Nosenko shed little lirht on Oswald, it is 
hardly surprising that the committee found the rest of his 
‘story fascinating. Nonetheless, critics were to point out, 
even if the committee could-not hope fo learn much about 
Oswald in the Soviet Union, there were many othar Clh-relatea 
matters that could have received closer scrutiny. To many , the 
time spent on Hosenko was an unfortunate diversion. 

But, as noted earlier, the Nosenko is sue represented an 
onroing hattle between two distinct viewpoints in the 
intellirena community. Thourh many of the most committed 
partisans were actually retired from the CIA, none was prepared 
to concede that the battle was over. The official (also now 

. arpest criticism -- for 
feneral incompetence and for consideranr Ho 
devianded an opportunity to respond to the accusations : 

senko's "Liquidation" -- 



The Adentity of the agent she wepevvised Nomeuketa detention. 

was never revenied Wy th Somtttns, though £8 fs hardy = : 
susan althne to the Tumitemn av be ndents 

way transcript of his « votre on tenbineay 
erred to only an "He. DaGe™ “Cased on . 

tf the So: © Dristod. > DaCets tenet 

oud te reveal as John warts boertchanent 

. mm ; about Onna ald aot come az u wesanes trem the 
oye 5gR bak ony from the ouatuned doi of = Site abrisees Tasretoaes . 

The Gomdstee and the yihiie mat have boon struck dumb by the spec wie of 4) : emery 
alicug over itself te cast md on its ou perfor: z in ; peg he iglcemtere ry Rage mete 

‘Mfadled al its Pawpo! lity wiaey, 

the traumas of defection ‘(eharea, 

(3



by the vay, by all defectors), ant even the “arestity, 
of his utiantions ” And then on to the revelations of 
pixtrentment, which you are to ascapt as evel, . 

ngatuat Nowenkos. "It in with (these 
citigting factord in sind tiat yo tnve to 597 meh 

) ything that happened from 1962", pluz of course . 
the sheer bunbling scone of Nosenke's handtine.. 

On the one hand CIA attacked with venom 4ts om 

ives are én « that wany of the problems . . « 
whieh ‘the state haz as ina at the qunebtany ana 

able, Hrs Hart fell beck on s feclarstions of fast the 
: ack onl beat, of his defense of Haseako and 

dations — nt niacin under interrogation 
cx a ‘mae ee of phrase) wi ie kno ine *& 

=k a of tec whit are, weter in akirting , 

tehy word "ab 2 cloning message, with ite 
“ mal on xh tion," apd: eon vik eng 

-smeon 

ae ““historiaw™ proud of nis high stenderas oe , 
scholarship. prppenior nla edie Sore noaeiy flimsy 
canes, argentiy teylug to make a point. . 

D.C wont on te deny that the CIA had ever seriously 
considered, atudied, suggented as a totrse of action (“even in 
datimte personal conversation"), er proposed ("at any level of the 



agsacy") Noaeuke*s » Mauidation, aeuscwier, o con: e ae 

notal | duattetion, He inetated that the torn | diapoas 

y professional igi tor eating 3 a  awints bts 

; teen. r ae quite ware ef « « + is Le ay tiie. . ** that the ESB diintt speak 

ali tee Y ove ing wee hte. I conve prove Bot, r nok ms ee thing asa statemeat of hard fact, en A Pans Sy 



of my knowledge ot 
the Sovie Osho oad the KGB St de mot ae 

PeOe*s entire Bien « om ee va 

a repr epay repel hey teen esate | 
of we mere than five hous during | all the } years that. | Honea 

es ae eit = ettont to. et wt wa 
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Se 

~findines in this perplexing are 

guestioning Neasenko, about was detained -- £xxinkxhoaxPxkinrgociek Oswald. At very least, it 
would appear that the CIA might have tried to develop the 
inconsistencies in his story about Oswald just as part of its 
larger effort to catch him in contradictions: wainogusisténoins. 
DeCegfirst claimed that the CIA had no jurisdiction ~~ that it 
wis the FBI's job to debrief Hosenko about Oswrld. Tle then 
admitted that the jusisdictional technicalities did not apply 
once the veriod of friendly interroeation had finished and _ 
Nosenko was a CIA. prisoner. He lamented the FBI's failure to 
ask CURSED Pape forty-four suestions Oricinolly proposed by 
CIA specialists; but he could not justify the CIA's o:m fnilure 
to use thse carefully prepared cuestions during their own 
interrorations in the period of hostile xakexzaxatinx questioning. 
D.C. was eloquent in expressinr his conviction that Nosenko is a oo 
fraud anda continuing menace to U.S. counterintellirence 
Opemztions. Yet he also admitted that the final preof hod eluded 
his dedicated team: ", . « limitea by. morality ond the law, we . Were not able to ret a confession," Cne wondors, of course, what & confession would be worth outside the limits of morality and the law. 

- In the end, the House Committee made the wise decision to stay out of tho Vosenko controversy to the extent vossidle. Its 
a were tink surimarized in a few . carefully worded paragraphs: , 

The comnittee . . , reviewed all available Statetents and’ files pertainins to Nosenkzo, It suestioned Vosenko in detail about Oswald, finding Significant inconsistencies 
an st rtements he had miven the PSI, CLA ana the comiittee. For example, Hocenko t-+y1q the comnittes that’ 

. the KGB had Oswald under extensive Surveillance, including 
mail interception, wiretap ond Dhyeieal “bservation. Yet, in 1964, toxankexiuitestubciere-cugis he told the 
CIA and FBI there had been no such Surveillance of | 
Cswald, Sinilarly, in 1964, Nosenta indicated there hod 
been no psycilatric exaninatiois of Osw- la his Suicide attemnt, while in 1978 he det committee the renort 

i 
S he had read about p examinations of Oswald. , 

subse-uent tg 
Ailed for the 
sychiatric 

The com: tittee also found that literally pu the CIA hag ° t Nosenko in Solitary confinement from 



, 

1964 to 1968. Stran-ely, while he was interrorated 
during this period, he was cunstionead very little 
about Oswald. The Agency did not ceem to realize. 
Nesenko's importance to an investiration of the 
assassination. While Richard elms, then the CIA's 

_ # Deputy Director for Plans, did tell Chief Justice 
- Warren about Nesenko, the Arency's interest in hin . seemed to be largely limited to its own intellicence- rathering problem: did the KGB send Wosenko to the 

United. States to deceive the. CIA on many matters, 
only one of them perhaps related to the assassination? 

In the end, the comnittes, too, was unable to resolve the Nosenko matter. The fashion in which | 
iiosenko was treated by the Agency -- his interroration and confinement -- virtually ruined him as a valida 
source of information on the assassinetion. Neverthe-~ less, the committee was certain iosenko lied about Oswald ~~ whether it was t: the FBI and CIA in 1964, or to the committee in 1978, or perhaps to both. the reasons he would lie about Osvald ran-e from the possibility wf that he merely wanted to exarrerate his own importance to the disinformation hypothesis with its sinister implications. “ 

lackin” sufficient -cvidence to distinmish among alternatives,(*) the committee decided to limit its conclusion to-a characterization of Hosenke ag an unreliable source of information about the assassinztion, or, More snecifically, as to whether Oswald was ever contacted, or placed under Surveillance, by the KGB. _ 

—-— meee meee 

(4) Beyond those reasons for falsification that can be attributed to Nosenko himself, there has been speculation that the Sovict Government, while not involved in the assassination, sent HNosenko on a mission to allay American fears, Nenes, while his story about no connection between Oswnld and the KGB micht he false, his claim of no Soviet involver i assasei A hk might be truthfar, mvocvement in the assossin-tion
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Bat the Committers alae came to firmer conclusions about 
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Over six months after the HSC officially went out of existence, its 

report was afk released to the press. At a news conference on July 18, Chairman 

Louis Stokes summarized the conclusions: "We were satisfied" with the 1964 FBI 

conclusion that Oswald. F:4 was the. assassin, but not - that he acted alone; both 

the 5K and MLK. assassinations | x "probably occured" as.a result of conspiracies; 

"Consequently, we. were forced to make ‘the harsh judgment that the original - 

investigations were. seriously flawed." 

Stokes defended the Report’ s recommendation that the ‘Justice Departmant 

analyze the findings, since a determination of individual guilt | is not an 

appropriate task for a Congresional committee (and,. of course, the Committee had 

run out of time. ) "I would hope the (ID) decision will be to proceed," he said,& 

"for I believe the x American people have a right to know the truth. " 

Rep. Richardson Preyer, chairman of the JFK subcommittee, endorsed the 

- new acoustical evidence: of a shot from the gtassy ‘knoll, calling it "as convincing 

as a ‘new set of ‘fingerprints on a second rigle would have been." Ke suggested 

that "a renewed invatigation of the Kennedy assassination by the Justice. Dept. 

might begin in, New. ‘Orleans, where Oswald grew up and where. he spent the sumer 

of: 1963." 

New Orleans 4 is. also, of course, the home base of Mafia boss Carlos Marcello. 

As we shall see Ain. more detail below, the Committee was anbiguous in its. comments 

on Marcello. On the one hand, he. and Santo Trafficante. (the Tampa Mafia boss) 

were named as " "the most likely family bosses ... to have. participated in" the : 

possible. conspiracy. @. 169) Specifically, "The Committee found that Marcello 

had the motive, means and opportunity to have President John F. Kennedy assassinated, 

though it was unable to =E establish direct evidence of conspiracy.” . (This ee 

Language, Ancidentaliy, paralleas the comments an of organized crime & expert 

Ralph Salerno, a major committee consultant, who is quoted in Dak Moldea's s book on 

Hoffa (1978) that “There is no solid evidence yet that" Marcello, Trafficante, “Hoffa, 

"or any other criminal or eriminal associate had been involved in a eonepiracy 

to kill President Kenedy," but that, regardless, Oswald had done them a bif favor by 

slowing down the war on organized crime. (P. 170) As we will see later, there 
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has to be some skepticism about thexpmss effect of a prior interest in organized 

criem on the work of the committee ~ not som much that they saw links which are not 

there, as that they may have looked less kken thoroughly than they should have in 

other areas.) | 

After reviewing the evidence that Marcello had threatedfied Kennedy, and 

noting that he is not reckeless, the Committee concluded - correctly, I think -. 

that "As with the case of the Soviet and Cuban governments, [[but not LHO!]], a risk 

analysis indicated that he would be unlikely to undertake so dangerous a course of 

action as a President&al assassination. Considering that record of pridence, and 

in the absence of direct evidence of involvement, it may b- said that it is unlikely 

that Marcello was in fact involved in the assassination of the President." (p. 172) 

The evidence of links to Oswald and Ruby simply "precludes a judgment by the Committee 

that Marcello and his associates were not involved." 

The =m press in general was not pleased or impressed by the report. Time, for 

example, said thet the conspiracy conclusion was presented "with an unseemly m amount | 

of fanfare and self-justification,” and that the "conclusinn seems to have outstripped 

it's evidence." (7/30 p. 30) Newsweek referred to the “disturbingly open-ended 

investigation." The acoustical evidence, as we shall analyze, got the brunt of 

the criticism: whiiexthexexwerectkewzarxaazeompkainksx What did please many commentators 

was that the Committee had "confirmed" Oswald's guilt, and cleardd the U.6. government 

of guilyy involvement, even in a coverup. . 

Far chief counsel Bob (Call me Prefessor) Blakey, the release of the report 

hardly marked the end of the controbersy. Two days after the Sux press conference, 

coptes of the Bantam Books edition of the report were on sale in Washington, with 

anzkexetoxiue a "special introduction" by Blakey, and a foreword by Tom Wicker of 

the New York Times. This arrangément obviously irritated George Lardner of the 

Washington Post, the "dean" of the Washington press corps' "assassination beat," 

In a front-page story, he noted that the @imesxhart Bantam had the book in type before 

the Justice Department had its copy, and that Blakey had been paid Yan honorarium 

of under $3000" for his introduction, which came to 15 printed pages.
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Circumstances aside, Blakey's personal views deserve attention. Atk least, 

they give = us some insight into & the structure of the investigation which can't 

be obtained from the report itself. I've gotten enough flak already from Sewttn fellow 

critics for saying that I am personaaly impressed by and sympathetic to Blakey; 

I disagree with « him a lot now, and suspect his biases, but he's no fool, and doesn't 

reach conclusions without deliberation. During the King hearings, there was an 

enlightening exchange of views (with Ramsay Clark) on the ethical issues involved 

with wiretapa which might prevent major violent crimes. -In a sppech to the Cornell 

Law School Alumi meeting (1/25/79, AIB #3.1, p. 13), he described his experience 

as "sould shattering" - a conspiracy conclusion obviously had more of an impact on 

him than on the critics, or the majority of the public, who had made that conclusion 

long before. He said that "not one institution of my socieyy served me will in 

1963. And I'1l be honest with you, the Select Committee on Assassinations probably 

probably auexta ought to ... say, 'none were covered with glory, incl@ding this 

Committee.’ As committeees of Congress go, its early history is hardly one to be 

offered as a model." 

Blakey emphasized that the early investigators had tat made a serious txtuke 

mistake in syakag saying they were more sure than they were that there was no 

conspiaecy, ¥as if they mistrusted the Mextkan American people. 

In his Bantam introduction, Blakey noted that Ythere was a lesson to be 

‘learned xa from the reaction to [NO DA Jim] Garrison’s antics - dissent had to be 

able to withstand the same sort of hard analysés that the critics had applied to 

the work of the Warren Commission." That applies, of course, not only to the 

work of the cftizen-critics, but to the HSC Report's dissent from the WR. He 

implicityg defended the ambiguities of the Report: "In atating its conclusioas 

about the assassinations in this report, the committee, for good reason, speaks 

with muted tongue. As I have noted, we were deeply concerned about the inherent 

risk of a legislative investigation into criminal conduct. We décided, therefore, 

that our language ought te be moderate and that we ought sm not state a finding 

beyond what is absolutely indicated by the evidence."
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As kxek late as the 7/18 press conference, Blakxey, when asked if he 

thought the Mafia had killed JFK, said "I have no public views tp state.” 

Tt looked like what we were seeing whakews was what we had got - - the Committee 

wt and it! s chief counsel had agreed that no firm conclusion could be drawn, 

The i$ Justice department was asked to reviews the findings. There was no 

explicit recommendation that prosecution be undertaken. Au contraire, the. 

Committee first, ‘recommended that the. Justice pe Department should study the Bronson 

film (a late discovery, by the critics; it may show xe two > people in the “Oswald” 

window) , and that a rewxiew of the acoustics evidence should be done. . After 

those steps, the JD was asked to “analyze whether futther official investigation 

‘is warranted, " and report to the Judiciary Committee. 

Then Blakey dropped a little bombshe11 - he really aot didn’ t think ‘the 

evidence was inconclusive. According to Newsweek, ‘he said "I am now firmly & of 

the opinion that the mob did it. It ts a historical ‘truth. 

Another news report strengthened the Ampression that the Committee" s 

report was not the whole story. According to the New. York Times A8 p- 17), 

"Sours on the Committee said «ak that tek its. published Teport aid not include 

a. “long list of investigatéve leads the comm ttee staff, developed. These leads, 
é 

the sources said, would be made available to the Justice Department should it 

reopen the investigation. (Emphasis added. ) In other words, the Tugtice Department 

is being asked to reach a conclusion on more than what is in ‘the report and the | 

supporting volumes, if, this story is correct. | . } 

The report itself certainly avoids that impression. On. the contrary, it notes, 

quite properly, that "The committee had a ‘responsthiliey to. state who! it believed 

had participated in each assassination, and what the factual basis was for thet 

conclusion." @. 16) Despite the ' ‘potential dangers and risks," Man analysis [ste] 

tny enphasis) and the Public ¢ disclosure of all the facts relating to"xxthe mandated 

investigative issues was. necessary. The eupporting £ volumes clearly don't inwlude 

all the raw data, or all the relevant details, but the report certainly doesn't 

indicate that key relevant investigatéve areas have been withheld either from the 

Justice Department or the publric.
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‘There are some disturbing signs that something odd has been happening 

behind the scened. Maybe some of the best leads are being saved for the 

Justice Department. (The Schweiker Report didn' t publish some of. its hottest 

leads, ik but they told us what they were doing.) _ Maybe these alleged hot 

leads ° are, in fact, too flimsy for the majority « of the committee, and the 

conspiracy-minded staft couldn’ t get ‘them included in the report. As of this 

writing, urgent investigative efforts are. being planned. by the authors to resolve , 

this matter. | | , 

For example: around | (Juine?), a spate of news stories - - including one by 

Bob Kur of NBC news - “reported that one link between Oswald and organized crime 

—— came after Oswald had been arrested on August 9, 1963 for a scuffle with 

wxn andi-Cagtro Cubans. Hz His ‘$25 bail was apparently paid by someone (shone: 

we: Ex shall call Mr. £E. » , although his real | name ts Emile Bruneax), a Liquor store 

owner who was allegedly a friend of Nofia Pecora, one of Marcello’ s lieutenants, 

This story has been floating « around for ‘months, and one committee staffer, at least, 

; found it quite significant. The ‘report does. daclude this story, but it. conspictously 

falls: to give a reference, and doesn' t give Mr. E! s name. in fact, the man's 

name can be obtained from Warren Commission documents [cp cee Pe 1, and. the 

| Gommittes did interview, ‘him, asa citation (in . another - context) makes ‘Clear. 

Perhaps this is downplayed in the port because the Committee thinks it is wa 

a mnik 4 link. Certainly it is hard to see. how the Mafia could have ‘bought a piece 

of Oswald for $25 | - that is, would he have then owed ‘someone a favor, like shooting 

the President? Hard to believe. Tf ‘one ts x suggesting that Oswald was handing 

out pro-Castro leaflets when he was ; already : in the Mafia’ 8 employ, it is hard. to 

believe that he would not either have been given $25, aK in advance, | or just deft. in 

- Jail overnight. [Refer to my. newsletter of 6/2. for more analysis. 1 But judging from a 

. some of the: links the committee ‘Likes, I doubt that they. consider it a weak Link. 

(and Ewing didn't. ) The alternative hypothesis is that they take it very seriously, 

and dan3kx want to save the details for Justice Department use (not against Mr. E, 

who is defunct. ) I wouldn't like that at all - no fair.
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It is also possible that ledds I would consider good are being saved. 

tu Twp possible examples will be discussed later. One is the possibility that 

there are more problems with the handling of the Oswald and assassination 

investigations by Army intelligence than just the routine destruction of files 

years after the assassination. The other relates to the deletion, from an FBI 

listing of Oswald's address book, of the name of FBI agent Hosty; the report 

conspicuously avoids naming the agents involved or mentioning their 294%esmm sworn 

1964 explanations, which raise serious questions about possible perjury. 

What are the prospects for a Justice Department reopening of the investigation? 

A "flummoxed" FBI official called the findings a xa "can of worms" [gusanos?] [Newsweek, 

7/30, col. 1], and a Justice Deparmment official reportedly said that they have 

better things to do than ‘chase ghosts' (ibia.) It's fairly certain that the ID 

will eagerly accept the HSC conclusion, exoneratidsyave29ahe except the Mafia and 

certain anti-Castro Cubans. It seems highly unlikely that the evidence in the 

report and the volumes will lead to a decision to prosecute anyone. Rep. Sawyer, 

who dissented from the majority finding of conspiracy, is an ex-prosecutor; he 

said that if he were given the report and asked for a decision, "I'd have to put 

it in the circular file. There would be no way to prosecute." (Time) I would 

have to agree (although it's unfair, as some did, to imply that Sawyer would chuck 

the whole report as evidence if the case had been brought. [Newsweek]). 

When the hearings ended, I wrote that % their "major instxitutional effect ,,, 

may be to revive the Kennedy war against Organized crime, whether or not the 

assassination case is solved.’xxxx¥kexex The hearings were a revealing indication 

of "Blakey's belief in an ongoing organized crime conspiracy that deserves exposure 

and # federal prosecution." (Inquiry, p. 12, col. 1) Blakxey, who is now a leading 

academic expert on organized crime, was part of that Kennedy effort, which (he fuote 

has pointed out) greatly diminished after the assassination. | 

The Kennedy anti-crime efforts, particularlyy the drive against Teamszter boss 

Jimmy Hoffa, was not without its legitimate critics. Victor Navasky, a horribly 

reasonable fellow, noted some of the social, ethical and legal issues raised by the 

presence of a "Get Hoffa xxm squad" in the Justice departmene: @) (MT A)
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"First, thoughk the Kennedy system may work under the Kennedys, it creates 

precedents which outlast the Kennedys; if there is nothing inherently wrong with 

a Get-Hoffa Swept Squad, [or a get-Marcello squad] then there is nothing inherently 

wrong with a Get-Vietniks Squad or a Get-Panthers Squat or a Get-Radical Liberals 

Suqx Squad or a Get-Birchers squad." (This was written in 1970-71, ku by the way, 

“before the exposes of the early 1970's) 

Secondly, "There comes a point at which the disproportionate allocation of men, 

money and time moves from a matter of quantity to a matter of quality, from 

prosecution to pereecution." 

Third, & "the danger ... that a prosecutor will me pick people he thinks he 

should get instead of srimes that need to be prosecuted." Wietke Reazlistically, 

if Marcello is prosecuted for anything, it's not likely to be murder, or conpsiracy 

to murder. 

‘Fourth,whatever his motives ... Robert Kennedy allowed the pursuit of justice 

to look like the pursuit of Hoffa." (Navasky, Kennedy Justice, p. 435-6) This 

point is not directly relevant; the comparable objection ts that the pursuit of | 

Marceldo will be made to look like the pursuit of ehexwhate all the knowabtd FEVER?! 

about the Kennedy assassination. 

[Add at (A), end of last page.] They are relevant to the possibility of a 

"Get Marcello Squad," pak perhaps with some of the same participants, perhaps even 

with another Kennedy as President. (Ewing is some sort of Sheridan man; he has 

implied that Blakey might want to come back to D.C., but might want to wait for EMK. 

Unfortumately, we can't use this.) 

Teddy the K had better be asked about this, if he does choogse to run. ‘While 
é 

a get-Marcello squad doesn't frighten me that much, there really is the danger that 

if the investigation does get turned in the direction of other targets - anti~Castro 

Cubbns, or even pro-Castro Cubans, there is a real danger of a runaway witch hunt. 

(Here kx it's relevant that as late as January 1979, Blakey said, when asked what 

kind of conspiracy he suspected, "[quote from comments to CBC about a couple of leftists] 

This is a serious business, and the critics all want any future investigations ek 

to be a bit open-ended, the prospect of a secret JD investigation isn't am totally
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appealing. This places an extra burden of care on. those of us who have been 

trying for years to get an investigation going, and/or to politicize the issue 

of the assassinations and their coverups. 

But I digress. To get: back to the Marcello issue: a more likely danger 

is that the established wisdom, will quickly became settle on “Marcello and 

Traffiaante as the only live targets of future investigation. We! ‘re going to 

have a & hell of & akime getting people to look at the usc! s. exoneration of 

everyone fron the KGB to the CIA with the needed critical eyes Marcello. and 

Trafficante may not be’ around long Eh enought for the m to decide what to do. 

‘Marcello was born on Feb. 6, 1948, IC 62) conte, Nov. 15, 1914 ° (5 HSC 350). 

all accounts, they are in a . profession with a high mortality rate. Trafficante’ s 

doctor tuk says he’ is "an ill man{ wikh and has significant, cardiovasaulare 

disease." (5 HSC 349) It would be a ‘Bad | Thing if proper, governiental interest 

in this. imsolved assassination depends on Carlos Marcello’ s longevity. 

What else should be done? : We agree with the ‘recomendations of Burt Griffin, 

junior counsel for ‘the Warren Commission in the Ruby area, who. ‘gave the following 

suggestions to ‘the House Committee: 

‘Unsert here Pp. 16- 18 of his prepared statenents, or maybe the same. part | of 

his testimony - = the. prepares 2 statement is probably cleaner. Point 2, visual aids, 

probably: should be ‘dropped; point 5 isn' t that exciting. - We should point out that 

’ the HSC did make legislative. and adminigtrettye for future ass "a, generally 4 along the 

lines of Griffin' 8 point 4, but I like Griffin’ 'S ‘formation too. Save the rest of 

Griffin. for: EX elswevhere. ]_ 

“That! Ss where we are now, and where things might go next. -In the following 

section, we' 11 see what we’ ve gor, ink the report and the volumes. As LBJ said | 

about the Warren Report, "It's pretty heavy." 

ited
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was a short-range success but a long-range failure. 

B. Recommendations for Action by the Select Committee. 

1. Preserving: the Historical Record. ‘The Select. 

Committee. should recommend that the John Be. ined Library or. 

some other appropriate institution be established as the repository 

for all materials dealing with the assassination of President 

Kennedy and the murder of. Lee Je Harvey Oswald, including, the politica’ 

aftermath, the public re-examination of how the. Warren. Commission 
oo i 

operated, and. the relationship of other ‘investigatory agencies to th 

‘Commission. All materials should be declassified except those whos: 

publication is inconsistent \ with human aecenty. The repository 

“should be federally funded SO. ‘that: at. may collect all. ‘relevant publi 

-and- private. materials and can become @ center for, ‘serious: “scholarly 

“inquiry into the issues that have evolved from those. murders. 

2. Communicating the Select Committee" Ss. _ Conclusions. 

The Select Committee should seriously consider how. it. can use. visua’ 

as well as written means ‘to communicate its own investigatory 

process and its own findings. The media form should not be designe. 

Simply for immediate observation by the general public but should be 

"available for repeat presentations to future audiences... 

3. Future Evidence on the Murders of Kennedy and. 

Oswald. If criminal prosecution remains ‘possible for either of. 

these murders under any applicable statute of limitations, ‘-the 

Select Committee should recommend that the Attorney General of the | 

United States establish a procedure and designate an Assistant 

--16-



Attorney Geheral who will be responsible for the continued evalua~ 

tion of evidence which May establish a basis for prosecution, 

While this will undoubtedly have some consequence of encouraging 

Spurious conspiracy claims, it will have the beneficial result of 

affirming the Federal government's continuing desire to ascertain 

the truth. Periodic presentations to a Special Grand Jury may be 

appropriate, 

4. Investigating Future Political Murders. The 

Select Committee should use its own investigation aS an opportunity 

to make recommendations on how future political murders should be 

investigated. In making those recommendations it should recognize 

the need to achieve the following goals: ° 

a. to ascertain the truth; 

b. to preserve the integrity of governmental 

agencies and decision-making against disruption by groups or 

individuals who seek to use uncertainties surrounding the political 

murders in order to achieve results not justified by the weight of 

evidence: 

¢. to protect the civil liberties of individuals 

and groups who may become the objects of popular suspicion but) 

against whom no violations of law can be proved in a gjecicial 

proceeding; 

d. to communicate accurately, honestly, and 

effectively to the American public the results of any investigation 

and the reasons for reaching those results; , 

e. to maintain responsibility for continuing 

investigations in the hands of trusted, unbiased, and competent 

-17-



persons who have public accountability rather than leaving the 

‘field to be occupied solely by private vigilante groups; 

f. to collect, preserve, and make available for 

historical purposes all records related to the investigation of a 

political murder; 

g- to establish the independence of any investi- 

gative commission from all existing branches of government; 

h. to obtain the widest possible political and 

public understanding of any investigation; and 

i. to protect the. National security. 

- 5. Appraising the Appropriate Means for Communicating 

or Withholding Information Affecting the President's Conduct of 

Foreign Affairs or National Security. The Select Committee should 

candidly assess the CIA's withholding of information that it had 

attempted to assassinate Fidel Castro and should recommend, how, 

in the future, any information should be handled which is relevant 

to domestic assassination but whose disclosure might threaten the 

national security or interfere with the conduct ‘of foreign affairs 

by the President. 

Burt W. Griffin 
Cleveland, Ohio 

September 28, 1978 

-18-
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With its careful language and deliberaté tentativeness surrounding the 

conclusion of a probably conspiracy, the HSC chose to be candid about some of 

it's ‘Mmitations. . But other ‘imitations, perhaps more important in ‘the long | 

run, are not advertised. They are, Felated | to: the most striking structural feature 

of the | report: itisa set of findings, zg with explanatpry text. It is not 

ao chonological reconstruction of what happened: nor does it deal systenattestiy 

with ‘the criticisms of the old _no- conspiracy conclusions of the Warren Report. 

Nor does it reflect the organization of the HSC's own. investigation. 

We'll look at the effect of the HSC's decision to wtructure the report like 

this later, and show how sortie > weaknesses of the RSC « case, are “obvious from a. close 

analysis of their report. I ‘mean, there are a, lot of things left out, which 

aren! t obvious. if you don't know a little about, the history of the x HSC and 

of the case; the report cuperfickally looks ‘tightly organized, but thisgs are not 

so simple. ! _ | 

| First, here are e the Comtttee's. s findings. Maybe this goes in: the back, but . 

I think it shouldn' t. Maybe a ‘separate chapter - Report, ‘Findings, with a graf or 2 

as introduction. ] ALL of the sc’ 's- conclusions and assertions: of fact, as voted 

on in December. 1978 and eleaned te to. the ‘Press, are. reproduced, verbatim. “When. We - 

get down to furkther detail, we! ‘1 (always?) quote the “descript tve title of the 

subection, from the tabée of contents of the ‘Teport, and frequently, add a sentence _ 

or two. sumarizxing the HSC s findings of. fact. ] - (SEE SEPARATE PP, - "REPORT-FINDINGS) 

This stricture is quite dffferent from the Warren Report, which had narrative os 

chapters on the assassination, Oswald's detention and death, Oswald's” background, ete. 

Certainly the HSC had no obligation to repeat the non-eontroversial parts of the WR, . 

-so.I guess there's ‘nothing | to be gained from this ¢ comparison. [strike this graf. 1 

, The HSC report is, mfortunately, harder kmx to find your way about ain than ie 

_the Warren Report. ‘The WR was. eritizted - even in a letter to the NYT from someone 

at the NYT index - for having only a name index to its report and testimony. The 

HSC report has no name index at all! It’s so difficult to find the footnotes which 

go with a page of text that one must suspect that. the HSC was not eager to have 

dagens nf eritiree trewina fa ehank aitiall fen Enahanenc.
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The HSC's supporting volumes compare badly in completeness to. the WR's 

' 26 volumes. The WC published all it&s hearings (5 volumes) , depositions (10 

‘volunes), exhibits used in the hearings G vols. ); exhibits used in depositions: G vols), 

andxexhthitn The. last 5 ‘volumes are exhibits: ~ mostly FBL reports and other raw, 

data, in 1 quite medited forn, which were cited in the ain report. | _ 

The HSC ‘published all its public hearings, with the exhibits introduced. ‘there. 

(5 volumes). x. But only some of. the executive session “testimony and depositions | 

are published. ‘There is not even a “List of all the witnesses! Reflecting the 

“Comittee! s special interests, there are many depositions £ from possible org. crime 

figures, including Ruby associates; there are conspicuously few from on sensitive 

intelligence matters (and quite a ‘few from Warren Conimission staff lawyers). 

| The. next 3° ‘volumes: contains seééntific reports, from the panels on Photograph¥c 

evidence, “medical evidence, firedrms, acoustics, polyeraphy, handwriting, add | 

fingerprints. These volumes include 1 many exhibits. 

| ‘The tast 4 volumes ineludex xkix staff reports; some. have maxy exhibits, some 

have. none. The largest iu volume is devoted to organized crime; the 12 repats | 

in the last volumes ‘cover such topies « as. anti-Castro Cubans, Oswald in New Orleans, — 

, DeMohrenschildt,_ and WNosenko. - : | , | , 

‘Some of the. staff E reports - ens Bes ‘Cubans - are x rich in detail, far more provocative 

than the report. On the other hand, in some areas of thexe report there are no . 

staff reports at ‘all. re., the. FBI's investigation. Dy “In fact. - most remarkable - 

not all the evidence cited in. the Teport is: in the ' "supporting" volumes. Some is 

classified, and some is simpy not, there. 

The Warren Commission apparently expected that nobody would bother to compare. 

tis its report with its own published evidence. After 15 ‘years af critical acti viy, a 

the HSC. as ‘pot about to ) make that. mistake. They may have made another one, which 

may turn out to have a serious effect on. its long-term credibility. 

What the WC chose not to publish was sent to the Archives, where xk most of it 

has been released; exex all the withheld material is reviewed every 5 years, and 

it is subject to citizen requests under the Freedom 6f Informatton Act. The HSC's_ 
3
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goodies are presumably being preserved, but unlessxti Congress takes action, 

( we can expect that nothing more will be released for years. (Confressional 

records are not subject to the FOTIA. ) 

In 1964, Earl Warren raised a lot of eyebrows by saying that everything would 

be made public, but maybe not in our lifetimes. We still can only speculate about 

exactly what he had in mind. 

In fairness to the Committee, privacy considerations - including the Privacy 

Act of 197_ - make if difficult to release stuff, especially raw FBI reports. 

Although it is arguable how well the HSC respected the privacy rights of the Likes 

of Marcello and the Ray Brothers - and, more to the point, Marguerite Oswald - 

they clearly did worry about this and we can$t %sk just deme dump on them for 

what they did. Still, it's true that there is probably more evidence on the JFK 

ass'n withheld now €thanks to other investigations too, not just the HSC) than there 

ever was before. 

So, what can one deduce from the structure of the report? First, it hides 

the historical fact thers that the conspiracy conclusion - based on the physical 

evidence, which comes. first in the report - did not really serve to guide the | 

investigation which led to the conclusions about who might have done it. That is, 

all the evidence implicating the Mafia and exculpating the U.S. government agencies 

was gathered before tke Weiss and &schkenazy persuaded the HSC that there were two 

gunmen "4g5complaing, apput, this 7 see dissent), been different if they had 

knwa decided early that there were two gunmen. They would, presumably, have looked 

at all the Dealey Plaza evidence in a different way. Maybe they weuld eveh have 

oe ~done what the critics had been urging - look ath the possibility that Oswald himself 

| had been framed. Once you are sure there were two gunmen, the pax probabilty of 

that goes up greatly. , 

, To be specific: Rep. Dodd properly urged that the acoustics analysis be repeated 

C on the 3 shots from the rear. What if that probed that one or two of those shots 

didn't come from Oswald's window, but say from another building? Qwx So what, you 

might say; once you know there were two gunman, what would another one prove? Not so & -
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the 3 spent cartridges a found @ - allegedly - at the Oswald window would be 

clear evidence of an attempt to pin more of the blame on that gunman - hardly 

something Oswald woudd do if he were wittingly conspiring with another lone nut. 

Maybe thermzksx HSC could come up with some innocent explanation, but it's something 

they would have had to consider. 

Some press accounts reported on the HSC's findings as if they believed there 

was a second gunman, but were sure he wasn't a Russian, an FBI agent, etc. That's 

the way the report reads, but that's etawk clearly not what happened. They became 

convinced that the Russians, etc. were not the second gunman before they learned 

there was one. 

More generally, the Report doesn't seem to reflect the HSC's investigative 

plan. There certainly was one - Rep. Edgar often referred to it during the public 

hearings. Witnesses from the 1964 investigations were politely berated for not having 

had a proper investigative plan. Certainly the WC has properly been criticized 

for its initial division of the investigation into 6 areas, including,} in essence, 

who was the assassinakzm and why did Oswald do it. I certainly expected that 

the HSC's investigative plan would be prominently highlighted in the report. It's 

not - there is a general discussion of the organization of the investigation, but 

nothigg substantavex ~ and there isn’t even an investigative plan in the volumes! 

I guess I'1l have to ask Rep. Edgar for a copy. {[Seriously, folks - let’s.] It 

is an important document ~- will it confirm that little attention was paid to a 

“possible frameup of Oswald, or to impooper activities by the DPD in connection 

with Oswald as well as Ruby? | 

On the mattker of the federal agencies, the report hides a key assumption. 

The agencies are generally criticized for their post-ass'n investigation, aadx in 

ekeax section D. Section C ~ who did it - clears the FBI, CIA, and S8 from any 

involvement in the assassination. Most of the space is devoted to arguing that 

Oswald wasn't an FBI or CIA 4nformant; the report also comments on other possible 

direct involvement, such as the @Eaxa Ss arragging a motorcade past the TSBD, or 

someone tampering with the autopsy material. Fair enough, as far as it goes, I guess. 

Mnet of tha allacatiane nf federal we acency tnwnlwamant are nretrty. flak. Rut
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a even if Oswald had been the lone gunman, the significance of an informant 

relationship would be £ different. I mean, khe if Hoover wanted to knowk off 

JFK, he wouldn't use an. FBI informant, right? The kind of scenario critics (e. g- PLE) 

have been raising is that someone outside the FBI who knew that Oswald had been 

an informant would have spotted him asa perfect patsy, in that the 2 relationship, 

would inhibit the FBI from a proper post~ass' n investigation. Better the HSC had 

just said, we've gotten ‘no credible evidence/allegations that the agencies were 

directly involved, and-°* put the question of their relationship with Oswald where 

it belonged ~ that is, can you learn anything from ‘the post-ass’ n inv'n about what 

who had something té hide hk which might really have: led back to the perpetrators. 

(Really ought to quote PDS or someone £ax fron the critics conf. ‘here. ) 

Rhe Next key structure-relatéd flaw: ‘The report Separated “Ogwald did it" 

from ' ‘the mob could have done- fee There is no coherent - biography of Oswald. 

How can the left-wing ideologue of Ps 61 be. the point - man : of a sob consptzary 

on P. xi 169887 (Quote Carl from tthe next newsletter, ) Maybb it is possible 

to tie ‘this all together, although at doubt it. Below, we' "1 Look. in some detail 

at some possible key points ‘of the HSC' s implied reconstrostion. ail, Ferrie, etc.) 

But, alas, the HSC has shunned Ats responsibility to deal with this prbblen. 

There are two ‘parts of the “report which are strinking an. part. because they 

depart foom the overall structure. First, we have some text which doesn’ t relate 

toa finding. Several seckian parts of the section k entitled "cra," " Gn which that 

agency is cleared, in fact relates to military intelligence agencies. But the 

. HSC finding clears only the BL, cra, and ss. Does. someone have. ‘some serious _- 

suspicions of mailitary Intelligence involvement, ¢ or “is that just a nslip? Nore 

on the facts below. : | 

Secondly, there are some findings without text. ‘The Committee voted to include 

findings that the FBI properly investigatad Oswald before the. ass "n, and that both 

the FBI and the WC "conducted a thorough and professional investigation” into Oswald's 

guilt. But there is not a word of text to support this! (See pp. 239, 239 256.) 

These are the only sections where the report departs from the format of ext text after
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each finding. In the case of the FBI, there is not even a staff report on the 

subacxe subjectk. We really should ask people on the staff, but the obvious 

interpretation is _that the staff was. umable to some up with. a _ discussion supporting 

that finding. Not only have the eritics been disputing that for years, but even 

the Schweiker Report. conxtudedt. was quite critical of the FBI s pre-ass 'n LHO inv’ Te 

Re Insert rhetoric here. This is significant - - Oswald may be guilty | as sin, but 

this is clearly a political Finding. Limits to. what, the HSC could do. Etc. 

R[Russ - I suggest that everything you type be double spaced - some ££ of it may 

not ever have to be retyped!]
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Before commenténg on the HSC's assessment of the performfnne of the FBI (and 

other federal agencies), I must. admit a certain bias. JI have written in this 

area, and both my published and unpublished work was available to the Committee. 

When the FBI files were released at the end of 1977, it was rake clear that they 

contained, if not a smoking gun, an immense amount of information about the FBI's 

pre-assassination investigation of Oswald, and the investigation of the ass'n, 

in the ak latter case supplementing the internal papers of the Warren Commission, 

already available, which clearly established the adversarial relationship between 

them, and the papbability that there was a subsequent substantive limiting of the 

investigation. Only the HSC, I thought, had access to the unsanitized files, and - 

the resourses to systematically sift through this material. 

The HSC's work, juding foom the report and the volumes, is certainly disappointing. 

Trying to be nonjudgmental, the best I can say is that it was aye an area of extremek 

sensitivity. As already noted, the Report's finding that the pre-ass'n inv'n of 

Oswald was "adequate," and the invetigation of Oswald's guilt "thorough and professional," 

is not supported by any test in the report. The conclusion that the Bureau "failed 

to investigate adequately the possibility of a conppiracy” is supported by a brief 

analysis of organizational problems, Hoover's personal belief that Oswadl wasx alone, 

and only a few examples. The primary reason for this conclusion i=xkxkhe seems to 

be the HSC's determination that there was in fact a conspiracy; in that case, the 

-FBI's investigation must have been inadequate. As Chairman Stokes put it, asa 

consequence of the conspiracy finding,% “we were dorced to make the harsh judgment 

that the original investigations were seriously flawed." (7/18 press conf., p. 3.) 

This is not the place to go into all the evidence of a flawed investigation 

which the Report does not de4l with; it would take too long, and I would prefer to 

see their internal reports — maybe most of Sy tesues have been explained away. X(unlikely 

I would like to focus on the one FBI issue where the HSC report provides much new 

information ~ the Huskyxk appearance of the name of FBI Agent Hosty in Oswld's notebook. 

Here is the Committee's summary of the sx iasue, and their conclusions: 

_"“After the assassination, Dallas police found Oswald's address book among his 
possesssionsy and turned it over to the FBI in Dallas. It containexd FBI
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Special Agent Hosty's name, address, telephone number and car license plate 
number. Dalks FBI agents recorded some of the entries in the address book 
and, on December 23,, 1963, sent a report to the Warren Commission. tars [[Sic; 
report is dated 12/23, was sent to WC on xk 1/13; see below}]] This report, 
however, did not include the Hosty entry.... [Footnote omitted] 

The Committee's review of the December 23 report established the likelihood 
that & page 25 of that document, the page that logically would have contained 
the Hosty entry had it been properly included, had been retyped. (The page 
was numbered in the upper left-hand corner, whereas all other pages of the — 
report - save page 1, the retyping of which had been clearly recorded - were 
numbered at the bottom we center, In addition the horizontal margins of page 
25 were unusually wide.) [[May waat to save the details - in () - for later - PLH]] 

.-. The Committee did not accept the explanation that the Hosty entry 
was omitted from the report because # it was not of lead stenificance.... 

>», [T]he committee concluded that there was no plan by the FEI to withhold 
the Hosty entry in @swald's address book for sinister reasons.... The committee 
considered the fact, on the other hand, that information about the entry was 
withheld. One explanation might be that it was unintentional, althought the 
evidence was also consistent with an explanation that one ore more Dallas FBI 
agents sought to protect Hesty from personal embarassment — ineféectually, as 
it turned out - to exclude his name from the reporting. The committee, thoughk 
it deemed the incident regrettable, found it to be trivial in the context of the 
entire st investigation. 

It might be possible to explain what the Committee means by "trivial." If 

the investigation referred to is the Committee's, the point might be that this 

incident doesn't provide ebidence that Oswald was an FBI informant. The section 

of the report in support of the finding that the FBI was im not involved in the 

assassination deals almost exclusively with the allegation that Oswald had been an 

informantx - the Committee said there was "no credible evidence." “Absent a 

relationship wkkk between Oswald and the FBI, groupnds for suspicions of FBI 

complicity in the assassination become remote." As someone who has always felt the 

possibitity of the involvement of any agency was extremehf report, I mau would add 

that if Oswald had a formal informant relationship with any agency, that agency 

would be the least likely one to have used him in an assassination plot. What is 

ma less implausible is that conspirators outside that agency, who had knowledge of 

Oswald's relationship (perhaps through an individuals within the agency), would have 

relied on fear of exposure of that relationship to assure a limited investigation. 

Perhaps the Committee meant that the incident was trivial in the context ofkx 

the original FBI-WC investigation. is is true that the evidence withheldtrs by the 

FBI was available to the COmmission from other sources, and was later submitted by 

the FBI itself. It is also true that the entry itself does not shed light either on 

Oswald's guilt or the possibility of a conantracv. However the teeurwe nuaotianc
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talsed about the nature of the WC-FBI investigation are by now means trivial. * 

I focused on these issues in my 1972 manuscript, which the Committee had. 

An edited version follows here; && it is in its original form partly because we don! t 

have time to rewrite it, and partly. because it's good stuff, and the committee had . 

it, and you can judge their evaluation of the incident in » Light: of the questions 

I had raised, for yourself. [* - :Amone other things, this incident convinced ne 

that theré was no reason to ‘suppose that the WC would have obtained important 

information from the agencies, even if ethe staff knew that something was being 

withheld. ] SYLNA- YoU HAE Pas 

* 17 PP- of my ms: 

material, as necessary, and possibly additions of details which we now have - e.g., 

(Insert here th chapter 5, with deletions of repetitive 

on 1/25 FBI HQ asked the Dallas office about the omission.) 

The HSC report ‘does not deal. with ‘the original swomn zoe affidavits of 

Genberling and Kesler. Perhaps T had better explain my SkakERERE opinion that there 

was prima fatmeck facie evidence. afzpex$x that the page. had been retped and that 

perjury had been comitted, esperdally 4 incmowzxen now that the former seems to be 

firmly established. A prima facie. case means simply that the evidence, axuzkeex if:. 

taken at. face value and not. ‘disproved iy other information, not then known to me» 

indicated that the affidavits were falase. Perkjury Tequitres thezkamebiags deliberately 

false. swearing to material facts, so L am certainly in no position to claim that 

a case has been proven. The issue interests me know as an example of the degree to 

which facts were withheld within the Bureau, presumably to aboid Hoover's wax wrath, 

If this information was withheld, can he we be sure that anything known oaly to one 

or two field agents would have property been ported to FBI HQ and to the Warren 

‘Commission? . ¥ 

“Nonetheless, the issue of faase statements does exist. The HSC report does” 

present iwo versions of the testimony of the FBI agents to the Committee. The 

original testimony was given in November 1977 and is not only unpublished but 

claséified. In it, each agent appxeass to have essentially xe affirmed his 1964 

position. The later, different testimony came about because the FBI had done a 

Fennec = ow ee . ze of ws .. . -
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are unpublished, and the description of them is somewhat unclear, but among other : 

‘things they do establish that some copies of the. December 23 report did include 

the Hosty entry. — 

Specifically, the FBI investigation (started whontae the Committee told 1d the . 

Bureau of the agents' testimony) uncovered a "Eicker" copy of the report apa at 

headquarters. £tkux "Tickler," the ‘Teport explains, " “refers to a cop of a CE, report 

that is Placed : in a. file’ for the purpose of reminding the. file keeper of further 

action that must be taken" on the ‘Subject. The Report does not. explain in | which file 

the ticKer copy was found, nor does it specify if a copy of ‘the entire report (over 

799 pages) was included, | which would be strange. ~The tickler does. contaén ‘the Hosty 

entry on page 25. It remains unclear what other differences there, ares. an E FBI . 

report, quoted by 1 the ‘Report, indicates that there was'a ‘second dictation of the 

entire notebook = a: lead kt sheet voldSbs!eteoudaateestaal saftrhert sHlfleRery 

omitted the Hosty. entry, ince: it was, not an investigative lead. . It renains wiclear 

~ how the ‘later, “lead sheet" version becaine a part of the report for the | Warren ; 

Commission. especially 4f the HSC report is correct in. Stating that the tokder item 

is x "a copy of the. Decénber 23, ‘report,"” rather than just. the part Listing, the notebook. 

‘SA Gemberling ' ‘was. unable to. explain the origin ‘of. the headayarters tickler. copy." 

“Thex@mmmi tama Even fingerprint tests were done ;" they. did not indicate who had worked 

on the tickler copy." e | , | 

The FBI investigation tumed up another relevant document - instructions from HQ 

to Dallas, dated Decenber ll, which x "seemed to verify ese s instructions 1 were to 

set out investigative leads, not the entire contents. This" led Cemberling 1 to. correct 

his recollection, and now say that another SA, ok himslef, “had given the instructions | 

to Kesler. to" ‘transcribe’ ‘the address book. 

The Report nakes ‘no comment on the - revisions in the testimony, other to note. ‘that 

Kesler’, s changes were "substantial" (based | on his. teview of the + newly discovered | 

documents.) For some reason, the Report does not. given the names of the ; agents, 

although the question of various WC staff members does include the namexs (and 

revekals that the Copmifte was aware of the 1964 sworn affidavits.) [[Don't ‘spell out perjur 

’
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| As already noted, the Committee concluded that the FBI had no plan to withhold 

the entry "for sistister reasons. This conclusion was based on several factors, 

the most important of which was the discovery of the tickley mapig copy of the 

December 23, 1963 report." (AR £#8-189-190) I don't undergstand this, since the 

existence of the tickler copy is strong evidence of sugkxsx intent to withhold.& 

A footnote explains what this sentence may have been indended to mean: "The , 

leadership of the FBI as of 1978 »wax [sic - just one comma — tis last-minute changes? ] 

was deserving of credit, in the committee's estimate [sic-s/b estimation], for its 

efforts to find the exaghk truth about the Hest entry in Oswald's address book. The 

committee doubted that the tickley copy of the December 23 memornadum would have 

been found if FBI. officials had not been interested in resolving the mss issue." 

To which the eynical could reply ~ could not the FBI hase assumed that the HSC staff 

would have been competent to find the tickler copy, or otherwise resolye the issue, on 

itks own? 

The Report includes a series of assertions, all without citations, in support 

of the absence of a sinister plan: "The committee also learned that Hosty dictated 

two memoranda [to whom? ] in December 1963 [which dates] that included the fack that 

his name and address were in Oswald's address book. In addition, FBI headquarters was 

aware of the Hosty entry in the address book [i.e., the tickler?]; it had been made 

public by the media [before December 237], and the FBI had[sic] advised the WC of it 

on January 27, <2%k 1964 [elearly prompted by the appearance of the Texans with the 

allegation that Oswald was tufmymakienx an informant. ] 

I don't believe that there was an FBI "plan" to withhold the Hosty entry "for 

sinister rgamz reasons." (BI don't think I bawe ever have beleivedy that, really.) 

But the way the a facts have emerged raise a more disturbing question - if there 

was a plan by the FBI, or some other agency, to wi thhol S9PSeES about the Kennedy 

assassination - facts akawzk which we have not leamed about from the Church Committee 

or the agents involved or the WC. critics - what are the odds that thés Committee would 

have ferreted them out? Do those odds justify the Commistee's conclusion that the 

FBI and the WC properly investimted Oswald's guilt? You be the juty. 

[Can add - more from PLH memo, pp. 466-8 of "The Ass's.” Russ — read it?] [END]
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In the fall of 1977, the FBI began releasing over 100,000 pages wk from 

its files on the assassination. {HW et al. had been suing; this is stuff the WC 

never saw; the press found no smoking guns in a couple of days, ete. - could use 

the chrono. format to make a couple of obvious points here.] A couple of early 

documents revealed, inter much alia, that Army Intelligence in Texas had a pre-ass'n 

file an Oswald. To some critics, this was one of the more provocative leads in 

the FBI documents. Here is a summary of the HSC's analysis: 

(On November 22, x9@& 1963, Lt. Col. Robert E. Jones gave the FBI desailed information on Oswald.] This information suggested the existence of a military intelligence file on Oswald and raised the possibility that he had intelligance associations of some kind....The Committee's investigation revealed that military intelligence officials had opened a file on Oswald because he was perceived as a possible counterintelligence threat {[i.e., a Russian/Cuban spy?]... (Jones) believed that Oswald first came to his attention in mid-1963 zzxx through information [from] the N.0. Police Department [aout Oswald's FPCC activities.]... Placed in this (Army) file were documents and newspaper articles.... B[Right after the asssassination, Jones went to his office at Fr. Sam Houston, newr San Antonio, and] contatted MIC (Military Intelligence Group) personnel in Dallas and instructed them to intensify their liaisons (sic) with Federal, State and.local agencies and to report back any information obtained. a£ [After aphone call mentioning A.J. Hidell, Jones checked the indices, pulled (47 22203) the Oswald—Hidell file, and called the RE FBI, both in San Antonio and Dallas, ( summarizing the documents in the file. ] 
[Jones prepared after-action reports, including information with the Army's © SS liaisons. The FBI and the WC never interviewed him; he volunteered no firther intofmztion to the agencies: he said he was not told to withheld anything. THe HSC found his testimony credible. ] 
[The Defenese Dept. never gave the WC this file; it was routinely destroyed in 1973. ((Different file?)) The committee concluded: ] 
"The committee fonnd this ‘routine! destruction of the Oswald file exremely troublesome, especially when viewdd in light of the Department of Defense's failure to make this file available to the WC. Despite the credibilitys of Jones’ testimony, without access to this file, the question of Oswald's possible affikiation with military intelligence could not be fully resolved." 

Interesting enough, but there's lots morex. The Committee referred to, but 

did not publish, a memo I prepared in October 1977, when the new FBI documents came 

out. Since we will get into the questions the HSC report didn't in this area, it's 

worth quoteing my memo at length, so you don't have to rely on my opinion that these 

additional questions were brought to light clearly enough. (Insert here most of PLH's 

4-page memo.) 
| 

( oo [Next: the HSC info, on specifics in my memo —- their source, only Jones (not the 

docs, not other files). Problems raised — detailed analysis of their info. Then 

observations off the loc'n of this in the report ~ CIA section, no clearing (but it was in Inquiry, etc.) Then, more (old) army stuff —- PDS/anson material, then the Kail coincidence



ARMY INTELLIGENCE, A.J. HIDELL, AND THE FBI , Paul L. Hoch 

October 8, 1977 

Some just- -released FBI documents appear to provide significant leads about: 
(1) the role played by Army Intelligence in events surrounding the 

assassination; 
(2) conflicting evidence on how the authorities learned of, and reacted 

to, Oswald's use of the name A:. J. Hidell. 

BACKGROUND: 
Previously available evidence. about Army Intelligence is. discussed in 

Section I of "Government Documents and the John F. Kennedy: Assassination," 
by Peter Dale Scott. (See ‘also Anson, pp. 284-5) ‘Scott points. out that the 
head of a local Army Intelligence. Unit helped seléct an. interpreter for Marina 
Oswald's crucial early interviews; Army Intelligence agent James Powell was 
inside. the TSBD when the rifle was found; dn Army Intelligence, agent ‘was with 
SA Hosty before the assassination; and various interesting Dallas Police 
officers were members of the Army Intelligence ‘Reserve. Most provocatively, 
Don Stringfellow of the DPD intelligence unit told the. Army's 112th Intelligence 
Group that Oswald was a card-carrying Communist who had defected to Cuba; 
this false information was included in a mysterious cable from the Army to the 
U.S. Strike Command on the evening of November. 22. 

Chapter 6 of Sylvia Meagher’ s book is devoted to the Hidell problem. 
Meagher argued persuasively that there was a. need for "a complete and convincing 
explanation of why the Dallas police and the other official agencies” acted for 
at least 24 hours as if there were no Hidell {draft} card. [found: in Oswald's 
wallet. when he was arrested] and no Hidell. " “(PR.. 198) - She concluded that the 
"actions, statements, and [contemporary] _ reports" of ‘the’ Dallas Police: witnesses 
who claimed that the forged Hidéll: card. was found on Oswald Ware: completely at 
odds. with the later testimony, which must | raisé the possibility, of perjury and 
collusion." (Page 198; see especially ‘pp. .185- 191, and 0' Toole, Chapter 9.) 

“While I: have not yet reviewed my files to. see if any” “relevant - evidence has been 
‘released since the 26 volumes were’ ‘published, I am not: familiar with anything 
which. invalidates Meagher's analysis. 

Meagher noted that the only contemporaneous report indicating the: existence 
of the: Hidell card on November 22 is the report by, FBI SA Manning Clements on 

chis. interrogation of Oswald that evening. “Meagher found it puzzling that. the 
contents of: Oswald's wallet happened to “be available | ‘to Clements ‘at that interview. 

EVALUATION OF THE NEW INFORMATION: ues on 
“- * The new “FBI. documents ‘indicate that. ‘Army Intelligence leamed Of the Hidell 
card suspiciously soon - within an hour and a half of Oswald" s arrest. 

By matching this one bit of. information with.a record in ‘San Antonio Army 
files about the alleged distribution of: "Hands off Cuba": literature by A. J. 
Hidell, the Army was.able to produce, very promptly, the. name of. an apparent 
political associate “(and possible co-conspirator) of Oswald's. 
In fact, by bringing this information to the attention of. the. FBI, Arny 

“Intelligence guaranteed that there would be FBI interest in Hidell. 
~~ Specifically, Army Intelligence’ prompted the FBI interest in’ the. ‘Widell 

‘draft card. The information provided by the Army apparently. led directly to 
the Clements interview of Oswald, a fact not reflected in Clements’ “testimony. 

If.there was in. fact conspiratorial intent.in. either: the actions: of ‘certain 
Army Intelligence people around the. time of the assassination, or the actions of 
the Dallas Police relating to the Hidell draft card, the new: information: in these 
documents should allow a focusing - of ‘the investigation. 

DETAILS: 
‘In summary, the contents of the new documents are as follows: 
At 3:15 p.m. on November 22, the FBI in San Antonio was contacted by Lt. 

Col. Robert E. Jones, Operations Officer of the 112th Army Intelligence Group. 
(This was about an hour and a quarter after Oswald's arrest, about 45 minutes q 
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after the first interrogation session started, and just about the time that 
FBI agents joined in the interrogation. (WR 612) That is, by any standards 
Jones' contact with the FBI was early.) Jones said that they had learned 
"through news broadcasts" that Oswald had been arrested and was a suspect in 
the assassination. 

Jones gave the FBI information from Army Intelligence files in three cities. 
Corpus Christi (and/or San Antonio) had newspaper articles on Oswald's defection 
and return. (This seems perfectly routine; what is odd is that the Dallas’ Police 
did not have any. files on Oswald, ) The Army in New Orleans knew of ‘Oswald! s 
arrest "for distributing pro-Cuban literature." The two most interesting 
sentences relate to information in.San Antonio: 

“When arrested today in: Dallas, according to information. he [Jones] has 
received, Oswald was carrying a | Selective Service card. having the name of Alex 
Hidell. We : s 

"Jones stated INCT- fi. e., “aray Intelligence] records here ‘Tsan_ Antonio] 
reflect a reference to Ana [sic; should. have been "an A."] J. Hidell who 
reportedly has been distributing "Hands off Cuba’ literature." . 

The FBI in San Antonio. sent a. teletype message. to the Director's Office 
about an hour after the contact with Jones, at. 4:25 p.m. CST (5:25 p.m. EST). 
(The time of the contact is. not mentioned: in .the teletype, but is given in a 
letterhead memo prepared ‘the ‘Same day. ) A handwritten note. on the’ teletype 
from. San Antonio reads. "Have field locate & interview Alex Hidell & Ana J Hidell." 

-At 9:21 p.m. CST (10:21 p.m. EST) , the FBI in Washington notified Dallas 
_ and New Orleans of. the: unsuccessful - -pre-assassination. attempt in New Orleans 
to identify. Hidell. Referring to. the information. provided by Jones, Washington. 
ordered these: field offices to, "make every effort to develop. further information 
‘concerning. Alex Hidell, Ana Hidell A. J, Hidell. If located: interview 

: thoroughly concerning any knbwiedge: or possible participation . in plot ‘to 
assassinate the President." . 
ce & find it noteworthy that.. the result of the contact. with Army Intélligence 
in San Antonio was. to: force. the: veinto.. consideration’ of Hidell asa ‘possible 
participant in a conspiracy. (The ew. Orleans. FBI knew before the assassination 

- that Hidell's. name had: appeared. fe) me: of. ‘Oswald's papers, and. had’ unsuccessfully 
tried “to locate hin, but this:was quite possibly not. known: “to the Army in Texas.) 

in this "urgent! teletype. fron Washington, Dallas was specifically. told.to 
"immediately obtain full informat: on concerning “Selective Service card in name 
of Alex Hidell which, was alleg sic]. in possession. .of Oswald." This. suggests: 

that. as of 9: 30 p. n., the FBI, 1 ° this. ‘card only. through Army ‘Intelligence. 
At about ‘10..p. n., SA. Clements, did in. fact, interview. Oswald. and list the contents | 
of his wallet. AES 

QUESTIONS AND LEADS: a re : 
265) Exactly what did Army : Intelligence “know about Hidell and Oswald before 

the ‘assassination, and what were the. ‘sources? ae 
“Certainly the files from San: ‘Antonio, “Corpus Christi, and New Orleans 

should be examined, to.see if ‘they. ‘contain anything other than what was reported 
to the FBI. What about Dallas and: other. cities, especially in Texas? =" 

‘The report that Hidell was. distributing "Hands off Cuba" literature is 
interesting, in that it implies. that ‘the person involved was. not identified (in 
the records) as Oswald. Thus, the: source could not. have. > been (fer: example) the» 
FBI reports on Oswald in New Orleans. 

One’ possibility is: that the. “Army learned of a handbill. bearing Hidell's name 
and New Orleans P.O. Box which had been picked up by Martin Abelow in June 1963 
and turned over to. the Security Office vat NASA in Houston. °(I have a fairly. 
‘complete file on this incident, which is the only one involving Hidell but not 
Oswald which has come to my mind. ) 
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(2) When and from whom did the Army learn about the Hidell card? 
_ Meagher's book discusses in detail the testimony of the Dallas Police 

officers who supposedly knew of the card on November 22. If any of these 
men were privately passing information to Army Intelligence within an hour 
or so of Oswald's arrest, the implications should be very carefully considered. 

Certainly all the people involved in the actions of Army Intelligence 
around the time of the assassination are potentially key witnesses. One of 
them might provide a breakthrough into some kind of conspiracy. 

The Dallas Army files in particular should be looked at closely. I don't 
know of any researcher who has requested them under the FOI Act. 

I would like to know if Army Intelligence was getting a full report on 
the questioning of Oswald. Given the general absence of official reaction to 
the Hidell card, the passing on of this bit of information, either by itself 
or with other "major" leads, is intriguing. (By the way, the name on the card 
is Alek, not Alex, but it would be easy to misread.) 

Incidentally, Jones' statement to the FBI that Oswald "had traveled 
extensively in Russia” strikes me as being a familiar phrase. (I'm not sure 
that assertion is correct, and I wouldn't have made it, but it could easily 
be a normal interpretation of reports which were circulating right after Oswald's 
arrest.) Perhaps some of my colleagues will be able to locate other uses of 
the phrase "traveled extensively in Russia;" that might be helpful in tracing 
the flow of information. 

(3) Who prompted the contact between the Army and the FBI, and why? 
Obviously, this question reflects my suspicion that there was more going 

on than meets the eye. ‘ . 

(4) What were the actual circumstances of Clements' interview of Oswald? 
Did the FBI then, or does it now, suspect the claim that the Hidell card was 
found in Oswald's billfold? 

Clements testified to the Warren Commission that he was in the DPD homicide 
bureau for some reason he did not recall; that he asked SA Bookhout if anyone 
had obtained a detailed physical description and background information from 
Oswald; and that Bookhout suggested he do so. Clements said that he talked 
with Oswald, and that when Oswald was taken out for a lineup, he examined the 
contents of his wallet. (7H320) 

In light of the "urgent" teletype message of 9:21 p.m., Clements' account 
of how he more or less drifted into this interview at about 10 p.m. simply 
does not ring true. 

In fact, the first substantive point in Clements’ report on this interview 
(WR 614-8) is that Oswald declined to explain his possession of the Hidell card; 
that is what one would expect if the interview was the result of the orders 
from Washington. 

I am, naturally, curious to know if Clements or anyone else in the FBI 
suspected that the Hidell card might have been planted on Oswald, or if he 
felt that Army Intelligence was trying to push the FBI too hard to go after 
Hidell. The Dallas FBI file might be helpful here. Certainly Clements should 
be asked about his testimony. 

Two incidental points: the Hidell certificate of service card, said by 
Curry to have been found in Oswald's wallet, is not mentioned in Clements' 
report. (See Curry, p. 98.) Also, Clements did notice that the Hidell draft 
card was "obviously fictitious" because it contained a photograph. It is not 
at all clear why Oswald would want sucha card. Fred Newcomb and I have done 

’ some work along the lines of a hypothesis mentioned in Meagher's book (p. 194); 
I am willing to speculate that Oswald might have ordered his weapons using a 
false name and with obviously false identification on instructions, thinking that 
he was helping with the investigation being carried out by the Dodd Committee 
of the Senate into mail-order sales of firearms. 
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(5). Why did the Army Intelligence files never reach the Warren 
Commission? . 

Perhaps a careful review of all Army Intelligence files on Oswald in the 
pre-assassination and immediate post~assassination periods will provide the 
answer. , 

As far as I-know, the Warren Commission never realized that the Army had any 
relevant pre-assassination material. While a copy of the November 22 cable 
to the Strike Command was included in the 0.N.1. file, it was not, as far as 
I know, submitted directly by the Army. 

Sam Stern of the Warren Commission staff did realize that the initial 
routine request for all pre-assassination Defense Department files was not 
being complied with. In an attempt to be sure that he had all Defense 
Department records, Stern wrote a rather blunt letter im March.. Within five 
days, the Defense Department said that all known material on Oswald had been 
furnished to the Commission, a statement which was clearly false (and not 
just because of the Army Intelligence files). An examination of internal 
Defense Department communications immediately after the assassination might 
be helpful. 

Any request for files to the Army should specify the name of Harvey Lee 
Oswald, as well as other variants of Oswald and Hidell. The appearance of 
"Harvey Lee Oswald" in various post-assassination documents, such as the cable 
to the Strike Command, might be of some help in the tracing of sources. It may 
reflect a pre-assassination file in that name held by someone, such as the Law 
Enforcement Intelligence Unit (see Q'Toole's article) or Army Intelligence. 

I am sending out a few copies of this memo in its present somewhat unpolished 
form because I think these new FBI documents are worth some immediate attention. 
I would prefer that the recipients not distribute it further without checking 
with me. This is one of those areas where my feeling is that a little official 
investigation would be more valuable than whatever press or public reaction we 
might be able to generate. Of course, I would be glad to discuss any of this 
information further.
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heard of both Hidell and Oswald. and then pulled two files. ‘But this. should 
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[Russ - Perhaps it would be best to insert here pnly the first page and a half 

of my memo. Then proceed as follows:] 

My memo then set forthe the following questions @(on which more below) : 

(1). Exactly what aid Army Intelligence know about Hidell and Oswald before 
the assassination, and what wkere the sources? 

(2). When and from whom did the Army learn about the. Hidell card? - 
(3). Who prompted. the contact. b tween the Army and. the ‘FBI, and why? 
(8) What were the. actual circumstances of Clements’ interview. wikk of , 

Oswald? | “Did the FBI then, or does it now, suspect the elain that the. Hidell ecard 
was found in Oswald's billfold?. 

(5) Why did the Army Intelligence files never reach the Warren Commission? 

We" 1¥ deal with each of these questions in turn.  Riceicy With regard « to @), 

I speculated about the possible sources, based on the FBI records indicating that - 

the Arniy did not say that Hidell was an Oswald alias: . [Insert test from (1) in meio here. 

The account given to the Committee by Jones differs from the FBI documents in 

a number of significant details. ‘The Committee gives: only. Jones' ‘Version, 1 not 

quoting or even citing the FBI - documents. There is. a peculiar footnote: 

“Questions: had been raised about: the contents of some .FBI communications on 

‘November - 22, 1963, ‘that. reflected information allegedly. provided by military 
“in elligence. In his: testimony; Jones clarified several points. and corrected 

_ Several errors. in: these communications." (AR 222). 

: Tat is. all the Report. has to say about. the FBI. documents it, doesn’ t even . indicate 

why Jones! ecollection, in ‘the absence of the. files, ' was. apparently accepted. on . 

| _Sameaseabderhachecs The. SC, relzing on: Jones! testimony, said that. he co 

had opened "a file under the names Lee Harvey Oswild and A. J. Rigel." on 1 11/22. 

he learned that the indexes "indicated there WH was a file on Lee Harvey Oswald, “also 

known as we J Hidell." Nox known FBI documents say, or even suggest, that. Hidell 

was an Oswald alias. A major point of my analysis is that the - Aray ‘got the ‘FBI oing 

after Hidell as a possible co-conspirator. Tt took days, as I recall, before the, 

‘FBI. coneluded that there was no > Hide.” Perhaps Jones, is simply in, ‘error, and h 

‘been pursued: if the Aray knew that ‘Bidell was an.Oswald alias, they knew something 

‘Ho: other intelligence cHency did -a | fact which would have ‘been known only” to “Oswald, 

“andx perhaps. Marina, and - of cousse - his empioyrx control agent (et there was one.) 

(*The pre~assassination FBI reports show a systematic routine name check in. an attempt 

to locate Hidell. >
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On how Jones kx heard of Hidell, the report says only that "Early that 

afternoon, he recehed a telephone cali from Dallas advising that an A. J. Hidell had been 

arrested or had come to the attention of law enforeement authorities." The Report 

suggests that Jones learned | the name - Oswald when the found the File anzk with the two 

names. This hardly satisfied | me $ here is the 2 analysis rt had given the: committee: a 

(Insert. text text. for (2)) | , 7 

Because of the: file destruction, persunably, ‘the. Committee. had BE ‘nothing | to 

say on the question of who Prompted ‘to cmy-FB1 contact, and why. I had said that 

"Obviously, this questions reflects my, suspicion. that ™ there was uxe nore gdhg on 

than meets the eye." ‘certainly Oswald being an Army Intelligence agent was ‘we far 

down. on my lise of possibilities - - had that been the case, I don' t think the Army 

would have been. ‘volunteering anything to the FBI. - : 

| The ‘conspiratorial implications I had ain mind pointed towards the: authenticity. 

of the WidelL card in Ogwald! 8 possession: | nsec text for 4) f | 

“The Committee seems to have been aterm more: disturbed by. the destruction 7 

of the file than byt ‘the implications of the contact. ae m disturbed, toos in fact, 

the situation is worse than. ‘the. Report indicates. The report simply says © that. ‘the 

“Defense Department. “never gave" the. Warren. ‘Commission. the. file, and lates e refeve 

to. the. Department's"fatture to make this file available to. ‘the Warten Comntseion.” 

“In fact, the Department falsely told the Commission it had receted. al the Oswald . 

” files, after a ‘suspicious staff tawyer raised > the issue. Cinsert text for: 5 here; 

we ci can quote from or reproduce the Stern—DoD correspondence, if needed. ) | 

4 The Dob al told the Committee about | ‘the routine destruction of Dossier AB 652876, 

on Oswald; Lee Haryey. ‘Earlier, Jack anderson (2/1) referred to 2 other destroyed 

© sem files, ZA 03685 and ZB 500928, both captioned. "Assaseination|- } President John 

z. PF. Kennedy." The Committee ite is silent about ‘hua these files, and about the: - 

distinction between files at Arny HQ and in the various field offices. Nor co they 

‘mention the possibility that copies of the Army am material was s preserved by other 

agencies, to whom copies were sent. . | | 

For example, the Report notes that "Jones believed that [his] ‘after action’ 

renortr fneluded infarmatinn ahtatnad fenm ranartra FATAA her eh 2 ta 19 mt tenn
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intelligence agenrts who performed liaison functions with the Secret Service 

in Dallas" on 11/22. (AR 222) The Committee had good reason for being interested 

in these liatson offiers. A different section of the report notes several reports 

of men who were called Secret Service agents in Dealey Plaza, when in fact none 

of the agents from the motorcade stayed there. DPD officer Joe Smith enooontered 

someone who said he was a Secret Service agent, and had some credentials. The 

Report notes that Col. Jones indicated that the 8 to 12 agents who were providing 

supplemental security ‘had identification credentials and, if questioned, would 

most £xkex likely have stated that they were on detail to the Secret Service." (AR 184) 

The Committee should have made an effort to track down these Army personnel. 

One of them could turn out to be the best witness to what happened on the grassy knoll. 

Perhaps Secret Service files would have their names; in gany case, a few inqutries 

in Dallas might have led to identifications. [[Something for Earl Golz to do!]] 

The Committee has left its interpretation of this Army Intelligence evidence 

ambiguous. When it was not dealt with in the public hearings, I asked a staff member, 

who said only that "we are aware of the Deparmtnet of Hefense." I mentioned this 

exchange in an Inquiry article [check], which may have led someone to decide that it 

had to be dealt with in the report. (That's the Innocent explanation, but strained.)) 

In the report, however, this and a couple of other points about military intelligence 

are in a section on the CIA, headed by the finding that the CIA was not involved in 

the assassination. There is no finding that military intelligence was not involved - 

but of coursemm no suggestion that the Commit tee thinks it was. From the staff reports 

on Cuban groups, it is clear [PDS-is it?] that some of the staff recognized military 

intelligence as a playing a major role in this miliey, where they were looking for 

links with Oswald. The failure to exculpate all U.S. agencies from involvement in 

the assassination is probably a slip, but it's a provocative one. If you are willing 

to entertain the idea that any agency was involved in the assassination, the an FBI, 

CIA, and ss. are hardly the only candidates. 

' My memo of October 1937 mentioned several reasons for my interest in Army 

Intelligence. Most are probably just coincidences, with innocent explanations. 

[PDS can gox into detail here if he waats.] One doeument is hard to write off as
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totally innocent. ((Add before previous sentence: The HSC has given us a new 

coincidence: Sama Kale of Army Intelligence [?] helped arrange a meeting between 

DeMohranschild's buddy and the CIA; his name was also given to Veclana, some years 

previously, as a possible contact. [PDS-fix])) On the evening of November 24, 

a cable went from the Army at Ft. Sam Houston to the U.S. Strike COmmand in Florada. 

Following up on an earlier phone callx, the Army provided background information 

on the FPCC. The cable then passed on false information from DPD assistant Chief 

Don Stringfellow, of the intelligence section, to the éffect that the killer of 

the president had defected to Cuha {[sic, not Russia] in 1959 and "is card carrying 

mEweX member of Communist party." If there is more going on then mexx meets the 

eye, we need to know more about not only information exchanged between the FBI, 

Army Intellggence, and the DPD, but the apparent intended use of that information. 

Strangely, the Committee KEES repeatedly refers to X"'the military intellgé¢ence 

file” on Oswald. The next section wa of the report makes the rather obvious 

observation that the notation "CIA 77978" on the envelope contamining a photo wm 

of Oswald in the Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI)X file is a reference cedtekgown 

cable to the Navy with that number, and does not indicate that Oswald was a CIA agent. 

[[That's really dumb!]] But the report adds:s "Again, however, the destruction of 

_the military file on Oswald prevented the committee from reeolving the question of 

Oswald's possible affiliation with military intelligence." It's fine to see that point 

repeated, but a copy of the ONI file was given to the Warren Commission and has been 

availbée fou years! 

¥ax There may have been a secret Marine Corps investigation of Oswald after 

the assassination. The report does not mention this, but a short staff report 

Exe (signed by the two top lawyers [Blakey and Cornwell] as well as one staff lawyer) 

which reports on an allegation by Larry Huff, who claimed to have been the navigator 

on a flight from Hawaii to Japan (near @xwakdkx Atsugi, where Oswald had been stationed.) 

The Committee was unable|to proved or disprove this allegation, it seems, but they 

apparently took it seriously. 

As. noted, peculiarities in the actions of the CIA, FBI, or Army around the time 

of the assassination do not suggest to me that Oswald was an agent. Some of the
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peculiarities might make sanse if one agency thought Oswald was working for another. 

¢ (((I hope I;ve made the point that the HSC's conclusion that the agencies were not 

involved in the ass "n seems to reskt largely on the, conclusion that Oswald was not. 

an agent. Itt s : fairly silly to: suspect the TA of direct involvenent, ‘but if they, 

had done it, you can be fairly certain Oswald was not an } agent or informant of shetret))) 

But there is a separate. questions = + who might Oswald have been working for when he 7 

went to Russia. The Committee deals with: the CIA's failure to debratf Oswald on his = 

return in 1962, but fails to mention a a provocative aspect of Helmsk testimony on 

this point. | | 

| The report noted a ‘CIA memo > Addicating that contact with Oswald had been 

considered (contrary to Helmks! Warren Commission testimony). [Hens wasrtt asked 

"about this in public; I rather, doubt that he nanbingrttiant knowingly lied to the we 

on this. point. ~ Lf mot, one would wonder who ‘was keeping the truth: from, him an 1964. - 

The Committee noted that interest ‘an the. Minsk radio factory where Oswld haa worked 

€ - would ‘have been logical. 1 Based’ ‘ona. ‘file. review of. other defectors, the HSC concluded 

that "the CIA did not contact ‘xeturning defectors in 1962 as’a matter of standard. 

operating procedure." 

“The CIA. told the Committee, Ip. 209) ‘thatlbetween 1958 and 1963 it "relied upon. 

the FBI both: to make. such, contacts and Teport any. significant results." Tn fact, _the 

FBI did interview Oswald. But, ‘in his: testimony, Helns gave another explanation: 

ye . Mr, Fithian: ‘The return of. a defector to the: United. States,iux as “Oswald 
did in 1962, is that - - would that trigger an action by the Agency to interview 
him? 

Mr. Helms: Normally, it. would have, except that. he would. have been regarded 
(4 AH 178) © By the Agency as a mémber m€-or ‘a’ “reserve ‘member wixbhex: from the Defense Department, 

wath and therefore adit would have been. “uP ‘to: the Navy to take him’ over and talk to. hin. 

And. agein,. a bit later: 

Mr. Goldsmith: Would standard operate procedure have called for Oswald , 
‘to “Have been ‘debriefed? 

Be Mr: Helms: I would not have thought so, Mr. Goldsmuth. I think: that the 
standard operating procedure after ‘he returned to the United States would have. 
been for the Navy to debrief him. Be 

_ Mr. Goldmsith: “Why is kx. that, sir?, ; : 
e -° Mr. Hlems: Because he had been a memebr of the Marine Corps, and I 

: believe his stayed in the Marine Reserve, if I am not mistaken. [He was given 
an undesirable discharge while he was in the USSR - PLH (check)] But in any 
event, the unserstanding were that military officers were handlgd by the intell- | 
-igence organs of the Defense Establishment. - : {4 AH 184] 
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Logical and Inoecuous as. this explanation may seem, it caught my attention 

during the ' public hearings, because te Was new to me. The HSC report doesn't mention 

it. But was Helms. trying to xin tell us something? heaving Oswald to the ‘Navy 

would certainly make sense. if he had. been in Russia on a ‘mission for military 

intelligence. “Helms, unfortunately, was not asked Lt public if he suspected ‘hat 7 

Shortly, after the hearings ended, I passed on to a “member ‘of ‘the HSC staff 

sone && information which a colleggue had pieced together, about the hailing of 

agents, such as - false defectors, in the Soviet Union. My Sie colleggue “had 

tentatively concluded that ‘amb kdahour nti such agents would have been under 

the control of the military agencies, antil about 1958, che when responsibility 

was transferred to the CIA. We speculated that the military ngght have been unhappy 

about this Loss’ of power, and might have continued to. ‘send its own people over. 

ed Oswald had been Bn unauthorized military intelligence ‘mission, | that’ would explain, 

a lot of E things. I ‘thought this ‘speculation was worth passing on to ‘the Comittee; 

much to my surprise, my SHUXEE | contact not only kngiew about ‘the early DoD control 

overmtefextaxs planted defectors, he ‘commented that he dian! t “know. why at took: oie 

so long to figure that out. | [Bwing, 10/12/78, P- 2) ‘Since this staff member: wasn Ee 

primargly working, = ‘in ‘the he intelligence a ‘area, IT ‘took his remark as. a. signa « of fairly a 

| serious. BSC. interest, in. the hypothesis that Oswald. had. been. a military agent in, Russia. 

Therefore, I was particulary surprised to see no ‘mention of this in the report “(or 

in the Rg volumes, I think), and no. analysis of the poskibility: that Helms. suspected 

this to be the case. In this. context, the HSC's focus on the quesoion | of Oswald as | 

a possible nilitary intellégence ag agent, rather than on the questions I had raised 

‘ about the actions of Army Intelligence on 11/22, makes sense, and the specific, ‘statement 

‘that such . a link could net be - precluded might cover a serious interest in this, 2 

“possibility.
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| 

(As already noted), the expertise of the HSC's paneizke panels and the 

Chief COunsel's special sensitivity wx to Organized Crime issues led to a report 

“which is more kemkx textured, and generally stronger, in the technical and Mafia 

areas the than others. With the exception of anti-Castro Cuban groups, who are 

examined in great detail in the staff reports, other areas were generally disappointing 

to long-time students of the case. The less satisfying areas included Oswald's 

x guily, ant and the performance of the uk intelligence areas - obviously a very 

sensitive matter. The analysis of possible Cuban or Russian government involvement 

gankhe is sensitive not only because of & the cusrent foreign policy implications of 

_any but the most unambiguous findings clearing them, but because much of the inunfim 

information came from sensitive intelligence matters. 

One problem is that the findings, around which the report is structured, doz not - 

reflect the more subtle but important issues that have been rvasiedt raised. Sure, the 

FBI, CIA, and SS didn't conspire to kill the ‘President, but is that all that we can 

hope to learn from an anlysis of their pre-assassination files on Oswald? The finding 

that the WC acted in good faith (as‘the Committee, of course, x belteves it did, 

despite its flaws) begs the quedion of how the newly-established conspiracy escaped 

detection. Calling the FBI-WC investigations of Oswdd's guily "thorough and professional’ 

certainly faisk fails to give the flavor of the WC and FBI files; the pervasiveness of 

the belief in Oswald's guily deserves more exposure than the HSC gave it. (Even the 

Schweiker Report did better.) And, of course, the withholding of mask much of ka the 

HSC's waxk files makes it hard to believe that the HSC has told us all we deserve to 

know about how (in Blakey's words) the investigative agencies of our government failed 

us in 19634-4. . 

| Judging from the report alone, the work in sensitive areas Was bob aduided by 

appropriately subtle hypothesdés to be tested. (The files, of course, might tell a 

different stoyy.) For example, while & it is true that neither the Soviet nor EK Cuban 

governments would have motive to kill JFK, the possibility of "rogue elephants" is 

not discussed - perhaps wisely so, but the gap in the report remains. 

On the other hand, the HSC certainly deserves praise for much of what it did in 

these sensitive areas. In general, is managed to steer clear of such hot but possibly»
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irrelvant areas as the Nosenko affair (see below), and the many implausible 

and -perhaps deliberatély deceptimnve allegations which had caught the ear of 

much of the public, and even some members of Corpress, before Blakey u took over, 

(E.g., Morrow, EB Oswaldk's "offer' to the Russians in Mexico, Sturgis on the Knoal, 

etc.) Given the history of the case, the number of totally kooky things Blakey 

managed to avoid getting hung up in is remarkable. | | 

In addition, the investigation of the = sensitive intelligence related matters 

did come up with a ‘lot of. goddies. The report HKENKE notes: 

_* me It is highly probable that the Soviet Goernment possessed information 
on Oswald that it has not provided to the U.S. government. It would be the 
extensive information that most likely was gathered by a KGB surveillance of 

' Oswald and Marina while they were living in Russia. It is also quite likely 
that the Soviet Government withheld files on a E& KGB interview with Oswald." (AR 10 
A footnote adds that "The committee concluded that it should not necessarily 
be inferred from the failure of the Soviet Government to cooperate with th- 

. committee that it was involved in the assassination. Just as agencies of the 
U.S. intelligence. community are reluctant to share their confidential files, 

- a ekkx similar response. might be expected to come from the KGB." 

* "The & committee also considered the a-legation that appeared in an 
article in a 1967 issue £ of the National Enquirer, written by a British 
freelancer names Comer Clark. Purported based on an exclusive interview with 

Castro, it quotes the Cuban President as admitting to having heard of threats 

by Oswald to assassinatém President Kennedy [threats made when Oswald 
visited the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City in September 1963.]... Despite tbe 
‘committee's doubts about the Clark interview with Castro,. it was informed 

that the substance of it had been independently reported to the U.S. Government. 
A highly confidential but [sic, should be and?] relaiable source reported 
that Oswald had indeed vowed in the presence of Cuban consulate officials 
to assassinate the President.... On kka balance, the committee did not believe. 
that Oswald mmx voiced a threat to Cuban officials. However reliable the 

confidential source may be, the committee found it to be in error in this instance." 
[AR 122-3] 

In its investigation of x possible corroboration of zhsxe this report, the Committee 

wise properly declined to take seriously km the reported rkak statement by a consular 

employee, Luisa Calderon, who said (when aka asked if she had heard of the assassination), 

"Yes, of course, I knew almost before Kennedy." The Committee attributes Calderon's 

remarks to "a blind memorandum provided by the CIA." Av staff report makes the origin 

oe it a without +e t 
even more curious. Maxie reportstng (suk “not ‘necessarily believing) the CIA$s explanation 

that it was a mistranslation - "me entere casiantes que Kennedy": being "I found out" 

or "I leaned" about it| almost before Kennedy did, which makes it less sinister. The 

staff report. concludes that the CIA should have passed this report on to the Warren 

Commission. Sue hypothesis ¥ worth consideration is that someone in the CIA recognized 

a provocative mistranslation, and decided not to pass it on. In that case, th i Or
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of the mistranslation deserves serutiny, for possible conspiratorial motives. [11h494,499] 

[I'm just going thru the report - we can do as much or as little of this 

sort of things as we want ~- can get more goodies from the staff reports. Odio, 

Veciana, and Bishop could be mentioned here, or saved for PDS's stuff. ] 

* [AR 197, n2] “The committee also attempted to identify CIA employees who 

may have had the motive, means and opportunity to assassinate President Kennedy. 

In thés regardx, no useful information was generated from selected file xaten reviews." 

This carefully vague sentence avoids saying that no such CIA empoyees were identified. 

While the CIA as an institution was cleared by the Committee, the possibility . 

' of involvement by individukal employees was not’ se emphatically ruled out. [ [Background 

only - some of the staff were as suspicious of vin, Harvey as I was!j] “e 

"TAR 200] --- heaxhea because the committee was aware of one instance (in an 

unrelated case) (the. ZR-RTFLE assassination apakaxk capability project] where an Agency 

officer had apparently contemplated the xs use of faked [201 perennailty] files. 

with forged documents, special attention was given to procedural questions that were 

occasioned by this file review" (of the Oswld 201 file). None of these procedural - 

points led the committee to conclude that there was more to the CIA-Oswald relationship 

_ than met the eye, but come ~ such as the "restricted" marking on Oswald's file [p. 203] 

still might seem odd to some paranoids like me. 

The committee remained xmu troubled by the handling of the CIA file on Richard 

‘Spyder, who as a State Dept. employee dealt with Oswald upon his defection.’,, Synder 

had worked for the CIA for about a year in 1949-50 [p. 214-5], but not in 1959,,.when 

Oswald defected. Sometime before 1924, his files was "xed flagged" and segregated : 

% because of a "DCL statement and a matter of cover" regarding Spyder. “The CLA 

was unable to explain the reference to "cover." It said that the flagging was done. 

at the request of "ppo/CI," said by the HSC to be DD/Central Intelligence but by 

B. Sparks to be HHa@ft DDO/counterintelligence, which is more provocative. (I guess.) * 

The committee found the CIA's failure to explain the red flagging "extremely troubling." 
| 

[Well, reader, do you want more of this? mkek the Mexico tape & photos? The CIA reply 

to the WC on Ruby, which the HSC couldn't find? (CD 1054)? The staff report's comments 

on the '67 IG report? I'm sort of indifferent. ]
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THE SUCCESSFUL CONSPIRACY 

The Stokes Committee and its chicf counsel, G, Robert 
Blakey, ultimately found themselves in the ironic rosition of | 
declaring officially that the best evidence available 

indicated a probable conspiracy in the assassination of Do INSISTINVG. ns President Kennedy ~- while tMintateie that the conspiracy OULD ; . itself riteeet have been so limited as to have been of little 
Significance.- Ina sense, this ironic situation resulted 
from the chronology of the Comnittee's work: as late 7s 
December 13, 1978, a draft of the Committee's official 

findings stated, "There is insufficient evidence to find ‘ 
that there was a conspiracy to assassinate President Kennedy," 

“The December 13 draft likewise stated the Committee's belief 
on the basis of available evidence that the Soviet rovernnment,. 
the Cuban government, and anti-Castro organizations were Mot 
involved in the assassination of President Kennedy." The only 

la’ hint of conspiracy then lay in its findins aheawk in the area 
) , of Organized Crime, which read: . 

Organized crime as an institution was net involved in the assassination of President nennedy. Cn the basis of the evidence available tn it, the committee is not able to determine if individual members of it were involved in-the assassination. 
In other words, this finding was stronger than most of the: — 
other conclusions in absolutely ruling out Organized Crime 
"as an institution" (in contrast to the weaker language -- "Ine committee believes... ." —- in the ~ Soviet, Cuban, 
and anti-Castro cases); but it left open the Possibility of 
“individual members" —~ rogue elements of the criminal world —+ being involved. 

When the acoustical evidence persuaded the Committee that 
ed in Dealey Plaza, t 

chanres in the findings/ 

a second snipor had fir dopted on 

December 294, 
here were subtle. 

in addition to the stark assertion of the Committee's new belief that. President Kennedy "Was probably assassinated as a result of 
. language referring to t 
unchanred, but the refe 

a conspiracy." The 
he Soviet and Cuban fovernments was 
rence to the Cuban exile groups became:



-The committee believes, on the basis of the evidence 
available to it, that anti-Castro Cuban: eroups, as 
sroups, were not involved in the assassination of _ 
President Kennedy, but the available evidence does 
not preclude the possibility that individual 
members may have been involved. 

The Organized Crime finding was _- |: rewritten along 
identical lines. 

, In only sixteen days, much had changed. Deeply held beliefs 
had altered, yet there was an effort to conserve as much as 
possible in the Committee's psycholorical portrait of Oswald, 

its belief in the essential ood faith of other governmental 
institutions fron the Warren Commission to the CIA, and its | 
“conclusions about the implausibility of Soviet or Cuban involvement. 
Interviewed by the Canadian Broadcasting Company in January 1979, 
Blakey expressed the belief that the conspiracy mikht simply have 
consisted of Oswald and one or two like-minded leftist acouaintances. 
Similarly, in spelling out the limited consequences of its 

. conspiracy finding, the Committee noted in its final report: 
In terms of its implications for movernment and 
society, an assassination as a conseauence of a 
conspiracy comfiosed solely of Oswald and a small number of persons, possibly only. one, and possibly a person akin to Oswald in temperament and ideology, would not have been fundamentally , different from an assassination by Oswald alone. 500-word ; 

that A/footnote at that point digresses off - the possibility 4two 
Might have passed out pro-Cuben leaflets 

torether, taken a pot shot at 

left-wing nuts 

General Edwin Walker, and then 
assassinated the President. 

Blakey was. of course to modify his personal position 
considerably in the first half of 1979, By the t ime the final report was released in the summer, Blakey was expressing his conviction that mob elements were the probable coconspirators, 

While it is true that Organiz 
; 

ed Crime represents Blakey's own srecial interest » it is also clear that there is a conspicuous absence of investisative lea as tying Oswald to any left-wing cononspirators, In view of the massive FBI files maintained on left-wing activists in that Period, as well as 
+



files then maintained by local groups (such as the Louisiana 

state lepislature's IIn-American Activities €ommittee and even 
private detective Guy Banfister's anticommunist intelligence 

~ researches in New Orleans), the absence of evidence connecting 

‘Oswald to authentic left-wing activists is striking. 
| Hore importantly perhaps, Blakey has apparently stuck to 

the view that only a small, low-level conspiracy makes sense. 
On first inspection, this view may seem a cautious, hard-nosed 

‘approach ~~ and a proper reaction against the wild conspiracy 

| scenarios which have appeared recurrently. In contrast to 
those who have viewed every instance of Warren Commission 
malfeasance or FBI incompetence as evidence of those agencies! 
conspiratorial involvement in the assassination itself, Blakey 
and the Stokes Committee properly recognized other motives for: 
activities which had the effect of covering up facts that may 
‘be relevant to the assassination -- for example, the CIA's desire 
to Sencea] other secrets (such as the anti-Castro plots whose 
disclosure would have been truly shocking in 1963) or the FBI's 
effort to protect its reputation, . 

Blakey's view denies conscious cover-up altorether: the 
failure to discover a conspiracy in 1963 and through all 
Successive investigations until the Stokes Committee is 
regarded as an absolute accident of history, presumably beyond 
the wildest hopes and imaginings of those fey individuals who 
actually perpetrated the assassination. In the end, only circular 
reasoning can support ths radical denial of cover-up and the 
insistence on a tiny conspiracy. The ultimate proof of a small 
conspiracy is that a large one woul ‘ SOME 

Just as +e 

Committee were 

d surely have been uncovered. 
members of Congress who served on the Stokes. 

'. anxious to bolster the reputations of agencies and institutions of government [whose per fortance-in-the-aseassination-investications had been_called. into—suestion, Blakey undoubtedly had some working assumptions about the effectiveness of the Justice Department in which he was working at the time of the JFK ass assination. In particular, Blakey 

| | 

seems to have Placed great faith in the electronic



surveillance techniques which were used on a massive scale in 

the kennedy Justice Department. Exposed to an enormous volume. of 

ele ctronically gathered intelligence on the underworld of 1963, 

Toe re CRIME 
A S ¥VDIC4 

the Stokes Committee soon adopted Blakey's faith in its 

comprehensiveness,~_.. 

a ce o. the 
report documented the Committee's thiniting on this voint as 

follows: . 

The €ommittee concluded that had the national 
crime syndicate, as a group, been involved in a 

conspiracy to kill the President, some trace of the 
.. plot would have been vicked up by the FBI 
Surveillance of the commission, Consequently, 

re] finding no evidence in the electronic surveillance 
transcripts of a specific intention or actual plan 
by commission members to have the President 
assassinated, the committee believed it was unlikely 
that it existed. The electronic surveillance tran = — scripts included extensive conversations during.- 
secret meetines of various Syndicate leaders, set 
forth many of their most closely suarded thoughts 
and actions, and detailed their invelvement ina . variety of other criminal acts, including murder. 
Given the. far-reachine possible consecuences of an. assassination plot by the commission, the 
Committee found that such @ conspiracy would have been the subject of serious discussion by members of the commission, and that no matter how guarded such discussions might have been, some trace of them would have emerged from the surveiklance 
coverage. It was possible. to conclude, therefore, that it is unlikely that the national crime Syncicate as a group, acting under the leadership of the commission., participated in the assassination of President Kennedy. 

In fact, a tap on his telephone became, in the eyes of the Committee, a mobster's best defense. The apparent logic of the Committee hela that those who were un der electronic surveillance would have been caucht if they had plotted to assassinate the President. Two individuals who were not then covered by electronic surveillance, Carlos Varcello of New Or@eans and Santos Trafficante of Tampa, conversely became the Committ 
likely family bosses of organized crime to have participated in Ca
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a ywnilateral assassination plan." 

Paradoxically, the simplest refutation of the omniscience 

of the electronic surveillance came in the words of Attorney 

General Robert Kennedy himself -~ in Senate testimony just two- 

months prior bo his brother's assassination. Althourh this 

testimony is guoted in the Stokes Report, its central point. 

appears to have been ignored. The Attorney General testified 

September oe 1963, that in spite of the best. efforts of the 

Justice Department at that time, it was not solving murders 

carried out by organized crime 

oe because the members of the Commission, the 

top menbers, or even their chief lieutenants, 
have insulated themselves from the crime itself, 
if they want to have somebody knocked off, for 
instance, the top man will speak to somebody who 
will speak to somebody else who will speak to 
somebody else and order it. The man who actually © 
does the gun work . . . does not know who ordered 
it. To trace that back is virtually impossible. 

in this view, it is not the size of the conspiracy that 

affects success, but rather the structure and organization. 

The conspiracy may be larze, but it will involve cut-outs _ 

' who insulate people at the top and tell those at the bottom 

. only what they need to know. The orders from the top might be 
‘given during a stroll in the park, at a restaurant or in the 
bleachers of a ballpark -- all remote from electronic bugs. 

This crucial alternative viewpoint -- based on the 
recognition that conspiracies can and do succeed all the time -- 
was clearly argued by Judge Burt Griffin, a former staff 
counsel to the Warren Commission, in public testimony before 
the Stokes Committee on Septenber 28, 1978. Griffin urgdd the 
Committee to 

: | 
consider the possible reality thet, under the 
American system of civil liberties and the 
requirement of proof beycnd a reasonable doubt, it is Virtually impossible to prosecute or uncover a well- -conceived .- and well-~exenuted conspiracy. The FBI has almost totally failed in its efforts to prosecute directly the organized commission of crine. Successful prosecutions of



admitted working covertl 

effective criminél conspiraci2s in America almost 
always result from the accidental discovery of a. 
crucial incriminatine.fact (as in the Abel spy’ 
case), or from the willingness of a convicted 
co-conspirator to testify arainst his confederates. 

Perhaps the best case study of a successful conspiracy 
which defies prosecution is the murder of former Teamsters 
leader Jimny Hoffa. Since Hoffa's disappearance on Jhly 30, 1975, 
.few have doubted that he was murdered to stop his bid to return 
to Teamster politics. Government informants have suggested that 
Hoffa's body was stuffed ina fifty-five gallon oil drum and: 
taken far away for ultimate disBosal. Cne informant says the 
corpse was crushed in a junkyard steel compactor. 7": Prosecutors 
and investisators following their informants! tips have. | . worked 
in vain to build a case against their prime suspects. A 3300,090 
reward offered by Hoffa's family and friends has produced no hard 
evidence even to establish that the vanished union leader is dead. 
One witness called before a Erand jury investicating Hoffa's 
disappearance served sixty-three days in prison for refusing to . 
answer questions after a Rrant of imaiunity from prosecution 
resulting from his testimony. . Government investigators 
who are convinced that Hoffa was murdered as a result of a 
conspiracy have apphied all the pressure at their dispos : 
effort to break the case. But, in Griffin's words, . it has been 
impossible to uncover the conspiracy, let alone to prosecute its perpetrators. 

Griffin's model of a successful conspiracy .makes no 
assumptions beyond the care of the consbirators and the structures of American law protecting even a criminal consvirator's 
privacy and civil liberties. Other social and political factors -p 4 . . . ° Woeul 
could make it even more certain that a consviracy,: Suld ea. / Police corruption is one such factor. An individual discussed in a Stokes Committee staff report on ClA-Hafia plots against Vastro 

Y on the payroll of Chicago mobster Sam 
: the Chicaso police department fron 1956 to 1960 and as Chief Envestigator for 

Glancana as a member of - 

the Cook County Sheriff's
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Office from 1962 to 196. If the chief investigator of the sheriff's 

office in the nation's second largest city was on the Mafia payroll 

in 1963, it is not at all farfetched to consider police corruption 

as a factor abetting many of the mob murders Robert Kennedy testified 

, he was unable to prosecute at that time. Its relevance to the assassination 

of President Kennedy can hardly be precluded -~ especially since the 

alleged assassin who might have held the key to a conspiracy was 

murdered in police custody. 

A second factor abetting successful conspiracies is 

political blackmail Vo, ee , oe ; " - 
~ a - 

- 

. : ss “+, Jn the aftermath of 

Watergate, we now recognize how key figures in @ cover-up may obstruct 

a criminal investigation in the mistaken belief that they are concealing, 

instead, some national security secret. But we also have learned 

. from Watergate how easily blackmail can be used to exploit such 

opportunities. In tte.overlapping worlds of Organized Crime, anti- 

astro Uubans, and intelligence operatives described in the staff reports 

of the Stokes Committee, the potential for political blackmail is 

undeniable. Consider, for example, the following bizarre example drawn 

from the early years of the Kennedy administration.
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In October 1960, shortly after he was recruited into 

the CIA's assassination plot atainst Castro, Chicago mafioso 

Sam Giancana began to suspect that -- one of his lady friends i Les Verges 

-- a prominent sinser -- was two-timing him. Giancana suspected 

she was also having an affair with a well-known comedian, and 

he asked sometime private eye Robert Maheu to investigate. As. 

the original intermediary between the ‘mobsters’ and the CIA, 
Maheu was a tricky choice for the assignment. It now seems 

that the CIA was also interested in learning what the sincer 
might have heard from Giancana about anti-Castro plots -- and 
especially what s0ssip she might be repeating. Thus, Maheu . 
ended up authorizing elaborate electronic surveillance == 
involving’ wiretaps, as well as a bedroom bug -- of vba 

and the comedian to satisfy the intelligence needs off vne 

mobster. qapd,t gage 2, Cia. 

The/electronic surveillance mission was foiled by a 
 Imaid at the Desert Inn in Las Vegas. Maheu's wiretapper was - “ 

jailed and later bailed out by John Roselli. Since wiretapping 
was a federal offense, the case went to the FBI. Six months 

after the arrest, Maheu played his CIA card in an effort 
to thwart the prosecution. His timing was perfect: 
second day of 

it was on the 
the Bay of Pigs invasion that the FBI was informed 

the Las Veras wiretap: Was part. of a project "on behalf of the 
CIA relative to anti-Castro activities," naheu referred Far . 
inquiries to "Colonel Edwards" at CIA. There was no mention — _ 
of assassination -- although the CIA clearly understood the 
threat of such a disclosure if its efforts were insufficient 
to guash the wiretap proseuution., 

3 In late MAY, 6 Edgar Hoover sent Robert Kennedy a memo 
tas wiretap case, noting the CIA's involvement 

On the Las Ve 

with Giancana in "clandestine efforts" arainst Castro. The Attorhey General's instinct was h ardly to drop the matter: he penciled a note on the memo urging a visorous follow- up. But the FBI's follow-up reve aled another Source of blackmsil 
potential: one Judith vanmbell, who appeared to have had affairs: with Sam Giancana and President Kennedy at tne some time! In a 
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metio to Robert Kenne dy and a White House aide February 27, 1962, 

FRI ‘Director. Hoover discussed the link between the President 

and Giancana' s girl friend (an allegation supported by Campbell's 

“phone records showing calls to the “White House), as: well as .CIA 

objections to prosecuting the Las Vegas wiretap case. 

On May 7, the Attorney General had two meetings with CIA 

officials, who gave him details of the use of mobsters in 

assassination plots asainst Castro, by ssured him those plots 

ended with the Bay of Pigs. . 

Lo . ) Kennedy reportedly made clear to the CIA that they 

should never do business with organized. crime again without 

notifying his office. ; 

Two days later, Kennedy briefed Hoover on what he had 

discussed with the CIA. Hoover's record of the briefing reports 

that Kennedy had even been told of a bounty of $150, 090 for the 

anti-Castro contract. According to Hoover, the Attorney General 

was angered not only because the CIA could net afford to allow 

- prosecution of the wiretap case but also that Robert Kennedy 

well knew the "gutter gossip" was that the- reason 

nothinz had been done against Giancana was because 

of Giancana's close relationship with Frank 

Sinatra whe, in turn, claimed to be a. close friend 
of the: Kennedy family. 

In plain Enelish, Robert Kennedy was enraged ata case of 

double blackmail. The CIA had to block a prosecution, yet it 

left the appearance that Giancana enjoyed immunity because 

of the potential scandal involving Judith Campbell -- who 
was reportedly introduced to- John hennedy by Sinatra. 

. 
Mee 

. ° - aS, 



TMK: 

hamittedly, the example is bizarre. Bat it shows the 
blackmail 

potential of political, to account for what, at first glance, appears 

incrediple ~- the benign cover-up of a sinister conspiracy. Surely, 

only the most paranoid among us can believe that the CIA or the FBI 

plotted the President's murder and then succeeded in covering their 

tracks from the compliant Warren Commission. Nevertheless, we have 

“seen in past pages the shape of a cover-up which began in the hours. 

folowing the assassination and continues to this day. Central in 

this developing drama has been the enigmatic figure of Lee Harvey 

Oswald. For it was Oswald's shadowy and only partially understooa 

past which generated the pressures for conceaiment that even now 

are pperative. Whether co-conspirator or Mpatsy" Oswald was the 

trump card of the conspirators —- the card which, when played, could 

gssure them that: the follow-up investigation of thebrime would be 

limited. Oswald's trail leads inevitably into the tangled world 

of plot and counterplot, agent and double-agent, which constituted 

the Kennedy administration's secret war against Uuba in the early 

iyev's, The origins of the assassination are to be found in the 

interstices and hidden corners of that war. Hence, before following 

Oswald's trail in the months prior to the shooting, it is important 

that we understand something of the history, nature, and magnitude 

of that war. For in tnis case, at least, all roads lead to Cuba. 

i] 

On balance, the J. of a thxeez two- or three-member 
(mevvoias asWwALo 

10 assassin conspir te Pres ident Kennedy is $ loric 

possibility, t appears hirhly implausible. Thoufh inter- 
~ 

pretations of the 

' governnental investigations assassination will continue 

to vary among responsible 

based on nard 

act. At very 

er-ups must be explained innocently.
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AUTONOMOUS ODP TONS : 

Conflicting Slements in U.S. Policy - 
Toward Cuba in the Kennedy Administration 

Ninety 1 miles from the shores of Florida lies an island where 

wars were once. staged to sell - UeS.. newsnapers. A half century after 
the. Haine had made its last “headline, Cuba was still gBocd copy, and 7 
‘it was a scoop to. ‘tell the ‘exotic. tales of Fidel Castro! s bearded 

guerrillas high in the Sierra Maestra. £o many who read these 

press accounts in the late fifties, Havana was personally familiar. 

Many | thousands inew Cuba as ordinary tourists, ftinzkiny abandoning 
New York winters for the warmth of the Caribbean beaches. For 
others, Cuba was a darker memory, a more sinister place visited . 
gnuxiiieraixa stealthily for the zoods and services then more 

, tightly monopolized by the underworld, from illicit: drucs to. 
illegal abortions. And in between the light of the Caribbean, sun 

“and the darkness of the underworld, there were those who visited 
| fandomines to. make money in a variety of lucrative, flourishing 
"businesses ~ =< or to risk it in the ubiquitous gambling that ran 

from, ‘the crowded afternoon cockfishts tuxkie until the Last: casino 
closed at daybreak. 

a 
The era “of ‘those memories ended on New Year! 8s Eve, the last ; 

day of December . 1958. As others partied, Cuban dictator Fulgencio 
Batista made. his last preparations for leaving the island. Midnicht 
came, his DC-4 was. readied, and soon Batista’ s reign had officially 
ended. Fidel Castro! s eclectic forces, known as the 26th of July 
Movement, had come ‘to power, January 1, 1959. 

' Before the end of Castro! Ss First year in power, the CIA was 
convinced that his regime was incompatible with U.S. interests. 
On December 17, 1959, J. C. King, who headed the CIA's 
temisphere Division, wrote a memo for the arsency 

Western 

's director, Allen Dulles, urging Castro! Ss Nelimination.t A handwritten note on that - memo indicates the director's approval. On January 18, 1960, the first fateful operations meeting | was held to plan the 3) ibe) Castro by means of an invasion at the Bay of Piss. ° on March 17, President Dwight Hisenhower cave his a 
the CIA had full authorization to or 

verthrow of 

Two months ‘later, 

utet blessing: 
ranize, train, and equip an



‘to keep files that would document its 

invasion force of Cuban exiles. By that summer, scarcely a year 

and a half since Castro had come to power, the CIA had moved on to 

planning his assassination. 

Yet it is deceptive to look back on these events and see 

only the CIA's apparent haste. If its hirhly centralized structure 

permitted -- indeed required -- cuicker judgments than were 

possible in other bureaucracies, the CIA was nonetheless also 

merely keeping pace with other actors in the Cuban drama, some of 

whom had formulated their invasion and assassination schemes 

even earlier. Batista's own backers had been the first generation 

of anti-Castro exiles,’ and many at once plotted a comeback from 

exile in the Dominican Republic and other nearby locations. In the 

course of the revolution's first venr, factions in the Castro , 

coalition had sharp disasreements; some withdrew their support, 

others were expelled and even imprisoned as counterrevolutionary 

traitors. As early as November 1959 ong leading dissident -- 

Manuel Artime ~~ claimed that his/Movimiento de Recuperacion 
Revolucionaria (MRR) haa MRHEXXxRUH members in every vrovince of 
the island.) . i 
—partine was an early opponent of Vastro's radical Aprarian 

Reform Law, which, in May 1959, aroused the intense hostility of 
U.S.-owned sugar companjes whose vast cane fields were affected. 

| The anti-Castro dissidents naturally looked for support amonr those 
who stood to lose the most as a result of the revolutionary chan7ves. 
And among the bisgest losers was the mob. Underworld fisures not 
only suffered a loss of revenue from their explicitly unlawful 
goods and services, such as narcotics and prostitution; they also 
lost their race tracks and gambling establishments. They fled: 
the island leaving behind hundreds of thousands of dollars in cash, 
as well as valued property and comnodities. 

| 
They were not in€lineg 

to suffer such losses idly. 

In 1975 the Church Committee confirmed from CIA records that 
the agency decided in the summer of 1960 to enlist the Mafia in its 
effort to assassinate Castro. Unfortunately, the Mafia is not known 

version. of these events. But a 1977 internal CIA Task Force Report has raised the possibility



that the Mafia was using the CIA in the anti-Castro. plots. 
Although: still classified, the Task Force Report was studied by 
the House Committee and quoted in a staff report. It is patently 
self-serving and exculpatory on some controversial issues, and it 
may even be based on the assumption that it looks better for the 
CIA to have been enlisted by the mob than to have initiated 
assassination plots with gangland hitmen. 

Cin 0 ae 69g 

in any event, FBI surveillance of Chicago mobster Sam 
nnd ie . . , . . Glancana/revealed 4iscussions of a plot to assassinate Castro 

that appeared to be far ahead of the plans Giancana was makine 
with the CIA, Concluding that the plot uncovered by the FBI was 
an independent one, the CIA's Task Force Report comments: 

It is possible that CIA simply found itsel? 
involved in providinre additional resources for 
independent operations that the syndicate already had underway *** /T7n a sense CIA may have been ‘ piggybacking on the syndicate and in addition to its material contribution was also supplying an x -aura of official sanction. 

ote House Gommittee staff report spelled out the implications 
explicitly: 

e 6 6 it appears that orranized crime already had 
its poison plan in prorress, usins a mistress of 
Castro to accomplish the deed, when the CIA entered the scene fortuitously. Orranized crime then 
occupied a perfect position: If their private plot Succeeded, they then would possess far-reaching blackmail against the CIA that they could exercise at an opportune moment. If their intrigue failed, however, they could then assume the position that. they were only executing the directives of the ° Governgent and could possibly still use their involvement as blackmail potential.



Cubans may have spawned the idea, enlisted the mob, and then 

lobbied successfully for CIA support, The only certainty is that 
in spite of two congressional investigations which focused 

acutely on this subject, we know much less ‘than ‘the full picture. 
Regardless of the details of the as sassination plot's 

inspiration, the CIA was ready for action. in the summer of 1950. 
By that time, U.S. losses in confiscated Cuban property were 

valued at nearly three quarters of a ‘billion dollars. President | 
Eisenhower had responded, in vart, by canceling the Cuban surar 
quota; Cuban-Soviet ties were already tightening. A cable to 
the CIA's Havana station on. July 21 raised the possibility of 
a $10,000 reward for an “aceident" involving Castro's brother 
Raul and stated: "Possible removal: top three leaders is receiving 
serious. consideration at headquarters." A. few weeks. later, in 
August, the CIA's Deputy Director for Plans Richard Bissell and 
the director’ of the agency! s Office of: ‘Security Colonel Sheffield 
‘Edwards had given the go-ahead to the. plan to use the Nafia to 
hit Castro. 

Through intermediary. Robert Maheu, the ota arranred 
meetines with GRRE SESE ay John Roselli in ‘Hew. York and Miami 
that September, Bissell and Edwards briefed their boss Allen 
Dulles, on the operation! s procress. CIA scientists, heanwhile, 
prepared a box of Castro! s- ‘favorite. cirars xox spiked with 
lethal botulinum toxin. Roselli broucht two more key Mafia 
figures into the plot: Sam Giancana of Chicago, and Suxk Santos trafficante, a kingpin of organized crime in Batista! s Cuba who had been jailed by Castro in.1959, 
was agreed that the CIA 

As the plan took shape, it 
would supply poison pills, which the mobsters would deliver to individuals ina 

surreptiously against Castro. 
official 

position to use ‘them 
Their first choice was a Cuban 

r. The 

liged them then



Premier Khrustichey 

intervention" | at the height of the invasion. 

presidential election amp EPs Tce meputican candidate, then 

Viee President Richard H.. Wixon, 3] W258 already deeply concerned 

about: Guba as the White House liaison in the planning of the 

Bay of Pigs operation. As a candidate, Senat or John F, Kennedy 

took pains. to show no softness toward communism anywhere on 

the face of the globe. His liveralism would contrast sharply 

with Wixon' s views ona host of domestic issues, but. in foreign 

policy Kennedy was determined to look as tourh as his opponent. 

As President- elect, Kennedy had to give Cuba much of his 
attention. Dulles, and Bissell briefed him: on the Bay of Pigs 
plan in late November, . Less than three weeks before the new | 
President's inauguration, the United States severed all 
diplomatic relations with Castro's Cuba. Within a week of 
taking. office, President Kennedy ordered the Jéint Chiefs of 
Staff to review the plans. for the Bay of Pigs invasion -- then. 
only three months away. Kennedy's first state of - ‘the ‘ubion 
address spoke: ominously of Cuba and asserted that "domnunist 
domination in this hemisphere can never be negotiated." 

But after the Bay of. Pires fiasco, Kennedy's touch rhetoric 
had | a hollow ring to the bitter. exiles. As.a staff report af 
the House Committee noted, "Bay By April 19% ‘1, the more than 
100, , 000 Cubans who had fled Castro! 's revolution lived in 
anticipation. of its. overthrow, They had been buoyed in that 
hope by public. pronouncements of support from the U. Ss. 
Government, oe In addition, the Cuban exiles had been 
organized, directed and almost totally funded by agencies of 
the U.S. Government, principally the CIA. a The invasion had 
failed to spark supportive uprisings ins ide Cuba, but the 
exiles sought to explain their defeat in. mili 
Political, terns. | 

- Hussdane when, he assured 
"that the United. States intends no armed. 

Even worse, in the eyes of some exiles, Kennedy willingly accepted the blame.



upset with the CIA's bungling of the Bay of Pigs. 

One exile leader, Manuel Antonio de Varona, recounted a 

dramatic White House meeting when the invasion's failure had 
become evident. Varona told the House Committee: 

We were not charging lir. kennedy with anything; 
we just wanted to clarify. We knew that he didn't 
have any direct knowledne cf the problem, and we 
knew that he was not in char-e of the military 
effects directly. Nevertheless, President Kennedy, 
to finish the talks, told us he was the one -- the 
only one resvonsible. 

What the President told the exiles privately became a public 

posture a few days later; Kennedy had assumed "sole responsibility" 
for the U.°, role in the debacle, . 

The abortive invasion had not, however, persuadel the new 
Kennedy administration that the Castro movernment constituted a 
stable political reality with which it would have to come to 
terms. On the contrary, over the next eichteen months, the 
administration intensified its efforts afpinst Castro. Having vst 

. Lunt spree . pledged financial and political support for/social chan=e in 
establishing the Alliance for Progress, tack in-~Larch, the 
administration announced in September that it would stop 
assistance to any Latin American nation that assisted Cuba. 
Kennedy also extended Eisenhower's policy of repudiating the 
Cuban sugar quota.to impose an econornic-squeege on the one-crop 
island. 

Some accounts Suggest that the President was meanwhile 

He reportedly 
confided to some aides that he wovld "splinter the atency into a thousand pieces." At very least, he wanted changes in the CIA, 
and he appointed his own director, John leCone, on November 29. The now director was briefed by his predecessor that day, but was not informed of any assassination plots. against 

The next day a whole new program of anti-Castro activity was established under the code name "MONGOOSE," -" It was an ambitious Plan to enlist some two thousand Cubans ~- both exiles and dissidents on the island -~ in the e 
revolution, 

Castro, 

ffort to turn back Castro's One estimate has put the cost of the escalateg covert operation at 3100 million per year.



One main effect of Operation MONGOOSE was vastly to extend 

the range of CIA activities involvine Cuba. A summary of the 

widened ranse of operations by journalist Andrew St. George amit was 

quoted authoritatively in a House Committee staff report. According 

to St. George, the increased responsibilities included the authority 

to help monitor Cuba's wireless traffic; to observe its 
weather; to follow the Castro government's purchases 
abroad and. its currency transactions; to move extraor- 
dinary numbers of clandestine field operatives in and 
out of Cuba; to acauire a support fleet of ships and 
aircraft in order to facilitate these secret agent. 
movements; to advise, train, and help reorcanize the 
police and security establishments of Latin countries 
which felt threatened by Castro cuerrilla politics; 
to take » hand in U-2 overflichts and sea-air Elint 
(Electronic Intellicsence ) operations aimed at tracing 
Cuban coastal defense communications on snecial 
devices; to pump... vast sums into political 
operations thoucht to be helpfub in containing 
Castro... 

The staff report itself best captures the marnitude of 

the institutions created to implement MONGOOSE: . 
The nerve center of the United States "new and 

deeper struggle" agsinst Castro was established in 
the heartland of exile activity, Niami. There, ona 
secluded, heavily wooded 1,571-acre tract that was 
part of the University of Miami's south campus, the 
CIA set up a front operation, an electronics firm 
called Zenith Technolotical Services. Its code name 
was JM/WAVE and it soon became the lar-est CIA 
installation anywhere in the world outside of its headquarters in Lansley, Va. 

‘The JM/WAVE station had, at the heizht of its activities in 1962, a staff of more than 300 
Americans, mostly case officers. Each ease officer employed 4& to 10 Cubang" principal agents" who, in turn, would each be responsible for between 10 and -. 30 regular agents. In addition, the CIA set up 54 front corporations -~- boat shops, real estate firms, detective agencies, travel companies, gun shops ~- to provide ostensible employment for the case officers and agents operating outside of JM/WAVE headquarters, i also maintained hundreds of pieces of real estate, 
houses" in which to noes secret mectiegs te ot outs Pots JMPIAVE operation, the CIA became one of | rida's largest employers.
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“criminal elements" 

But before considering 

. Mafia pekenkixd leverage, or potenti 

President Kennedy gave his brether, the Attorney Ceneral, . 

special responsibility for overseeing the covert Cuban operations. 

The planning moved. along cuickly, 2s the JH/WAVE complex, grew. | 

Administration insiders realized that they were creating something 

which might, on its own, grow beyond their capacity to. exercise 

continuing control; but they tended to look at the monster in 

the best licht, optimistically, as thourh their interests would. - 

“be unlikely to conflict. The CIA's Sdward Lansdale conveyed this 

sense of hope in.an awkwardly phrased memo to Robert Kennedy 

concerning MONGOOSE on January 27, 1962: ". 6. we. might uncork 

the touchdown play independently of the institutional prorram 

we are spurring." 

; A month later, « on February 20, Lansdale -renorted the | 

details of a six-phase schedule for’ MONG 1OUSE =-. to culminate in. 
October. with "open. revolt and overthrow of the Communist regime." 

* (The reader will note that what actuslly ‘came in October was 
“the Cuban missile crisis; the possible relationship between wha 

owas. planned and .what happened instead would : be. an. interesting | 
area for further study, particularly if one could determine what 

the Soviets and the Cubans may have known about: HONGOOSE. ) Lest 
“one view the Cl a-ha fia collaboration in the plots discussed 

: earlier as an aberration, it should be noted here that among 
the. sugrestions. detailed in. February Was a proposal to contact 

inside Cuba for Possible actions against 
Castro's police ‘structure. a 

It is clear that the missile crisis of October 1952 1 was a 
critical juncture in the cuban policy of. the Kennedy administration. 

the anti-Castro milieu. We noted earlier how, the assassination plots against Castro gave the 
al blackmail, against the CIA. In at least one instance, that verage was successfully utilized. Back in-October 1960, shortly after he was i} recruited into 

a
e
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In at least the one instance described in the last chapter where 

Robert mMaheu had succeeded iin short-cireuiting the prosecution of» 

his Las Vegas wire-tapper by describing it as a Cia project, the 

leverage was successfully utitized. The douple—blaekmail bind in 

which Hobert Kennedy found himself should have served to underseore 

the serious risks lurking in the shadowy world of covert tuban 

activities. If the CIA could not be trusted to be candid with 

the Administration about itsfeoupromising involvements with the 

underworta, was it not even more likety that the Cuban exile groupe 

themselves might be deeply involved with the unsavory traffickers 

who could run guns one day and smuggle heroin the next’? The extent to whith



characterized the HRP as "an anti- 

- beginning of his regime and 2dvocat 

movement was excluded from the 
‘liberal views. 

such questions may have been addressed at this time is entirely 

undocumented. But it can be armued that, the 22 ene sents 4d owth 
of the JM/WAVE station may even have been endorsed by the 
administration in a futile effort to control the burgeoning 
exile underground by means of financial and ermanizational 
dependence. | 

In any event, Operation MOHNGO CSE proceeded in the sumer 

of 1962 in an atmosphere which, more than ever before, reflected 

a lack of candor between the CIA and other elements involved in 
the highest-level planning. In August, the Special Group in 

charse of the planning even discussed the assassination option 
without any admission from CIA that assassination plots (by 

then mainly involving Roselli, the CIA'S William Harvey, and 
exile leader Antonio de Varona ) were actively under way. 

One other political development of the pre-mis-ile crisis 
period merits some attention, in light of the events that were 
to follow. In July 1962, a new potikinxk exile nolitical 
orranization was formed on the basis of distinctly liberal 
political ideas which appeared close to Fresident Kennedy's own 
beliefs. The founder of the Sroup was a civil encineer named 
Manuel Ray, who had served briefly as Castro's Minister of 
Public Works *£2"rebruary ABEZQ to November 1959. In May 1960 
Ray had broken with Castro to form the underground Movimiento 
Revolucionario del Pueblo Cubano (HRP). A House staff report 

Castro organization that believed that the ideas and aims of the democratic left best suited the needs and aspirations of the Cuban people. It dia not wish to reinstate the 19hO Cuban constitution, rather it favored continuation of the laws pa ssed by Castro at the 

ed the regulation of private investment and nationalization of all utilities," 
Althouch Ray wl betty hie" & fieure in efforts to form a provisional government in exile at before the Bay of Pigs, his 

invasion because of his 
In a memo for the record June 2, 1961, one CIA officer assessed gay as being so far "left in his thinking that



he would be as fapzerous to U.S. interests as Castro." Ray's 

efforts to gain/financial. backing for his underground network 

in Cuba were totally rebuffed in the ‘summer of 1961, and he 

moved from Florida to Puerto Rico, where he soon took a job 

in the/planning board. Ray was ‘reportedly personally popular 

with Puerto Rico! s liberal rovernor, Luis Mufioz Marin (who, 

in turn, enjoyed President Kennedy's favor). 

In July 1962, Ray withdrew from the MRP and announced 

formation of the Junta Revolucionaria (JURS - At the tine, the 

. Copley News Service dascribed the new. group as a "Liberal 

exile movement! modeled. on ‘Venezuelan President Betancourt's 

Accion Democrdtiea, Hufioz Marin's party in Puerto Rico, and 

a third liberal party in ‘Peru. The thinkin- behind the new 

JURE RLMEELYXWALATLELRE | echoed a number of President Kennedy's 
, own declarations, including his. promise to "transform the 

American continent into a “wast. crucible of revolutionary ideas 
and efforts" . through the Alliance for Prorsress. As early as 

his first state of: the. union address, the President. had attacked 

"Communist agents ae for exploiting Latin America's "peaceful 
revolution of hope" and concluded, "Our objection with Cuba is. 
not over the people! Ss drive for a better life. Our objection 
is to their domination by” foreicn and domestic tyrannies eo ol 

Ray. would later figure prominently in President Kennedy's . 
Cuba strategy. From. the time of his JURE's formation, Ray was’ 
making himself useful to the United.States -- in particular, 
supplying valued intelligence on Cuban officials who might. be 
recruited as agents in place or persuaded to defect. 

When the Cuban missile crisis loomed on the -horizon in the fall of 1962, many exile groups welcomed the pros pect of an 
explosive confrontation. Some -- such as Alpha 66 -- took 
actions which could -kaxwe only have been catculated to heichten the crisis (such @s raids during the missile crisis which inevitably resulted in Russian casualties). A House staff report described the setting this way: 

The more fervent Cuban ex iles were initially elateg smxkockie by the possibil ity that the crisis mirht
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provoke a final shovdown with Castro. For several 
_months there had been increas sine pressure on a 
‘President Kennedy to take strong measures arainst os Dk the buildup of the Soviet presence. in Cuba, which’ 
‘was becoming daily more blatant. In a report issued. 
at the end of March 1962, the State Department said 

_ that Cuba hed received from the. Soviet Union. $100 
million in military aid for the. trainine of Cuban 
pilots in. Czechoslovakia and that the Soviet Union 
also had provided. from 59 to. 75, Mie fighters: as well 
as tons of modern: weapons for Cuba's pround forces. 
Fortifying the. Cuban exiles' hope for action was the 
fact that the increasing amounts of Saviet weapons 
moving into. Cuba became the dominant issue in. the 

news. in: the succeeding months, leading to congres- 
sional calls for action and a serles of hard-line 
responses from President Kennedy. In Septenber, 
Kennedy declared that the United States would use 
"whatever means may be necessary" to prevent Cuba 

fron exporting "its aggressive purposes -by force oor. thregt of force" against Nany | part of the 
Western: hemisphere." : 

But as the October 1962 crisis edred closer to-the brink 
Of nuclear war, the significance of Cuba . per se receded. As 

the Stakes became larger, ‘the exile armies became Kennedy! s 
- pawns, as ‘Castro became. Khrushchev* se. In the end, Soviet TL-28 
“bombers left the island, and: the missile sites were to be mised 

sy dismantled. The United States Bahia UH inspection to. verify hous the removal of offensive missiles and promised in return a ) Anvasiow! pleage. Technically, 

because the reciprocal UN insp 
Cuban : exiles, 

™o 

this pledge was never made official, 
ection never took: place. But to ‘the such, technicalities were of little: import. Signed | or unsigned, the "no invasion" pledge | went into éffect, It was enforced arainst. them, As far as they were: concerned, the deal between Kennedy and Khrushchev Was a sell- out. One exile leader termed it Ma soul~s “shattering blow." 

policy toward Cuba. Though Castr 
which had been linked to the." 
had a Solution, 

© rejected the UN inspection plan no invasion" pledre, the Soviets They tacitly accepted U -2 overflights of Cuba, according to Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "by instructing the Russians
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at the SAM sites to leave the U-2s alone.P 

Despite the American interest in having SAH sites manned 
by Russians, rather than the less predictable Cubans, Senator 
‘Edward Keating (R-NY) continued to campaign for their with- 
drawal, charging that the Soviet concrete missile sites had not 
yet been dismantled. In reply, Kennedy ordered Sez Defense 
Secretary Robert S. McNamara to appear on television February hy 
1963, with U-2 photos refuting the allecation. CIA Director 
MicCone was not consulted about this brondcast and accordingly 
objected. Soon afterwards columnist Stewart Alsop reported that 
this episode was only one of many instances of disactreement over 
Cuba between McCone and McNamara. "The real tension nowadays" in 
Washineton, Alsop wrote, was no longer between the CIA and the 
State Department, but "between the CIA and the Pentason." Accord- 
ing to Alsop, "McNamara recently told a Con-ressional Committee, 
'I do not believe [Cuba is veins used as a base for the 
export of Communism to any substantial decree today.' This was flatly contradictory to MeCone's publicly e xpressed views on the same subject." 

In early 1963 several exile eroups focused their attacks on Soviet tarrets in Cuba. On March 18, Alpha-66, with help fron Members of a second &roup called the Second National Front of Escambray, attacked two Soviet freighters. -A third group -- 

raids are not launched, Manned, or equipped from U.S. territory," The next day, a group of anti-Castro activists and their boat were detained by British police, acting on a S 
aa 

tate Department tip-off, 
at a training site in the Bahamas, Another ship wes seized that 

ast Guard announced it would 
nel to seal off the Florida 

(The British raid in the Bahamas netted one American among 
the exiles: Jerry Buchanan, an associate of future Watergate 
burglar Frank Sturcis -- a.k.a. Fiorini. Six months later Buchanan
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and Sturgis would both be named as sources for an elaborate false 

story linking Lee Harvey Oswald to Castro's intelli-ence agents in 
Miami. And in September 1963, Frank "Fiorini" and his friend 
Alexander Rorke --~. the owner of Buchanan's boat -- were two of 

Am rican givilian VITURTE six = pilots who received "strong warnings" from 
the Federal Aviation Administration to cease their airborne 
anti-Castro activities. ) 

"The feeling of betrayal," notes a House staff report, 
by the Cuban exiles was given reinforcement by 
prominent sympathizers outside their community, as well as by Kennedy's political opponents, Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker, chairman of the Committee for the Monroe Doctrines, asserted: "The Kennedy administration has committed the final betrayal of Cuben hopes for freedom by its order to block the activitics of exiled Cuban freedom fichters to liberate their nation from Communism." Senator Barry Goldwater accused Kennedy of "doing everything in his pover" to keep the flax of Cuban exiles "from ever flying over Cuba again." Richard Nixon urmed the end of what he called the "quarantine" of Cuban exiles. 

More extreme Exextewenk incitement came to many Cubans in 
’ Miami around the second anniversary of the Bay of Pies, in the form of an anonymous broadside from Arlington, Texas, Its _ blunt message stated: "Only throuch one development will you G@uban patriots ever live again in your homeland as freemen... 
(only ) if an inspired Act of God should place in the White 

“Howse within weeks a Texan known to be a friend of all Latin 
Americans .. .!! 

, Some raids continued to be mounted successfully. One 
exile activist claimed in April 1953 that eleven raids had been | 
carried out since the missile crisis without U.S, interference, 
But the overall pattern was clear: a crackdown was in force. 
In addition, by May 1, 1963, the United States had withdrawn 
crucial financial support from the exile coalition known as the 
Cuban Revolutionary Council (which had been formed as a united 
front of the groups involved in the Bay of Pies). The CRC's 
president, José Miro Cardona, had already resicned to protest 
administration policy:and kennedy's allesed broke 
In a May press conference, 

n promises, 
Kennedy dodged a question as to



whether the U.S. was aiding exile groups: "We may well be . °° 
well, none that I am familiar with .. . I don't think as of 
today that we are." | - : 

_Those groups that. were. actively seeking U.S. aid were | 
obliged to accept a key restriction: their: raids were no longer. 
to originate from U.S. soil. Hew activist coalitions built this 
provision into their founding platforms. On May 6, in the wake 
of a conference at New York's Freedom House, the formation ofa 

"new non-partisan Citizens' Committee for a Free Cuba" Was .. 
announced. Its membership included Vietnam lobbyists Leo Cherne 
and Christopher Emmet, Cold War labor leader Jay Lovestone, Claire Bootle Luce,’and Bauard Teller. Althouch a report of its opening conference called for a new national policy to liberate Cuba "by alh necessary means, it appeared to. ‘accept the new State Depart- ment suidelines: U.S, military action woulda not be needed; Hit-run raids would be helpful and would not endanger world peace if not staged from bases on U.S, soil, An indication khakokhe of administra interes st in the committee wes the presence of William vanden Heuvel, who was not only close to the Kennedy fa Lmily but, Was | then serving 
as a special assistant to Robert } Kennedy, the. President's trouble- 
shooter on both CIA and Cuban matters at that time. , 

“Soon afterwards Enrique Ruiz Williams, a Bay of Pigs leader 
and personal friend of Robert Kennedy, was said to be Promoting 
unity among Miami anti-Castro le= ders, with the promise of CIA arms and money for a new invasion. On May. 29, a new Cuban 
Committee on Liberation was formally . announced in Miami by 150. - 
exile leaders, including former Cuban president Carlos Prio Socarras, It, too, appeared to renounce the plans for a U.Sea: based military operation which (according to the public claims of Miro Cardona a month earlier) had been developed with President Kennedy! S authorization in 1962. The New York Times reported on Nay 21 that "The declares 
comes as exiles reported that a pl 
emerged. from. conferences with Unit 

tion to ficht for independence 
an for anti-Castro action had 
ed States Central Intelligence Agency agents. This action, exiles said, calls for suerrilla warfare, sabotare and infiltration of Dr. Castro's armed forces 

G 

tion



administration, in effect, 

to be followed by an invasion or bombardment from.an island near 
Cuba." 

. , . | 
Despite the policing of the Florida coast end the Signs of 

chaos and disillusionment ameng the exiles, it should net be 
inferred that the administration hia eiven up on covert opera tions 
against Cuba by the summer of 1963. On the contrery, the Special 
Group which soverned covert Cuba policy decided in June to step 
up operations; and on June 19 the President specifically 
approved a sabotare program "to nourish a spirit of resistance and disaffection which could lead to sisnificant: defections and 
other byproducts of unrest," But by then a key fisure in the 
Kennedy brain trust -- State Devartment counsel Walter Rostow -- had bgecloged a new twist in covert activities, the concept of. “autonomous operations" or what has beon called a "track two" ‘approach. The autononous operations were to parallel resular CIA-controlled Cuban teams. In June 1963 this’ concept won official approval and was immediately implemented ~~ with support to Nanuel Ray's liberal JURE, independent of the . normal channels of the exile coalition, . , . 

withdrawn if the efforts "became too costly and U.S. accountability would be diminished to the maxi possible derree, All operations 
U.S. territory, The guidelines spellea out that "U.S, presence and direct participation would be kept at an absolute minimum" 
and, perhaps most significantly, "If 

a 

sts 
ever charged with complicity, the U.S, 

3 | 
Government would publicly deny any Participation in the Sroups activities." In the jarcon of the intellisence milieu, there would bet: 

| ig 
* “plausible denial" of 

all autonomous operations, - 
| Rostow's "track two" euxhied Gencept enabled the Kennedy to Sponsor a libe 

“wing coalition which had enjoyea traditional 

: 

ral alternative to 
the relatively riont



CIA backing. (The matual animosity of Ray and the CIA is, 
incidentally, well documented.) A House staff report details 
CIA spying on Ray's autonomous operation <- offering the 
diplomatic. explanation that "Possibly because of this loosely 
structured control over JURE the day~to-day activities of the 
group were closely monitored." Citing six CIA cables reporting 
Ray's activities, the report summarizes: 

A JURE member, for instance, was in frequent 
contact with an individual and supplied him with 
a variety of txferextionxun confidential information about JURE. This source provided information on Ray's meetines with Attorney General Robert F, Kennedy in September 1963; Ray's negotiations on behalf of JURE; secret JURE meetings; allegstions that the Governor of Puerto Rico was purposely sidetrackine an FBI and INS investigation of illezal arms possessed by JURE; JURE animosity toward Manuel Artime and the MRR; and the location of JURE training bases, 

A sabotage operation Planned by JURE in Ausust 1963 appears 
to have involved using a. cache of high explosives and grenades in San Juan, where Ray was thourht by many to enjoy the - 
protection of the pro~Kennedy governor. > 

Overall, the picture of exile politics in the summer of 1963 was a cloudy one. Some groups were being animated and resuscitated; others were smothered. The broadest coalition of the past -- the CRC -- was in disarray. As a staff report notes, "The resignation of Mird Cardona actually split the Cuban Revolutionary Council down the middle ana Precipitated a b&tter dispute among the exile factions. The more moderate contended that without U.S. support there was little hope of ousting . Castro and that the exiles should concentr 
in mounting political pressure to reverse vashington's pedgrey? shift in policy. Other exile rroup 

ate their efforts 

S announced their determination to continue the war against Castro 
violently resist curtailment of the 
in the Kennedy administration. 
Carlos Brineuier, the local 
Directorate (DRE) who, 

and, if necessary, to 
ir paramilitary activities 

In New Orleans, for instance, 
leader of the Suban Student 

coincidentally, would later have a



contact with Lee Harvey Oswald, proclaimed, in the wake of 
the lMird Cardona resimnation, that his group 'would continue 
66forts to liberate Cuba despite action by the United States 
to stop raids orivinatins from U.S. soil,’ 

Bringuier's adopted home -- Louisiane ~~ in fact was the 
site of the most provocative episode in the administre tion-versus- 
exile confrontztion that summer. On July 31, the FBI seized 
more than a ton of dynamite, twenty bomb casincs, napalm and 
other contraband in a raid ona house ougside New Crlenns belonc-ing 
to the brother of onetime Havana casino owner liike NeLaney. The 
arms cache was close to an anti-Castro training camp of an exile 
group known. as the Christian Democratic lovement. . 

Some of the exiles clearly took pride in their defiance 
of the administration. Thouch their agtivitirs were secret, the 
defiant stance was openly proclaimed/their differences with 
the President's policy were overt. clsewhere, there were those 
who did everything possible to rive their secret anti-Castro 
activities the appearance of White House sanction -- at the 
very moment when the Fresident wos seeking to minimize his 
accountability for the actions and greouns which he did back, 
In late sumer 1963, the CIA renewed contact with an 

individual to whom they had earlier riven the code name 
"AMLASH." The real name of this shadowy fi-ure was Rolando 
Cubela Secades, a former student leader who akkined attained the rank of major in Castro's fuerrilla army in the late fifties, . When the-rebels took power, Cubeln 
the Ministry of the Interior. Almos 

became a high official in 
t everything else’we know Of Cubela'ts subsecuent activities is shrouded in ambicuity ana suspense. Agent or double agent? That auestion haunts anyone who studics the revelations about his career and personality. The CIA says its contact with Cubela began around that President Kennedy took office in 1961. agency, the man they callea 

the time 
According to the ! AMLASH wanted to talk about defecting, but they wanted hin to stay in. Cuba --~ where he coula provide information and play a role in any future attempts to



overthrow the Castro rerime. Following the Gctober 19%2 
missile crisis nearly a year went by without any known CIA 
contact with AHLASH, Then, in late summer 1963, AMLASH | 
reportedly told the CIA he was primarily interested in whether 
the U.S. would support a new invasion plan OY. an "inside job" 

to eliminate Castro. (The reader will recall that in Avril 
exile leader Mirdé Cardona had made a bir issue of Kennedy's: 
apparent abandonment of previous support for an invasion. 
In addition, on the second anniversary of the Bay of Pirs, 
Castro had charged publicly that the U.S. had shifted its 
strategy from invasion plans to ass?ssination plots. AMLASH 
was directly recuesting clarification. ) 

The same day AMNLASH'S concerns, were officially reported 
to CIA headquarters, an AP reporter quoted Castro as warning 

‘U.S. officials that "it they are aiding: terrorist t plans to 
eliminate Cuban. leaders, they themselves will not be safe." 
Inside_ the government, & Memo wes prenared on how Castro_ 
micht be likely to respond to the, covert activities then being 
planned for Cuba, but Nattacks on U.s, officials" vere considered 

! sO unlikely that this option WIS not ‘ven on the final list, - More meetines were set up with AHLA iS no matter who first 
raised the idea of ass2ssination, the contact with, AHLASH 
‘continued on that basis. 

AMLASH. soon upped the ante: he demanded a personal meeting with the President's brother -- Attorney General Robert Kennedy: ~- as an assurance that the U.5. government was firmly behind the policies under discussion. The CIA diantt Pass the invitation on to. the attorney general. “Instes d, Desmond Pitcrerald -- the secret head of the CIA's Special Affairs Staff (effectively the agency's Cuba desk at that time) -— met AML: introducing himself as 
At least two of Fitz: 
him not to flO. 

ASH on October 29, 
Robert Kennedy! S personal representative, rerald's colleagues at the agency advised The Chief of Counterintellirence own Srecial Affairs Starr thoucht Cubelat S "bona fides were subject to guestion" | 

of Fitzgerald's. 

-~ in other words, he mirht be reporting



back to Castro. Double agent or nt, AMRASH wes “now to talk 
too much. Security around his contocts with the CIA wis so bad 
that an FBI inf ormer reported to the Bureau on October 10 that 

Cubela was meeting with the cIA - onsrently, the only secret 
was his code name. Despite tie warnincs and danter si-ns, 

Fitererald used no distuise for his fateful meetin with - 

Cubela; his only fir leaf was en alias. a oy . 
, ASH told the vutative Nennedy emissary thot he wanted 

"technical support" -- like a hich-vowered ‘scoved rifle -— 
not just approvel for his wolici ies. The two CIA events present 
at this meeting have given opposite versicns of Fitzrerala's 

‘reply to the recuest, but by Movertber 19 Fitsrerald told the 
CIA Case Officer he conld tell ANLAS Sl thet rifles, telescopic 

“ gichts and explosives. would he vrovided. The day before, 
Fitéperala had sent ANLASH another signe lL -- by way of. President 
Kennedy hinsel?! On. November 13 Kennedy rave A speech in Miami 
mo the exile heartland s-in which -he described the Castro . 
rovernment AS a "small band of canspir ators" whese -omoval 

“would ins ure U.S. suprort for vro-ressive foals in Cuba, 
“Fitzzerala reportedly helped deaft the. speech, and. an interne al 
memo of the CIA (quoted in the 1976. renort of Senator Schweiker's 
subcommittee investi=ating federal agencies in relation to the 
Kennedy assassination) confirms that the CIA intended the. speech 
to sirnal to dissidents in Cubs that the U.S, would support a coup. no a i - 

As Kennédy was being shot in Dalles, Fitzperala and the 
CIA Case Officer met with AULAST » on November 27, 1963, assuring hin that he would cet his rifles ; “na telescovnic sirhts, They also offered h Moo ballpoint pen ric-red with 
needle so fine th 

as hypodermic 
at its victim would not notice its insertion, advisinz ANLASH to fill it with Blacklent 4O ~- 2 conmercial poisen lethal even in minute doses, When they left the “eeting, news of the kennedy assassination WAS on the wires around the world. 

,



into 1965, when the CIA terminated the reistionshin and 

cabled its stations: 'Convincine rroof that entire ‘J {LASH 

group insecure and that further contact with key iembers 

of groun constitutes a menrce to CIA overations." In Februar ry 

7966 ALLASH was arrested in Havana in connection with an 

assassination vlot invelvin- an PAL automatic rifle with 

telescovic sisht. ile ws convicted and sentenced to death -- 

but Unstro himself intervened to conmr-vute tho sentence to 

twenty years. ) ev 

The description of one other "autonomous oneration" in 

relation to Cuba will complete this sketch of Cuba nolicy in 

the nennedy years. This list operrtion W'S 458 35 Lis ae e 

of the others, but orrosite to 111 others in volitical thrust. 

The finnl option wis to explore the nossibilities or detente 

with Castro. The iden wos net new. In ‘u7vust 1962, even in the 

heitht of Operation MONG ‘OSE, the CIA hie exvlored, is a 
variant to inciting an anti-Castro reavelt, the 

splitting Castro ayay from the old-line Corriunists ar 
In June 1963, while the Speci:l Group was anprovine stepned-uv 
sabotare, it also acreed that it weld be a "useful endeavor" 
to explore "various Possibilities of establishine ch: 
communication to Castro. 

The signing of the Nuclear. Test Jan Tresty on Aurust 5, 
n 1963, suxrested to many a sienificant thew in Jold Wer Soviet- 

American relations. Despite all the conflictinz signals of 

U.S. policy touard Cuba -- or perhavg because of the confusion 

they produced -- a messare came Po the U.S. delegation at the 
Chis . . 

United Nations. Cubats AmbansadortLe chur 7a W395 nroposing talks 

on the subject of nossible accommodation bet-eon Uashington "AwD 

and Havana. With White ilouse approval, U.S. Ambassedor Willian 
Attwood pursued the vroposal. 

In addition, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson made public a » 

formula for accommodating in a speech to the General Assembly 

4 

October 7, sayins that if Castro wanted pence and rel 
hit-run raids, he could have these by stepping his we 

subversion of other countries. Further telephene talk 

cret as Ehr most



TV commentator Lisa Howrrd and Castro's rersonal rite René Yallejo 

breucht the news (according to a subsecuent account by Attwood ) 

that Yastro wanted "to talt rersonally to us about insproving 

relations and was pleased to find out we were rendy to listen." 

Moreover, French reporter Je3n Daniel saw President Vonnedy 

about Cuba on October 2h and wes invited to report back to the 

white House after interviewinre Fidel Castro in ilovenber. 

Un October 41, Vallejo told Howard thit Csstro would like 

a U.S. official to come and see him alone; if necesstry, a Cuban 

plane could be sent to mreserve discretion. Attwood renorted 

this sugrestion directly to MeQeorge Bundy at the Write House -- 
bypassing Secretary of State Denn Rusk just as Vallejo was 
apparently bypassine the Cuban foreirn ministry. Bundy told him 
that "the President, more than the Stnte Department, wis 
interested in exploring this overture," but thoucht there should 
be a vrreliminary meeting with Yallejo -nd Lechura at the UN to 
prepare an agenda. Attwood vhoned Vallejo directly "at a vrivate 
number in Havana." Vallejo said that he conld not come to New 
York but that Sastro would instruct Lechura to propose and 
discucs an agend- with Attwood. "In the Mornine ~~ it was 
lovember 19," wrote Attwood, "I cnllea Bundy, who said the 
President would want to see me ind to enll ®S s00n as I'd met 
with Lechuea. The President, he said, would not be leaving 
Washington, except for a brief triv to Dallas .. ." 

The trip to Dallas effectively ended the informal UN 
talks. Anti-Castro Operations continued for varyine durations, 
but without ever seriously undermining the stability of 
Castro's government. Ironically, the S@ operations ~- and the covert operatives that they molded - apperr to have had more impact on the presidency of the United 
rerime. It was 

States than on “astro's 
, after all, from this milieu th iat &. Howard Hunt recruited his Plumbers, whose Waterga te burglary forcea the first resignation in the hi story of the U,5, presidency. And it is in this miliey also that the Hou se Select Conmittee on Assassinations found individuals with motive, means, and Opportunity to as Sissinstea President j vennedy,
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According to the House Report, anti-Castro groups and 

individual activists . °° : ar) 
had the motive, based on what they considered | 
President Kennedy's betrayal of their cause, the 
liberation of Cuba from the Castro recime; the 

-Means, Since they were trained end wracticed in 
violent acts, the result of the cuerrilla warfare | 
they were wa fing aga&inst Castro; and the’ opportunity, 
whenever the President, as he did from.time. to time, 
avpeared at public gath rings, as in Dallas on 
November 22, 1963. 

The House Committee concluded "that the evidence was sufficient 
to support the conclusion that anti-Castro Cuban aroups as 
Sroups, were not involved in the assas ssination, but it. could 
not preclude the pas sibility thet individual members ney have 
been involved." a oe 

Cne misht have added that in this nilien we also find 
not only peovle who could keep secrets, but many skilled in 
the use of blackmail to silence: others. Finally, as we will 
show in the pares that follow, the anti+Castro, Cubans whose 
involvement in the Kennedy assagsina tion could not: be 
precluded should not be sharply distinguished from. the 
mob elements whose involvenent, in identical. lentua-e, could 
not be precluded in another section of the House Report. 

House Committee carefully presented the two 
croups as thourch they represented broadly distinct hypotheses, 
the extent to which they overlap is, perhaps the most 
Significant aspect of either Broun in ters of this investigation.



Cubans, the Mob, and U.S. Intelligence: 

The Chaos of 1963 - 

As far as conspiracy is concerned, the Committee's 

best work is not to be found in i&s summary findings, in its 

public hearings, or in its Report. Like that of the Warren 

Coumission before it, the Committee's most important achievement 

is to be found in the mass of new data in its supplementary volumes 

on the Kennedy assassination, particularly in its staff reports on 

Anti-Castro Cuban exiles and on organized crime. In each of these 

areas the Committee has uncovered important new facts, with bearing 

not just on the assassination but, . just as importantly, on the 

history of the last year of the Kennedy administration — the hidden 

drama of inereasing conflict between the Kennedy brothers and their 

entrenched political opponents. 

Before proceeding to these revelations, a ‘few words should 

be said ‘about how our. - method differs from that of the Committee, | First, 

a caveat on. what the Committee chose to emphasize. 

History, and above all covert history -- the hidden story 

of crime, intrigue, and intelligence activities -- presents various 

faces to various viewers: historians are notoriously prone to reaching 

results conditioned by. what they set out-to look for. It is hardly 

surprising that under Chief Counsel Robert Blakéy, a veteran of Robert 

Kennedy's war on organized crime, what the public calls "the Mafian or 

"La Cosa Nostra" should become, as the Rerort candidly admits, "the 

princi nal target of the Committee investigation" (AR 160). With a 

different Ghief Counsel, a veteran CIA-watcher for example, the story 

might have been told froma different point of view, with different 



individuals caught in the narrow spotlight of investigation. 

As indicated in the last chapter, the line between organized crime, 

intelligence operatives, and anti-Castro exiles often became smudged 

in these early years of the 1960's as individuals played multiple 

roles for different groups. In the pages that follow we will be using 

| a wider spotlight than that employed by the Committee in order to 

illuminate the background of the assassination in a wider frame. 

The Committee and Chief Counsel Blakey also labored under 

an additional bias. Unwilling to concede the possibility of massive 

corer-up and falsification of evidence, the Cound ttee accepted through 

most of its tenure the notion that Oswald, and Oswald alone, killed 

the President. only in’ its closing days, faced with unassailable 

acoustic evidence of a second gunman, did the Committee make an about- 

face and conclude that Kennedy's death was the result of a conspiracy. 

"One conseouence of accepting for so long the non-conspiracy line was 

that the Committee never exnlored the possibility that Oswald may have 

been the "patsy" he said he was. Its photographic panel established 

that the gun found in the Depository was owned by Oswald. -Guinn'ts 

NAA tests showed that bullets fired from that gun wounded Connally 

and killed Kennedy. But who fired the rifle? Here the Committee never 

attempted to go beyond the Warren Commission's circumstantial case 

against Oswald. The weaknesses in this case against Oswald have been 

pointed out in numerous books and articles published over the last 

fifteen years, and it serves no purpose to rehearse them once again. 

Our point concerns rather the Committee's method. The quéstion of 

conspiracy became for the Committee a question of whether or not Oswald



had accomplices; on the whole its inouiry began with Oswald as 

a given and then worked outwards to see who else might be involved 

with him. With anti-Castro Cubans for example 

the Commi ttee focfssed its interest on reported 
contacts with Oswald [since/ unless an association 
with the President's assassin could be established, 
it is doubtful that it could be shown that the anti- 
Castro groups were involved in the assassination. 

. (AR 134) 

Oswald may have fired the shots which wounded Connally and killed 

' Kennedy; then again he may have been artfully framed, The only 

thing that is clear now is that Oswald did not fire all the shots 

in Dealey Plaza. "Accordingly, our method will differ from the 

Committee's. We will not start with Oswald and work outwards. 

Rather, we will begin with the milieu described in the last chapter — 

the demimonde of U.S. intelligence agents, mob figures, and anti- 

Castro Cubans — and work back towards Oswald and his murderer, Ruby. 

, In doing so we will be following an archaelogical model 

of inquiry. For Just as the archaeolog rist needs a background context 

before a coin, a "shard of pottery, or a buried wall can tell him anything, 

so the isolated facts we know about Oswald and Ruby require a context 

for their understanding. Seen as isolated facts Oswald's association 

with the mysterious George de Mohrenschildt, his confrontation with 

Cuban exile Carlos Bringuier in New Orleans, the appearance of an 

Oswald "double" in Dallas just prior to the shooting (or on the other 

hand, Ruby's visits to Cuba in 1959 or his phone calls in September 

and October 1963) do not seem significant. These isolated facts — 
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and many others —- take on significance only when seen in the context 

of a much larger milien. 

But first a word of warning. The region of covert history 

we are about to enter is a region where nothing can be seen clearly, 

where connections remain ambiguous, and where many interpretations can 

account for the same facts. Our forays into this shadowy region must 

be regarded as exploratory and heuristic, and not exhaustive or conclusive. 

Even more importantly, we do not see these researches as relevant to 

establishing individaal guilt, since, guilt by association is a technique 

as reprehensible to conscience ‘as it is indefensible in law. Noone 

“mentioned in the following pages is to be thought of as an imolied. 

assassin; _ our purpose is not to indict individuals but to understand 

“history. 

SOE HEHE EEHEHHEE St 
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‘The Cuban Exile Junta (Junta del Gobierno de Cuba en el Exilio) 

"We now have plenty of money -~ our new backers are Jews -~ as 

soon, as we (or they) take care of Kernnedy...o" 

According to a Secret Service report, this suggestive remanicis 
Vemavk twas Wael e 

Supposed-te-havesbech-utsered OY an anti€astro Cuban activist in 

Chicaco, Homer S. Echevarria, just one day before the assassination 

(AR 133, 26 WH Lb1, 3 AW 372). There were of course many “kook” reports 
anebmberel~ fer “fi fone to4 a recebler te Fe wand a 

of threats \in this period, but this one was different, |Bchevarria, MO COVES, 
oa et apreesod—to-be TOs 

- was no "kook" or loner} he\ sas. a member of a well-organized group, 

the 30th of November Movement, which at this movement was under 
poseroLe* 

Treasury surveillance for/illegal arms deals in its antiCastro activities. 
: Echeyaiw 3 

The Secret Service concluded that tie| group “may imearmn be involved in the 

assassimation”® (3 AM 372), and expanded its investigation. 
come to the U.S. in 1960, and then 

Echevarria, it soon learned,: had/nonkadmfnrmancoticichthingmemmangm 

worked for the C.J. Simpson oil drilling company in Dallas. Me was 

_ associated in the impending arms deal with Juan Franc:sco Blanco- 

Fernandes, military director of the Directorio Revolucionario Estudiantil 

(DRE), the anti-Castro group with which Oswald had had strange but 

extended contact in New Orleans in August 1963. The Secret Service 

also learned . 

that the arms deal was being financed through one -RamthomPankin 

Paulino Sierra Martines by hoodlum elements in Chicago and 

elsewhere (AR 13h, cf. 3 AW 278)
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For a week or more the Secret Service pursued the Echevarria- 

Sierra story, even after President Johnson, on November 29, gave 

primary investigative responsibility on the case to the Warren 

Commission and the yar. 

Based on its initial understanding that the President's ° 

order meant primary, not exclusive, investigative 

responsibility, the Secret Service op ntinued its efforts; 
- it wanted 

but when the FBI made. clear that/the Secret Service 

to termimte its investigation, it did 50, ‘turning over its 

filés to the ¥BI. The FBI, in turn, did not pursue the 

‘Echevarria case (AR 13h). 

Nor was the FBI the only unhelpful agency. According to the Secret 

Service, 

, ‘it was the consensus of other security agencies that it was 

doubtful this 30th of November Group would be involved in 

illegal activities (26 Hchhik) WH lhl). 

We know now from other files that dhoermenburtnhed weet 
already “th mor moderate 

armsshar .apeutiyer arms had/been seized from em) faction of this group, 
more miahemb extreme ././ - 

and that the leader of Echevarria!s/faction, Carlos Rodrigues Quesada, 

was suspected of using his anti-Castro politics "to cover illicit dealings™ 

(10 WSCA 1hh).
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‘Much of the preceding information has been known $0" 

assassinatéon-ori-ties Since 196), when tit a Secret Service 
Echevarria's remmark 

report on the 88p6a% was published in the last of the Warren Commission 

praia volumes. : SiiraNcEGER It was difficult, however, except 

in ar 
by conjectures and loose association, to tie, Bohevarrig/with any 

of the key groups or individuals prominent in the cas@ (apart from 

the DRE group with whom Oswald had had contact in New Orleans.) Au 
Selec” 

that has changed with the publication of the Stokes Committee's staff 
Paulino Sierra's 

report on «Wa Junta of the Cuban Government in Exile (Junta 

. de Cuba 

del Gobierno GS. en Exilio, or JQCE), the geoup administering funds 
the rtleos : a 

from Echevarria called his "new financial backers*, To veteran assassination 

researchers, tthm Sierra's Junta is like one of those dream pieces in the 

center of a jigsaw puzzle which for the first time enable you to fit 

#rt o * - 

? aky and lake and forest into one coherent Cee. In this case the 
begin to 

disparate elements which now/fit together are several: known: authors 

vete-ans of Teamster-hoodlum gunrunniing to Cuba, 
of cover-up,/imown associates of @ Oswald, of Ruby, ani "of Ruby's 

crime 
old organized/connections an Chicago. But even more importantly, the 

history of the Junta helps us understandiumg the changing relationships 

between anti-Castro Cubans, organised crime, intelligence agencies, and “the 

' White Nouse, in those stress-sidden months of 1963. 

Who were Echevarria's "new financial backers*? The Committees 

believes it has a pretty clear idea:



ae
 The Gommittee found that the 30th of November Movement was 

receiving financial backing through the Junta del Gobierno 

de Cuba en Exilio (JGCE), a Chicago-based organization led 

by Sierra, JOCE was essentially a coalition of predominantly 

right-wing antiCastro groups « It had been formed in April. 

1963 and abolished abruptly in January 196k. During its short 

life, d@& JGCE apparently acquired enormous financdal backing, 

secured at Least in part fra organized gambling interests in jaisrinis 

las Yegas and Cleveland. JGCB actively used its funds to purchase 

large quantities of weapons and to supprt its member groups in 

conducting military raids on “Cuba. the affiliates of JQCh, in 

addition to the 39th of Novenber Movenent, included Alpha 6b, 

led by Antonio Veciana Blanch4 and the MIRR, whose leader was 
Se. 

the militant anti-Castro- terrorist, Orlando Bosch Avila (AR 236-37). 

aaa This statement is.a little more definitive than its footnotes 

: Cleve lead - 
\ would seem to warrant, since the allusion to| gambling interests “Snipes 

Ww . 
wd is apparently based on uncorroborated hearsay of what 

Sierra himself told one of his associates (William Trull, a former 

entertainer from Dallas, 10 Hv@? AK 97-98). Apparently, hosseer, it 

| was widely rumored that Sierra's ample flow of funds was from 

| “*Sgambling interests! of organized crime* (10 AH 96) ne press reports 

\. had linked Sierra to gamblers" as early as May 1963” (AK 97). 
ZL Loyd: et eu fh eed ge. fe f fowl ee : ’ > 

pO foe JO Sho bbe al 

o~y a Paes te sen Wf rf, Lt. 7 rave A : (v care a a SY )
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and associates 
The Committee's findings about the personnel/of the junta, 

at both the fuhding abd the operational level, corroborate this 
Oe ees Lhad rt fit heclert od 

impression, for. they “include veteran# of th gambling interests' 
At 

independent operations against Castro back in 1959. One, CIA report 

identified one of Sierra's promoters for a May 1963 meeting as 

"George Franci, a Haitian national who had previously been involved 

in. gambling interests in Havana” @S34f=5).-Another- spoke of an 

alleged offer of $10 million by "gamblers from the West” (10 AH 98) 

At the same time it is clear from the Committee's staff report | 

that Paulino Sierra was also answerable in his activities to his 

' nominal employers at the Chicago-based Union Tank Car Company, 

a firm fdnce) patt of the Old Standard Gil cane) engaged in the 

leasing of petroleum tank cars: 

The junta was formed after ‘an organizational meeting in 

Chicago in June 1963 with Union Tank Car Executive Vice 

President J. W. Van Gorlam and General Counsel Willian 

Browder... .Wup-squreRuhs StLenedsutd-that Wath Ooblaumtand4 

But evidence exists to suggest that Union Tank Car had a greater 

role in the junta. The company was reportedly paying for Sierra! s 

personal and travel expenses plus his salary. Browder also told 

FBI agents in October 1963 that although he did not know the 

identity of Sierra's backers, he (Browder) kept the group's funds 

under his control (& 10 AR 99)
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Srerrea’s cmp evs al bhe 
The vommvee saw no connection between ‘ae bas n Tank. Car Company 

and Stervats. Contacts with alleged representatives ‘of | “gamblers* and 

“the Mfevada group'*, such. as Wa Burt Mold of the Americantitéi! Education 

uc 
league of Los Angeles® (10 NX AR 98). But there washa conection, 18. 

anly on thelevel of right-wing ideology and lobbying. One of the 
- Senior Advisory Board 

company" s directors, Behnett Archambault, was on the (ado 2 

(ASC ) 
of the ‘Amnfican Security Council. »fuhile Uniog Tank Car's President, 

Edwin A. locke Jr., was on the board of the affiliated Institute mt 

_ for American Strategy. Ora 

PraRoy-of Lo aohtpfled Staffed largely by former FBI and CIA officials, 

the ASC was by 1963 perhaps the most powerful militarist lobby in the 

United States. In addition, the ASG served its member companies by 

screening potential employees for their political loyalties, and 

as a medium for keeping businessmen close to military leaders, both 

active and retired. Newsweek, magazine, in a 1961 article about "The 

Military Right", noted that "many of these ret:red military me: have 

joined the American Security Council." (Newsweek, » Deoe ty 196) 

yd Wright, a right-wing Los Angeles lawyer and/co-chaisman of the’ 
ZEB 

ASC "3 ational Strdegy Committee (on which Archambault served), Was also 

CAEL) 
a ‘director of the Anerican Education League \and senior mentor of its 

vightewing activities. 
i : 

tn 1963 the ASC's Washington Report expressed more and more shrill displeasure at 

Lennedy's progressive modifications of cold war strategy, over the test~ban treaty 

with the Soviet Union ("we are abandoning the nuclear race"), over Vietnam (*the 

blunt truth is that we must preserve President Diem®), and over Cuba ("The President. 

gave no hint that we would give concrete assistance to the goal of a Free Cuba") 4
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il 
Even more Aan aziz aera 
béke/the ASC in Washington, the AEL in Los Angeles ses BEES oeny 

lo23 2h 

tenvasannbsisoncaddintaan jottshoot of the Americanism propaganda 

‘activities of the American Legion -~ activities often carried on 

ss /eccoperation: with the YBI. Thus the chief of the ASC's Washington: 

Bureau was lee R. Pennington, a former ¥BI agent responsible for Liaison 

with the American legion, and later chaixman of the Legion's National 

Americanism. Committee (Wedd 1023, Moley 425). The Executive Director 

of. the ABL was John lechner, former Americanism chairman of the 

Legion's 23rd District in California. 

By 1963 #pfgmthe staffs of both the ASC and the ABL were 

particivating in antiCastro activities. Three members of the ASC 

National Staff (including its President, former FBI agent John.M. Fisher) 

helped form the Citizens Committee for a Free Cuba. in April 1963, a 

committee loaded fuirhmintiyt with veteran CIA collaborators {leo Cherne,. 

Ernest Cuneo, Jay Lovestone, Clare Boothe Lace  Bagene Lyons, one—of— 

khoity-Wil1ien—vanden-Houvel; was-dkso-o-spectel-assistant-in the Justice 

Department-ta Robert Kennedys The AEL's gomittee > Americans for Cuban | 
a mere colerfal ofe.- 

Freedon, in contrast, was jdrawn chiefly from that spectrum of the California 

right where the CIA and KGB aps often treated as bub two arms of one vast 

Masonic conspiracy for a world government of the Illuminati. {one of its 
after m@iintigentize leaving 

members, W. Cleon Skousen, hodcnofimeniipmiaBh/his job as ASC Fiakd Director, 

bat had been attacked by a national leader of the John Birch society 

as an “incipient Hitler*F. 
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The Chairman of Americans for Wu Cuban Freedom, Burt Mold, 

is something of a mystery mans The ABL, in Listing him as a. "director, 

identified him only as “Banker and Investments", Now for the first ‘time 

we learn that in 1963 he had come under CIA scrutiny as a possible 

conduit of Nevada gamblers! money to the organizational activities af 

Paulino Sierra: 

“Dr. Cesar Blanco /i.e. Dr. Cesar Blanco Gutierrez, in 1960 the 

U.S. Representative of the 30th of November Movenent/...reported 

a meeting of Cuban exiles on March 11, 1963. He said that a Burt 

Mold of the Ancricmbit Education league of Los Angeles had asked 

Blanco how much phil’ money theCubans needed to work out a program 

to free Cuba. Mold, according to Blanco, stated that the 

"Nevada group" “would help since the U.S. Governnent could do 

nothing. Blanco said that Mold even offered Blanco the job 

of head of police in Cuba when the country had been freed. 

A CIA report of March 1963 reported that Blanco and Sierra 

had been approached by gamblers from the West to work with them. 

It was reported that Sierra spoke about an offer of $16 million 

in backing for guarantees of gambling concessions in Cuba after 

Castro was overthrown. 

In his public meetings in Miami in May, Sierra had’ publicly 

named the American Bducational League of Los Angeles as being in 

Support of his proposal. When that group challenged Sierra's claims, 

Sierra backed off, indicating he had received assurances of 

‘assistance from other sources. But it is not known whether Mold had 

nade the offer at the behest of the American Bducational League or 

for some other party (10 AB 98-99)



A biography of Dr. Lechner jp@blidhet twa yeireltefora thd asdags ation, 
Lechner and Mold £dh¢tlowLlivés inllad egdsn 

TpabuttrDaasineanttt / were in touch with 

Sergio Diaz Brull, Pedro Diaz Lanz, 

and Diaz Lanzts American contact, Frank Sturgis, all of whom had -usiomment 
anti-Batista activities éf 1958 and(after their dis&lL 

participated in the gambler-financed/anti-Castro activities of 1999 ) 
philosophy and 

(Edell, p. 172). It also reveals. their/proposed mode of operation: 
“And that isn't all we should do, ® Burt interrupted sharply. 

“We should help the poor refugees and perhaps even give the 

Cuban Freedom Yighters a few Marines to teach them a thing or two 

on how to firht fire with fire! I've been thinking al ong this 

line, DoctorH.What do you think?™ . 

Doctor Lechner leaned back in his chair and.talked about 

his recent conversation with Carlos 0. Echfegoyen,.e Cuban 

intellectual and brilliant psychologist, whose background stamps him 

as a: genuine anti-Communist “Freedom Fighter." | 

The Doctor went on to explain that it was Coepotast™ 

who warned the Central Intelligence Agency and the brass of the 

State Department, last November, agasnst the futulity Ksic/ and 
fBay of Pigs/ 

certain disater of that invasion, which vaporized. 

"Echegoyen told me," the Doctor revealed, "that the Cuban 

representatives, especially Cardona, who was running the show, 

had been receiving financial aid from the Commnists in 

Venezuela [ieee Venezuela's President Romul@ Betancourt/ and with 

the full knowledge of the C.I.A." 

®Wow!" said Burt, shaking his ruddy head. "An invasion, mm ~ 

-- or so-called invasion -=« under the circumstances could not fail 
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to help Castro and 1 pci actually was what the Kremlin wanted $¥ 

"Certainly 1® the Doctor stressed. “UD know the clever, 

Sinister tacties of the reds. I am posi tive bhat the State | 

' Department's support of Cardona, who headed the disater, 

| fitted beautifully into the Kremlin's overall strategy.ee.. 

Khrushchev would like nothing better than to have another 

dedicated Marxist nively primed by this government to take | 

Castro's place, in the event he were assassinated or liquidated." 

(Edell 172-73). , 

"Lechner and Mold, in other words, wanted to work with U.S. military 

advisers, but without CIA political interference, which would obviously 

produce a nex government too Liberal for their liking. fMeanwhile 

B.A. Mowrer, of the ASC ahd the allied Citizend4s Committee for a Free Cuba, 

Was calling for a "Cold War ‘foreign legion... open to anyone, but in 

particular to refugees, escapees, and expellees from Communist -controlled 

countries?) Wash Rep. June L, 1962)” aa 7 Le oe N 
: Sigspats—\—avoldthe CIN and ~“— 

Not. only did Akg Junta &ofpaspondztentnichhen penne bring in U.S malta ~, 
Cav cers Men 

uaeiGon, as Mold had proposed, at least two of these sbrmenns , Frank 

Sturgis and his long-time ally Jerry Patrick Hemming, were gam veterang - 

of the gamblers' .1959 operations. In a moment we shall look more closely 

at the Junta's personnel and contacts, since so many of these —— 

Rie hase Lawal L 
Orlando Bosch, Bickaridwientiish, Frank Sturgis, 

Dennis Harber, Antonio Veciana, and Avexander Rorke -~ have for various 
Come ta Jo Lhe Saves bi fone 

reasons Y6en-inve: upcled by rascenctosl tata the Kennedy assassination.
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It is worth reminding ourselves that the charge that 

gamblers were funding Sierra's junta -—- though made publicly and in 

secret government intelligence reports -- remains unproven. From the 

past discussion it should be clear, however, that Sierra was backed 

by his employers at the Union Tank Car Company and thus presumably 

by at least some members of the American Security Council. This 

would coincide with Sierrats,elains that "he had the assistance 

of several high ranking U.S. Navy and Army officers" (104895), and 

Wsuch large corporations as ...Esso, Standard Oil,.. and United 

States Steel" (1oaH99). This is particularly important because 

of the special relationship -- revealed, as we'll see, through its 

role in ‘atergate ~~ between the Anterican Security Council itself, 

the CIA, and the FBI. | 

A number of the original Watergate consvirators -- 

Hunt, McCord, and Sturgis for example ~- were involved with various - 

aspects of either the 1963 Chicago Junta or the allied plans then 

ceurrent for the assassination of Castro andphe invasion of Cuba. It 

would. be easy to extend the list of Watergatoers in the Junta and the 

ASC, the problem is rather where to stop. For > 
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, the ASC, 
The Juntaf Watergate, and the !Security Network 

/ at 
‘We have ned seen that! a number of “ye original Watergate 

conspirators ~- Hunt, McCord, and Sturgis for/s tarterg -- were sai 
-  thave been /ave/ fed with _ | 1963 

to \deLiaBoraltedron’ various aspetts of either |the/thic go Junta or; 
. / | : . 

the! allied plans ;then current for the assassination fe) Castro and the. 

inva ion of Cuba. Tt would be easy to exten the list iN Vatergaters 

/ 
in th Suntg/and the ASC, the problénic’ rather where td stopi For 

tee ee 

exanple Reinaldo Pico, a “member ‘of ‘the original Vatergate burglary team 

of six Cubans, was in 1963 the Junta government member in charge of 

labor issues (lukas 197,-10 AH 97). Douglas Caddy, the burglarst 

original attorney who Aga once shared offices with Hunt's CIA~front 

pere firm, had worked with the ASC to put out an anti-communist news 

sheet, Washington “eport, back in 1962. 

More relevant to our understanding of the ASC's role in the 

whole invisible snourity network of this country, and the de facto 

iinmuni ty from prosecution which that confers, is the example of 

Lee R. Pennington, Jr., the Internal Security editor of ASC's Washington | 

Report, and the custodian of the ASC.'s seven million file cards on 

alleged American left-wingers. Eslo-tiny ne boro carerya tecbreakein, 

~ also enjoyed a $250, per mouth as a consultant to 
‘Pennington of battwo-ters—thetiLeriac A269 4a-4ndnth retainer g2um the CIA's 

Office of Security, where McCord had once worked, in exchange for 

proviling the ASC's security information to the CIA. In fact it was McCord hin 

who first put Pennington on the CIA payroll) (Nedzi 955 Sher Pantitaiten sas 
ill: chtef.of the Wa days after the Watergate break-in, Pennington drove out to the 
vional ‘American ism 

ahission of the / McCord residence in Maryland, and either destroyed, or watched Mrs. McCord 
I (Kedgi toaub/ : a 

destroyg in a bonfire, materials which would have in some way implicated 

the CIA (Lukas 211, Nedzi.1025) Also present dtlthid possi hie ovatrUotion 

aogeee
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df_shabicb were Mr. and Mrs James Sweeney, Mrs. Sweeney being | 

Sim McCord's former CIA secretary, and Mr. Sweeney Pennington! s 
. American Legion 

former assistant at HB Headquarters. pakke Pennington binselt, 

freetiy atte pods sur vonid\uifie Sth roe aekibersCln ROLES 
(prni tho Atartgnored Wore thule atti ASD 

Our interest in this story is not so mudi Mr. Pennington's ov" possible 

contribution to the cover-up of Watergate (an activity which sent 

so many other people to jail) as his explanation of-gasthis role 

Hee He. 
to the House Committee on ‘Armed Services, “hich showed clearly the- 

‘role of the ASC-in industrial security and the special relationsnip 

this engendfed with the CIA, and above all the FBI. Pennington himself, 

during World War II, had been the FBI Agent in charge of building up 

a network of confidential information contacts through the Amcrican Legion, 

. on the model of the so-called vigilantes of the old American Protective 

hoague during World War I, bobLALbhout\ the \Lesfie+s & uvtsanrest, 

Through the Legion Pennington 4“ 

Stuilt up. approximately 70,000 confidential contacts throughout 

the United States £60 of Nhont We_eveh ushd, bib vey pad them 

Spotted so\i nthe eae the tecessiby drove Wem Tad_serobedy 

ye could -go_to~WedZ- 10297), 

In November 1953 Pennington retired from the FBI and moved over to the Legion 

where he developed a massive "library" of information on fukin: alleged 

subversives . When the CIA, prodded by Joe McCarthy, began to ,look for 

communists in their own rank, McCord came to Pennin:ton for help in 

locating them. It was then that Pennington's CIA retainer Legan, a
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retainer that continued when Pennington, and his libra ary, moved | 

out of the American egion, and 3 Hi Aa eek BLA st 

th ASC. 
* about his Vbyavy 

The implications of Pennington! s reve lations ,have never been 

pursued. Tt is known however that the chief users of his library + were 

not the CIA but fhe large corporations , most of them defense contractors . 

and/or oil companies, who consulted the card ‘index on | potential , 

employees as part of their industrial security rogram. Defense contractors 

. Were indeéd required to conduct investigations of this mture by law, 
wet awe ‘for 

, under tegislation which both the FBI and the American Legion. had helped 

La
 

A
N
.
 

to lobby. And on Gapitol Hill the ASC worked closely with both the 

the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee and the House UnAmerican activities 

Conmittes, bal goftnittees Tex hase Bxistence the inbuican Legion 

(3A \bs-senimore iti ck-history by Rayiiond Moley) Claihs £0 be-pardly 

kedpondible“(iptey, 2564, , 
rovernmental and 

It is this interlock of/non-governmental institutions {inose 
rosetcufr On ofa 

immunity fromgC IA-FBI collabora tion Was. demonstrated in Watergate} which 

we have shosén to call the American industrial security network. 

sthe-Ai€abirontinopigeh dady-next-dif i cxit-chapter-about—the-Chicago-Juntay 
Ne Ste mtr inet 

_ MG 
vkeep-ir “nine -tha t-tamcnamim:ausal Phe venate Internal Security Subcommittee 

/was collaborating in propaganda acbivities with the ARHJunta groups 
had its own network of anta-LVastro inlormants (11 AH 65; WCD 351),/and 

Janes 
that for some reason its counsel dattaz Sourwine was involved in ———— 

financing Junta~related anti-Castro activities | Keep in mind ak¥so that one of 

the first persons contacted by Lee Harvey Oswald on his return from the 

Soviet Union was an industrial security officer for the Convair Division of
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General Dynamics. 

Also ewer 
 ehadly keep in mind the déocgmmcdas former Marines wno 

his 
despite bitak professed Marxist sympathies, sought and obtained 

work at & private plant with an industrial security program, 

althou 
“because, ft was doing classified contract work for the Use 

Government. Lee Harvey Oswald did precisely these things , but we 

a do not wish at. this moment to talk about Oswald, biote career 
= . 

edb }-e nysteryu We are think se the unambiguous case of 

; , who 

Rotert C. Ronstadt, Urkpaused pir tBexk-mlintboy2 in 1946 

went to work at Allied Records in Los Angeles, sold subscriptions 

to the Pacanithg Communist Daily Worker in 196-87, and became a Communist 

Party member in the spring of 197. Ronstadt, who had originally passed 

his FBI exam in 192, was actually working for the firm of Joseph P. 

McCarthy and Joseph Dunn, industrial security consultants to Allied 

Records. While at Allied Records Ronstadt was not an FBI informant, 

but his job was to report on possible communist infiltration of the plant 

to McCarthy and Dunn, who in turn reported to the FBI. After he 

had joined the Commu nist Party, however, Ronstadt ceased to work for 

the private industrial security firm, and instead became a paid informant 

for the FBI. | 

The analogies with the ‘Oswald career are far from exact: no one 

sfor example, 
would ever imagine that Oswald had passed an FBI exam before joining the 

Marines. There are, hovever, enough Similarities to suggest that Oswald 

could have played a similar role when in late 1962 he went to work for 

Jaggars-Chiles-stovall, a-firm doing classified contract work for the 

" Army Security Agency. And this would explain why the month in which he left 

that firm is also the first month in which he struck up contact with the 

left-wing Fair Play for Cuba Committee.
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Loo 
We know, that in Dallas there was a coordinated program fo 

gather intellig fence against subversives, in which the Syyewermr 
‘Bawean 5513). private corporations and with Atfdes 

Special Services| of the Dallas police collaborated with/ithim  - 
incinding-teams-mezponatiaang 

fedéral wirr agencies ,andareth—privete-bast 
including military intcllizence teams from.the Amy, Navy, and Air Force. 

in
 

ineluded ‘tne. planting. BSS’ Chief Pat Gannaway told a Dallas newspaper 

in August 1963 that "in many cases undercover agents have actually 

joined" s ubversive groups, or. established netwerks of informants to’ 

£5 ted 
accomplish the same resukt. It has been sod ated: that both police 

people related to 
and milita ary intelligence units sometimes use/organized crime as 

informants in such programs, if only as a cover for more corrupt 
Piore to the point, ' Jack 

connections. Avi it isa known fact that/Ruby acted as an informant 

for detectives in GanaAway's BSSB(9 AH 128, 13 WH 183, WCD 85. 6h); 

indeed a police chief from another city told the FBI that Ruby "was 

Maniniiambfand a, 
closely connected!*to Qannaway's secretary (WCD 86.151). Thém SSB had 

two other relevant responsibilities. Its vice squad was responaible for 

keeping strip shows at night-clubs like Ruby's within the law; thus 

SSB Vice Chief Gilmore, a "close friend" of Ruby (23 WH 78, 25 WH 290), 

was said to visib Ruby's clubs every night they are open” (23 WH 207). 

And the SSB had the responsi btig of supplying protective intelligence | 

for the visits of important goverment. officials -- . such as President 
in the light c 

Kennedy -- ‘to Dallas (5 WH 1,8). These facts have assumed new significance/#! 
Select 

the ,fommittee's beliéf, "based on a review of the evidence,eeethat Ruby's 

a 

shooting of Oswald was nof a spontaneous act; and that "Ruby's close relatic 

ship with one or more members of the police force may have been a factor in 

his entyy to ths police basement on November 2h, 1963." (AR 156-57).
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- There is-no evidence that Sierrats Junta was supported by 

: the CIA under its Autonomous @perations; indeed, one gould tend to 
. doubt this.’But-as soon as the Junta was established in June 1963, Sierra a. 

/nade contact with the Artime operation in Nicaragua.(10 AH: 99). (The aide was 
Sterra;-and-an-aide/{felipe Rivero Diaz, later detained as a suspect 

in a terrorist’ ‘bombing: of the Cuban exhibit at the 1967 Montreal Expo ) 
Sierra . both. 

~ fbaymnatnonii spoke to Luis Somoza and to Miguel "Cuco® de Leon, Artime's 

MER Haison with, the Somoza brothers on ‘the invasion project, which 

“ had the CIA coffe ' name "Operation Second Naval Guerrilla", De Leon in 
to the U.S. Government 

burn reported icpparnanhdyiatonthemEBE) that Sierra "told him he represented 

U.S. gambling concessions’ in Cuba™ (10° AH 98). At the time the CIA, 

Sensing Robert. Kennedy! s displeasure, had apparently desisted from direct 

dealings in its’ anti-Castro activities with representatives of U.S. 

- organized grime. Apparently however its mannainimms subsidized Cubans were 

* dealing with nob-subsidized Cubans $ ‘the CIA knew this, erifla not prevent 
possibly Pa 

dt, and poumbabiys ‘did not wish tO. The result, was the same kind of ambiguous . 

“ snarl, vi the potential for blackmail, ‘that tbims Robert kennedy had apparently 

objected to in’ “1962. Retthewory Loastputhe- Gitcauas By abdicating control, 
personal 

the* CIA bureaucrats: were ‘ain a better vosition to protect their own\ records; 
into mysterious dollars ; ; 

* Bub they had ‘created a power vacuum/which the némongacdodgnenne of Sierra 

"moved: ed quickly, 

Play? N 

~ In Septenber 1963" the Kennedy Administration moved quite unambiguously” 

against some” of ‘the former casino interests! nercenaries now on Sierra ' 8 
declad + the JE abe De padi at's Oreqeed.. day afr by AG 

payroll. The. Customs Deparbaent issued" strong warnings* to six U.S. cliiizers 
Ao e 

against violating the U.S. munitions control laws, Of the flive men
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Lo rs bh. af wt . reveals 

identified by the, Hew York ines, the ‘Stokes Committee now tetas that 

at Yeast three - -~ - Frank Fiorini alias Sturgis, Bill Johnson, and ; 

_ Alexander Rorke Jr. ‘-- and pom almost certainly a fourth -~ Rorke's 

co-pilot Geoffry. Sullivan: ; =— _ Were being bankrolled by Sierra 

(nxt, September. 16, 1963, P- 395, 16 AH 90-91) » Considering the 
encovraged and 

intensity. of anti-Castro activities being actively subsidized by the 

U.S. Government, in other parts of the Caribbean, one can understand 

the resentment of ‘those ‘who were ‘singled out: 

: "We were warned not to move the plane when we went out to our 

: “private hangar at Ppalocka this morning," Mr, Rorke said. "AlL 

- we, wanted to do was to move it a few hundred yards nearer to 

a radio repair shop and we did it despite the warning. 

Opalocka. is a forme r United States llavy airfield adjacent to 

“Bimi. Mr, Rorke said he had been. told he could fiot fly the plane. 

“Bat. they have nob, served us with any legal pepers," he declared, 

“Mand we'are going to fly it whether they like it or not" (NYT, 

“Septs 16,1963, pe a9). | 
Out of all the st range stories that, have circulated for sixteen 

years among the Miami mercenary community, one, to my knowledge, has 

never been contested. It is that, Rorke did defy the Customs order: 
showtly “Weve ‘Lowe . 

one-maeleLeber he took off ig a small plane from Merida, Mexico, with 

the intention of bomBing Castro's Presidential palace in Havana. 

But the plane never made it; it was shot down over Cuba, I have heard
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. report the common speculation one former soldier of fortune specniate that Rorke was betrayed: 
"Castro knew that plane Was coming. Bobby Kennedy may have told 
him personally, w ihmm Another has mahdm bina alleged that 
a Castro informant, Bnrique Molina was on ‘the plane; and jhhemahamen 

) Imamakanim, Gerry Patrick Hemming, who claims to have heard of 
pre-assassination offers to kil Kennedy, has also charged that Castro 
a Guban informant called Enrique Molina had been present only a few 
days earlier in Dalias. Amid the swirling mists of speculation and 

seed 

"accusation ot ere fact) renaind certain, Rorke was killed in that plane 
crash3 mines some of his friends blamed the Kennedys for its 
at the very least the Kennedys had singled out the Rorke~Johnson~ 
‘Sturgis group ‘(banlerolled ty Sierra) for special warnings. 

It is ‘time: ‘to Look more closely at Sierra's group of terrorists 
aA end mercenaries, and the reasons why some of them have bes A subjected 

for years to. the: serutiny of assassination. researchers. But before 

“doing so it is worth reminding ourselves that the charge that gamblers 
were funding Sierra's junta, though nade both publicly atm in secret 
government intelligence reports, ‘remains unproven. What is now certain 
is that Sierra was also backed by, his employers at the Union. Tank Car 

. Company and thas presumably by at least Some members of tie American 
Secirity Council, ‘This would coincide with his own claims that "he had the 
assistance of several high- ~ranking U. S. Navy and Army officers" (Qo AH 95) 
and "such large corporations as .e-sso, Standard Oil... and United States 
Steel” .(10 AH 99). This is particularly important because of the 

special redationship -- revealed through bdorhmmppartia its role in Watergate ~~ 
which we soall examine between the American Security Counc itself, the 
CIA, and the FBI.
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THE JUNTA AND THR KENNEDY CASE 

In putting together his Junta of. the Cuban Government in Exile, 

Paulino. Sierra assembled, among ‘others, » some of the individuals who 

in later years, ‘would have the most startling allegations to make 

about the ‘Jobn r. ‘Kemmedy assassination. fiomemomaniiri At least one 

claimed to have seen Oswald Personally5 others, that Oswald had 

7 attenpted to penetrate their organization. the Committee ifhimnis 

some of these stories more interesting than do some of the critics, 

| who suspect one or ‘two of them as "aisinifomation®, to digect inquiry 

away from more -legitinate areas of. concerns 

Tn its Beport, the Committee cited i three instances. where femaisd 

"associations of lee Harvey Oswald were or may have been with anti-Castro 

activists" (GR 29), Of these three, at least two -- the Veciana story 

aid Thins Oswald's arrest in New Orleans -— ‘involved associates |, of the 

‘Sierra Junta s it is. arguable that the third (the Silvia Odio incident) may 

have done So as wells 

Antonio Yeoiana Blanch . 

From uly 1963 both Alpha 66 and its founder, Antonio Veciana, 

Worked closely with ‘Behevarvia! s 30th of November Movement in support 

of Paulina Sierra! s Santas In Cuba Veoiarm had been anaaccountant | 

fin the ‘Banco Financiero ’ owned by Julio Lobo, the  *Sugar ‘Kingtor Cuba! 

(10 AH 37). (Tobe, it should be added, was ey CIA contact ~- he was 

marked for a govertment post into the political blueprint of the Bay of 

‘Pigs invasion plan ‘Meyer and Szule, p. /. Lobo also financed the 

Riviera and Capri} Hotels whose casinos employed Jack Ruby's friend Lewis 

MoWillie /Tnomas, ‘Pe 367/ de While still in Cuba, Veciana orgahized 

an n attempted assassination of Fidel Castro (a AR 135); after excaping
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he became the founder and political head of 

Alpha 66 which, throughout 1962 and most of 1963, was one of the 

most militant of the exile groups. Its repeated. hit-and-run 

attacks had drawn public oriticisn ‘from Prosident Kennedy in the 

Bpring o of 19683, to which. Veotana replied, "We are going to 

attack a again and again." Veciana claimed to have had the active 

“support of the cm, and in 1976 he reported to a venate investigator 

“that - fron 1960 to Aes his adviser, whom he believed to be a 

“representative 0 of the cla, was known to him as Maurice Bishop. 

Yeoima st stated. that over their ‘Beyear association, he and Bishop 

net on over Joo occasions and that Bishop actually planned many 

pha i operstionsseeVecione also revealed that at one meeting 

with Bishop in Dallas in late August or early September 1963, a third 

party at their neeting was a man be later recognized ig Lee Harvey 

Oswald Gr BS) | oo ° 

the-press_and_thacavithomchan Sone assassination critics have 
fo hove. Seen Crvrieh 

been sa, interested in Veciana's clain, especially after the=revetertion 

that two ‘successive Congressional connittess suspected that "Bishop", 

as depicted an a composite § sketch developed by Ye. dana and a professional 

artist, night have been none other then David Atlee Phillips, former chief 

of the CIA's Western Hen sphere Division (20 AH 46-7)» Phillips! career 

would indeed seem . to earn hin a place in the next bad novel about the 

Kennedy assassination. A Jong-tine colleague of Howard Hunt's, he had 

béen in charge of psychological warfare aspects of both the CIAts 

Gentonalacpevetionin 195l,-seninst overthrow in 195k of Guetenalan Presidant 

Arbenz, and the unusscessful Bay of Pigs operation in 1961. (Bishop told 

me several times. . sthat psychological vanéfare could help more than
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hundreds of soldiershundreds of soldiers, thousands of soldiers,® Veciana. 
QR 

testified" (0 A 38))e Tn October gto Pai ldips was chief of the 

notorious TA Chile ‘Task Force ‘which, on instructions from Nixon and 
ath 

Kissinger, tried to. block Adenia Chilean President-Blect Allende's 

accession to power by pronoting a nilitary coup. (Phillips 220). 

Phillips, in his autobiography, says he hinself Proposed the idea 

‘of a nilitary coup (Be 221) >. and his ‘involvenent in it certainly adds 

' interest to the Veciam, Yor. one. ‘thing, the CIA's involvenent intbh 

‘this coup planning may, possibly have been 12degal fron the outset, since 

‘the whole of this so-called “Track To" operation was ‘kept secret from 

Natinnal Security Couneal's oversight comni.ttes (the so-called Forty 

Committee) on CIA operations. (By statute, the CIA's operations are. “sapposed 

_to be Limited to. ‘those which the Na tional Security Council*shail from time - 

to time direct”). For another, most CIA yan line personnel were excluded 
_ Super-secret ~ 

from the/Track Two operation, which. instead made use of Defensé 
HED 

Intelligence Agency (ora) personnel, hecause of their contacts with the — 

Chilean: military (Charen Comm Ass. Reps; De 235). And Chile, mma before | 
~o'", for all its recent difficulties, 

the CIA's Track Tio went to work, had been/the outstanding example of 

otabis constitutional donocracy in Latin America. ra 

BatTrack Tuo". is of particular concern because of the ‘Task Force's 

(i.e. Philips") initiative Anstructing the CIA Station in Santiago 

to explore anything we or @tation can do mii to effect removal of a 

. . Wh Because 
feeberalf Shneider,* ‘the Commander~in-Chief of the Chilean Amy, see 

(in the ‘Task Force's words) "General Schneider's firm constitutional 

stand. s/is_ / working against a military take-over" (Cable 628 of October 

8, 1970; Task Force > Logs 10/8/205 in Asse Repe, Pe. 2h). It was only
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after reiterated cables of this. nature. that the U.S. contacts in the 

Chilean Amy doveloged a phan for the abduction of General Schneiders 

After further intrigues, ‘in which both money and arms were passed to 
assassinated — 

the plotters, General. Schneider was in fact prunes in the couse of 

an 1 alleged abiuction attempt. Phillips "account of that mondarmenia 

assassination is hardly a model of candor 

(The Schneider assatlants were’ ‘later convicted for the crime. 

They had been ‘contacted previously by mgm CIA agents -- then 

" discouraged b by CTA and contact ‘seve wed, Thank God, I said to 

myself, for at least that smal} favor. Those of us familiar 

with Chile and Chileans knew instantly that there were no 
i we 

. ‘more rails for Track It. The unexpected death of General Schneider 

. made the odds: of a ‘successfal military ooup against Allende 

x 

plunge to: zero. ‘Abe, Tom Karamessines, and I went te. See Dick 
a 

| Helms. The Dor Listened attentively as we explained that it was 

all over. “HeIns: and Karanessines told the White House» Track II 

was dismantled (Pnit2ips, Pe 223). | 

“wv, 
Phillips is obviously writing for an audience which had not seen the 

- documents in the 

already-published report ‘of the Church Committee. Fron those sources we 

learn that the plotters had been "ai scouraged” from a prenature coup, 
military 

not from the desired tabauction*(Ass Rep 243} A U.S. attache had in fact 

delivered three submachine guns to -mnacnth chonpiatitera a Chilean army
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“officer at 2 dems on October. 22, 1970. -- . just six ‘hours before 

General Schneider 5 was. assassinated (pe 2us). The reaction of Phillips* 

| ee Task Force ftw | on ‘that day is therein published: a 

| oe the attack on General Schneider has produced develop~ 

. ‘ments which closely follow Valenguela's planeces 

- Consequently the plotters positions have been enhanced (pe 26) 

as is ‘that with the next day of the meeting with CIA Director Helms: 

a It was. “agreed. ssthat a maximum. effort has been acievedeecee 

i “The Chileans have been | guided to a point where | a military — 

. solution : is at ; least open ‘to then (p. 21,6). 

it was indeed. Track psa was hot dismantled, but revamped as a long-term 

 ¢) . effort. As CIA Depoty Director for, Plans Thomas Karanessines testified | 

. to the Church. Conni ttes ee ys 

~ “As far, as r was concerned, Track Ir was neally never ended. 

“seed we were told to do was to continue our efforts secs 

i: am sure ‘that ‘the seeds that Were laid in that effort in 

“110 had ‘thear impact in 1 1973. I do not have any question 

. about that ‘(p. 2515). 

In May 1973 Davia Phillips was brought back from his post as 

chief of. station in ‘Veneauela to become the CIA's Chief of Western 

. Hemisphere Division in the Directorate of Operations (form rly Plans), 

Just as in 1970 he had been flown home from Brazil to head up the 

Chilean Task Force. Four months later the Chileanm armed forces overthrew 

and murdered Allende (in a break with consti tutional tradition which. 

Phillips, inhis autobiography, finds “difficult to comprehend", p. 2h7) 

Once again, as in Track Two, the chief U.. contacts of the Chilean
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i. military appear to ha e been. with their U.s, military counterparts, “rather than with’ the civilians of the CIA station in Santiago. ip. 3 a -: 1 tin - 

revealing thay CIA files show hg three tities turned down his —but 3 " 

Tequests for assistance “in anti—Castro plots. On the other hand 
soo Army intelligence had an Operational interest in Antonio 

dia substantiate other statements by Veciana. For example 
vot 

he did organize an at venpted aSSasSination of Castro in Hayama in 1961, and he Probably did participate in another plot against Castro in Chile in 1971 (aR 135) 
Hhacthebtarmphohchomoimi Sierra's junta, in other Words, involved at least one Cuban leader, with Army Intelligence connections, who belfeved in assassinateiu
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see ina moment that Veciana had Cuban followers in Dallas who 

‘certainly 5 should have been, but wdre not, ‘investigated right after 

the assassination. a . 

Orlando Bosch Avila 

Orlando Bosch's 
tae career of assassination mith is so hard to believe that it is 

‘best told in the Committee's own cautious words : 

Bosch was interviewed by the committee in Cuartel San Carlos . 

prison in Yezuela. He is charged with con licity in the October 

6, 1975 fsic, ise. 19767 bombing of a Cubana airlines plane 

which resulted in the deaths of 73 people. Although denying 

involvenent in the airplane bombing, Biesch said he approved of 

itese.On September 16, 1968, Bosch was arrested for firing 

a bazooka into the hu lt of a Polish ship anchored in Miami harbor. 

He was subsequently tried and sentenced to 10 years ina Federal 

prisonsssdle was gra ted parole on November 1, 1972 and immediately 

began . traveling through Latin America, in violation of that parole. 

He said his aim in Latin America was to forge alliances with countries _ 

Which. had powerful Cuban exile commu nimities. So effective was he 

in malcing solid political alliances, that in the ensuing years he 

was able to ‘travel freely, with forged passports, throughout 

Latin America. Whether or not Bosch was the principal conspirator 

in the bombing of the Cuban airliner, it is known. that his Cuban 

Power movement, which merged with other Cuban activists in 1976 kta 

wim to form a Cuban Secret Government enganged in acts of terrorism. 

This latter group was linked w th numerous recent bombing incidents, 

- aA assassination attempt against Henry Kissinger, the assassination 

of Orlando letelier /fomer Chilean Foreign Minister under Salvador
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Allende/ in Washington, D.C., and the bombing of the Cuban 

Airlines plane. Orlando Bosch, a zealot, turned out to be the 

most aggressive and volatile of the Cx :ban exile leaders. That 

alone could validly raise the question of p.ssible association 

with the assassination of President Kennedy. In addition, the 

committee. was ‘presented with an allegat ion that specifically 

connected hin to a conspiracy, but, investigation failed to 

support the claim that Bosch’ had been in Pallas in November 

. 1963 in the company of lee Harvey Oswald (Qo An 89-92). 

, Keep in mind that this former pediatrician was/given training, 

allegedly, in terrorist tacthes, ina CIA-supported camp in Homestead, 

‘Florida (10 AH 90). HanaaGognchoh Then in 1 1963, as he > recently told a 
e 

New Times journalist, he | - oe oe # 

felt betrayed by the Komnedy administration and bythe CIA. 

They held out adrean to us and then let us down (Blake 

Fleetwood, in New Times, May B, 1977, De ho) — 

At this time Bosch was general co-ordinator of the Movimiento Insurreccional 

. de Recuperacion Revolucionaria QLIRR) Using funds from Paulino Sierra, | 

allegedly °: 
posite in the order of $50, 000 or more, Bosch hired Frank, Sturgis, 

_ organize 
Mexander Rorke, and Willian Johnson to fip/airstrikes against strategic 

targets ‘in Cuba. MIRR escalated ‘to more and more provocative targets, 

the + Te RS still 7 ea. bi al com anes, 

such as/oil refines claimed as\assetix by the iid Drboh=Borckeir Biel 1 

| Medcinmpany, or even 1 freportedly, a MIG base where Soviet pilots were i 

stationed. Tnoreasingly these raids brought ‘U.S. warnings, detentions, 
. even arrests, 

confiscations, bat, until an “yBI investigation in March 196h, no 

prosecutions.
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, leaders 
Soon after: Boschts release from prison in 1972, a death list of exile 

began to circulate in ‘the Miami Cuban exile ‘community of "Little Havana" 

One ieeuiem anti-Castro leader on the list, Jose Elias de la Torriente, 

was assassinated. Another, salanrinat whose testimony as an FBI informat 

had helped convict.his old ally Basch, narrowly escaped when a bomb 

blew up his’ car. The. Miami police stated looking for. Bosch, who had 

such as the 

disappeared. later, in a | clandestine, interview, Bosch commended the 

Torriente, assassination as "a good - ‘lesson to the exile commnity." 
With several right-wing governments 

In —_ Latin America Bosch. developed a close alliance with wim 

Sonozasimmmmmantnna Nicaragua. From December 197k to December 1975 he 
a 

lived in Chile, » reportedly: as guest of the Chilean military junta in 
apar tme ne 

a governnent/ Bosch mm has admitted that in this period he travelled from Chile 

through Latin America,. establishing connections with quasi-official 

“right-wing terrorist. groups to murder Cuban officials. In Argentina 

for example "We made.good contacts there with members of the Triple-wee. 

Land/ set up the muder of two Cuben diplomats". 

The Borcalled plot in Costa Rica against Henry Kissinger (as Bosch 

~ hokdménchann, hinselt described it to his Costam Rican interrogators )@ 
bad 
was actually, | according to fomer Costa Rican Foreign Minister Gonzalo Facio, 

some thing else ; tm.a plan to assassinate. Allende's nephew, “Andres Pascal 

Allende , on behalf of the Chilean junta. Bosch was travelling with 

a Chilean passport, drivers! licence >» and otherm papers in a false name; 

and he entered entered Costa Rica - | | , 

o “trom Nicaragua where, according to Facio, he had met 

with "close aides. of P resident Anastasio 5omoza." ngs 
WA 

| thtter Hoong. Costa Biomy/Bosctr ORT IRYY 1 ontaba
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Released for lack: of evidence, Bosch went to the Dominican Republic, 

- where, with other groups (including a fraction of Veciana's Alpha 66) 

he founded the umbrella group CORU- (Coordinacion de Organizaciones 
a Guban exile and 

Revolucionarias Unidas). One of CORUts members » Luis Posada Carriles haa 
Us) Army liutenant in 1963, 

Jwas allegedly a _ Participant with, Veciana in the. 1971 plot to kill 

Castro, in n Chile (20. An We Hernan Ricardo, who: confessed to planting 

the bomb | on the ‘ill-fated Cuban airliner, mint Was an. employee of Posada's 

private detective agency in Venezuela. He told police © 

. | . I am. a “menber of a secret organization, the CORU or CONDOR, 

and. the chief of this organization is Orlando 

Bosch (Fleetwood, p. 52). 
ONDOR is the secret’ right-wing group, “composed largely of U.S.~trained Cuban exiles, who have 
ecently attracted So. much for, ‘the subsequent history of the man who (together with 
en tion as a Chle.bos< d we 

“urde ets a Inge? Sturgis, Rorke, and Johnson) was one of ‘the chief recipients of Sierra' s 
ile and-Sther £ 

atin-American handouts ‘hom in 1963. But why should one. ) talk about Orlande Bosch in a 
ic tatorships,. 
3.F. Chron. 3 i .. book on ‘the Kennedy assassination? Mot, assuredly because of the sworn 
ALE e 2, 41979 

testinony the Com ttes received that one Marita Lorenz 
wane a tt a, 

hand Pye ong ae 

Top Seve ts Sewtitny © 7 sexy Patrick Hemming, the Novo bpothers /ecrnmermn Bosch associates 
Cpe l ef We oa oo 

onete Ton crew ed who have since been convicted of murdering Orlando Letelier/ 
2 | tre Chremwiber. . . ; me 

iemees ee SO Pedro Diaz 2 lant, Sturgis, Bosch, ‘and Oswald traveled ina 

FRI repects ef 
hebter assoseined tan 

>asideredd, it Jo “bt 

~ possrble 

phese of “Cperctin Phat story can be. safely discounted as one of a veritable sandstorm of 
der’ me One bee & 

~ee abe colorful tales, SO often | as } in this case told 1 by old friends and associates ttehers sR assascing wou ; 
8 elere wll, ot Bore) ~ | a ; 

ventuotly Cow, Coated te eC Trae 

rev hens fox DINA » the C Chilean sent ‘elie, Te 

/ twoncar caravan to Dallas and stayed ina motel. where they 
- wore, contacted by Jack Ruby (10 AH 93) 

ote meng ig Keke thot crentea ll, “he FRI anol TA heb A Cony ek Som ft He Ont pirate ed a Letcher cove should nek abind &s te Some of ae familiar FRI “d diet drvebe” at She "case's otce't whe ‘oeuments were lealeed te ke ; compliant J 6 urna | ists TR ovele c tole, | to bla. ben Lete he we 

tee atien. sre es ney be fp beheve » Orlando Bose ond 0 pe ration. Cencles till hae 
Cle ads Goel nedarders LA es : : » te. AUP ewer ek fae ris art le ba 2 VAT
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_ of Frank Sturgis, which haa minnie made it so ‘dig€itult for the 

the public to. ‘@iscem what really happened in Dealey Plazas This 

particular story Would hardly be any less” credible if the source, Marita 

Ler eng, had: ‘added Aten Dulles, Aristotle Onassis, and the Pope to 

her list ‘of, " travelirs. on | ” | 

‘It! may or may ‘hot. be ‘relevant that Marita Lorenz has earlier. 

claimed, to the same ‘compliant journalist, | to have been a former 

mistress: of Fide Castro, and 

that in “the fall of 1960 Frank 8 turgisyoentsingiion. 
1 

gave her to © capsules of poison powder, which she was to 

-aprinide 3 ‘in. some. food or. ‘drink of Castro (10 AR 156). 
Bi nce - > etre OS seri: % nee of aN nae 

This last story, < as 5 here abbreviated, may well be true,\since the 

. ¥BI reported to the CIA in October 1960 that fam Chicago mobster . 
in Miami. , 

Sam Qiancana had been talking/about his own. » plot to do away 

shortly with Castro? - 

© Qiancana . stated everything had been “perfected for killing: 

Castro and ‘that the assassin had arranged With a girl, 

not further desciibed, to ‘drop a ‘pill! in some food 

or “@rink of Castro (10 AH 172). ° ; 

The story would be even more likely if Marita Lorena, al so mown as 

Tlona Lorena ,was ‘the same “"Tlona" who claimed to be "Fidel Castro's 

former mistress" when she Was. - the ate nutrient renin ry girl feiend 

Me, (Mec sick min Pavel, Lee eb Pyblre Ee mie Ps 13) . 

of Charles "the Blade" ‘Tourine. Tourine ,waus a New York mobster who knew 

Giancana, was a major owner of the Capri casino in Havana which employed 

Jack Ruby's close friend Lewis McWillie. Ruby visited McWillie as his 

guest in 1999 in a. series of trips where, the Committee concluded,
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"Ruby mos tage Likely y was, », Serving é as a courier for gambling interests” 

(aR 152) 6. 
" a of a trip with Bosch and Oswald is another: of those 

In short ‘the ‘Lorena story trenomenénthonenemanabingnénomchi¢nrpim 
tales from Sturgis. - 
“country where . the content is much less ‘Agteresting than the sources 

hex 
The net effect of eat dvamabic bat unkely claimp is to draw public — 

. attention away from other connections of Bosch to Oswald's career which, 

though mach more complex, are also more ‘Likely to tell us what really 

happened. It: is probably just a coincidence that Lorenz broke her story 

the very day 3 when assassination critics had gathered ata conference in 
sto ve 

Washington to | give. some of these" leads to the House Asbassination Committee, 

- But it is undeniable ‘that her headlines distracted that conference. from more 

| sertoue busneaor 

~The “Faconbe Arms Cat Cache arid raining Cap a ' 
‘jen cake : _ arms ca he | and. 

ae 

The aime a Bosch's MORR can be seen ehind the/“faining campa 

near + Lacombe on Lake Pontchartraiy A which Lee arvey Oswald, ihomg months 
- . 

fi 

spected of ian tried to perdbrate. 

In 1976 the Schweiker-Hart gibconnttteny of the Senate Select Committee 

. on Intelligence, Anvestigattg the camp, published a pre-assassi nation 
f 

FBI Report which Linked’ ‘the arms cache to earlier plans: Alto bomb the 
fos ‘which had been / vA 

Shell refinery in Gaba", financed by "a former gambling coneession 

operator, an Cuba" (smn, Pe 12), Fron later eI releases we, now know 

a spe f 
that this individual was. Michael Melaney, former concessionaire at the 

rs a : f t 

Hotel Wacional casino in. Alavana, and. 2 specialist in “the game’ ‘of 
oS" foreign fo fo et | 
sponsoring/politicians in exchange fot gambling Licenses. (By his, own 

a l 

"admission MoLaney financed tine election of Bahamas Primé Minister Pindling 

in 1967. )
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Serious business, including real possible Links between Bosch . ani the 

career of: Lue Harvey Oswald. One of these was the presence of 

| Orlando. Bosch's. military chief of :MIRR, Victor Paneque (a long-time 

Sturgis. associate) at a Cuban exile. training camp on Lake Pontchartrain 

.in Louisiana, which lee Harvey Oswald, in the summer of 1963, was 

suspected of tiging::to penetrate. 

As this much more complex story. is also a much more importante 

one, we must: study. it more closely. At this point, unfortunately, 

we broach. a. topic. where the committee has put together only some of 

the relevant: facts. “ 

‘Sierra's Janta, MIRR, and the DRE “training Camp 

The committee, chose) dh accurate, ‘but very limited, account of 

the training camp,in.a staff report, not. ¢ on the Sierra Junta, but on . 

the Movimiento. Denocrata Cristiano (MDC): 

Tele, rhe] a 

Sd ob, kT Qt ki et, 

tier 
R ‘perations betapeh tp AD and ‘ner-anti-t 

ry a 7 ie ? 

2d in. pe vem 4 63. One inyolyed the 2G, we 
£ 

7 pealke 
. f ~ 

Mov ento: Thsirepdionsl Hae! Penh Revolugionaria QATRR) 
f 

5, SAH Qe an the. Mqyimento Recupera ion’ Revokucd naria- “(UR)/artine ts) roup, Pa Boualhe Leon 4 f “ if / ; ‘ fe fi / i é [ ’ 
rd Lt ug a ty Tet Bown ne then, in: He course jof regrouping: in Riparagaa/. Tn. Hows, . 

f / i a : i 

__ Frank: a >} Mi minpased) 5 soldi ex-of fortune, sippitea info ation 
' po, F 

. . hot f if : af ‘ ; “4 f ai that faanr ano/ tista Falla asrstay 4 ; hiet of y 
ik 
Bosch. ‘Avila 

‘ 
an 3 

‘lanniig an.airstrike over vana on A ril 25
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in July 1963 came from Miami to train there Bwas closely associated 

. Watergate as. Frank Sturgis.) 

a ; 31 

That report Links links MDC terrorist and training activities in 1963 

to the DRE, MIRR, and Manuel. Artime's MRR, and adds that "In April /1963/ 

' Frank Sturgis...supplied information that [taureano/ Batista Balla 

fmilita y chief of the MpC/, Orlando Bosch Avila, Manuel Artime, and 

Alexander Rorke were ‘jointly planning an airstrike over Havana on 

April 25. It then notes that: the MX, Yother than mynpiying providing 

the manpower for- ‘the training camp" on ‘Lake Pontchartrain, was not involved 

. in it, even ‘hough Victor. Bem Paneque » the leader of the Cubans Who - 

with Batista in the military activities of the woe (10 AH 73). “nope i” 
The Guuben. as not tHe ‘camp's relation te HrAnbC (abies “ fy Creve s 

; This is unnecessarily oblique. It would have been more apt to Tura. wert 

have mentioned here that Victor Paneque had worked with Frank Sturgis RUN 
Cuba . and Rorke we 

back in 1960 in Bazaua, that since that time Sturgis/had worked with 
in 

the MIRR headed by Orlando Bosch, fiom which Paneque served as military... 

chief (10 AK 89-90} Scott, dumm C&C, pe 18, Parade, May 1h, 1961). 

‘The planned April) airstrike. (in which MDG would supply the bombs, md 

MIRR would deliver’ then) might. have better been called a joint MDC-MIRR 
-So might. one of 

plan, and/the training camp as we: ll. (Indeed|the FBI's informants on 
operation. 

the waiming=eamp, whom we nou from a censored FEI document had a 

: \ 
first name of five lstters and a second of seven letters, may very 

well have been the same as their informant on the April airstrike -_ 

Paneque's old ‘colleagaezma FRANK FIORINI, knain to history since 

\ Acordes to, ‘Becfs fr Tolle Lamae lf 

. _ _ Lr yeemited onl, abort Aclf 
_ 1 bowert . . , th men “thee | Te 8 

o\ 
‘ receuybed by bit? aoe Panes ut Cer {9 je
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In context, however, the July 1963 training camp looks more 

| Like part of a larger operation being put ‘together by Sierra's Junta. 

Laureano Batista, Fallan incor reported ‘in 1967 that "General Somoza 

. of Nicaragua haa given then, the green lights" his men left Miani for the 

camp on July oh, 1963, or shortly after Sierra had visited Luis Somoza. 
‘The | men told the FBI they would go "to Quatemala where they would work for a lumber company"SHR 12 

The men were ultimately cared. for in Hew Orleans by Carlos Bringuier, 

_ the Local DRE delegate = ‘and incidentally one of the very few 

political activists of any’ persuasion who is known ‘to have had 
- (at least four 

: Tepeated contacts with Lee Harvey Odwald. 

* fiji ‘The: camp was dismantled rapidly in August 1963, after an 
bombs and dynanite. 

arms cache of bontmomtaribeis on a. nearby property was raided by the 

FBI on Suly 31. According to the Schweiker-Hart Senate Subcommittee 

Report of 1976, ‘the same individuals who directed the training camp 

were Emp involved : in procuring the dynamite (p. 12); 4+nese included 

both "anti-Castro exiles and underworld figures (pe 79)e. For. some reason 
more thm a 

the Stokes Committee, which devoted thousands Bf pages to organized 

crime leads, was silent about this one. Nor, though its Report devoted a 

page to Oswald's, ‘contacts with Bringuier and the DRE, did it: mention 

the ‘report in. wel files, that the ams cache (and hence, presumably, the 
Re. wlucionario 

training camp as swell): twas an operation of the Direc torio#listudiantil 

(DRE)" (570.2 3 EBI 62-109060-758 5 SAG NO to. Dir, 3/7/67). 

From scattered sections of the Stutokes Committee investigation, the 
. within Sierra's gunta . proven. 

_ DRE energes as the group/with the the strongest/connections to 
“he estore re ght 

Bchevarria's al leged prée-aSsassination threat", the arms cache, | and 

: voghese female 
the underworld, as as Lee Harvey Oswald. Echevarria,
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provoked the Secret Service investigation, was trying. to purchase 
machine guns 

 « 8mEAs from a Treasury informant called Thomas Mosley, in the presence of 

(and apparently on behalf of) Juan Francisco Blanco Fernandez, then " 
| August 

the military’ chief, of the DRE in Miand (3 AH 376, 381). Tn/1962 

Blanco had participated in ‘the DRE's well-publicized raifi of the Miramar 
seventeen 

section of Havana, 3 AH 381, along with/other DRE members manhrma including 
~- - Sanchez. 

Carlos "Batea": Hernandez and Jose Baal to Leon (570eh) 3 Nernandez and 
bombs ; 

Basuito had both: helped organize ‘the delivery of aymz to the Lake 
Gt Lacombe, bar, - arrested © , 

Pontchartrain site A where Hernandez was’ pieked-up on July 31, 1963. 
Lacombe | ' and arms dealer, 

\ he dynamite had: been eelivered to inekoceriskee by a former Minutemang | 

Richard Ianchli,’ whom we. now learn was contacted by Sierra in August to 

‘moihtmen purchase : a quantity of guns* (10. AY 99) Once Lauchli had | 

been a leader of .the right-wing extremist group the Minutemen, who in 

1963 were training in the hill country of Missouri and California 

against eventual Communist invasion, and had published warnings of revenge 

against. the tenty Liberal congressnen who had voted against appropriations 

for tohankim HUAC. But by then Lauchli had broken with the Minutemen, 

allegedly because ‘their: me thads were too tame and their security too laxe 

In 196h Lauch1i was arrested and convicted as a result fvcecim of 
testimony a . Treasury 
infomation ‘from ‘the same )informant, Thomas Mosely, who reported on 

MonmieycmnricRdmnmn Echevarria and Blanco Ferna dez of the DRE. Lauchli 

revealed at’ his twial that shrough the years he had supplied arms to 

the Castro movenent, the anti-Cagro movement, the Minutemen, Mand 

indirectly to the John E Birch Society" (J. Harry Jones, Jr., The Minutemena, 

p. 83). a |
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As was the case with 

intlan other. Cubbn groups, the allegiance and faith of the DRE 
towards their enemie: 

had shifted: in 1963 away from the CIA and the Kennedy Administrationf 
away 

but not necessarily/fron- the U. S. military. Back in 1960 Carlos 

. Hernandez ‘and Jose. Basulto, the DRE members later involved 

in the Lacombe arms cache, infiltrated back into Cuba as 
. DRE |: preparing 

members of "psychological warfare" haras sme nt teams/for the Bay of 

| Pigs invasions. in this. they were controlled by rhimm CIA officer*Cupton,* 

by the CIA's failure to air-drop supplies as promied (Wyden, 2he6 

an aide to David Atlee Phillips. Di&&iBusi oned\ bperihm ciinmp iad ioarkammfimtbhe\ 1 O AHB1 

the DRE began to act more independently. 
Piasco-amt the-pointless-waste-of their COL ieaguets Hives; tne BRE in 1962 it 

was still benefitting from CIA training and support (through the JH/NAVE 

. station in Miami),. ‘pat insted on the right to mount its own raids, 
‘independently. 

such as the Miramar raid, wi thout-bit~supervision-ené-epprovade 

: AdterCastro Some, of the raids fopresented———deflection-a—funds — 

were paid for ‘fron. funds which had originally been allocatad for propaganda 

, purposes. After one such unauthorized raod narrowly missed killing Fidel 

‘Castro, the 9) me 

BS. DRE leaders were called to Washington to confront 

‘U.S. Goverrment officials » including Attorney General Robert 

Fe. Kennedy “and | CIA Operations Chief, Richard Helms eseeAs a 

, result of the Blanquite raid publicity, the DRE. Was subsemently 

. able ‘to raise about $200,000 in private funds....Mevertheless, 

after the October. 1962 missile crisis, the Dominican fhonam 

Republic Government informed the DRB leaders that the United | 

States was putting great pressure on it to shut down the DRE 

operations and it therefore could no longer permit the group 

to operate out of its country. Thus, the DRE was ; of all the 

anti-Castro groups, one of the most bitter toward President
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Kenn: dy. for his ‘deal! with the Russians. In a letter dated 

“February 2 21, 1963, and addressed simply to "Sirs," the DRE 

said it was grateful for the initial support of the United 

States but: could no longer operate under restrictions (of U.S. . 

policyseee By 1964 [they/ were soliciting additional fimncial 

support outside the U.s Government... .from the Bacardi rum 

family ‘in Mani iondinBa), eb «Among those who. wound up supporting 

the DRE fin 1962/. was. Miami multimillionaire William Pawley, a 

_ Staunch rightawing conservative, former owner of the Havma 

us systen, ani a friend of Addhenciukime former CIA Director 

Alen Dulles. Another supporter of the DRE was a friend of Pawley's, 

former Ambassador. to italy Clare Booth Luce, then the wife of 

‘Time-Life publishing boss Henry lace, and later, a Nixon appointee 

to the Foreign Intelligence Advisory Boa;d (10. AH 62-83). 

Jn 1963 Clare Booth Luce was also one of the founders of the Citizens Committee 

| for a Free. Cuba; and she later joined the interlocking National: Strategy 

Committee of the American Security Council. — 

| ~ By July 1963. the ‘DRE nenbers. who ane picked up in Lacombe, las, 

knew that the FBI and CIA were now watching them Closely 5 for had member's.” 
(including Hernandez) 

of the party/it was the second harassment in as many months (BI 570) 

By now the FBI suspected thie iwolvenent of casino operator Michael J. 

McLaney, former concessionaire at thhmmiam Meyer Lansky's casino in the 

Hotel Nacional, alana, at whose bother's house in Lacombe the arms cache 

“was discovered.
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ak 

was discovered. @nacménthonenanrastedgnBmannDanion Two of those arrested 

were. close McLaney associates; and of these one, Victor Dominador 

. claiméd to be an 
Espinosa Hernandez , was also an old friend of AMJLASE or Rolando Cubela; 

in 1965. he was telling other U.Se agencies about the CIA AMIASH operation 

_ to assassinate Castro. The other many Sam Benton, was named in Senate 

- tosrings ¢ as a. Nolaney associate involved in fraudulent securities operations. . 

“with the attomey. for Santos Trafficante! s bolita interests in Miami. In | 

ATL he wasindicted for another such operation with the brother of New 

York Cosallostra, boss Carmine» Lombardoa4., and a former member of the . 

Army General. State Intelligence Directorate. | | 
. ee Fa: STEREAGICI) 
For all’ its: “interesst in AMIASH aid CIA-Mafia plots (AR 111-17), the 

Committee published nothing, about: the allegation that Sam Benton ydify 

and Chicago organized crime drbmh hit man Charles Nicoletti amma 

ra 

a Lieutenant of: San Giancana, had been ‘Present at a meeting of Miami mob 
xe 

on leaders. in October. 1963, where Wicoletti was designated to draw up - 

- otbmondered plans. for. ‘the assassination of Cascro! ‘Gen-Rrangisoo Sroninery 

The GlA-syndicate:deal reportedly called for at least tacit 

“om cooperation An ‘smuggling prostitutes from Marseilles, 

cane Frances into ‘the United States to staff the mob"S brothels. 

"in Las Vegas and other cities, | sources said (San Francisco 

| ‘Examiner, April 1, 1977) } 

The UPI did not nane Benton, but spoke of "a private detettive who served 

‘as a runner, between Miami and Giancana's Louisiana associates." PEs 

, ninmpmixadkngymbhinis Considering heh Committeeés interest in the. vaguest of 

Oswald-Marcello connections, it certainly should have checked out Benton 

and the Lacomhe arrest, since Oswald's activities had been linked to the 

nearby arms cache as early as Augtst 1963.
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The nature of that contact, adnittedly, is far from cleare 

on August Ds 1963, or, five. days after the amu arrests of Benton 

and his friends at’ the Lacombe arms: cache, Oswald visited. the 
a» New Orleans 7 

_ the/small clothing. store run by Carlos Bringuier, ad offered to 

help Bringuier and his friends in: the fight against Castro. 

/ BPinguier, immediately: suspected an attempt to infiltrate the Lacombe . 

training, camp? . as he told the Warren Commission, Oswald volunteered 

a his. service to train Cubans. in guerrilla warfare at the 

- sane moment: when there was a secret anti~Castro 

training camp in ‘New vleans.. snot gemma publicly known 

(10 # 3) ve - | , 

a “Frankly, *. Bringubr told ‘the New ‘York Times Times, ut thought he might be an 

agent from the. Fe Be I. ot the C.I. hey trying to find out what we might 

be up to. Bringuier's suspicions were only increased when Osyald returned 

~ the next day, - and, left his Marine Corps training manual, suggestively 

on annotated, with Bringuier! s. brother=in-law (AR 141). 

As Bringuier tells. the story, the broth became clear to him on 

. (August % when he discovered Oswald distributing FECC literature 

on Canal Stross "This was a Conmunists «+ He tried to infiltrate my 

novenonte.25. a Castro agent" (CBC interview). The two mam had a brief 

| Yerba, altercation; one of Bringuier' s friends threw Oswaila's leaflets 

ain the airy, . and Oswald said, "O.K., Carlos, if you want to. hit me, hit me.” 

‘The New, Orleans police. arriving at this mome nt, arrested Oswald and 

the: three: Cubans - ‘assailing him, for fisturbing the peave. At the trial 

three days later, to which Bri nguier (not Oswald) had invited s\n 

camera team, Bringuier Bhowed the judge the Marine training manual and 

- told him about inbrac mhentiicih Oswald's infiltration attempt. The > judge,
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 ampressed, acquitted the three Cubans and pmasic® fined Oswald Ba 

ten. dollars. Shortly afterwards the same T.V¥. newsman, Bill Stuckey, 

“called Bringuier’ ‘for Oswald's. address. Bringuier gave it to him, as. 

a result of which’ ‘Oswald was “interviewed on WDSU radio and- debated 

 Bringuier on WDSUMIV. As. it: happened, both Oswald. and the FPCC fared 

very badly in: that: debate, ” ‘thanks* largely to the moderator, Ed Butler, 

_ @ professional practitioner of poychotim anti-Communist psychological 

warfare. Armed with Washington newspapers which he had obtained 

from an undiselosed "third party in Washington", Butker was able to 

expose the | self-appointed FPCC spokesman Oswald as a defector tho 

had turned ‘in: has! Passport. in Moscow and : “applied for Soviet citizenship" 

“(21 Wit 639). 8 : 

a The hole. ot Osualats nysterious career is ‘epitomized by those two _ 

“weeks of Tv. notoriety in Yew Orleans. Once again, as earlier at the 

* GIA base of Atsugi “in ‘Japan, ‘and agter in Dallas, Oswald had acted 
i actually 

“Like a: ‘Jeft-winger while/malcing contact with persons who either had 

" AntelLigence backgrounds a or were" Adeologically to the right. © 

Bringuier' s. explanation for this anenaly is at least consistent: 

Oswald: was <erey a: Castro: agent bent on destroying that ‘sie thveat 

to Castro's. survival, the DRE. Nor does Bringuéér hesitate to draw the 

a conseqghences of. this hypothesis. ur am sure that Fidel Castro ordered 

- the assassination," -he still says. “In his view the Warren Commission 

only claimed: there: was no cotispiracy because the U.S. Government was 

"too weak" to take the necessary step of invading Cuba. 
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“Bringuierts explanation for Oowatats double role is “one ; 
arr ta 

“hte t ‘personally ancnobcbediesm reject, as did the Stokes Committee, 
yo 

on the gromes thats to have assassinated President Kennedy would 

have been ‘repugnant to Castro! 5 ideology, his tactics (back in 1957. ; : the future: 
Castro publicly castigated Rolando Subela -— AMLASH -—- for his 

nae on Ls 

: assassination) and, nost importantly his perceived self~interests. 

- Kennedy after all had taken the politically risky step of scaling dourt 

anti-Vastro activities in 19635 whereas Vice-President Johnson, the 

next in Line, wos a already known to. be a hawk in Latin American matters. 

But Bringuier's explanation of Oswald! S double role in New Orleans 

. fits the known, facts better tha the fin Stokes Committee s hypthesis 

of Oswald | as. a . self-motivated anateur Marxist spy: 
eolPyea§ 
fh 

(in New Orteans, he. apparently became involved with 
a vi 

; certain antiCastro elenents, although such activities 

“on Oswald s. part have never been fully explained. ‘It 

pont. Considering the depth of his politiegal commitment, .. ee: 
“hb would: not have been uncharacteristic for Oswald to have 

e attempted to infiltrate antiCastro Cuban organizations 
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But the significant point is that regardless 

of his purpose for joining, it is another example of the 

dominance of political activity in Oswald's life (AR 62) 

In reviewing Oswald's life, the committee found his 

actions and values to have been those of a self- 

provlaimed Marxist who would be bound to favor the 

Castro regime in Cuba, or at least not advocate its 

overthrow. For this reason, it did not seem like ly to 

the committee that Oswald would have allied himself 

with an anti-Castro group or individual activist for the 

sole purpose of furthering the anti-Castro cause....The 

committee/concluded that there had been no relationship 

between Oswald and “ringuier and the DRE with the 

exception of the confrontation over Oswald's distribntion 

' of proCastro literature (AR 143-h5) 

The committee remained convinced that since Oswald consistently 

dembnstrated a left-wing Marxist ideology, he would not have 
supported the anti-Castro movement (AR 147) R 

In res onse to the italigized statement, we should first of all point out 

that Oswald had at least two further "confrontations" with Bringuier after 

the August 9 arrest —/the hugust 12 trial, ami at the August 21 debate ~— 

and that both of these latter confrontations, thahks to Bringuier rather 

than Oswald, took place in fromt of WDSU TV cameras, Camera teams from 
WDSU and WWL had also filmed Oswald's repeat leafleting performance of 

Angust 16, in front of the Inéérnational Trace Mart, where a friend of
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Bringuier's (Carlos Quiroga) and the per. man for the Trade Mart 
later 

(Jesse Core, who was sise Jim Garrison! S campaign manaber) were 
Oswald's 

also present. It was thanks to summ repeated TV performancesg 

in New @rleans, more than any other Single fact, that Oswald could 
persuasuively 

be tustentay identified as a "self-proclaimed Marxist" to the 

American public, only hours after his arrest on November 22, 1963. 

The committee doula have at least considered the possibility 

that Oswald's t.v. performances were staged, rather than 

spontaneous and sincere » Since it is not hard to find even anti~“astro 

witnesses in New °rleans who have always thought this. 

The weakness of the Committee's logic is perhaps best summed up 
Co mmttee's 

in the last quoted sentence. The logic .sf=thet-aemtenss can just as easily 

be turned around ‘the other Way: since Oswald consistently frequented 
in the United States, 

intelligence or right-wing political circles,y\his public manifestations 
» one mould argue, 

of left-wing Marxist. ideology must/have been insincere. Indeed, one 
reported 

could go even further in this speculative vein. If a man is knowa/to 
pro-—Castro 

be plafing a double role, acting as a flarxist on camera, and as 
U.S. patriot . 

an mmtiefimeiem anti-Castro pessea at other times, one might argue that 

the publicly professed role is more likely to be the insincere one. 

My point in this is to duggest that the Committee was Wrong to 
simplistic 

try to resolve this important paradox by such stapis speculations. 

Worse, they have wholly ignored an imprtant piece of factual evidence: 
reportedly 

virecinelabneieenipehignadmensede nancly, that when Osweld/presented 
himself nam to rae DRE guerrillas, the presence of the secret 

=. wer 
training camp, an Hetty stressed in his Warren Commi ssiion testimony of 

1964, “was not generally known™ (10 WE 13). Indeed the @te-in of the DRE 
the 

to/training camp, via the near-by arms cache, has been such a well-classified
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secret that one can only leam of it fron recently declassified FBI 

doaments 3 there is no trace of it even in the Stokes Comnittee's . 

exhaustive staff reports “One has therefore to ask how Oswald, an 1963, 

knew something which tian may have still eluded the Stokes Committee's 

investiga ors in 1979. He can hardly have done so as a clumsy impulsive 

leftist. Bither he was indeed a well-grounded Communist spy, as Bringuier 

argued, or alternatively he was working for the other sides not 

necessarily for Bringuier and the DRE directly (there is no need to assume 

this) but for their sponsors in him Sierra's gunta and in the U.S. 

Government. . 

Let us now consider some relevant facts which the Stokes Committee 

does not take into consideration: 

1) Bringuier was a specialist in propaganda activities, first 

as Propaganda Secretary for the CIA-sponsored Cuban Revokutiohary Council 

in New Orleans, and later forthe DRE. 
self~avowed . ; 

2) The/chief propaganda goal of the DRE was to "do battle with" 

the FFCC in the U.S. end abroad (TT, Sept. 7, 1962, ps 5) (ote 

that it was the DAR which sought out the PFCC as its target, not vice versa. 

I am not aware that the FRCC ever took the DRE so seriously). 

8) The DRE's moun avowed intention of combatting the FFCC 

abroad (a striking detail, since the FPCC was a U.S. group addressing | 

U.S. audiences) had the important consequence of justifying CIA support 
DREts 

for tiemm operations.
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4) In 1963 the CIA, as it told the FBI on September 16, 1963, 

was & 

giving some consideration to countering the activities 

of /the FFCC/ in foreign countries...eCIA is also giving 

some thought to planting deceptive information which might 

embarrass the Committee in areas where it does have some supprt 

(SHR, pe 65) 
» before the assassination, 

The FBI, in response to CIA's request, photographed/a number of BS@8 

docume nts in FPCC headquarters in New Yorkebmimmemk Agter the 

assassination, an urgently expedited review of these photographs 

"uncovered a letter Oswald had written /FPCC Secretary/ Ted lee about 
i . . 

Oswald s FPCC activities in New Orleans" (SHR, p. 67) 

5) Although the FFCC was already suffering from doctrinal and 

financial difficultimes in 1963, the press treatment of Oswald as an 

FCC Marxist assassin was the coup de grace. It closed down before the 

year's emd. 
a tape recording 

6) The bulk of this information, inc luding3zphotagzaphs; ztapeszand 
f Oswald's -° - Bringuier and 

hvenacuiptsicnfnOuvaiatecuchtothisenaad debate with/Sd Butler, were given 

to the world's press by the DRE headquarters in Miami on Movember 22, 1963 

(10 AH 85). (Seth Kantor, a journd ist in Dallas...
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# ka Butler, a former "Army public relations man" (Turner PoR, yam 
; New Orleans 

| ‘De 185), headed a/psychological warfare public’ relations unit, INCA, 

“which, according to his own testimony, he conceived of while serving 

“in a special U.S. army unit "in the quiet little town of Alexandria, 
_ at INCA (the Information Council of the Americas) 

Virginia." Butler's specialty/was to record anti-Communist "trath tapes" 

for distribution to radio stations throughout Latin America. The exposure 

of Oswald as a Marxist defector in the Bringuier debate became one such 

tape. (Radio tapes featuring Fidel Castro's anti-Communist sister, Juanita, 

a member of INCAts Advisory Board, played 4 ‘prominent role in the 

successful antd Allende campaign dantng the Chilean election of 196; 

in that campaign the largest single source 6f funding was the CIA , 

(Halperin, Lawless St., 193 Scott C&C 1h, 53). Butler will neither 

confirm or deny his connection to Juanita's tapes.m& When it is pointed 

out mit to him that his Production Manager, Manuel Gil belonged mumbha 

(with Bringuier) to the CIA-sponsored Cuban Revolutionary Council — 

“in New Urieans, Butler merely shrugs his shoulders, saying, "At one 

time or other, all those Cuban exileh groups were Munded by the CIA" 

(CBC interview) | | 

8) But Butler was also a member of om62BL the American Security 

Counci] ts-Adrtsorp-tommtitiosa, and others in his entourage belonged to 

“groups affiliated to Paulino fiene Sierra's junta. Manuel ail, for example, 
is said to have joined, after the assassination, 

gozmad Orlando Bosch's increasingly terroristic MIRR mfitm INCA's 

President was the famous Dr. Alton Ochsner, a consultant to the U.S. 

air force "on the medical side of subversive matters", and a personal 

friend of the Somoza:brojhers who allegedly gave the "preen light" to 

the Lacombe training camp. The Ochsner Foundation's Director for Latin
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American Relations, Carlos de la Vega, was a member of the small 

- group RECK which at this ‘time discussed uniby raids with MIRR (lo AR 90). 

; On November 22 the. Butler~Brin uier-Oswald debate was ‘delivered totthe 

national media by the DRE headquarters in Miami Shortly . thereafter 

it was ‘issued as a successful commercial mamomi release by Key 

' Records, whose manila ‘Vick Knight, was on the 

Board of lechner's Americanism Educatioual league along with Burt Mold. 

INCA*s activities were backed by some of the same large corporations 

as the ASC, such as American and Foreign Power, a firm which devoted 

much of its managerial energy to campaigning for the overthrow of 

Castro and the recovery of its lost assets in Havana. But more sinister 

backers were there as well. One was the New Yrleans hotel manager and 

veteran anticommunist Seymour Weiss, who has bean ‘said to have run 

“Vew “rleans along with Carlos Marcello for the National Crime Syndicate 

(Messick, Lansky, pp. 83, 87). 
stamping 

9} Oswald's aga of the antilastro address "5 Camp Street" on 

~ his pro-Castro FRCC literature is another symptom of his role as a 
. he did not put it there 

Yightewing "double agent", Certainly tiomendmensmuasmmmbtmbhems for 

publicity of propaganda purposes few people in 1963 knew of the now— 

celebrated address. A more likely reason, as I speculated six years ago, 

is that he affixed it for personal insurance, to guarantee that local 

law enforcement personnel would not treat hin as an authentic leftist 

and put him away in jail. At that time I gave the analogy of Frank Sturgis. 

being arrested. in Watergate with old CIA pm “pocket litter" in his billfold, 

something which helped prevent his being mimuskcpohcawapmiimrstuck with the 

final responsibility for the so-called "third-rate burglary.’ The analogy 

seems much less far-fetbhed, now that ve know that Sturgis in 1963
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active . indeed 
was inaoaued in MDC-MIRR activities on Sierra's payroll, and/was probably 

involved at the Miami end of the arrangements for the Lacombe arms cache. 

Guy Banister, the ex-FBI detective in the same building, mam 

Bmngmtien hin nga cmmearmadonihemmiban operated a kind of action 

center for all forms of con.piratorial right-wing activities, 

from leading the ‘fight against court-ordered desegregation of the New 

Orleans schools to (according to Gerry Brooks, a Minuteman who worked 
financial Ain 1962 

there in 19633) hima/support tor attempts/by the Tight-wing French - 

terrorist organization the OAS (Organisation. de l'Armée Sécrete) to 

assassinate French President Chartes de Gaulie.” One can fault the 
» Which reported on Banister (AR 143), 

Committee/for not mambimmhng dealing with these allegations. The Committee 
Sthe “credible and significant" 

did take serlously/witnesses in Clintog,la., who claimed to have seea 

Oswald in the company of David Ferrie (a close associate of Banister's 

‘anti-Castro activities) and Clay Shaw (the pringipal target of Jim 
mar ait vere ol pl iA CMe Vote sp watfre + a! 2, + 

Garrison's investigation in 1967). One of the few uncontested facts — 
cosncet rau. 

in the mysterious career of Clay Shaw is his unexplained directoxship 
to 
of a Swiss right-wing political group called Permindex, a group which in 196: 

invesdeqatars maypot 

(according to .knowlsdpabte French \semrcus ) supplied the-primeapeak financial 
As weoshe ll see, fF 

backing of the OAS (Tntwn with Fredéric Laurent). Recently declassified 

CIA documents casemate have revealed an important new 
Sr) Reraes SEF or trate “But he wr oor to 

lead Einichng me e OAS plots. bo the Kennedy assassination.—iIn-March: 196], 
orect Foee, it Boe chow owiclew's ASC pps .. ern he the VrADHC an cludhin Pr eau va nti, 1) 

is ~ebhoomed for=Ne.Gaulle!s safety during -his impending 

BM ee MDE Hiring Camp 1762, 

* Gerry Brooks and-the Minutemen are both mentioned in the Committee Report, but 
only in the section dealing with the assassination of Martin lather King: "A review of FBI 
files on the Mimtemen revealed a possible plot against Dr. King's life that had received 
some attention by law enforcement officials shortly before Dr. King's death. On January 15, 
1968, Vincent De Palma...revealed thaba there ware 19 Minutemen strike teams acrosss the 
United States assigned to assassinate several prominent persons, including Dr. Kingece.
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(cont'd) «seeThe Gommittee found that the DeBalma lead had not been 

fully investigated by the FBI, so it examined it anew. It found that 

DePalma had been murdered in an unsolved gangland slaying in 

January 1978 in Los Angeles....Both Jerry Brooks, an associate of 

DePugh's for at least 12 ye ars, and Mary Tollerton, DePugh's 

Secretary until ethcihonsih late 1967, denied knowing of any plot to kill . 

Dr. King...ethe commiAttee concluded there was insufficient evidence 

to indicate that the Minutemen were involved in Dr. King's death" 
of the committee 

(AR 319-72» cf. 392). It is not clear whether those investigating the 

King case were aware of a Warren Commission me mo (discussed below) 

reporting a Dallas federal official's opinion that "An organization 

known as the Minute Hen is the right-Wing group in Dallas most likely 

- to have been associated with any effort to assassinate the President"
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‘The committee noted that the CiA-supported Cuban Revolutionary 

| Council, headed until oy vergio Arcacha Snithalso occupied 

the Newman Building at Shh Camp St.(AR 1453. And it 

developed information that, in 1961, Banister, Ferrie, and, 

Arcacha were working together in the anti-Castro cause. 

Banister, a fervent anti-Communist, was helping to 

establish Friendsof Democratic Cuba as an adjunct to 

the New Orleans CRC chapter run by Arcacha (AR 1h). 

Relying on the testimony of a cont: oversial witness, Repbiiom 

Delphine Roberts, the committee concluded "that. there was at least 

a possibility that Oswald and Guy Banister were acquainted" (AR 145). 

' That claim, a questionable one, seems less important than the | 

uncontested momchbatmBmohobencwamch report from Banister's friend and 

colleague Ivan "Bill" Witschke, a former FBI agent, that 

, Banister became" interested in Oswald" during the summer 

of 1963 when Oswald had been distributing handbills... 

Jand/ had some of these handbills in his office (10 AH 128) 

When Banister died in June 196), his files contained"a transcript of 

a radio program in which Oswald had participated," presumably the — 

Butler-Bringuier-Oswald debate (10 AH 131) 

7 Oswald did have contact in August 1963 with a friend of Quy 

Banisterts, CRC member Carlos Quiroga, who watched Oswald distribute 

handbills off August 16, 1963, ami then visited Oswald at his home 

at Bringuier's request. Quiroga admits to having taken part in a
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mrarhrd 1961 raid against a muni tions depot in Houma, La., "in which 

various weapons, grenades, and ammunistion were stolen" (Quiroga 

intww of 1967, 10 AH 127). Banister, Ferrie, and Arcacha were 

the principal organizers of that raid, but their team included 

Quiroga, Layton Martens, Gordon Novel, and Rancier Ehlinger, a 

cousin of Rdwomd Butlere Quiroga, who personally loaded the arms 

ina U-Haul for Mini, has said that the arms were destined for the 

MDC. In 1963, when the MDC training camp was hastily dismantled after 

the arms cache arrests, Lt wom once again Quiroga who tooJfk them to . 

“the bus. . 

In other words, it is likely that Banister in 1963 was stall 

playing the. same support role for the MDC which he had at the Houma 

. raid. It is possible, moreover (as the committee concluded) that Oswald 
. personally 

knew both Banister ard Ferrie. But it. is certain that Oswald knew at 

least one person freqenting Shh Camp Street who was also involved 

in the MDC training camp: Bringuier! s friend, Carlos Quiboga. According to Har ld Weisberg (oiNo 380), Quiroga visited Oswald in the company of the camp's re ice ‘MDC support 
Oswald's Possible Right-Wing Activities in New Orleans _ BR Ricardo Davise 

There is.nothing we know about the Quiroga~Oswald meeting 

at Oswald's house which’ would suggest that Oswald shared the anti-Castro 

ideology of Banister and Quirega; by Quiroga's account, +the=nsctinemas 

Oswald acted like a Marxist. But there are several clues in. the documentary 

record to suggest that Oswald's FYCC activities were designed to embarzass 

one of Banister's principal other taxgets -~ the desegregation movement in 
One source for these clues is 

New Orleans. &ccondingztm New Orddans Police Department Lieutenant 

Martello, who interviewed Oswald in jail the day after his arresty | 
allegedly told Mabtello 

_ Oswald imiimhim that he was acquaanted with a Dr. Leonard Reissman
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at Tulane University and that FPCC meetings were held: on Pine St. 

(26 Mma WH 7635 cf. 10 Wa Su-55). Martello, in reporting this to . 

the Secret Service, added that a Dr. James Dombrowski. was frequently 
1121 Pinén Ste 

at the/home of Dr. Reissman; and noted that both men were "said 

to be activé in the integration movemen t" $26 WH 763). Martello 

"added that he asked Oswald if he knew Dre Dombrowkki; mmi"Oswald 
“Homcamemn evaded the question and never did answer it". He did however 

' confirm that his FPCC chapter had at least one supporter at Tulane 

University (10 WH 55); a-curtous-tetaid-also~atbributed_to Oswald 
also reported that Oswald claimed to attend 

by Quiroga, -tn-his-first-FBI-in ¥ ohne Orme tok mio 
wh A, Bd Butler Pot “the Sev. abe Ty Vee al Roce cts Su bro raves thes 

University (FBI 10-50 00} 10 WH 4), inmg Before the assassination, 
some of ‘444 !o\lo's 
Hombe dhombadmpamenetires information had reached J.D. Vinson of the | 

Vinson 
Isaac Detective Agency; whisk worked for the Louisiana Joint Legislative 

Committee on ‘Unamerican Activities, whose response to the Kennedy 

assassination was to issue a provocative press release Linking the. FPCC 
intcar ed fenick \ 

_to Dombrowkixt 's organization, the\ Southern Conference Educational Fund 

(SCEF). 

and self-covroborating 
Most of this, of course, was the kind of baseless/phantasy which 

still clutters the tea intelligence filesoi this nation. Dr. Reissman, 

a distinguished scholar, was not even in Louisiana at the time of 
. . . i 

Oswald's leafleting, he was on leave to the Center for Advanced Study 

eae Ns 

Ve he bie ucek Ocwuald her or orl rr a Con n.. “Trlowe. 

Cm “6 58 Ge Pa) f. oO a a ‘ af We b ul ° al lea CoA £ G&S oft 

“ Ciep 351). “e cluda yk ak "Tu hawe
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in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, before going on to be a 

senior fellow at the Brookings Institution. Prof. Reissman, though 

a Liberal, had no dealings with James Dombrowski. or SCEF; his 

wife, however, had infuriated local racists by hoidingcthackineh 

arranging for the first integrated birthday party of seven-year-old 

children at her daughter's nurdery school (intvw). 

At the time of the Mabtello-Oswala’ interview, the Joint 

_ Legislative Committee on Un-American’ Activities. was comp1ting an 

eleven-month investigation of Dombrowski: and SCEF. Tyo months later, 

‘on October h, 1963, Dontrowski and ‘two 3CEF lawyers were arrested, ae 

- booked for criminal conspiracy in the ope ation of .a subversive 

organization.(NYT, Oct. 5, pe )- In what the Washington Post called 

"a flagrant disregard of some. fundamental American rights," SCEF ts - 

files were seized and transported to the Senate Internal Security 

Subcomnittee in Washington. This was au-complished by what the Pest 

| maiimsina the use of a subpoena signed in blank by the Subconmittes's 
the racist 

Chairman, Senator James Bastland of. Mississippi, and filled out to be 

served’ at the last minute on the State legislative committee by the 

sub ommittee coursel. Senator Eastland's Subcommittee also served as 

a sounding-board for both the American Security Council and Kd Butler's 

Cuban performers (like Juanita Castro) at INCA.
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Agent Adrian Vial 
If what Martello told thm Secret Service/about Oswald's 

statements were true, then Oswald might indeed seem to be acting 

not as a left-wing ideologue but as a right-wing provocationist. 
-question -the—Se-cre t-Service-report—of- Martellos Of-vourse-one—night-daabsMachoiénéacmonandim, Since an FBI 

“Antenriew with him iummchvasaiiiinvaimubing-dowiplays 

One can easily question the Novenber 23 Secret Service account 

'. of what Martello remembered, since six days later he gayve=thp 

FBIM t pirports~ to: be~the textror the” hetiorandim gave thm FBI Agent Quigle: 
specifically 

a different account which ignored Dombrowkki. and/refuted the claim 
had 

that Oswald/said he knew Reissman: (10 WH 55 23 WH 738). Seedoicenne rene 

Normally lawyers would believe the second account, since, as\ Warren 

Commission counsel noted, it inc luded "what purports to be the text 

of the memorandum" which Martello prepared after the interview. (10 WH 53) 
presciently 

In that August. memo Martello/rules out what he allegedly told Vial on 

November 23:2 

I asked Oswald if her knew Dr. Reissman or if he held 

meetings at Dr. Reissman's house. Oswald did not give . 

me a direct answer to this question, however I gathered 

_ from the expression on his face and what appeared to be 

an immediate nervous reaction that there was possibly a 

connection betwen Dr. -@issman and Oswald; this, however, 

_is purely an assumption on my part and I have nothing 

‘on which to base this (10 WH 55) 
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But there is other, urYefuted evidence to suggest that 
» With the help of others, 

Oswald/really was trying to mmfmb. implicate his FPCC chapter 

with liberal integrationists at Tulane, as Vial had claimeds 

“Vial himself had claimed corroboration from Oswald's aunt, Mrs. 

Charles "Dats" Murret; she herself had told him Oswald had | 

"mentioned that he knew, or was acquainted with, Dr. Reissman" (26 WH 766) 

Mes. Marret\adnt bn to link Oswald and Reissman to another integrationist, . 

the Quaker Ruth Paine (who in August 1963 attended Martan luther King's 

Civil Rights March in Washington, 2 WH 13-15)3— a , 

It was hor impression that Oswald came into contact 

with Dr. Reissman through th: Russian woman (sich, i.e. 

Mrs. Paine). Mrs. Mubbett said that one of the two 

‘told her that Dr. Reissman had a daughter who was 

studying in Russia (26 WH 766). 

 Vorthless as these allegations mf are of an Oswald-Reissman-Paine left 

wing cabal, there—is-titbie _doubt—thab-Mres-Murret-actually madethem. 

_ they are based on something Mrs, Murret actually said. Mrs. Mueret 

» Who is nowy dead, told ‘the Warren Commission that Oswald 

also said that Mrs. Paine knew a Tulane professoreeseet 

remember him saying that he had a daughter that was 

attending the university in Mos cow, and they either went 

_to his home or they came over to Lee's house (8 WH 147, cf. 

8 WH 170).
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y ona work apphication, 
. Oswald himself/gave the name of an apparently fictitious Tulane 

student as a reference (23 WH 746). And/many of his letters to- 

left-wing groups ,hanoppaaua such as the following, he appears to’ 

be provoking the addressees into embarrassing responses : 

Ce ntral Committee, CP, UeSerssee 

Comrades: . 

Please advise me upon a problem of personal tactics eece 

Here in New Orleans, I am secre tary of the local brach 

(of the 'Fair Play for Cuba Committee! a position which, 

frankly, I have used to fost r communist ideals. Ona 

local radio show, I was attacked by Cuban exile orgaization 

repre. ‘entatives for my residence ect., in the Soviet Union. 

I feel I may have compromised the FPCC, so you see 

that I need the advice of trusted, long time Fighters for 

' provress. Please advise. 

With eben Ferternal Greeting, 

Sincerely, 

Lee H. Oswald 

We shall also examine indications that he may also have been playing 

the bole of a right-wing prowocateur while in Dallas. 
racist 

If Oswald was a right-wing/provocateur, we should have dompdikey 

_ thomememomh a much stronger picture than the committee gives of 

his possible connection to the DRE, the Sik Camp Street murine 

building , and its «ughes inhabitant Quy Banister. -Cérmsrsem, But 

the racist thm if Oswald was being controlled in his performances by/Banister 

(either directly, or more professionally through third parties or 

"cut-outs" ), it is that much the less likely that he had a significant
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re lationship in 1963 with the pro-integrationist David Ferrie, 

even though in 1962 Ferrieg was reported to have flown Carlos 

Marcello back into the United States, and to have supplied 

. funds (possibly Marcello! 8) to. the Cuban Revolutionary Council. (10 AH 112) 
Those who believe Oswald was an assassin will find plenty of . reasons WP 
ihnarim to suspect, Ferrie as well. But those who suspect that Oswald. 

Was framed by his right-wing employers will find plenty of reasons 

for suspecting that Ferrie was framed as well. After all the original 

Suggestive charges against Ferrie -- that -he trained Oswald in the use of a rifle, 

that he signed Oswald's library card, and that he was a powerful 

; hypnotist -- have none of them méhomémondaa stood up to investigation. And Fosrge in 1469 uaa hemgel@ Wa ne bye rb ob w ha slele nO eS tran ob Rowrche.'s eqhocrnto Forwe’ poder, Tocrph '. We have spent a long time on Oswald's mysterious actions 
Osle vy qr bob. M 

l Tewse'ge ble ; ‘in New “rleans, as the best clue to his ambighous relationship oh Bw | “ars fe . . 

at Peden Av bans , with Cuban exiles and their backers. But there is one further answer Th vaste cake oe 
pot wourvoud fives a Delleg dewvredt we have not yet considered to explain why Oswald \would affect both 

mm 146 7 “He at Oe. a.pro-Castro and an anti-Castro Stance. It is that sinintm Oswald, Jive Crveiren 1 
Wed ted Vee wade believing himself to be a double~agent, was being instructed, 
Oste ‘ cy * . ; : 

, vgate wacethetine - unbeknownst to himself, _to create the perfect"legend" or background 7 pee | 
. possible ord ons a ‘for an assassin in an insoluble crime. With such a legend, all future/ heel oe Osde't the 

f\ Te ge revelations about, "loner" with links to left and right would be 
any cacesdental Actus - rertictyens o Osualed's vq kt. Wig coufa, neutralized; (on she thooretical~implicatians-of-double-agentry.-are 

Wovld be no. danlired Key. glory Meal Ould view En in filtres tn @ double aged endless. And if Shih camp Street, INCA, the DRE, or whatever, had’ the 

right intelligence connections, then Oswald's factitgous career 

or legend was virtually guaranteed against exposure.
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OSWALD IN DALLAS 

Oswald, according to the official accounts of his biography, 

is not known to have had any contacts with Cubans before he walked 

- into Bringuier's clothing store an August. 1963. (A mysterious 

"Alfred from Cuba" tinmitimak who formed part of Oswald's circle in 

Minsk, Russia, was later identified by Marina as a "Cuban citizen" 

(16 WH 152, 23 WH 48h, 26 WH 823)$ but the Warren Report, for no 

compelling reason, preferred to call hin a "Hungarian" (mR 271, ef. 

16 WH 100)). But in the la;t three months of his life both rumors 

and evidence of such contacts abound. And, with the notable exception 

of the Cuban Consulate in Mexico City, they are ali/eontacts 
antiCastro 

With mégorheniimg Cubans. Most of these reports are. mysterious and 

debatable; but theny almost everything about Oswaad's last three: 

months is mysterious and debatable. The one recurring theme --~ 

a good one for the "perfect legend" -~ is Oswald's promiscuous 

attempts at infiltration of Cuban targets3 both pro-Gastro targets 

(the isalnd of Cuba itself) and. anti-Castro (the Cuban exile groups 

of Dallas). Ore example af This double role is Ocwoald’s weet te Mexico cd. 
Vth late Sep te wabec ihe a he. wel do obtaw oO Vi Sa, to wictt Cuba, wih, Va tts. mq ‘aly Co. Daneel 

RohizanOsuatd mencoriéng Let us begin with a few facts and hotel Be gvent ied . 

ba onti- Cotly quasi~facts about which there is no disagreement. Oswald, according to 
. Colo nus C4 aN Report Moe . both the Warren Report (WR 730) atid the Stokes Mommhtiem (AR 139), {Aart . 

was last. seen. in New Srieans on September 2h, 1963. Kven this quasi-fact 
. y hourrew, “fle cole . Que 

is- debatable »\since\ tim alleged Witness, Oswald's neighbor kric Rogers, 
two 

was shown photograpis of Oswald by the Warren Commission and 

vigorously denied ever having Seon man ak alt (1. WH 463-6h,). That did 
On ge ApperArw 

not stop the Warren Comm&ssion)\from ising Rogers as a witness for the 
Whee date bo. fee po start wy. its mequamedt for 

September 2) Cepartures, itchad—to;<since-at=had “no- other-means-of
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di speoring the. claim of a Cuban refugee in Dallas, Silvia Odio, . 

that Oswald, | in the company of to apparent Cubans, had visited 

her in late 1963 for help in preparing an anti-Castro fund-raising | . 

_ letter (AR ba). ‘The two Cubans, she claimed, had the War nanes 

"Leopoldo" and’ "Angelo" s Oswald was introduced to her as "Leon 

Oswald", an American "very much interested in the anti-—Castro 

Cuban cause" (AR 137, cf. WR 322). The next day "Leopoldo" phoned 

to say that Oswald was an ‘ex-Marine ard an excellent shot; "Leopoldo" 

had introduced him to the Guban underground: "besause he is great, 

he is kind of nuts." Odio then reported that leopoldo"had said that 

Oswald had said: . 

/The Cuban extles/ don't have any gkts...because President 

Kennedy shald have been assassinated after the Bay of . 

Pigs, and some Cubans should have done that, because he — 

Was the one tat Was holding tie freedom of Cuba 

actually (WR 322, AR 137) 

Even if only double-hearsay, this provocative allegation can 

hardly be ignored; the problem however is to know at what degree 

of report to question it. Both the Warren and the Stokes Comminttee 

accept the reality of the meeting with Odio (the so-called Odio 

incmident)s but they disagree about the validity off Silvia Odio's 

identification, corroborated by her sister, who. was also a witness, 

of the Marine as Lee Harvey Oswald. The Warren Commission discounted 

this, on the basis of a belated Witness, Loran kugene Hall, whom 

the FBI reported to have said, _ days before the Warren Report 

went to press, that he was at the Odio meeting and Oswald was not
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(WR. 32h). A few days later -~ but too late for the Warren Report -- 

Hall Was reinterviewed, and demi (according ‘to the FBI) withdrew 

his own story,: (AR 138). The conflicting FBI interviews might make 

Hall to be guilty of complicitous cover-up. Hall however, told 

‘the Stokes Committee finan in sworn testimony that he never - 

told the FBI he had | seen Odio, only that he had visited "a professor" 

at "some university...just outside Dallas" (10 AH 22-23). 

‘ha-imponetrable-tangia3 What can we say about this tangle. 

-of testimony, other than that is is an area of "resistance" ~— or 

more bluntly, that someone is Lying?,One way to see the facts more 
who is tying awiess the Odio incident 

simply is to ceasing Wc worrying about theres litycnfnthe- Odie NOE, 

and focus instead on am the apparent lowest common denominator to» 
Junta 

the story: Paulino Sierra's unite» Odio's parents had been arrested 

in Cuba for having sheltered a principal conspirator in the 1961 

Veciana plot against Castro, and Veciam was now a prominent leader 
a Mineman (Noyes 24), 

in the Junta (10 AH alah, 99). iim Loran Hall, and-Stems-Wilsom ih 

in late 1963. wed engaged in the transport of arms to the: Miami home . 

of one of Paulino Sierra's supporters, Monon Aguilar (BF 5, 757-95 

10 AH 990. fhemERimbadminumashégahedchaiiim One day after the Kennedy | 

assassinatédn, the FBI had investigated Hall's redemption of a 

rifle from a Los Angeles pawnshop -- a Johnson 30-06 semi-automatic -+ 
Se apa: on LA. bowk 

with a cheqk\ drawn on "the Committee to Free Cuba" (WCD 1179. 295-98).
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The university Hall visited was (according to his 196). testinony)p, - 
the University of Dallas in Panos Hall claimed to have mt its , former - 
right-wing President Robert Morris, who later Joined the National 

Security Staff of the American Security Council. Silvia's sister 

Sarita attended thinha the University of Dallas, a base of support 

for the local DRE; their ancle, ‘Agustin Guitart, had attended | the 

Oswald-Bringuier court trial in New Orleans. 

Consider now the first version of the Odio story to reach 
Catholic . 

the FBI, via a volunteer/s:c ial worker, Mrs, Connell. According to 
Mrs. Connell, Silvia Odio told her on November 28, 1963 shin 

‘that She knew Lee Harvey Oswald, and that he had made 

some talks to small groups of Cuban refugees in Dallas 

in the past. Odio stated she pessonally considered Oswald 

brilliant and Cleveres.eeA call had been made in recent 

months by a Cuban associate of hers to an unknown source in 

Hew “rleans, Louisiana, requesting information on Lee Harvey 

Oswald.....Oswald was considered b that source to be a 

"double agent". The source stated Oswald was probably trying 

to infiltrate the Dallas Cuban refugee group, and that he 

Should not be trusted (26 WH 738). 

In o her words, the original report of the Odio story (unlike the final 

version heard by the Warran Commission) fitted very well with. 

what Bhinguier and the DRE were saying in New Vrleans and Miami. 
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What Mrs, Connell reported was also corroborated by other 

Sources in Dallas and elsewhere. ‘A non-Cuban DRie sympathizer, ' te " 

Edwin Steig, reported seeing Oswald in the back of the room ; attended by Geneccl Edesry Walked 
; at an October 1963 DRE meeting in Dallas (WCD 205 6467 ) NCD 216. 1) (Os wald Wimgelf tolked ot ath nding a. maritirg ent Wel beer im October 1963, but Whee wear a sporentl, o A Dallas sheriff, one day after the assassination, reported — lavser, pubhe med! 

. ube ch 4s ce fiolund . 
that Oswald had attended meetings of Cubans ("possably connected Mn ‘ney dink 

with the'Freedom for Cuba Party! of which Oswald was. a member") 

ab "3128 Harlendale"” (19 WH. 53h) ‘the same sheriff later told the 

Warren Commission that he had found "Freedom for Cuba" literature 

among Oswald's. effects in Ruth Paine's garage (7 WH Slj8). No | 

one has ever explained the failure to investigate this lead. There 

were Cubans meeting at 3126 Hollandale, Dallas (WCD 1085U. ); ; 
Bot of Novewter Groups 

‘these were ‘the Dallas chapter of the SNF¥—Alpha CC-gmon EME gEanR; 

“united now under the leadership of Paulino Sierra's Junta.™ ‘The 

president of this group, Manuel Rodriguez Orcarberro, was reported 

‘to the Warren. Conmission as a possible’ suspect ‘in the Kennedy 

assassination, ina private interview With Treasury. Agent Frank 

Ellsworth, the Alcoho2 and Tobacco Tax Unit's top expert on the 

illegal arms traffic in Dallas: 

An organization known as ‘the Mimte Men is the Right-Wing group 

dn Dallas most likely to have been associated with any effort 

to assassinate the President....The Minute Men are cloself | 

tied to General Walker and H.L. Hunt.Mr. Kllsworth described in 

some detail his undercover efforts in procuring the arrest of 

a local gun shop owner who is an.ardent member of the Mimte Men.
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As a result of these undercover activities Agent 

Elsworth stim Learned that Manuel O. Rodriguez, 

apparently a Cuban survivor of the Bay of Pigs episode . 

was attempting to purchase arms in Dallas for Alpha 

66. Rodriguez is also a member of the DRE. Agent 

Ellsworth indicated that virtually all information 

gathered by the FBI: with respect to such/ ackvities 

was the ‘yesponsibility of Agent Hosty /the FBI agent 

in charge of the Oswald file, whose name ‘and license 

_ humber were entered in Osw id's notebook/(WC staff memo 

of April 16, 196k). 
yincorrectly, 

For some years critics suspected/that Manuel Rodriguez _ 

Orcarberro might have been an Oswald look-alike. Shortly after 

- the assassination the FBI had received a report that Uswald had been: 

sighted in the company of Cubans in Oklahoma; however a Cuban 

acquaintance of the group had discounted this story, saying that the 

man in question was not Oswald byt Rodriguez (WCD 23.h). (One of the- 

Cubans in the party, "Salazar", was apparently the Jorge Salazar 

who was a friend of Reodiriguez and resided at 3126 HoLlandale -) 

When a gm Warren Commission document on Rodriguez was declassified in the 

1970's, it was apparent that. he was too old and heavy-set to be confused 

"with Oswald3 he was however reported to be "violently anti-Kennedy" ; 

(WCD 8533; WCD 1085 U.1)
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Then in 1976 Treasury Agent #lisuorth told a reporter 
in fact 

that there had/been a virtual double for Oswald in the 

Rodriguez - arms’ case: 

an absolue dead-ringer for Oswuld -~ identical build, 

“weight, coloring, facial features, hair. They were 

like identical twins; they could've passed for each 

other" (Dick Russell, Village Voice, Aug. 23 1976, p. 23). 

The double however was not Rodriguez but the Minuteman gun dealer, 

who had been noheagad arrested by Ellsworth a few days before the 

assassination and then released on. ‘bond. 

Ellsworth declined to name the gurt shop owner. He did however © 

reveal that the man had been interrogated and found to be "now#here 

near downtown Dallas" at the moment of the assassination. Furthermore, 

Ellsworth maintained, , 

in several tastences where witnesses believed they'd seen 

. Oswald, notably cnuiniongg including his constant practice in 

. November at a Dallas rifle range, they were actually seeing 

‘his "twin" (the Mamteman). 

Zllsworth thus confirmed the substance of speculations by assassination 

critics ‘that fia a "second Oswald" could account for some of the more 

suspicious and provocative behavior attributed to Oswald in the last - 

month of his life -- notably his alleged rifle range practice, which 
declined to believe (WR 318) 

the Warren Commission tiuammarhhad. At the sam time the Treasury Agent 

discounted the notion that the Minuteman had been deliberately 

setting up Oswald as a patsy; their overlapping teavels to Mexico, 

associations with the DRE, and itimimgm use in November 1963 of a
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MannLicher—Carcano -- all this was "sheer coincidence? 

the 
Blisworth's interviewgr,ke. journalist Dick Russell, knew 
in | 

that ithma a Warren Commission Document on 1 Men uel Rodriguez Orcarberro, - Ellsworth had identified _ ; 
mamhinnmek a Minuteman gunshop dealer in the case# John Thomas Masen: ~ 

Agent Ellsworth states that during his association with 

_Masen, Masen had ‘mentioned Rodriguez as being a Cuba 

‘who was attempting to bay arms == nagjine guns , bazookas, 

and other heavy equipment -- from Masen. 

By his own researches he strngthened the case that Masen was the 
had beawelled in Mexico and been oo 

Oswald look-alike: both men puma arrested shortly before the assass~= 
on a firearms charge ; 

ination} both men had Minuteman connections, bo¢hcmencharichraced lad 

inectoo-and-beshtheebeaon-estireamsrcharpe And there are two 
further  nsiderations making it more difficult to believe that 

the similarities of Masen's body and career to Oswald's was “sheer 

coincidence" : 

1) Masen was - toina. one of only two gun dealers in Dallas ‘to 
Western Cartridge Company 

handle miamiih the u unusual 6.5/Mannlicher-Carcano ammunition 

(Oswald! S supplief was never identified) (w 26 WH 63) 

2) WobomememcitmBactiam According to Ellsworth, "there were 

instances where witnesses thought they saw Oswald in the company of | 

several Minutemen. One of these times did-involve a group of 

Mimtemzn at a rifle range. The look-alike knew all those people" (VV, p.23)
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3) Not only was-Mamel Rodriguez Orcarberro's Appha 66- 

SNFE-~30th November coalition being funded by Paulino Sierra's 

junta, they were apparently the preferred group of Sierra's 

corporate employers at the Union Tank Car Company. The Stokes . 

Committee staff report tells us that in early November 1963 

Sierra was summoned to Chicago for a stormy session with 

Union Tank Car general: counsel William Browder: 

According to sources of the CIA and FBI, Sierra 

was accompanied to the Chicago meeting with Armando 

Fleites of SNFB, and Browder allegedly ordered | Sierra 

to turn over all moneys and supplies to the SNFRE- 

Alpha 66 allddnce (10 AH 100). 

This order came at a time when Alpha 66 in Dallas was in 

the process of closing a major arms deal with the Oswald 

look-alike Minuteman. gunshop owners 

, Thus, if Agent Ellsworth 's account can be believed, the complex 
- apparently. acting the role of 

situation in New Orleans ~~ where Oswald, beliavine-rimpert-to-act 
also CmemBERE Wing melted to create 

a leftist as a right-wing double agent, was unconsciously/bis own legend as 

an untracable assassin ~~. ksnm may have become even more complex 

in Dallas, with a Minuteman look-alike adding the finishing touches 

to that regends Even this refinement, complicated as it is, is not the 
te 4y adh could Poet bi, be less com plen but yrace owh quot 

last word on the subject. \One alternative would be to question Bllsworth's 

allegation that there was a Minuteman Oswald look-alike. Ellsworth, 

after all, is not a wholly independent observer. His FBI contact
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on these cases was James Hosty, who was alsor esponsible for. 

the Oswald file. Hosty himself told the Stokes Committee 
that at mthat the time of the assassination 

Frank Blléworth.. shad indicated that he had been in- 

the grassy knoll area ad for some reason had identified 

himself to someone. as a Secret Service agent (AR 18). 

BLisworth thus became the Comnittes's leading candidate for the 

suspect challenged right. after the shooting by Patrolman Joseph 
committee 

M. Smith, but Ellsworth, in a fiommah deposition "denied Hosty's 

alle gation! (AR 18h). 

atone Ellsworth was however in the immediate area, for he and 

a small group of other Treasury Agents were the fitst law enforcement 

personnel of any description to reach the sixth floor of the Texas | 

School Book Dppository where the controversial Mann lich: r-Carcano 

was found (24 WH 320). It mummmim is not clear from the Report how 

much of Hosty's allegation was denied by Ellsworth; but at certainly 

would have been reasonable for Ellsworth and the rst. of his crew, as 

Treasury Agents, to have been on the grassy knoll with special 

credentials as auxiliaries to their understaffed Sister agency, the 

Secret Servicd® The commiitee learned, for example, 

that from 8 to 12 military intelligence personnel in 

plainclothes were assigned to Dallas to provide supplemental — 

- security for the Bresident's visit (AR 18) 

This revelation apparently gives the lie to previous claims by 112th 

Military Intelligence Group personnel that their unit was ordered 

to"stand down" -rathed than perform "their normil function of Proteg$ction. 

for the President in Dallas" (Gallery, Oct. 19%5, ps 120). It was
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— See norm. aiid! PdasbnablA for the Secret Service to use such 

auxiliaries —- especially in Dallas, where Ambassador Stevenson 

had Ween attacked ‘one month earlier and the Secert Service had given 

"special attention" to the event(2 WH 108). The use of auxhliaries with 

special credentials would explain the large number of rumors and reports unexplained - 
. of/"Secret Service" at unauthorized byt vital locations -- 

“en the grassy knoll (6 WH 196, 7 WH 107, 535), at the School Book | 

Depository (6 WH 312, 7 WH 5%), and even at the Tippitt killing 

(3 WH 332, cf. 12 WH aaa LS, 202 ,» 24 WH 20h). | 
If Ellsworth vas on the knoll in any capacity, how did 

Hosty now about it? One explanatiot would be that Ellsworth was 

the unidentified Alccho\l Tax amfnbecte Unit agent who met with 
fiswaihim Hosty (Elsworth! 8 usual contact) and "an Army Int. Lligence. 

agent" for most of the morning of November 22, unvil l5 mimtes before 

the assassination (h WH 461). But even if Ellsworth was that agent, | 

that would be no reason in itself to disbelieve his story about Oswald's 

“Minuteman look-alike. Wy point, as before with the Odio story, 

is not to establish who precisely ‘is lying about what, but only to 
a sympatomatic 

note that wnce again we have reached dn area of resistance where 

incompatible charges and denials are being recorded. And once again, as 

in the Odio incident. and in New Orleans, thesrea of resistance involves 
1 

the personnel of Paulino Sierra. s Junta.
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De Nohrenschilat, Cuba, and Haiti 
relationship to 

Admittedly Oswald's ‘inbexanttensowbti the DRE, the Odio 

incident, and the 3126 Hollandale address remain mio mysterious. 

Fortunately however the Gommittee has given us clear evidence that 

George de Mohenschildt, the Oswalds* colorful White Russian patron . 

in Dallasywas in Washington in May 1963 aisouss/ possible 

covert operations in the Caribbean With Jonhin representatives of 

both Army Intelligence and the CIA (12 AH 57). There is nothing 

in the committee's staff report bo suggest amiimimbwtmam any connection 

between this meeting and Paulino Sierra's Junta; but thtvee’s other 

SL rents Suggest that mam what Was discussed would eventually 

implve another assassination plot against Castro, the Chicago mafia, 

one of the men arrested at the Lacombe arms cache, and Frank Sturgis, 

who was then on the Juntats payroll. 

The eccentric career of the-pleasura=loving-Bal tic-aristucrat™ 

de Mohrenschildt has mystified.all of Oswald's biographers -~ never 

more so than on March 24, 1977, when he had an appointment to be- 

interviewed b a committee investigator, but died of a gunshot wound © 

in an apparent suicide (12 AR 49). One has to wonder why a fun-Loving 
Grd mlmew 

~ Baltic aristocrat\who had known Jackie Kennedy as a girl should have 
the impoverished malcontents bath: 

devoted so much time to/Lee ani Marina Oswald, taking tiem to bier we eltty D 

homes of Yettred-admira la and-ottier members: of: the: wealthy: Dallas-eitter- 
Haines She, ? 

chauffeuring them when trey moved, taking care of Marina's dentistry COM Ty 

appointments. (9 JH 266
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appointments. 

| _ De “Mohrenschildt himself attribited relationship to frivndship: 

"He is just a kid fome, withuhon I played around" (9 WH 266). (Others 

have seen the relationship as an intelligence one, With de Mohrenschildt 

possibly plaping the role of a case officer, control agent, or cut-out. 

Certainly de Mohrenschildt's career had more to do with intelligence 

than either th Warren Comnsssion or the Stokes Committee chose : to 

admit. De Mohrenschildt himself testified to his involvement with 

French intelligence on oil matters during | World War II (9 WH 183) 5 

the committee notes that at this time he was also alleged. to be a. 
(12 At gay, - in 190 

- Nazi spy, Concerning de Mohrenschildt's work aémbheméime for Baron 
von 

Konstantin Maydell, the committee ey states | 

In de Mohrenschildt's opinion, it was Maydell's German 

sympathies that created controversy and speculation 

that he was a German spy (12 AH 51) 

This is correct, but misleading, since Maydell was in 19hO the senior 
military intelli:ence 

resident agent of ihe @erman &bwehy in America (Shirer, Rise and Fall, 

pe 823n3; Farago, The Game of the Foxes, p. 305) 
, Orthodox 

Even the exotic Russian exile parish of 5t. Nicholas in Dallas, f 

: ely eel mv eawrne (9 WH 221) 
which de Mohrenschildt hedpadmonghonem-wasreanciber , had intelligence 

"an old antioCommunist group" 
overtones. it was/composed of about 25 families, of whom at least nine 

were involved in either oil or industrial security, and belonged to 

a splinter Orthddox church Which survived largely on CIA subsidy. The 

parish president, Paul Raigorodsky, served also on the board of the 

heavily CIA4subsidized Tolstoy Foundation, which helped place anti- 

Communist Russians in various parts of the world and also acted as cover 

Russian emigre 
for/CTA agents (9 WH 5; Blum, Wanted, 86). He testified that when the
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Russian-born Mrs. Max Clark (the wife of a prominent Fort Worth 

industrial security agent) heard of the Oswalds! poverty, the 

_ parish 

provide. 
started to givum them groceries, buy, milk for the mb baby yum 

. hadchomerito in fact Iwas told that. they had her fix 

her teeth (9 WH 7)o 

I It was through this connection that de Mohrenschildt first | 

_ drove thirty miles from Dallas to Fort Worth to visit the Oswalds, 

in the company of a _ retired U.S. air force colonel, Lawrence Orlov 

(12 AH 19s cf. 9 WH 225) 6 De Mohrenschildt testified that befers 
then - andjor 

-condacting—Oswetd he talked to Max Clark gz J. Walton Moore (“probodly a CH 
: ancl “IU AN 

about Oswald, am one of the persons he talked to said that 
(Lote de Hahrancebald wrote “thot ib poy Moore, 

"the guy seems to be OK" (9 WH 235} 12 AH Sh). \The committee has Ax 

confirmed that Moore mirme ia worked for the CIA's Domestic Contacts 
TR Dallas) 

Division} Moore has since repeatedly denied talking to de 
a 

Mohrenschildt about Oswald; but the committee noted discrepancymm 
("only two", or "several") 

in Moore's various statements as to the number of times/he had 

actually met de Mohrenschildt (12 AH 54-55). It found nothing to 

- corroborate a claim by WFAA-TV in Dallas "that Lee Harvey Oswald was 

employed by the CIA aid that Moore knew Oswald" (12 AH 5h). 

Given de Mohrenschildt's contacts with tahoe. Army Intelligence and 

CIA in May 1963, one has to be struck by the fact that, in all mmm 

Oswald's tiny Sane oe acquaintances and contac..s, de’ Nohrenschilat 

id the first ‘hon we know to have’ visited Cuba. He did so "during the ; 

Batista days" (pssably "in 1953", 8 WH 457) mm as an oil exploration
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geologist on behalf of the Cuban-Venezuelan Oil Voting Trust. (9 WH 202) 

One of the Cuban directors of this. firm, Jose "Pepin" Bosch, 
supporter of anti~ ~— plots 

Was a leading piotLemmmgainm Batista/in the days of bhai Rolando Cubela' s 

Directorio Revolucionario, as he was in 1963 of the DR's 

successors, the DRE {20 AH 62) and Paulino Sierra's Junta (10 AH 96). 
A) dc wt. “a ot 

\ In 1956 he made a similar trip to Haiti (9 WH 201), an island which 

he visited again in 196lymi@62, ad in March 1963. During the last two 
oe one 

twips de Mohrenschildt was negotiating @ contract for a geophysical 

survey of all Haiti, which would then fund a holding company for 

various investments, including the building of a casino (19 WH 551) 
. Me : 

. 

Th herii: 1963 the de Mohrenschildts left Dallas to take up residence 

in Haiti, where they would stay until 1967. Their chief partner in the 
new venture 
Haitian tamimm was a Haitian banker, Clemard-Joseph Charles, whose 

complex intelligence an political connections will become apparent ina 

moments § | De Nohrencehildts rele with deal lier fo offer “Te aght 
Comnecliows | with backers From ol tompor te a WH 555) aad )\S: och Sources in Wo aking! 

Ca ye Sso) Thexe-ts-me De Mohrenschildt was a useful witness for the 

Warren Commission, not—so-much-because_he-confirmed--that-Oswald_was 

admiver—of—-stro~(9-WH-267-)-as- because he and his wife were the 

only witnesses (apart from Marina Oswald, whom one Wa ren Commission 
mmmibaemmerdaeasuho claimed to have seen 

counsel accused of having lied repeatedly) ta the famous Mannlicher-Sarcano 
been surprised together to see it 

rigle in Oswald's possession. Their story of having memombhchopebbmn 

in the Oswald's closet + April 1963 (Look, George, they have a gun 
cf. 12 AN KS 

-here" 9 WH 2h9) was subjected to devastating hentnobom scrutiny by 

assassination critic Sylvia Meagher, in a critique which the present 

committee mage no attempt to answer. It did however accept the 
| 

authenticity of a new photograph of Oswald with the rifle, dated April 

5, 1963 on the back, and dedicated "To my dear friend George" from
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"Lee Harvey Oswald", which the Commitee subpenaed from the late 

George de Mohrenschildt's effects (AR 56). ‘Po-accept-the-validity 
r 

of- this” photograph. ani_dedication. ‘is--to- ‘render- even fnore: dubioys’ 
detailed - 

the/s tory of- -the-surprise discevery one week laters ‘Be Nohr-nschildt, 

th other words ,. may have been: of those helping to set up Oswald ( 
\ i 

: 
- asa patsy!" 

Soon after their Easter visit to the Odwalds the de Mohrens childts 

left Dallas. De Hohrenschildt told the Warren Commission they travelled 

to New York, Philadelphia and Washington, where he was "checking with © 
2, 

the peeple, Burdau of Mines, and so forth! before arriving in Haiti (9 WH 277,/12 AH 56) 
in June. The Stokes Committee. learned that in . fact hotel reservations 

in Washington were made for the de Mohrenschildts ai Clemard Charles 

by Dorothe Matlack, the Assistant Director of the Office of Intelligence 
(OACST) 

of the Armyé Mrs. Matlack also arranged for a meeting between Charles, 

Geviohrenschildt, herself, am a CIA representative, Tony Czaikowsidd.: 

Mrs. Matlack said she was first informed about the visit of 

Clemard Joseph Charles to the United States in 1963 by Col. 

Sam Kail, an Army Intelligence officer who was working in Miami 
Zon Cuban matters/ 

| at that time. Kail suggested that “ys. Matlack talk to Sharles.ee 

because of Charles' relationship to President Duvalier of Haiti 

* and He 2iti! S Strategic position relative to Castro's ; Cubasiens (ibe lice ede 

-. She described Charles and "frantic and frightened" during the 

meeting. He urged Mrs. Matlack to get the U.s. Marines to 

invede Haiti and overthrow Duvalier. Mrs. Matlack said George 

and Jeanne de Mohrenschildt accompanied Charles to this meeting
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and that their presence was a "surprise to her. che 

did not know what role de Mohrenschildt was serving, 

but. felt he "dominated" Charles in: some Way oe eMrs. 

Matlack said she Was so. disturbed by de Mohrenschi lat 

‘at. the meeting ‘that she discussed it with the FBI liaison, 

Pat Putman. Hrs. Matlack said she never heard what action, if any, wa. 

taken by the FBI about de Mohrenschildt. .. Because of tye — : 

potential political information Charles: fould give about the 

current ‘situation in Haiti, the CIA became. the primary | contact 

with Charles (2 AH 57). 

“To this account. we should add that in May 1963 Haitian-U. Se 
Between and June 3 

relations had reached a point of crisis. fm May bg the U.S. 

unilaterally suspended @iplonatic relations a U. Se task force 

of eight Sheps with 2,000 Marines waited just outside Haitian waters, and 

martial law. was proclaimed in Port-au-Prince. Meanwhile many of the 
lobbied 

voices who had yaz2ad for stronger U.S. action against Castro ~~ 

Senator Kenneth: Keating, Congressman Pillion, former Assistant Lecretary 

of State Adolph A. Berle -~ now thadhihertmifiom warned of Communist influence 

in Haiti and called for action, even U.S. military intervention, against 

Duvalier (HAR XVI, 456-57; Moore, Haiti, p. 101) 

In this crisis we see the baker Charles, like so many sents 

pomibdan bankers in unstable nations, developing close ties both to 

Duvalier and his opposition, and above all the intelligence networks of the 

major. powers. Granted a.s ecialaubo - nse rane hh vikem monofoly 
Greg a Ye ae an in 4. Jai. ed-abd\ strip dof his weal 

Ce “ala Hier’ in y/A96liy Char ies;siés fione theless amr sied/Lor his Lek 
, BO NUE Of 

d role in an anti-Duvalier ¢ coup. in 1967 (Moore; Pee 103). 
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major powers. Thus when Duvalier/bought two T-28 Fighter planes 

from fmt private dealers in Dallas, Chertes-himself mey-have 

axted the down payment was made with a letter of credit for $210,000 
ton 

drawn on Charles? bank: and Charles himself, according to the Wa ching Po Post, 

may have acted as a go-be tween (AR 575 WP, ‘Sept. 295 196). The same 

Post article noted that I. Irving Davidson, Washington agubyist (Be 
5 ne levae 44, ate row wha woes port f { ve oT, webrev SS Haw ' 

visited Hadtd, in ih May 1963 with. two Dallas arms ‘suppliers. (Davidson 
later denked participating in any Haitian arms deals (AR 58). 

A word or two more about fbmeiem Clemard Charles May cast 

a little light on de Mohrenschildt, the Dallas oil geologist who 

allegedly “domi nated"him. After being granted a profitable insurance 
reportedly 

monopoly by Duvalier in 196, Charles was jailed and-stripped-of-his 

veeltir nymBneadionciamangn for his alleged role in an anti-Duvalier 

plot of 1967, the year in which the de Mohrenschildts returned to D.11las 

(Moore, p. 103). He was. jailed again for having financed the aboriive 

Military revolt of April 1970, at which point he was closely allied 
Andre Labay,. 

with/the free-wheeling representative of SDECE (French intellig ence). 

labay had to leave Hontmaneficionm Haiti, and a year later was arrested 

in Paris hwne when 106 kilos of heroin were found in his car. (le Monde, 

13 octobre 1971, Doss D, 192, 198). 

The committee found a stockbroker in Paam Peach, Joseph Dryer, who 

earlier had known both de Mohrenschildt and Charles in Haiti: 

Dryer said..-ethat Charles was involved in the mid-1960s ina deal 

with President Johnson to buy jets in Texas, According to Dryer, the 

deal did not go through, but he said Charles may have had a 

successful deal for the sale of gunboats. Dryer said Charles
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had "many connections" with the Central Intelligence. | 

Agency, and Dryer believed the Agency may /nave "planted" a 

secretary on Charles....Dryer expressed the belief ‘that 

de Mohrenschi ldthad "some intelligence connection! but 

Dryer did not know With which country. According to Dryer, 

che, Charles, and de Mohr nschildt were associated with a woman named 

Jacqueline Lance lot who. owned a well-known restaurant in. 

“etionville, ‘Haiti. Dryer said the restaurant was frequented 

by many American intelligence personnel from. the American 

Emba sy and other foréigners. Lancelot had contact with the 

Amewican inte Lligence operatives....Dryer's relationship 

with. Lancelot included passing messages for her to people in 

the United Sistes whom Dryer assumed were connected in some way 

to the CIA, Dryer said bhe of these contacts was a person who 

worked for French intelligence and copperated with the CIA. In.1978, 

the person lived in the South. Dryer said in the intervie that 

Lancelot told him shortly after the *entiedy assassination that 

a "substantial" sum of morey, 200,000 or $250, 000, had been 

deposited in de Mohrenschildt's account in a bank in Port~au-_ 

Prince (12 AH 60).
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In short the committee's revelations about de Mohrenschildt 

should forever dispel the Warren Commission's portrait of him as 

another eccentric "loner" -~- "a highly individualistic person of 

varied interests" (WR 283). Indeed, even though there is no public 

indication that the FBI, CIA, or Army Intelligence ever told the 
meetings with the CIA and Army Intelligenc: 

Commission about de Hohrenschildt's intelligence meatizngs in Washington, 
Warren 

‘the Commission may have known enough not toa aske- The/Report carefully 

noted that "Neither the FBI, CIA, nor any vitness contacted by the 

Commission has provided any information linking the De Mohrenschildts 
» titalics added) 

to subversive or extremist organizations" (WR 283-8). The more 

obvious question about intelligence connections (some of which 

de Mohrenschildt had volunteered himself) was passed over in silence. | 

‘The Chicago Junta seam the Mob, and antixDuvalier Plots 

At this point the intelligent reader may be growing a little 
with U.S. intelligence 

impatient, wondering what nehenamnm de Mohrenschildt's meetings/in 
do with 

Washington about overthrowing Duvalier have to/the question of who 

killed Kennedy. The safe answer to that question, one for which theke 

is plenty of documentary evidence, is that by 1963 anti-Castro Cubans 

(some of whom the Stokes Committee rightly considered as possible 

suspects) were offering to the U.S. patrons to help overthrow Duvalier, 

and in the process acquire. a convenient base for operations against the 
cot 6 939. 16%) Gabe | “1? 

‘adjagent island of Cuba- (HAR. rauly? 1963). 2atésrmasnzhennip As we hayp 
the ay Intellivence~ Charles~ de Mohrenschildt meeting was 

seen, “obs Kail, the former U.S. Army attache in Havana (where, thm as it
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Kail 
happens, Antonio Veciana cluims to have contacted ham on the 

recommendation of "Maurice Bishop (lo AH 2). Kail's reason . 
Was, 

for suggesting the meeting/ as elready noted, because of 

"Haiti's strategic posit on relative to Castro's Cuba" (12 AH 57). 
. us’ 

Col. Kail, who is now retired and lives in Dallas, told me that — 

Charles! name was brought to his attention by one of his: Army 
£ 

Intelligence contacts among the Cuban exiles in Palm Beach. This 
also 

suggests strongly that. abzieast Charles, if not his Washington 

protector de Mohrens childt,, was by May 1963 in touch with the - 

Cuban anti-Cagtro communi ty, and raises the possibility that 
fp in that month 

_de Mohrenschildt's \departure from Dallas/had an ulterior motive -~ 

the same inscrutable purpose which moved Army Intelligence to make hotel 

reservations for the de Mohrenschildts in Wa hington. 

That is the safe answer: de Mohrenschildt appears to have been 
involving Haiti, 

part of an obscure anti-Castro MAnoBUVres ggMattirenekcwuntwinenn and we know 

. that the anti- ‘astro movement, harbored several factions with increasingly 

violent feelings against Kennedy. But there tim momammobinor have been reports 
of § Miami 

for years thatmm meetings in October 1963 between fuhamxmxiinm American 

mercenaries pith in the anti-Castro movement, at—least-one-Chivesgo 

mob figures, and one of the men arrested at the DRE arms cache in 
tIne\ur Ne A Kae w plotting 

Lacombe, La. That: group is said to have been-fixst-assombledrforca 

pret against Duvalier; but: to have -actually discussed an-ettack-agacnes 

a mob-finamed assassination attempt against Castro with a high-power 
us one of Te 

rifle. One participant in the meeting told me in 1973 that -ha-betieved 
Privecs vp les fen tot ‘ also Tete wtheg {ge- & plot President 

jbhat plot \against Kennedy .inimmatitia
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Let -We Tins bepin-siith-my notes “what-I-was-told- in 

| Decenber-397i-ab-the-hetehtnof-she iavergaterortsts 

. “ghew pub ls ‘che 

Even when” I had hoond—femtredi-fferent accounts of the meetings 
none of. us ever thar. Hrem 
I never , _ thought towrite about @, fearing ® to be just . 
Some 

em more of the colorful phantasies which from the outset have 

obstructed a responsible investigation of the Kennedy murder. 

However different staff re} prts of the Stokes Gommittee provide 

_ ample corroboration for at least part. of the story, linking it 

to the Chicago Junta. an the one hand and to the de Mohrenschildt- 
“on the obher. 

Charles connectiond. Let me show this by dealing with the various 

accounts of the Miami meeting in the order in which I received them. 

1) The eyewitness account: the~mercenaries—and—the_mob 

representabives In December 1973, after publishing an article 

linking the Kennedy assassination (through Frank Sturgis) to the 

events of Watergate, I was contacted by someone who wanted to tell 
This person 

‘me they thought I was on "the right track." Zhag had attended a meeting 
the 

called to discuss financing fimomamEuED and purchase of guns for a. 

“group of Cuban exiles Who in turn WdbeCeabhing Yai tian Sheen meek t 

Dayahier. The meeting was held in a "big house" in Miami.-Ar-auknosr - 

~ guy.-Cbionde?)}-was=there . At one point there was a phone call and someone 

said, "Chicago calling." There was talk of using aerial bombs, such as 

‘those. for whi dh thn casings had been seized at the Lake Pontchartrain 

arms cache, in an aerial assassination attack against a presidential 

palace ~- either of Duvalier or of Castro. Someone argued. forcefully 

that this was impractical and incapable of guaranteeing success: it was 

ro 
better to use a. sniper team. My informant felt that cee lawyerg -
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whe he Ipod Rives ge, MO, ned bye : : 

in=thessoem was actually tommy sounding out one or two of those 
; a third target: 
present as candidates for a sniper attack against/President, 

Kennedy. He mentioned no “names. 

2) Corroboration in 1973. A well-known assassination critic 

corroborated the forepgoing, and added names. The "big house" was 
$00,000 

the/spread of reorarhioerbintoom Marcos Perez Jimenez, the deposed ‘dictatob 

of Venezuela, on Pine Tree Drive, just across Indian Creek from 
(XS : the casino operator 

the Fontainebleau in Miami. The meeting was arranged through/Mike 

McLaney, whose son married Perez Jimenez' daughter, and at whose 

bpphther's house in Lacombe the dynamite and bgmb casings had been 

stashed, Nclaney's sidekick Sam Benton (arrested in the Lacombe raid), 

ab the meeting, ae-was-onbuntaChartes“Ashmenn y-8-formex_member . 

of.. ‘Senator-Smathers+—political~goor-squad\in-Florida. The Cuban. 
Wars 

groups involved-mere=MIRREGHE Commandes L, revealed by the Stokes 
wah Wve 2 

Committee to have been involved\in joint planning of raids against 

Cuba (10 AH 90) with the support of Frank Sturgis and the Chic:go Junta. 

My critic friend told me that Frank Sturgis himself was at the meeting, 

having brought along a heavy-set 35-year-old Cuban, Pablo Fernandez .%+t 

+%A Pablo Fernandez alist. figured in the Watergate scandals, having 

participated along with Sturgis and Junta member Reinaldo Pico in the | 

planned attack on Daniel Ellsberg at the Capitol steps in March 1972. 

(SHS Assy py BVT 193), a 

*idmimen Perez. Jiminez was both a boy friend of Castro's would-be-. 
: 

poisoner Thona Marita Lorenz and a neighbor of her other protector, 

Charlie "the Blade" Tourine. (Messick, Lansky, Pe 239)
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Later a published account of Cuban exile activities linked fimmgin 

linked Frank Fiorini alias Sturgis and mafia representative John V. 

Martino to an anti-Duvalier plot in which DRE backer William Pawley would 

put up his boat. 
3 The Charles Nicoletta obituary: 
that was how matters stood unbil March 29, LOTT, the 2 day on which 

a House Select Committee investigator was supposed to interview de _ 
In Miami — 

Mohrenschildt. On that day de Mohrenschildt was shot, apparently by 

his own hand. On the same day in Chicago Charles Nicoletti, one 

of Sam Giancanat s tuo top hit men, was shot thrde times in the back 

of the head at point-blank range (SF Ex Ap.1,77)3 Howard Kohn later 

wrote in Rolling Stone that this was one day after the House Committee 
(Roll. Stes June 22 '77, p. 1) 

~~ began trying to locate Nicoletti for interview. Seven doug later, 

Carlos Prio Socarras, Sturgis? @ patron in the Cuban exile commibtoe- 

commu ni ty and the top Cuban negotiator in the fall 1963 

meetings with Nicaraguan strong-gan Iuis Somoza, became another apparent 

suicide, | , 
For some reason the dramatic gangland Slaying of one of. Chicago's 

‘top mobsters was not even mentioned in the WewcHomit Chicago Tribune, 
Ved to 

New York Times, or Washington Post. However it deew the following 

news report. in UPI and the Hearst Press:
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An interview with the author of this sbbry specified that 

this Miami meeting was also at * erez Jimenez! house, that 

Nicoletti was there, and that the "private detective was Sam 

Benton. He aided that the plot intersected with Minutemen 
i Was close to the Minutemen, and spoke at a public meeting of their Pat: operations (Martino, it is known from other sources and that Hie Party in, 

Commandos L, working with Sturgis ,were barnnhbing collaborating with , 4" ‘ 

Haitians to overthr Papa Doc. , | , | 
Amid all these reports, the allegation that someone was recruiting 

for the Kennedy assassination remains isolated and unproven. But 

the consensus of the’ reports. gives abundant explanation for the 

on-going cover-up: the CIA was itself plotting at this time to overthrow 

Haiti, and later continued to use some of these same Cubans in its 

other operations, such as the. Congo in 196h, and perhaps even Angola in 

1975. , , oe , 
Roward Kohn!s artick for Rolling Stone in 1977 suggested that in 

exchange the CIA-trained Cubans involved in these plots received 

nrhoaneactmonom CIA protection for their criminal activities, including the 
murders of Sam Giancana and 
OpevatienSomormmurder pf Orlando Letelier.
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. KY $2 \ Since the early Sixties this "Cuban Mafia" has operated one of the 
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his onetime boss, ‘The Washington Post reported that Nicolett "felt the CIA 
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But because the FBI has a record of suppressing Kennedy-related ae ee , 

evidence and has shrunk from exposing: ClA-related arongdoing, House investigators 
doubt the BBI Prebe ; 

, one-pot ahead] roar ight will benefit them, 

Nor, for that matter, do they expect their own work to bring a 

quick resolution. Despite a number of promising leads, the invest’; gation, 

remains a labyrinth ntctuiwexrivas blocked at “key interchanges by importune 

Te a ee ane n ™ corpses,’ X&vaxxtiomx "It seems like everytime somebody important turns up, 
Q oe 7 - f 

! . oo saa tt 

‘the committee source laments, "he turns up dead.
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Exotic as these charges sounded in 1977, they seem much more 

dredible today, after the revelations of the Stokes committee. . 

They also seem more relevant to the assassination of John F. 

Kennedy. 

, ; , helped , p 
One thing is certain. Mike McLaney, who allegedly/arrange ore of 

' the October 1963 nee ting, should have been investigated more 

“closely for his links to both Lee Harvey Oswald and Jack Ruby. 
We have already spoken - 

/®f the Benton arms cache in Lacombe which Oswald allegedly 

interested himself in. We have not yet mentioned that in 196h, 

when the Warren Commission finutbad conducted its investigation, 

Jack Ruby! former associate in Havana, Lewis J. McWillie, was 

working ina Las Vegas casino for Mike McEaney and his brother William; 

later, after Duvalier died, McWillie even worked for the McLaney 

brothers! casino in Haiti. (s AH 195- 31) . 

But we are jumping ahead of our stoby. It is time, at long last, 

to look more closely at Jack Ruby.
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RUBY, THE HoB, AND POLITICS 

(As every ‘American knows, ee) Lee Harvey Oswaldy 

Seo TSA after Living a life of turky intelligence intrigues, was 
blinding 

shot in full public view under the gitamimy lights of national television. 

- There are of course nysteries about that event too. Who phoned to warn 

in advance. that Oswald would | be killed? Why did the police react by 

inviting the world press in mid-morning to what would otherwise have 

been a secret transfer by night? How and where did the killer 

penetrate the allegedly beefed-up security precautions? Why-sere 

‘tie-patrolmen ¢ assignedte Is it true that (as the head porter for the 
basement of the Dallas Pol De 

building told the committee) a key door into the azga was left unlocked 
. €lsewhere 

CEREEDD ; and uby were two guards in that area reassigned shortly 

before the shooting (9 AH Wh)? Amid such mysteries, however, bhe 

central event remains unchallenged: Jack Ruby, and no other gunman, 

shot Lee Harvey Oswald, | 
Given the. fact oF a conspiracy, Ruby! S Silencing of Oswald makura 

leaves the nicdLewghis-excboneran hight-club operator from Chicago 

aS pammpm one of the most obvious starting-points for the investigation _ 

of how that conspiracy bperated. One's suspicions about Ruby only | 

increase as then details of his career come into view, since Ruby was, 

if only inva small way , part of the Suppressed “invisible gov rnment” . 

operating in our society. More specifically he represented part of the 

"oray alliance" between politics, corporate interests, inte 1ligence 
politicians and 

and organized « Crime e A personal friend to/free-vhee Ling Dallas millionaires 
| 

who liked|to gamble and perhaps meet atrippers, Ruby wes also, as the 

Select Committee established beyond the shadow of a doubt 
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had a significant number of associations and direct 

and indirect contacts with underworld figures, a number of 7 

whom were connected to the most powerful La Cosa Nostra 

fégamen leaders (AR 1h9) = 

The commiLtee's painstaking documentation of thésemmntamdimianch 

~~~“ relationships, in a staff report of lok pages (9 AH 126 1169), 

represents a. great increase in candor over the performance of the 

Warren Commission, which went outm of its way to cover them up. 
| 

(The Warven Report section on Ruby. was rewritten to downplay Ruby's 
beg bites! 

“organized crime connections, and actually relied on a top Giancana 
~ assac ishe, Oleueie Patel ») 

dieuténant who. knew Ruby |to support the manifestly false claim that 

Ruby nWas not involved with Chicago's criminal element" (WR 785, 

22 WH 318), Ar. IS) 

But in correcting the false picture of the Warren Report, the 
an opposite 

Select Committee may have contribubed bo & public impression of Ruby -~ 

ONLY : fh—- 
as, an organized crime figuref which could be equally misleading. For example, 

the committee Report downplayed Ruby's role as a PCI (Potential Criminal 

Informa t) for the FBI in 1959 (ABm@fith (AR 151n), and did not mention his 
Department-~ 

service as an informant for the Dallas Police Wim apparently from the mistaken 

impression that the DPD was no more than a passive recipient of Jack Ruby's 
In fact the DPD would contact Ruby: 

-phone calls (9 AH 128-29). In2faot a detective of the DPD's Narcotics Section — 

in the Hamitewi) Special Services Bureau told the FBI in 1963 that he 

"contacted Ruby on investigative matters on an average of once a month" 
mysterious 

(WCD 85.6h). Ruby! s/immunity from. arrest in an important federal narcotics 

case of 1947, lin which Ruby's alleged alibi was discredited by other witnesses, 

suggests that he may have been the underworld source who reported the case 

to the Federal Bureau of Narcotics (PAH S212); Scott, Crime and Covéup Us, 
ef. MAK 52 UM 
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tnherviec Teves iw I 6Y, TS nes "she tel : 
have been interviewed: Ruby and Jones: saw each other again about 

a week before the assassination (9 AH 523). More important, a third 
said to have been 

person/named. in the 1947 case, who was visited by Oswald's friend . 
. an influential. 

George de Mohrenschildt in g7., had & brother who was arrested in 

1972 for attempted ginrunning to anti~Vastro forces in Cuba. 

We shall see that the Gonmittee Was rightly interested in Ruby 's 

own mysterious activities in Cuba (9 AH 158-88} AR 151-5h:); several. 

witnesses »including one former employee, gave testimony: to ‘Suggest 

these activities involved gunrunning. 
nearly enough ) . , ede 

There will not be/room in this pages ottiter to summarize\all of 
ppey vndecus ac td 

ire contacts misabiriminad reported by the committee, 

or all of his establishment contacts ignored by them. Rather we shall 

look mh a Little more closely at allegations that Ruby's real function 

Was as a go~betweon or "connection" between law enforcement officials on 
in other words, 

the one hand and criminal elements on the other:/that Ruby was no 

mere symptom of the gray alliance cin othér-Hords, but an operative who 

helped make ib work. And we shall see that Ruby's Cuban activities in 

1959, when "Ruby most Likely was s rving as a courier for gambling 

interests" (AR 152), placed him in the immediate milieu of the swbeeqewnt 

ClA-mafia plots against Castro and more importantly of the subsequent 

_ Chiacgo Junta in 1963. 
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In nayéngn th noting these relationships to the world of 

Oswald and of ClA-subsidized assassins, we should keep in mind 

also that) this network of Cuban intrigue did not necessarily ) 

produce the actual gunmen who shot President Kennedy. More central 

to the plot, and to the unrave ling of it, was the exploitation of . 

this sensitive "Cuban connection" by someone privileged ‘te be cognizant 

of it, in sucha way as to induce the successful assassination | cover-up. 
We shall suggest recruitment of 
One can argue | that the actual /gunnen, the least complicated part of the 

plot, came from elsewhere. 

Ruby's Youth in Chicago: the Social Function of Gangs 
Road Boulevard 

if you drive today through Roosevelt¢Independence/area of Chicago's 

West Side, it is hard to imagine the hustling orercrouded Jewish ghetto 
After World War II 

of the 1920's, when Ruby went to school there. Ettyst the blacks 

took over from the Jews, and now, more recently, the bulldozers of 
punched out 

urban renewal have knocked many. @holes in the low urban skyline. 

To a casual visibor, mindful of the crowded slums on Manhattan! 8 lower 
self-respecting, 

East Side, the area is still surprisingly Spacionm, dignified, the grass 

in Moaoaah Park well cared-for. But in the 1920's thimma the West Side, 

Like most of Chicago, was a violent place, part of the urban inner 

frintier where ethnic gangs, not pohtmemmm unidormed policenen, ruled 

the pavements « It was in such frontier conditions et gangs, inevitably, 

helped sanction some primitive biommbare social structure in the midst of 

chaos. And,in this microcosm of American order and disorder, that is 

how Jack fuby began his rise into history ~- as the member of a famous 

ethnic ‘gang.
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It was the Dave Miller gang (22 WH 322, cf. 22 WH we). Acting as if 
had 

no one muon heard of it, anzanth the author of the Ruby section of 

the *Geport had this to say: . 

The young men in the group were not organized adherents 

of any pokthtmath particular political creed, but were 

pooliall and tavern companions from Ruby's Jewish 

neighborhood who gathered on the spur of the moment 

to present opposition when they learned that the 

pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic Bund movement was planning a 

meeting. “Be rpg tte, 22 w 426). 

This uupbeag adatom account of the Dave Miller h-roupnhLy | 

trus-es-far~as~it-goes ;-ie-vory-misloadingy-To-write~it,-—Drs-Goldberg_ 

does not even do justice to the source on which it draws, which at least 

identified Dave Miller as m “a gambling boss of the area” (ffm 

(CE 1289, p. 2, 22 W 425). By turning to any history of organized 

crime, or to the well-indexed Kefauver Hearings, it would not have. 

_been difficult to learn tthambtmmbh what in any case was an open secret 

in Chicago: that. the Dave Miller gang was an integral part of the 

Chicago organized crime scene (including 2th Ward Democratic politics) 

dating back at least to the 1920's. 

_ We know that anong the Warren Commission staff Burt Griffin at least 

‘was interested in learning more about the Dave Miller gang from as early 

as Febrnary 196k: 

Ruby's group was known as t.e Dave Mille~' gang, but we have - 

no e vidence to indicate whhéber this group was simply made up 

of aggressive young men whowre looking for trouble and ww 

a oe : =. cael,
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were from the Jewish neighborhood in which Ruby lived 

or whether it was. an organized group With a strong political 

basis (26 H 69). 

Unfortunately the Commission did not go to a ‘public library for the basy” 

answer to this question. It went instead to the Clay and—the-€TA- whe, 
rhe naa r | Ww i 

\ Proved to be no. more ‘helpful on pes trea: ‘thanjin other ‘sendsitive 
i 

areas, such as its surveillance of Oswald in Mexico Citys where, its 
N, 

~ own reputation was clearly. involved. The CIA received this request 
s i f 

~for information on March 12, 196h, sat on it for six months, and / 
IS, ‘ 

then @n Se tember ‘tn nine days befpre. the Warren. Report. was released, 

ae vino repliad that its records "do not reflect any information" (26WW h66). 

| The Commission's ‘fatal decision to seek answews "through channels", 

rather from public sources, suggests that in this case they were mOuer 

- concerned not to disrupt stability ‘thant to get at the truth. If they had 

gone to the Chicago police, instead of the CIA, they would have been 

assured of the same negative results, for the Chicago police 

identification records were negative for Dave Miller, despite his 

convictions on vice, gambling, and booze charges (Ill. Crime Survey; Pe 1066). 

This scandal. of sanitised police records for "the notorious Miller , 

brothers, famous in vice, gambling, booze, politics, and gang warfare 

in the Ghetto” (705 1069) was revealed bythe aathales tative ‘Tidinois 

Waa boot Ladle sen | 
Crime Survey\in 1930; s@Snaben als noted the absence 6f a record for 

‘Dave's bbother Harry Miller, who, "while a member of the police force, 

was involved’ in the narcotics braffic" (ICS 1070) « “é / 
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What landesco had to say in 1930 about the Dave Miller gang dends more :to 
DORE to 

supplement#| the Warren Report satksx than contradictx it: 

The atti tude of ‘gangs to protect the community's safety 

against hostile foreign groups in the race conflict 

Aas |been the basis of the status of gangsters among the _ 

‘law-abiding people in the aeighborhood. Around Davey Miller 

and his gang, inc uding Nails Morton, there is a tradition of 

defenders of the race. It is the defense of the Jews against 

the Poles. But there are innumerable homelier every-day 

incidents: of Which the following is an instance: 

"A young Yewish workman was frequently attacked by 

: gangsters on the way to his shop. He went into Davey 

| Miller's place, told him his story, and Davey Miller 

assigned two of his gangsters to accompany the young man to 

“his worke The attacks seased to occur after the “rish 

| gangsters near the shop observed the companions of their 

“victim -- the erstwhile lone Yewish workman." (ICS 1050 

dhen Nails Morton was accidentally killed in mia 1923, the Daily News - 

reported that five thousand Jews, along with city, state and federal 

government officials, 4paid tribute to Morton as the man who made tue 

west side safe for his race" (Chicago Daily News, May 15, 1923, as 

quoted in GCS, p. 1031; Allsopm, p. 230). Neverbheless a memorial 

service a year later had to be postponed when a Jewish general objectud 

to sharing the platform with such gangsters as Terry Druggan, John Torrio, 

Dave and Hirschie Miller, and “Lovint Putty" Annixter. What the News 

had to say ‘then of Morton sums up the anomalous role of the whole gang, 

and indeed of orgaiized crime in American society:
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The incongruous associations -eesuggest the life. that Morton 

‘Lived. .To one set of acquaintances he Was.eea dauntless — 

defender of Jewry, and to the police a notorious gangster th Dave. 

with the slaying $8 two policenent charged against him Eat te 

(Chicago Daily News, May 13, 192h, in ICS, p. 1032). *eewe) 

In othe 

participatio 

closely mm 

others, in f 

internal urb 

of services 

prominent ja 

their public 

their’ person 

"“Chieagois_by- 
: ma 

doubt there 

of amerigan 

that the ide 

imagina tions 

Narcotics. ( 

expinin the 

of criminals 

suck 
explaining) \ 

i 

r words, if the Warren Report had not covered up Ruby's 

hn in the Dave Miller gang, it. would have had to look more 

at the structural importance of that gang, Like so many 

ilLing the “wild west! legal vacuum of one of America! 8 

an frontiers. The gang was socially tolerated because 

it supplied to its ethnic community; and I know of 

urnalists in America mh today who, when questioned about 

denials that organized crime exists, will admit privately. 
. : Cre “ he (OLMH, & 

al gratitude re the syndicate? in their, childhood heighborhood. A 
ae AP - ane 

4 
y—no-meatrs the ‘only city ir whtoh-organized crdme-has Ho 
y be 
a3 some such innocent explanation for the ruling consensus 

1 

political scientists and sociologists who insist, recurrently, 
baseless the fo 

a of a “a, Mafia" is only a/"myth® arising from overeager , 

of the Ketauver Committee and the old Federal Bureau of 
» Daniel Bell, - 

One of hnoria! s most famous sociologi sts/astuniaytrisdt6: 

: 

i 

Mafia's Apalachin meeting of 1957 as “a loose ‘trade association! 

eeewho - un their own shows in their own fields, u without 
dehnde oe 
hy snd so many of the families at Apadachin had 

a 

t 
pow.’ Lad 4 

| 
| 

intermarried as closely as, the nineteenth-century royal ‘antics of Europes 
4 
. ~y a C 

de. obey 1 p ; jt caver my PMc wey ule,
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Ruby »_ Patrick, and Yaras 

The Select Gonmittes has given a =m clearer picture of — 

Ruby's West Side associates by focussing on two of them, David Yaras 

and Lenny Patrick: 

The committee established that Ruby, Yaras, and Patrick - 

were in fact acquainted during Ruby's years in Chicgo, 

particularly in the 1930's and 19)0's. Both Yaras and 

Patrick admitted, when questioned by the FBI in 196, 

thab they did know Ruby, but both said that they had not 

- had any contact. with him for 10 to 15 years. Yaras and Patrick 

"further maintained that they had never been particularly close 

to Ruby, had never visited him in Dallas, and had no knowledge of 

Ruby being connected to organized crime. Indeed, the Warren , 

Commission used Patrick's statement as a footnote citation 

in its report to support its conclusion that Ruby did not have 

significant syndicate: mononchémnn associations. 

On the other hand, the committee established that Yaras and 

Patrick were, in fact, notorious gunmen, having been identified | 

by law enforcement authorities as executioners for the Chicago 

“moband closely associated with Sam Giancana, the organized crime 

leader in Chicaro who was murdered in 1975...-Yaras, for example, 

was overheard in a 1962 electronic surveillance discussing various 

underworld: contracts he had carried out aid one he had ‘only recently 

been assigned. While the committee found no evidence that Ruby was 

associated with Yaras or Patrick in the 1950's and 1960's, it , 

concluded that Ruby had probably talked by telephone to Patrick 

, during the summer of 1963 (AR 150-51)
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_ additional | The Select Committee had minal reasons for suspecting that 
contact 

Ruby had been in conspiratorial. ‘pre~assassination,with Dave Yaras 

as well as Patrick. It knew that in early November 1963 Ruby had 
a 

had at least two long distance phone cabs to tha convicted Teanster 
in Chicago, 

goon, Barney Baker, who in turn had phoned Dave Yaras in Miami on the 

night before bhe assassination (Scott, Assns, Pe 3693 25 WH 2hh, 2953 

9 AH 313). Baker harcatmendy also made several phone calls to the 
‘in Los Angeles 

business phone/of a close friend of Eugene Hale Brading, alias: Jim 

Braden, a former convict with mafia associations who wemcachuatipmpiicked 
and questioned 

flew to Dallas from Los Angeles on November 20 or 21 and was picked up/ 
"behaving suspiciously" 

by Dallas sheriffs for smapimmoumchehemimn in Dealey Plaza, right after 

the assassination (weD 385, | wCD Ol, Fensterwald, lh+l6). Earlier in 
reportedly 

fhe fall of 1963 Yaras and Patrick had/flown to the west coast and 

met with high . level mafia leaders fnom Los Angeles, including Mick Licata, 
responsibilities for 

a menthien Los Angeles mafia underboss with special mononchémonmiim/Dallas 

(9 AH 9h63 Noyes 53, FBI airtel #593; Grim Reapers, pe 182). 
‘eamty alljof these individuals, 

As if this web were not complex enough, severel-.of+the-pringipaas, 

and/or 
notably Yaras and Patrick, had connections to Cuba add the various anti-Castro 

plots. For this reason we shall look at the Ruby~Baker-Yaras connection 

much more closely, not because we know it to be conspiratobial, but 

because it will throw enough light on the power and extent of Ruby! s 

demimonde to explain how a conspiracy could both put together and then 

successfully covered UPe
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First of all, to explain how Ruby might have rationally _ 

preferred to face murder charges | from the goverment than to disobey 

an order from.syndicate associates, we must go back ‘to an 

electronically overheard description, by the participants, of 

one of Dave Yaras' more celebrated gangland slayings. The victim 

was William "Action" Jackson, a 3h 0-pound enforcer for Chicago 

loanshark Sam "Big Juice" de Stefano. Jackson was famous for 

stripping and abusing the wives of his helpless victims ; once he - 

etieroay bit the nipples off the breasts of she wife of one delinquent 
(Reid, GR, 260) — 

borrower and spat them out on the floor. But that of course is not why 
Ruby certainly did 

he was murdered: Jackson was suspected of. doing what mamkonommitaby did do, 

_ Informing to the FBI,. 

The s bject of Jackson's: murder was first brought up : 

by /Fiore "Fifi/ Bussieri during a discussion of techniques... 

gackson had been observed conferring with two FBI agents at the 

corner of Jackson and baramie Streets on the West Side. Shortly 

afterward, Buccieri and /James "Turk"/Torello brought Jackson 

to the "Plant," a place described as having alarge meat hook on 

the wall. There they were joined by finan /Jonn "Jackie the 

Lackey"/- Cerone, /Dave/ Yaras and others not mentioned by name. 

They shot him "just once in the knee," stripped him naked, tied 

his hands and feet, and hung him on the hook /through his rectum/ 

for "a little bit of fun." buccieri's interpretation of fun . 

included a cattle prod (a large battery-powered stick) which he 

placed against Jackson's penis....While Buccieri was amusing himself 

with the electric stick, others were playing around with such toys
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of torture as icepicks, baseball ‘bats and even a blowtorch. 

fThen," said Buccieri, "T shoved the fucking stick up his ass 

and he shit all over the fucking joint. Boy, did he stink." 

“Buccieri's nostalgic account convulsed his audience into | 

fits of hysterical laughter... Credit for. the cattle prod was 

Claimed by Verone, who said thm he got the idea from "some coppers 

who used the same thing on hoods" (Denaris, Captive City, ppe 66-67) 

Buccieri's first hand account is tersely corroborated by the coroner's | 

report on | Jackson, who took three days to die: 

Impaled on meat hook, doused with water. Cattle prod “ (electrical) 

used in rectum-and pubic area. Shot. Limbs cub (apparently 

With an ice pick)...Incineration of the penis (9 AH 1h) 

Organized crime does not conceal such brutalities, it adverfises | 

them, They are the basis for an aliernate system of sanctions in our 

society, one which ensures that, when necessary [witnesses will forget’ 

. themselves or commit perjury in courtrooms, \policemen will accept bribes ") 

rather than report them,) judges and jury will think very carefully 

“before finding verdicts of "guilty", even non-killers will kill. But the 

the underworld 
alternative sanctions should not mislead us into thinking of mrgantmedicortima 

as an alternative governments like the rest of our pluralist society, it 

blends into the government we have. We must keep in mind that, only two , 

years after the torture-murder of Jackson, Taras was allegedly living it 

up on the West Coast with a prominent California politician:
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In November 1963, an informant advised that in 

September 1963 there was a meethng at the Wemt Mark 

Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco which was attended by 

Me Dave Yaras, his son Ronald, onard Patrick, Louis Jom 

Dragna, and titade Licata, Dragna was described as an underboss 

of La Cosa Nostra in the Los Angeles area. According to the 

informant, a second meeting of the same group was held 

several weeks later. Ernest Debs, a Los Angeles County. 

supervisor and 4 close friend of a major California 

'officeholder, was also allegedly present (9 AH 946). 

The political clout of Yaras and Patrick in the Democratic Party 

_.dated back to their youthful days With Ruby in the Roosevelt~Inde pendence 

area, Chicago's 2hth Ward, controlled until 190 by future Democratic 

kingmaker. Jake Arvey. (It was Arvey who, partly to improve his own sullied 

“image, secured the Democratic Presidential nomination of 1952 :for his 

protege, Governor Adlai Stevenson of Tilinois.) Patrick's clout.in the 

. 2th Ward lasted into the 1960's, when the Jews had left, and the Ward 

had elected Chicago's first black alderman, Benjamin Lewis. We know this 

partly from a secret federal report which the Select Committee did not cite: 

Advised in 1961 that Ben Lewis...is Lenny Patrick's boy and that 

-he does not do anything without Patrick's O.K. Anyone who 

. operates a book in the 2th Ward is required to give Patrick 50. 

percent of the proceeds Snom all operations and the person 

operating the book must make all payoffs to the police from 

his own 50 percent. Advised that Patrick could not be stopped 
po .
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in his gambling and other illicit activities since he 

ti was’ backed politically by Jake Arvey, Sidney Deutsch 

/former Finance Committee Chairman of the Cook County 

Board of Commissioners == died 1961/ and Arthur Xe, 
Weld COvase.: Woe sean 

'. Elrod faino took over ta 2hth from Arvey in 190 -~ 

died 1959/. Advised that Patrick grew up in Arvey's 

Ward and that Arvey would often call upon him for 

strong arma tactics in connection with stuffing ballot 

boxes (quoted in Denaris, Captive City, p. 183) 

The Warren Repor taymuniyshanmia chose to taiimm disbelieve reports 
Jack Ruby (then known as Rubenstein) 

that Robyminimmeil was "active in 2lyth Ward Democratic politics" (22 

WH 327,cfe 21. WH 3U,) sbitamenAGa and to assert categorically that Jack's. 

brother Hyman "was the only Rubenstein to. participate actively in 

cf. 15 WH.11)* 
"politics" (WR 785), ‘even ‘though another brother, Earl, testigied under 

. oath that he too "worked for the Democratic headquarters" fern WH +393). 
of Ruby's friends 

Tn fact many membarnc me mhinameang who hung out at Dave Miller's restaurant 

. poolroom behind the s2S)  - Democratic 
and later at the/New Lawndale Restaurant (22 WH 352) ended up in/politics. 

befriended 
“Two of them first kmew future alderman Ben lewis as the only hack 

player on their basketball team (CCC 63.29, cf. 22 WH 3N, 313 )s 
Bennie Bay ‘sh, 

a third »\Who came west with Ruby in ‘the 1930's, played a key role 

® San Francisco mob 
in the-Sunol-gelfsourse scandal of 1974, when a valuable piece of. 

Sen=Eveneievo municipal property. was leased to an east coast mafia 

figure (Scott, Cr & C, pe 0). 

From ‘the Select Committee we learn that. after World War II . 

Lenny Patrick and his brother Jack (who also knew Ruby) operated the 
at 371) West Roosevelt Road 

New Lawndale Restaurant and poolroom/ and used tbh 2 as a headquarters for
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their book and wire operations as late as 1963 (9 AH Sh2-h6). 
ward committeeman - 

The committee did not point out that/Arthur X. Elrod ran his 

-_Ansurance business next door at 3712 West Roosevelt Road (CCC 6.30), 

_ Where West Side gambler Willie Xolatch alias Tarsch was murdered in 19b5 

(Parole Hearings, p. li8), possibly by Patrick's hand on Elrod's orders 

(9 AH 945, Captive City, Dp. 135). 

This close alliance between politics and crime in the 2hth Ward - 

‘went back to ‘the glorious mob days of the 1920's, when Rtilities 

magnate Sam Insull, a former secretary to’ Thomas Edison and vice-president 
control of the 

of General Electric, generated a political slush fund for peyentfiemtm 
Democratic Party through 2th Ward. politicians. Insull would give 

flbikcmgme pod Sibdmdanmiogmesiuniong /avay the utilities! junk at bargain rates 

to a junk business, the Rosenberg Iron andMetal Company, controlled 

by 2th Ward committeemen Mike Rosenberg (a. 1928) and Moe Rosenberg , an 

ex-convict (ds 1931). Jake Arvey in those days was the Rosenbergs! protege, the 

2hth Ward alderman, and the attormey for both Sam Insull's utilities 

and the Rosenbergs' junk yard (Captive City, pp. 113-1). As in Tay 
convenient 

Detroit and other cities, junk contracts eset sorvime! as a 49ga2 cover 

for either S ervices (strike-braking, or, as in this case, political 

corruption) or extortion. But the Rosenbergs used their sonnections to. 

move into gambling | as well; because of their political influence, they 

Ware able to place- their ‘brbdbher Lew Rosenberg in the Consolidated Wire 
racing 

Service which supplied information to bookmakers throughout the country. 
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The broad outlines of this gray alliance -~ bétween crime, 

corporate power, and politics -~- seem to have given shape to 
When Ruby came out to 

Ruby! s early career as much as Yaras' and Rtarh Patrick's. Sar 

og the west coast With Bennie Barrish and other boys” from the New 
formed 

‘Lawndale poolroom, he and his friends dowbled-as a circulation team 

to prnote sales of Hearst newspapers, while also sealing racing 

"tip sheets" out at tihmcmenemtmanka Santa Anita and Bay Meadows race 
Ruby's chick wale Creat on for “these jobs teams to hove been “the yoons he and hee 

tracks. o\It was from just such young men that tbh Hearst's: national firredshe! 
Spevkt wor! 

circulation managers in Chicago -- first Moe Annenberg and then et a“ ~~ 
; Owen Y"" 

Annenberg 's 8 successor James Ragen -- had assembled gangs to uN Chrcage. 

ensure that new§tands would buy. their newspapers, or, on the side, 

. thettm that bookies would buy. their racing "scratch sheets" ad wire 

services Their putting together of the Nationwide Racing Wire Service ’ 

, though not to. be confused with the more murderous activities. of La Cosa 

Nostra, represents one of the forces working in the 1930's towards a national 

organization of criminal sanctions and corruption. Momamaimoma We ‘shall say, 

"more about this. in a moment » | , | . 

fini AGA Sometime in this period Ruby was also a travelling salesman 
: (LL GH YR, WR 347-38) 
for punchboards , a minor but lucrative form of petty gambling aimed largely 

at children. This would have been a few years after Arthur X. Elrod, 

then one of the R@senbergs' 2hth Ward ‘pecinct captains and private 

secretary to North Side hoodlum Jack Zuta, served as treasurer of a 

company which had plans to orgahize a nationwide punchboard syndicate 

(Denaris, Captive City, Wh-25).° © 0 \%
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In 1937 Ruby went to work fio as an organizer. for Chicago 

Local 204,67 of the Scrap Iron and Junk Handlers Union (WR 788). 

It is not immmparcrchurcbieant certain whether the local Was already in 

the 1930's what it clearly imumma was in. the 1940's and after: 

a mob-dominated racket for shaking down independents in the junk | 

“business. It is klear however that junk peddlers were a target 

“for such racketeering as early as 1937, when a junk peddler was 

murdered for protesting his payment of "union dues" >, and the killer, 

after a courtrron display of his political influence, was: acquitted 

14 {T12, Gr. Survey, pps 991-96)e Ama IAEA “As office ons. inte, bulding 
“FO mob dows noted Roosevelt Finance Company. ak BIS West Roosevelt Rad, a Rus deoes Fram 

Doo Hiller's vestouret, ‘What is most clear is that, once again, there has deen Ears 

(22 WH 43S$ 345), résistance to a frank disclosure of Ruby's role in Local 20467, | 

| } _ which the. Select Committee barely mentions (9 AH LOM) For example 

the prestigious Chicago Crime Commission, after Ruby's murder of | 

Oswald, had this to say in its Report of 1963: 

_ Nine years earlier the Bieago Crime Commission had received 

requests for information regarding Jack Ruby from the Dallas 

) Police Department. In a letter to the Commission on Yetober 23, 

195 it was stated that...information had been received indicating 

Jack Ruby had been an officer of the Ameri an “ederation of Labor 

Scrap Iron ' and Junk Handlers Union and was involved in the killing» 

of yan Leon Cooke » treasurer of the union. ‘In. response to this © 

-inquiry the Chicago Crime Commission by letter on October 26, 

195h provided the Dallas Police Departme t with information... 

The 'official inquiry into the murder of union official Leon Cooke
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had not implicated Ruby with that crime. Actually, Cooke was 

fatally shot on December 8, 1939 during a fight with Jobn 

' Martin, president of the union, and died January 5, 190. 

A coroner's jury returned a verdict of "justifiable. homicide" - 

(Chic. Crime Comm. 1963 Report, pp. 97 97~98) 
(repeated in the Warren Report, WR 788) 

This information/was accurate, but misleading, mimoa Merieseneda ban 

“Martin had been 

. acquitted as a result of testimony from the sole other: withness 
personal 

to the killing, who was his/secretary; and the pammumrodhn first to 

gave the Chicago Tribune this story of self-defense was the union's. 

secretary, Jack Rubenstein alias Ruby (22 WH ftith 353 Chicago Tribune, | 

December 9, 1939, p. 1) If more cannot now be said, it is partly because, 

once again, the records of the Chicago Police Department have been 

stripped of any reference to the killing (22 WH ff 345). | 

In his role as spokesman for Local 2067, Ruby had, not for thé last 

time, played a role in U.S. history. The killing of Cooke + was a key event 

in the rise to underworld power of Paul Dorfman (another mbitddhmordoiirhemnt 

of Rubyjs childhood associates 22 WH 382), and his stepson Allen, — 

whose fbrtunem would vise with Jimmy Hoffa's but eventually outlast him. 

Bobby Kennedy sm explained t ds in his 1960 account of organized crime, 

The Enemy Within: 
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By 1949.eeJdimmy Hoffa had consolidated his position in the 

Michigan Teamsters; but outside his home state he was still 

largely unknawn. For him, the key to the entire Midwest was 

Chicago. He needed a powerful ally there -- and he found his man 

in Paul Dorfman...eA slight man with thinning 2 red hair and an almost 

. benign manner, ‘Dorfman took over as head of the Chicago 

Waste Handlers Union in 1939 after its founder ‘and secretary- — 

treasurer was murdered. In 1957 the AFL-CIO kicked him out for’ 

“corruption... .Red Dorfman is also considered a power &n some 

political circles, both Democzatic and Republican... Hoffa made 

a trade with Dorfinan » In return for.an introduction to the — 

Chicago undervorld..sHoffa turned over to him and his fund the 

gigantic Central Conference of teamsters Welfare Fund insurance 

| (RF Kennedy, The Enemsy Within, p. 87) 

Thus it was “that the two Dorinns, after first trying out with the 
mammoth 

‘pension fund of-the- junk handlers local, got to turn the/Central States 

Punsion Fund of the Teamsters into a pou a powerful source of 

financial nd political leverage for many purposes, from the purchade 

of a Miami bank with Havana casino connections to investment in Las Vegas 
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In 1959 
real estate./6ne of these loansfinanced a thwarted scheme to ship 

a plane-load of arms to first Cuba add them the Dominican Republic 
Ppe 109—12 3 

(Shetrdan, Fall and Rise of Jimmy Hoffa,/Espaillat, 18-51). We shall have 
arms such 

more to say. ‘about that piane deal, which united mtictim key elements 

_to our story as Jimmy Hoffa, mercenary colleagues of those in the future 

Chicago Junta, aid close friends of those phoned by Jack Ruby in 1963. 

Ruby's move from Cgicago to Dallas in early 19h7 did not 7 

represent a break with the old organized crime circles of his paste On the 

| in 19)6-h7 
contrary, Ruby's move coincided with a mafYor drive/by Chicago mob figures. 

to take over the Dallas underworld; and many figures from Ruby's past 

his friend and 
milieu, such as\Dave Yaras! brother Sam, moved to Dallas in this ‘period 
22WH 392 accounts 

(9 AH neaaase 155 ). According to official hénonriem of this important 

event in underworld history, | a key figure in this move was Paul Roland 

Jones, working for ae he himself described as the Jake Guzik mob 
Sle 

in Chicago (9 AH 51h). Jones, a partner ina $lot-machine operation 

with Sam Yaras, certainly knew Ruby by Octhbes 1917, when both men were 

questioned for their roles ina major opium-smuggling incident in which ~ 
<€. TAR 15S) 

Jones was ultimately convicted (9 AH 521-23). There Were two reasons for 

exculpating Ruby from involvement in that case, but they are self~contradict= 

6 
ory. The Warren Commission chose to believe rertan mi eyewitness account$ 

that when Jones propositioned Ruby in Chicago about the narcotics deal, he © 

"refused to have any part of it' (23 WH 206, WR 792). The Federal Bureau __ 

he had +t 
of Narcotics, however, apparently accepted Ruby's own ‘story -- that opebat 

never talked to Jones (23 WH 7203) 
dayahe—wes—net in Chicago at all) The FBN's failure to pursue the 

discrepancy|suggests that, at a minimum, Ruby may have been the underworld 
A) 

informant sho helped break the case. 

loo led by the Warren Gmmission which publisted both ac courts. 

One of the present - authors darts boty Hee Ale ctyow of He Howse Select Committees whieh 
\Wscus ses “the case fo 4 wo ae (9 AH $2} -23) withow’ mention the covet eb of Testimony 

Norse if misg wats 4 a rhe “Octeher” for “An gust at feotnete } 07), creatt o folse ; 
mere Slow mr dime te oe vcion 16 involyedy rather than crvmval” false: felt ioaery 

* This Avsevepana WOS Over
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Jones" activities in 1946 suggest that he was even then 

acting on behalf of those Chicago figures in Ruby's pasts Jones 

“approached the Dallas Sheriff-elect, Steve Guthrie, with ah offer to . 

cut Guthrie in on 50 percent of the profits from tim racing@wire. 

service in the area. Jones claimed to representasl a mob group headed 

) by Chicago hg gangster Jake Qusik, who had taken over the ware service: 

following the murder of James Ragen in 19)6. (5 Kef 1180-87, of. oA AH 516) 

That Guzik had been responsible for Ragen's murder had indeed been the 

theory of Chicago police Lieutenant William Drury, who brought in Guzik 

“tor questioning and secured the indictment of three: of his under Lings 

for the shooting. Two'of these three were Ruby's old friends Dave Yaras 

and Lennie Patrick. According to Ovid Demaris, ‘the indictments of Yaras 

and Patrick were dropped, after one witness was murdered, two recanted their 

testimony, an the last fled in panic .iffimh Meanwhile Drury was suspended . 

~ and iltinately disnisded from the Chicago Police Force, on the charge of 

"depriving Jake Guzik of his civil rights! (Dmaris, Captive City, pe 1h1). 

Whoever musered James Ragen in 196, this attempted take-over of the 

national racing wire service by. the Chicago syndicate was a major event 
of criminal influence over 

in the history of organized crime -- and homthemcombmmdmadt corrppt local 

governments throughout the ‘country. As an expert has written 

To attribute half the gang killings and mob violence of the forties 
and fifties to battles over control of this gambling empire would be a 
very conservative: speculation. Whoever controlled the wire service 
“drops” ina town became master of gambling activities there. And 
more often than not he also controlled—the word is responsibly 
chosen, controlled—the community’s local ‘law enforcement agen- - 
cies. ... once you have got the patrolman—his lieutenant and his 

“captain and the Chief—taking bribes from your organization for 
“protection” of a harmless little gambling enterprise, you bave got 
them for all purposes. 1 

© (Ralve KC Ke va 

"GAM BUM ie ORGAN 1200 CRIME 

rp 29- ag) 



g\in December 1946 the then District Attorney of Dallas, Dean Gauldin, whom the 

Committee lists as mm "associatel" with Irwin's law firm, dismissed a theft 
| 

indictment against Jones for no apparent reason (9 AH 1152) 
changes Toned Aofend Jack Feuby were (Asmissad . 

Henry Wosde , th. Distrct oo who p 

varia had already yetained. as attorney a lawyerNI-K. Irwih, who — 

: had represented other Chicago mob members in the pas 1152), 
Ca 

oO 

Nine yoeart lala 

_X-22 5 
uldan's sueceg Sav 

START vege Vana 

| . to the appropriate Dal las authorities (23 WH 298, 9 AH £16). sccording 

to. ‘secret recordings of the. 196 Jones-Guthrie meetings, Sherifif-elect 

Guthrie stated that "We all know that Bill Decker is a payoff man" 

(9 AH 517); the late Bill Decker, then under-sheriff, was Sheriff in 1 1963 

and thus one of the two men controlling local law enforcement officers 

in Pealey Plaza on November 22. | 

But. the Ragen killing had national as well as local consequences» | 
About a month 
Binmmbiig before being shot, Ragen, through the inbervention of columnist 

Drew P earson, had imum agreed to mensimpth discuss organized crime in 

Chicago with the FBI, As Pearson wrote in his diary, , 

I sold the idea to ~ibkenney-Geneval/ Tom Clark, then Attorney 

General, and the FBI interviewed Ragen at great length. They 

| | brought back a multitnde of tips, le,ds, and evidence. Tom Clark 

| a ae told me afterward that it led to very high places. Js Edgar Hoover 

: | oe intimated the same thing. He said the people Ragen had pointed to ~ 

| Se had now reformed. I learned later that it pointed to the Hilton 

| ; Hotel chain, Henry Crown, the big Jewish financier in Chicago, and 

Walter Annenberg, publisher of the Philadelphia Inquieee. The 

investigation never got: off even to a start. Ragen was murdered 

yo a month before he gave the information to the FBI (Diaries, p 
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By 1963 Henry Crown ,wammbinamiamg who bankrolled questionable financial 
(Captive City, pp 2-5) . 

investments by Democratic kingmaker Jake Arvey, had become the leading sharehol 

in the Kennedy Adminis ration's number defense contractor, Ganeral 
_ to General Dynamics of a contract for. 

Dynamics « The controversial award/mfi a defense fighter momtonamh plane - 

mmitmamh, the TFX, had become by November 1963 a scandal for investigation 

by Sesmete=Megrerianeedvernncttt“tpema a Senate Committee. A committee 

meeting on November 20, 1963, two days before the assassination, closed 

with Chairman McClellan's undertaking "to resume hearings next week" ; 
' journals 

informed mio saa like Business Week predicted that. the next witness would 

be Lyndon Johnson's political protege Fred Korth, a banker from Fort Worth) 

Texas, who had been forced one month earlier to resign as Secrebary of the. 

Navy. (Business Week, Nov. 23, 1963, pe 333 Aviation Week, November 25, 1963, 

Pe 25)¢ But Korth would never have to testify. The next meeting of the 

committee, scheduled for November 1963, actually took place after Richard 

Nixon became President, in1969. , . 

The on failure of the present House Select Committee to look 

ab thése palitical aspects of the Ragen and Kennedy assassinations is 

understimdable, but unfortunate. In the absence of any investigation, it 

is impossible to state whether or not there is any rlevance to the fact 

that one of the first contacts be tween lee Harvey Osvald and George de. 

Mohrenschildt's Russian community in Dallas-Fort Worth was Max Clark, 

"formerly associated with. industrial security at the Fort Vorth plant of 

General Dynamics where: the TFX was built. Or in the fact that Fred Korth 

knew Lee Harvey Oswald's mother Marguerite, having represented one of her 

husbands in la divorce action against her in 1948 (23 WH 786). Or in the 

Pee He :
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fact that Albert Jenner, Henry Crown's personal attorney in 1964, was 

simuLtaneously the Warren Commission counsel with special responsibility 

for in estigating the possibility of a consprragy (Meagher, pe 285, 

Demaris, CC, ps: 248)q Even without any such investigations, however, it 

can safely be said that Ruby's connections with men like Yaras, Patrick, 

and Dorfman raised issues of political as well as judicial significance. 

It follows that we should not be surprised if some of. these ramifications 

have been overlooked by the present committee. Indeed what we have been giver 

is such an imppovement over the performance of the “arren Commission 

that there is ind hope for further revelations in the futures. 

Ruby's meetings with Paul Rolam Jones in 197 mark the point at which 

his strange career begins to converge with Lee Harvey Oswald's. For, of 

° all*of Ruby's many underworld contacts, Jones is. the first whom we know 

to have already visited Cuba (9 AH 516) 5 Ke planned to manage a club there 

in the 196-17 season. fimhmtnim At this time, «mderiieccS=avMwertsDmaD 

SCeagmam, the mob was riding high in Havana; iuméanm Luckyluciano was 
; - and future President 

holding court there after a brief exile to Italy;/Prio's brother was 

acting as Luciano's personal attorneys; pi Sihbinomghcihina Histories of 

organized crime record that such highslevel mob affairs as Chicago's 
related 

ultimate share of the.wire service, and the,murder of its west coast 

representative Bugsy Siegel, were adjudicated under Luciano's aegis in 

Havana. 
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In 197 the Federal Bureau of Narco tics, convinced that 

Luciano! s return to the Western Hemisphere signified the _ resumption — the flow of narcotics into the United “tates, nenturatinn of/pre-war tbnbemnatiionatcnancnticactrafifiiap/managed 

by various threats to have the Cuban government deport Luciana - back 

to Italy. Yet in general the mob's influence did nob represent a 
influence — - challenge to U.S. uchinmety in Cuba so much as an extension of itn. 

it was not by accident that ‘the National City Bank of New York leased 
(Messick, Lansky, p. its Havana racetrack. to the New York gangster Meyer Lansky; Len kky's 

Proven ability to corrupt Cuban politicians and: judges made it much 

easier for U.S. corporations to avoid the threat of taxes or — 

nationalization. The system of bray alliances which worked £0 well 

in Bavanm Chicago worked overseas in de facto U.S. colonies Like Cuba 

as well. 

, In fact the same mob personnel were often involved at home and 

abroad, cxacacaaiyy The example of . Ruby? S old associates. 

Dave Yaras and kemomrm Lennie Patrick. A Chicago Crime Commission 

of 1953 reported , | 

that information was received that Leonard Patrick, Dave 

Yaras, and Joe Massei, the latter formerly of Detroit, 

“had been operating the Sans Souci gambling establishment 

iin Havana, Cuba (9 AH 94,8): 

The Sans Souci is a good example of how the reettime—gananerbedvy casinos 

could cement a marriage between mob influence. #imom Young Senator Nixon 
| 

had vista the Sans Souci in April 1952 in the company of a former FBI agen: 

Richard Danner; the trip made headlines in the 1952 elections 

(a couple of newspapers intimated that the gambling trip involved.some Pp p pap 
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girls) after Nixon involved himself in the matter of a bad check 
written by a third companion to the club's manager, Norman Rothman. 

(Messick Lansky 189-90) Rothnan,mmpmam.an important syndicate figure, 

. represented the interests of the Mannarino brothers of Pittsburgh (9 AH. 
before they sold their share of the Sans Souci to Santos Trafficante. 

183), Ha also maintained associations with Meyer Lansky's old protege, 
othman 

Cuban didtator Fulgencio Batista and a was partners 

in a slot machine operation with Batista's brother-in-law, General 

Roberto Fernandez y Miranda (Parade, Apr. 28, 1963, p. hi). When - 

Batista's fortunes began to wane in the late 1950's, Rothman ad toe Monnesine 
financing « g 

hedged his political bets by jhenomingmit mmm aera 

“wrothemesin a gun-running operation to anti-~Batista forces, the 

Directorio Revolucionario. 
of 1958 

In this gun-running operation/we can see a mommm=m much stronger 

convergence of ihbmac wominismodicihachim whatm have hitherto appeared to be 

three disparate worlds: those of the CIA, of Oswald, and of tim Jack Ruby. 

The Directorio Revolucionario, composed largely of University of Havana - 

students, united many future members-of the DRE, the SNFE, and other 

é@lements who in 1963 were reunited in the Chicgo Junta. In its first 
in Havana, the _. DR assassin 

phase of terrorist activities, a principal /piotten was the same Rolando 

Cubela who in 1963 (as AMIASH) was contacted by the CIA in connection with 

the invasion project based in Nicaragua. In-t+e—cecencophaso—of 

guenri la oporabions:i1-the:Egcambray figyittapas The Hoffa arms dea} — 

through the Teamsters' Pension Fund, referred to earléér, was intended. 

to supply the American William Morgan with the Directorio Revolucionario;_ 
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Cuban gunrunning 

one book has Linked Hoffa's Brae to Gabriel Mannarino 

(oldea, The Hoffa Wars, p. 130), ani another book has 
1959 | 

suggested that one of Hoffa's partners on the/Cuban deal 

(Bernard Spindel, alias "Jack La Rue") was acting on: behalf of the 
“Some Gorroboration for this surfaced in 1971 

CIA. (Hovgan, Sppoks, ‘pe 108). ‘Hbmtsacmentatnchhah when Mannarifo,: 

and two other mafia crime bosses (John LaRocca of ‘Pittsburgh, another , 

alleged participant in Hoffa’ S gunrunning, and Joseph Sica of San Francisco) 

Gadienmnind went on trial for charges arising out of a Ténsters! 

Pension Fund kickback scheme. FBI men in the New York courtroom were 

astonished to discover that the star wibness for the defense was . 

a local CIA chief, following whose testimony the defendants were 

acquitted, (Anson, They've Killed the President, p. 296). 
Then there is the testimony of — close to Hoffa 

fidward Grady Partin, . a Louisiana Teamster/who has himself been 

accused of trying to smuggle arms to Cuba (Nation Apr. 27 196h, p. 31)s 

According to Partin the-three—principals-in-the-1959-deal wexe-Ho£f, 

Hoffa's two principal partners in Cuban gunrunning were Clevelad © 

Teamster official William Presser (whose sidekick, Louis "Babe" 

Triscaro, flew to Cuba on the 1959 deal (Sheridan 110)) and Teamster 

lobbyist t. Irving Davidson, linked by the Select Comittee to the. 
| two Dallas arms suppliers and. 

‘Haitian arms deal involving/George de Mohrenschildt's Haitian banker 

friend, Clenard Joseph Charles; Moldea, pe 107, 12 AH 57-58). 

According) to. author Dan Moldea 

Although = 
/Daviddon is just as insistent that he didn't do business 

with Hoffa as Partin is that he did, Davidson concedes, 

"I sold a tremendous amount of tanks and whatnot to 

Batista....About a month or two before Batista fell, I 

deliver da big. package to him.” Presser refused to respond
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to Partin's statement (Moldea 107) 
Po an . \ In 1960 Davidson attended both party conventions, attempting to use 

Hoffa's political influence to secure the, “emocratic nomination: for 
| , , , 

Lyndon Johnson, and the Republican nomination for Richard Nixon. 

At the time Davidson was a registered Lobbyist ml the. government 
ir 

of Nicaragua, which hosted the 1963 anti-Castro invasion army 
|: 

Shortly before the conventions Davidson wrote to General luis 
Sierra 

Somoza (whom Paulino contacted for the Chicago Junta in 1963) 

i 
I am operating behind tine scenes. So far as Nicaragua is 

conserned, everyone with whom I am dealing 

knows that I am your registered representative; and 

everyone knows that much of the money I spend throughout 

the year is made available to me through four generosity 

(Activities of Foreign Principals Hearings, 
pe 1587 

; convention 
those whose/hotel bills Among 

were paid|for by Davidson were columnists Drew Pearson and Jack Anderson, 

and Nixon s California campaign manager Patrick Hillings (For. Ag. Hearings, 

Pp. 1617-21, 1605-07). 

Compared to Davidson's ‘murky world of gunrunning and behind-the-scenes 
) Gack Ruby's career and that of Norman Rothman, the principal gunrunner', 
polical influence the overlap between ¥inrmancRohbnanéacnanearnandndackcRubg# 

is relatively straightforward. In 1959, wien Rothman was a part-owener 

of the Tropicana casino in Havana, Ruby visited the Tropicana as bhe 
| 

guest of its casino manager, Lewis J. McWilliw, a former gambling operator 
| 

in Dallas|and Fort. Worth. Although bath Ruby and McWillie claimed this 



was merely 

-reasons to 

cnsiionéacumn gambling interests in the casino -- which at that time included 

Rothman (A 

(9 AH 193, 

Tropicana. 
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be presented in a moment, concluded that "Ruby wes, 

- most likely was serving as 4 courier" Enemganhtangcmnkene for the 

a 
R 152). But Meili lie, with whom Ruby was particularly close | 

5 WH 201) wasnnot Ruby's only link to the ‘owners of the 

At that time Rothman and the Mannarinos were facing 

charges in) U.S. federal court arising out of their gunrunning to’ 

the Direct 

had known 

testimony 

Kefauver's 

figure who 

orio -Revolucionario; their Chicago attorney, lais Kutner, 
in 1950... : 

Ruby since the 1930's and had arranged/for Ruby to give 

about Chicago mob activities to the staff of Senator. 
(9 AH 1120) 

Select Committee on. Organized Crime. Kutner, a choorful 

sé long career has ranged from representing mafiosi to. 

involvement in batin American coups and a long crusade for a world 

habeas cor pus, was the first to tell the world about Ruby's connegtions 

to Dave Yaras arid Lennie Patrick (Washington Post, Nov. 26, 1963, A6; 

Scott et a 

Katner's i 

never rece 

which Kutn 

ley Assassinations, p. 369). The Warren Commission thought 

nformation important enough to open a name file on him, “but 

iived an FBI Report of the post-assassination interview in 

er told what he knew. 

Kutner has since told Canadian téa@evision that Ruby approached 

him in 195 
Kefauver 

P with a deal: Ruby would partion help the Gommittee 

with information about Chicago, if in exchange the Committee would 

(as it in fact did) stay out of Dallas. The failure of both the Warren 
| . 

a social visit, the Select Committee, for complex but persuasive
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re Pot on 

Commissio a the House Select Committee to invsstteste this a an 

important, |@laim is both unfortunate and characteristicIf the claim 
the 

of Luis Kutner (a former visiting. professor at Yale Law School) is 
was — 

correct, then Ruby as more than a simple associate of organized crime - 
was 

‘figures. in Chicago, umd Dallas, and.Havanat he oF part of the "connection" 

between upper-world and underworld, though whom ‘the confl dicting in ‘erests 

of each are negotiated and resolved. It is particularly important 

to conside r this in the context of Ruby's three trips to Frame 
during which | 

the Tropicana an Havana in August-September 1969, waan, as. the Select 

Committee pointed out, Ruby also reported as a PCI (Pobéntial Criminal 

) to Dallas FBI agent Charles Flynn (9 AH 151). In other words, eve: 
ow it, Ruby's travels may, like Rothman's gunrunning, had covert 

The Harren’ Commission had received other reports that Ruby 

Informant 
hough official 3 records do not s 
overnment approval. 

was "the pay-off man for the Dallas Police D.partment" (WCD e529) 

the 'fix' with the county authorities" (23 WH 372) —~ i.e. 
| Sheriff Guthrie 
cker, identified by his predecessor/as “a payoff man" 

Dallas 
supra, X-22). After the assassination a former FBI agent 

~ and "had 

Sheriff ‘De 

(9 AH 517, 

told the F BI in San Diego that he had known Ruby in Dallas back in 
even 

1948 and b 

Police Dep 

informant 

nar otics 

through Ja 

unfortunat 

' and the Se 

elieved him to have been influential/then in the Dallas 

artment (FBI #319). As early as 1956 a federal narcotics. 

had told the FBI of a large Dallas-based international 

operation, where one participant "got the okay to operate 

ck Ruby of Dallas" (23 WH 369). Once again, jombh 

ely and characteristically, both the Warren Commission 
| . 

lect Committee (which had been alerted to this report) 

failed to publish any investigation of it.
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ruby | ‘not-only~kmew Mciillie-and Kutter;+but- 

‘The recurring rumors which Link Ruby (like Yaras, Patrick, ‘and Jones) 

to international. narcotics operations have also to be kept in mind 

when considerming Ruby ts visits to the mamimm Tropicana casino, ‘hose part- 

owmner tore Rothman was known to law enforcement authorities as an 

amaazandznarcotics ‘trafficker (Charbonneau, The Canadian Connection, pe 143) 

(Qn- June 1959, one month before Ruby's rine Havana trip, Rothnan + was 

indicted in Chicago on a related conspiracy involving stolen Canadian 

securities from the multi-million Brockville, Ontario, bak robbery; 

allegedly the stolen securities were used thm as collateral for bank loans 

which in turn financed heroin deals to pay for the purch se of arms. 

Other defendants in the case were Yaras! and Trafficante's partner 

Sam Mannayino of the Sans Souci, and Giuseppe "Pep" Cotroni, the 

celebrated "Frennh connection" representative of the Corsican mafia. 

narcotics |traffickers in Montreal.) | 

- Narcotics, gun-running, and collaboration with U.c. intelligence: 

the three jare often associated, and there were credible grounds for 

suspecting all three in the case of Jack Ruby.(Ruby himself spoke of 

negotiating to send "some four little Cobram guns —~ big shipment! — 

to McWillie in Cuba (5 WH 20UR, cf. Uy WH 543, 26 Wit 499) 
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: . both and « quard 
in prison he later allegedly told\a friend| of his concern that 

now they're going to find out about Cuba, they're 

going to find out about the guns, find out about 
| , 

New Orleans ’ find out about everything (9 AH 162} Kantor, P —). 

In fact, faby's trips to Havana remain mysterious, except that : 

he was probably acting as a courier for McWillie a d/or the 

mapinynara Tropicana. | 

For a long time critics have pointed out that the Warren — 

Report tabled of a single ttm Ruby Havana trip, where in fact it was 

talking about two. The Select Committee has shown that ‘temiasp Ruby 
te hove. "as 6 courier | 

pahebiey made three trips in a five week period, probably ep-eectno 

bapiness. Their argumentation deserves being quoted at lengths 

; . Jncluded among Ruby’s closest” friends was Lewis McWillie. Mc- | Willie moved from Dallas to Cuba in 1958 and worked in gambling casinos in Havana until 1960. (35) In 1978, McWillie was employe in Las Vegas, and law enforcement files indicate he had business and persona] ties to major organized crime figures, including Meyer Lansky and Santos Trafficante, 6B) 
Ruby traveled to Cuba on at least one occasion to visit McWillie. - (88 |McWillie testified to the committee that Ruby visited him only once in Cuba, and that it was a social visit.(#e) The Warren Com- mission concluded this was the only trip Ruby took to Cuba, (39) ~ despite documentation in the Commission’s own files indicating Ruby made a second trip. 
‘Both Ruby and MeWillie claimed that Ruby’s visit to Cuba was at McWillie’s invitation and lasted about a week in the late summer or 

—tool: during the period. ig)
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Other records obtai ee, . 
Dallas at times doniae ts Rape Septentannt Ferien yeein 7 8 apparently visited hi : rll, , period. (48 
Agent. Charles W. Fivnnnas oot pox ou August 21, met with FBr, 
deposit box on September 4. @®) ugust 31,7 and returned to the safe . 
umentation, INS, FBI and bank ecords are IY, if the tourist card doc- ave made at least thros trips Beers We All correct, Ruby had to ; 
o be accurate, they were incompl z le records appeared - d 
determine. for - mplete. The committee was unable to.. mine, sia example, whether on the third trip, if it occurred, Ruby: es 

traveled by commercial airline or some other means. Consequently, | 
the committee could not rule out the possibility that Ruby made more 
trips during this period or at other times. 7 ; 

Based on the unusual nature of the 1-day trip to Miami from 
Havana on September 11-12 and the possibility of at least one addi- 
tional trip to Cuba, the committee concluded that vacationing was 
‘probably not the purpose for traveling to Havana, despite Ruby’s 
nsistence to the Warren Commission that his one trip to Cuba in 
|1959 was a social visit. (gg) The committee reached the judgment that 
‘Ruby most likely was serving as. a courier for gambling interests when 
“he traveled to Miami from Havana for 1 day, then returned to Cuba 
for a day, before flying to New Orleans.) This judgment is sup- 
ported by the following: 
a MeWillie had made previous trips to Miami on behalf of the 

owners of the Tropicana, the casino for which he worked, to 
deposit funds ; (@) . 

McWillie placed a call to Meyer Panitz, a gambling associate 

ee _ in Miami, to inform him that Ruby was coming from Cuba, re- 

mee 
ee

 
pe

ra
 
gr
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n 

Ro 
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sulting in two meetings between Panitz and Ruby ; @® 
_ There| was a continuing need for Havana casino operators to 

eo send their assets out of Cuba to protect them from seizure by the 

e Castro government (Wf) and 
“ i The I-day trip from Havana to Miami was not explained by 

Ruby, and his testimony to the Warren Commission about his 

travels to Cuba was contradictory. . 

The committee also deemed it likely that Ruby at least met various 
organized crime figures in Cuba, possibly including some who had 

been detained by the Cuban government. (gg) In fact, Ruby told the 

Warren Commission that he was later visited in Dallas by McWilhe 

and a Havana casino owner and that they had discussed the gambling 
business in Cubase ene eens 

(AR 151-52) 
Se 

4JTn March 195 
§ confidential ba 
and October 1959, Rub Ray yermation ‘ 

nformation had not been partic : art “attempts to devels 

puby a8 ® PCI (potential criminal informant) aoa be fruitless, 

aa ot ofPote po 
would be fruitless 

| 

*Earller, though both he and McWillle den! 
to MeWillle in |Havana, containin cheat 
transmitted to MeWillie via McWHll 

bani 

i 

i 

» Ruby apparently sent a ended message 
2 various sets of num various se erals, a communication Ruby 

oo Mek nn
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McWillie 

| : | , 

The Report, in analyzing Ruby's role as a courier, cites 

: own statement that he miméeri made "many trips" 

from Havana to Miani to deposit money: from the Tropicana's 

owners ot record, Martin and Pedro Fox, in Miami banks, specifically 

the Pan American Banke (5 AH 113, cf. 5 AH 162). But Ruby's one-day 

return to Cuba raises the possibility, which the committee staff 
|. or messenger 

apparently considered, of Ruby having served as a courier/in both 

directions. The Pan American Bank figured prominently in the 

financing of Cuban gunrunning activities in this period, possibly 
|. 

because its owners included Cuban fitmamcheimmithh expatriates close 

to Jose Alenan, Junior, the Miami-based backer of the Directorio. 

Rin early 1959 aa Pan American Bank *amuiminin vice-president, MK. Lewis, 

Ure, had met with Cleveland Teamster boss Lou friscaro about the proposed 

Hoffa-Bartone Sale of arms to thachimemtmmim William Morgan of: the 

DRe (NoCie11an Hearings, ppe 19071ss). In early 1959 Ruby himself 
a fellow Texan, Robert Ray McKeown 

had contacted/a convicted gunrunner for former Cuban President Carlos 
| financial 

Prio Socarras, one of the DR's principal backers, winomimisimh (9 AH 790)« . 

Questioned. by the committee staff regarding 

| : 

sources of income for the gunrunning operations, McKeown 

stated in an interview that he received money from his 

Cuban contacts in the office of an attorney who was counsel 

fsic, Consul?) for Haiti and that the money was always bound | 
| ; 

in Pan American Bank Building wrappers. McKeown also stated that ! a 

some U.S. Senators, whom he could not refall, assisted in 
| 

supplying the arms (9 AH 590). 

(Hane
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- McKeown also told the committee that through Prie he learned — 

of a plot: to assassinate Fidel Castro, and that he later turned 

down a #2005000. offer to assassinate Castro himself (9 AH 790) « 
“he, PLT Sonnel of 

The committee’ aes Looking closely at\CTA~organized crime 
to geb_rid of ( Cabbro, bennnise.cd& Tokn Roselli ts Prederhawd allegthivn: Tthak “these. peaple Were, activities fA ea fat cussed o onnel from the Tropicana and the Capri, One dy med Kenn S mwrdlirs aLn So doing ; the “Comdine 

he two casinos in Havana which Ruby visited and where McWillie was 

employed, 4nembmémomcHonmanmEntimam One such person was the Tropicana’ Ss 

part owner, Norman Rothman, since . 

FBI ‘files on Rothman indicate that a proposal to kill Castro © 

Was allegedly made to Rothman as a "quid pro quo" in which 

Rothman expected to avoid imprisonment for a 1960_ 

; gunrunning operation (10 AH 183). 

This "quid pro quo" s if it actually occurred Ext tell us more not 

only about Rothman but also about his attorney, Ruby's friend Luis 

°»
 Kutner, who did somehow manage@ to have Rothman's gunrunning conviction _ 

overturned. The committee deposed Rothman, ‘who ‘described a series of 

mee tings with. members of ximhnm the White House and Attorney General's 

staff, in which assassination came up "just in a casual way". The 

Commitee concluded "it is 5 highly’ unlikely that any such event ever 

occurred (10 AH 183).
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The committee was on surer ground with Dino Cellini, 

a Lansky associate whomeMchikitdibe mnimnanamama who had preceded 

MoWi.11ie as manager of the Tropicana casio (5 AH 16h, 101). 

McWillie | visited Cellini at the Trescorhia prison and saw hin 

along with Santos Trafficante and Jake Kansky (5 AH 164-65) s 

- dena he aif not recall Ruby going there, as: the British journalist 

John Wilson Hudson had claimed; but MeWillie did go out there 

With someone (5 AH 107); and "Tt's possible that it might have been of. 5 AH! 167, 9 AH 167) 
Jack Ruby" (5 AH 148). In 1960 Dino Cellini, through a Washington Pere 

man "with previous CIA associations", was promoting support for the 

political Cuban exile leader ("Mr. Y¥") whom the CIA, via Robert 

‘Maheu and. Santos Trafficante, aa with poison pills for 

the murder of Castro (10 AH 17g 2 ie 361), cfe 5 AH 325 (Smathers) ) 

. The committee. also looked: at Charles Tourine, chief owner of 

the Capri where McWillie worked after May 1960 (10 AH 161, Messick, 
*Hamana casinos Lansky, Ps 196), and allegedly a Traffican te associate in foinencgeniniiomg 

(MoC1e11an Hgs, pe 12370). And it Looked at Rafael Garcia Bango, 

= a lawyer both for the Capri 

“casino and for Santos Trafficante (10 AH 18h, 5 AH 367). The committee 
the identity 

wanted to establish the "would-be assassin" whom Giancana had met with 
. and . - in the fall of 1960,\ ho, according to an FBI memo, "had arranged with 

a girl, not further described, to drop a *pill*® in some drink or food 

of Castro" (10 AH 172). The committee noted the claim of Marita Ilma_ 

/ 

i 

I 
| 
| 
,
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Lorenz, whom ‘it had been told was a mistress of Charles Tourine, 

that in the fall of 1960 Frank Sturgis » acting for the 

CA, gave her two capsules of poison powder, which she . 

Was to sprinkle in some food or drink of Castho (10 AH 156) 
CTA 

It also noted the conflusion of @ 1977/Task Force Report that this | 

fall 1960 date was too early for the CIAts syndicate operations. 

The CIA concluded that "the syndicate may have been acting iniependently" 

(10 AH 157) -~ excluding, without any pom evidence, the possibility 

- that Loren, and/or Sturgis might have ‘been working with U.S. 7+ 

military intelligence, ; : 
po a fall 1960 © In seeking to fm identify the go-between-in the/poison. 

pill caper, the committee "obtained Some evidence...that Trafficante 

was not traveling to Cuba during this period" (10 AH 170). A more 

likely candidate, it condluded, was Richard Sealzetti Cain who 

later , . 

admitted. that he had worked covertly for Giancana and 

been on his payroll while he was a member of the Chicago 

‘Police Departme t froin 1956-60, director of a private 

detective agency from 1960-62, and chief investigator for 

the fntemgn Cook County Sheriff's Office from 1962-6) (10 AH 172). 
Tt noted that Cain had been providing information to the CIA in this 

beth period, and that in fachohemcagaa November’ 1960' Cain wasyin contact 
also 

With the Ctuban exile a ("Mr r"), and about to join the anti—Castro 
alley eal a 

resistance in Cubag aN Behalf of Life MaRaring » and 64 

other newepagers” C10 A 173).
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There are two reasons why the committee was so concerned to 

establish the identity. of the courier in the fall 1960 poison pil. 
scheme « The first is that it must have wished to deal one way or . 9 remote but arguable, - another with the possibility/that the courier might have been 

i Jack Rubye The scheme after all might very easily have involved the 
Capri, Charles Tourine's casino where Lewis McWillie worked. And the 
cond tes had ymeh been given a new story, from a friend of 

Ruby's and McWillie's called Tony flompmt Zoppi, that Ruby had visited: | ‘using Zoppi's plane ticket, McWillie in Havanag not in August 1959, but on "December 17, 1960" 
| (9 AH 1 a en ana 

ieee 
The story’ of the Zoppi plane ticket, 
Parhonginthincntmry, though not the 1966 date, was corroborated by 
McWillie under oath to the committee (5 AH 27) 

A visit by Ruby to McWillie in December 1960, had it really taken 
vn nave made Ruby appear » once again, to be playing the role — 

of a courier, in this case a possible carrier of pills for an 

assassination plot.The committee) ih addition to deposing McWillie, 

Place, 

also interviewed Tony Zoppi, who by 1978 had left Dallas and was 

now working as a publicity man for the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas, 
be a part-owner an investment where Giancana was Supposed to taacacpemcamhepm ani where Zaewms ol one 

wna, ams the employees (Ramontiltngytmindmem 11 Dermlletnerinemnad aeons » cf. WCD 5.279) Dave "Dingy" Halper, 22 WH ~ y 319) allegedly knew Ruby from the. days 
four 

of the Dave Miller gang. Zoppi in thhmma successive interviews by 

the committee: became much more tenuous about the date, although af on 
Pe ick he | cotre Located his al ain 

A in a pabliphed article of 2G he-hed=speeified that it "was set for ‘ A 13 wv 
December 7, 1960" (9 AH 169}. The committee, no doubt quite rightly, 

uvestion about & decided not to deal with this problematic missam in its veda.
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It also left. unresolved the claim that Frank Sturgis stacting 
for | : 

onchehaihfmof the Hofien@nomenmmch CIA" (or else some other. 

agency of the U.S. Government) had given the poSdon capsules 

to Narita Lorenz (10 AH 156).: The claim that Sturgis, rather than 
. both 

Ruby, was. a courier in this plot is first-hand, from Lorenz.and Sturgis. 
v. : Sturgis inset told an interviewer in 1977 that 

_ In 1958 I was recruited by a CIA station chief in 

_ Santiago de Cubes He turned out to be the vice-consul 

of the American Consulate in Santiagoese.One person 

| whose name I gave to the Senate Intelligence fChurch/ 

Committee did approach me and offer me a million dollars 
: eventually 
to kill Fidel....I prepared myself for/getting the green 

Light to eliminate Castro. I prepared a Proup of officers 

"tho I knew were against Fidel, and I instructed. them that 

one day we Were going to go ahead and trap Fidel and kill 

-him....There Were several attempts in Cuba that I plannede.ee 

‘The other times were with Marita /Fidel's nistress/ with the 
miietmem poisons+../The ClA/ Were aware of everything I was 

doing (High Times, April 19775 PDe 22~32). 

Sturgis also claimed that his "first intelligence work" had been some 

years carlier, for the U.S Army Security Agency, then as a "courier" 

for Israeli intelligence (lac. cit., pe 22), In another interview he 

even naned his alleged CIA contact as "the American Consul..ePark 

PF. Wooler", ise. Park Fields Wollam, who three years later was ‘back in 
| 

‘Washington’ as the State Department's CIA liaison for Inter-American 

Affairs. (4 Confield. and Weberman , Coup D'Ebst Ve Ameren , 

Pe: at N22). : 
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Even if- one readily agrees with the committee staff report 

that"Sturgis is not a reliable source" (10 AH 176), his self« | 
inerimination in the assassination plots, corroborated by Lorenz , > 

could ani shoul have been investigated. To begin with, the 

House Select Comni.ttee, 3 which had access to the files of the Senate 
resolved whether or not 

Select Committee » could have pomarnibed canmbhs mamacwh jin Sturgis 
| the name of a conppirator 

BanoBSAN gave/to the 1. otter. As it was, the House Gommittee staff 

report points out that Sturgis "“Srabzkix most probably established 

contacts with organized crime” (10 AH 176); another witness 

(the third person who with Sturgis! associate Patrick Hemming and 
| 30-06 Johnson semiautomatic 

Loran Hall pawned the Wimchemban/rifle in Los Angeles » supra, pe X= ) 

told a Rolling Stone reporter that he ‘often saw Sturgis and Trafficante 

talking together during their anti-Castro training activities before 

the Bay of Pigs: "Our ultimate conclusion was that Trafficm te was 

our backer'sesour money man" (H. Kohn, Rolling Stone, May 20, 1976, pe hS) 6 

The committee Staff report also confirmed that"Sturgis probably 
_ _eerwited by Trl cante in Havana. - Poet TE lenge knew the Cuban official" |to whom 8% pills were delivered "and 

bike this ts + . 

Gon tying te ranch could nave been involved with him in an assassination plot" (10 AH 176, hin. 
ikon possibly conspiratorial . f. iif 151). Tt did not point out Sturgist/role in suggesting, 

together with DRE officials, that Oswald had ‘been in Miami and in 

contact with Cuban ‘Antelligence (WCD 1020, Scott et al. Assassinations, 

De 360.) And it is phly in émother staff r ports mymtd not cross-reflerenced,
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that we learn of Sturgis’ air-raids over Cuba, financed by 
_ and ultimately by alleged: gambling interests, 

the Chicago Juntag in conjunction with the MIRR of Orlando 

. Bosch which helped staff the Lake Pontchartrain training camp 

(10 AH 192)» ) 

The: main reason for establishing the identity of the couriers 

in the - poison pill plots, whether Ruby or Sturgis or whoever, was 

what the Committee Report refers to obliquely as "John Rosellits 

claim of personal knowledge relating to Cuban. or underworld 

complicity" in the assassination: of the President (AR 26). 

The Report aiscubsos|an cathy and/distorted version off this claim 

under the rubric of Castro's alleged involvement (AR 11)~16), and 

makes the | reference just cited, without elaboration, in mbinarkng arguing 

| that the FBI "failed to investigate’ adequately the possibility of 

a conspiraoy to assassinate the Presidant" (since: "The Bureau declined 

to investigate the information and did not take any action until 

President Johnson personally intervened (AR 26). 

“In its discussion of possible organized crime involvement 

(the only issue on which Roselli claimed to have personal knowdedge) 

the Report does not mention the Roselli allegation. It is however 

treated fully in a staff report, which quotes the story in the form 
hearct and abliched ‘ 

in which columnist Jack Anderson, who first| ropemtet ti ‘the Roselli claim, 

[-
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has been telling it since Roselli's brutal mentum murder and | 

dismemberment in August. 19762 

- Before he died, Roselli hinted to associates that he knew 

who had arranged. Presidant Kennedy's murder. It was the 

same conspirators, he suggested, whom he had recruited 

earlier to Kill Cuban Premier Fidel Castro... -They 

werd under the loose control of Florida's Mafia chieftain, 

Santos Trafficante....After Trafficante made it back to his 

Florida haunts, he left part of his organization behind in 

Havana. Some of his momtmmt henchmen even managed to develop 

contacts in Castro? s inner circle.. These Were the people 

Roselli wanted to use to knock off Fidel Castro.eeeOnce 

Giancana and Trafficante set if up, Rose1li used the Havana 

. underworld to plot Casto! s demise. At first, they monpihitin 

tried to plant poison pills, supplied by the CIA, in Castro's 

food... .When this failed, snipers were dispatched to a Havana 

rooftop. They were caught... According to Roselli, Castro 
| 

enlisted the Same underworld elements whom he had caught 
| : . 

plotting against him. They supposedly were Cubans from the 
| 

old HeatDlemte organization. Working with Cuban. intelligence, 

they allegedly lined up thin’ an ex—Marine sharpshooter, lee Harvey 

Oswald. «According to Rosellits version, Oswald may have. shot 

Kennedy or may have acted as a decoy while others ambushed him 

from closer ranges When Oswald was picked up, Roselli suggested, 

the underworld conspirators may feared he would crack and disclose 
| 

information that t might lead to them. This almost certainly would 

have brought a massive U.S.. crackdown on the Mafia. So Jack Ruby 
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was ordered to eliminate Oswald (Jack Anderson, Washington 
| C1), , Post, September 7, 1976,/reprinted 10 AH 159-60}m, 5 AH 365i, 

emphasis added). - 
ta ws C 

, | 
. Rose Lli was not in a position to give parmommk first-hand 

information about Castro, only about the mob and its Cuban - 

associates. The part of his story relating to CIA-mafia plots 

against Castro has since been amply corroborated. The residual | 

claims of which he might have had personal knowledge == 

a) the. anti-Kennedy conspirators were Cubans from the old 

Trafficante organization | 

b) they "Lined up" Lee Harvey Oswald 

c) the President's murder led to fears of a massive U.S. 
rae 

crackdown on the Mafia (rather than against Castro) 

d) so Jack Ruby was ordered to eliminate ne . 

are credible both in themselves and tim particularly in the light of 
. oo Common sense olgo eeobarotes “thee mle o& evidence whit 

O eviminel the committee's new revelation: ommittee investigators have aco) thab we 
When he . no - a to. “TWWsten mere closely te 
Vrcetend hes itiembeies, Rafael "Macho" Gener as "Trafficante's top man in his and the 

s | . . , ‘Oh A 

Nhesel€ Maf'ia's relationship with. Cubans" (5 AH 31u)3)they have established 
*r his Genex oe * through the good offices o 
{me that and Trafficante negobiated with Jose Aleman, Jre,\and another 

| ; DR representative,{Jorge Nobregat,mbomtmm who had e&bablished contact , 

with the mafia in the DR gunrunning days of the 1950's (5 AH 303-0h, 32h). 
CAleman himself had Tanned become & Government’ urtness in thet cace whidime against 

. Trafficante was offering to secure Aleman"a loan with the Teamsters Union" 

Monnorine brothers ond Noxwman Retiman t bub Sula econse We himself faced 

possible PPPSe cutis n, fev. illegal quavanning ’ § AH 310), 

presumably the P.:nsion Fund controlled by the Dorfmans, 5 AH 304) for a 
— : l Pa
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catlominitm Project. Trafficante himself testified that he met 

_ Aleman through Gener (S AH b#t 373). 

An proper investigation of Rose li! s claims would not have 

focussed only (or even primarily) on the alleged: “volvement of 

. Fidel Castro, but on the identity of. the Cubans’ fron the ‘old 

| Traffica te organization. If, as seems nam ‘probable, these 

) included opntacts of the old Directorio Revolucionario, then 

‘the cirele 8 Suspects would included the Chicago Junta of 1963, 

whose nilitary operations in the Dominican Republic were being 

_ arranged an October 1963 by Eloy Gutierrez Menoyo of the SNFE 
and formerly the DR (10 AH 100), If Roselli had meant ‘Trafficante's Aleman's cousin 
Cuban lawyer, /Rafael Garcia Bango. (who in 1966-67 was arrested and jailed 
in Spain for passing counterfeit American money, 5 AH 310), suspicion 

‘would again be directed to. the Chicago Juntas for Garcia Bango had presented himself to the CIA as the lawyer for the Capri Hotel and- Casino ' of "Sugar King" Julio Lobo, | of Alpha 66 whose employee Antonio Veciam/uas in Qctober 1963 collaborating with 
Gutierrez Meneyo. on the Dominican Republic project (10 Aii/%00, 18h). 
‘And if. Roselli had referred to Cuban colleagues of Trafficante'ts alleged 

, in 1963 associate Frank Sturgis (who himself was Working for thm MIRR on Chicago 
Junta money an22968, 10 AH 90-91) then this (as we have seen) would have 
included Cubans With Junta~supported groups such as those at. the Lake | possible *outchartrajn training campe Each of these three/connections | (the DR, 

Garcia Bango, and Sturgis.) would equally have cast suspicion on 

participants in the m@ October 1963 meeting in Miani about Haiti.



-Fusthemore the committee! 8 staff reports have highlighted 
_ | groups 

the various B2uments of. the Chicago Junta operations. (notably 

the DRE, and ‘possibly those’ New ‘Orleans Cubans dealing both with 

the 

mown 
as including ‘the Cubans who had the most extended/contact with Lee 

apparently 
Harvey Oswald and thus: were/in bhe best position to have "lined him 

. up" for an anti-Kennedy plote Most notable among these were the DRE 

"members who were arvestedf tried, andntmondmash with Oswald, and who 

later broadcast With him; but we should not mih forget those Gmina 

New °rleans Cuban's who dealt both with the training camp (and/or 

the DRE arnis cache) and simultaneously with Oswaldts possible base . 

of New “rleans operations, the anti-Communist detective agency of Guy 

Ba ister at Shh Camp Street. But there is no reason to isolate these 

| "individuals ana call them suspects, for the Cubans from the old | 

Trafficante organization had other connections to the narrow world of 

Lee Harvey Oswald. For example Antonio dé Varona, the "Mr. Y" whom 
| brought into the anti-Castro plot 10 AH 169) 

Santos Trafficante mniaonian/ through Gener (5 AH 3607, and to whoy 

the CIA via John Roselli supplied poison pills to assassinate Castro 
‘ New Orleans | 

(10 AH 151-52), also helped organize the/Cuban Bevolutionary Council 
five 

which was ‘once housed at chk Canp Street (10 AH 61-62); at least ifiomm 
, or spoken to five 

of whose members had seen/Oswald personnally. One of these was Silvia 

Odio's uncle, Dr. Agustin Guitart, who attended Oswald's trial; on 

November 15, 1963, de Varona spoke to the CRC in New Urieans, and stayed 

at Guitart!s home « (20 AH 62) 6 

| 
|



Once again (it.is worth repeating) the point of this narration - 

is not to muagennh incriminate suspicious individuals. It is to show 
collective 

that, desph te outward appearances » the mystewious/backgrounds of both 
rather than diverge 

Oswald and. Ruby Converge moracaniicmmma as they are brought more and more 

into focus. And the point of that convergence is precisely the milieu 
conspiracy against fastro . 

of th vTAwnatia mabindontinn/which Roselli's leaks to Jack Anderson . 

fipst brought to public mbhemtimm notice, md which have since been 

so amply corroborated. 



ch 8 THE SELECT COMMITTEE'S "FINAL" REPORT 
Over six months after the Select Compittee officially went 

out of existence, ita report was released to the press. At a news 
conference on July 18, . 1979, Chairman Louis Stokes summarized 
the conclusions: "We were satisfied" with the 1964 FBI conclueion 
that Oswald was the assassin, tnt not that he acted alone. Both 
the John Kennedy and Martin Luther King assassinations "probably 
occurred" as a result of conspiracies. “Consequently, we were 
forced to make the harsh judgment that the original investigations 
were seriously flawed." 

_ The report made three recommendations for further investiga- 
. tioh® Gbaagsié BoPargréugngs belatedly discovered bhotographic 
evidence (a film ty Charles L. Bronson which might show shapes 
in the sixth-floor sniper's window); study, with the help of 
the National Science: Foundation, "the theory and application of 
the principles of acoustics 60 forensic questions," using the 
Dallas tape as a case studys and then "analyze whether further 
official investigation is warranted" in either the Kennedy 0 
King mrder. (Unfortunately, the recommended acoustics study, 
does not specifically include further analysis of the sounds 
relating to rear shots, as ‘Proposed Oy Representative Dodd and 
others. ) 

At the July press s conference, Chairnan Stokes defended — 
the recommendation that the Justice Department analyze all the 
findings, since a determination of individual guilt is not an 
appropriate task for a congressional committee (and, of course, 
the Select Committee had already run out of time). "I woulda 
hope the [Justice Department's/ decision will be te proceed," 
he said, "for I believe the American people have a right to 
know the truth." — . 

Representative Richardson | Preyer, who chaired the JFK 
subcommittee, told reporters that the new acoustical evidence 
of a shot from the grassy knoll was "as convincing as a new set 
of fingerprints on a@ second rifle would have. been." He added 
that "a renewed investigation of the Kennedy assassination By the Justice Department might begin in New Orleans, where Oswald 
grew up and where he spent the summer of 1963." 

wr



Chief Counsel's Blakey's role as the press conference wag 
relatively subdued. When asked if he thought the Mafia had killed 
President Kennedy, he replied tersely, "I have no public: views 
to state." After months of provocative speculation about how far 
the report might go in implicating the mob, the final press 

~ conference was something of an anticlimax. The report “didn't 
even contain an. explicit recommendation that the Justice Department 
moved toward: prosecution. But there remained the possibility that 
the Select Committee was holding back. The New York Times reported 

the morning ‘of the press conference, "Sources on the Committee. said 
that its published report did not include a long list of 
investigative leads the’ committee staff developed. These leads, the 

_ sources said, would be made available: to the Justice Department 
. should it reopen the investigation." If accurate, the Zimes* report 
seemed to suggest not only that. the best leads were yet to be 
revealed, but also that it was by no means certain that the Justice 
Department would reopen the case. Moreover, the Justice Department 
would apparently only receive the leadd@ if it decided to reopen the 
“Casee 

_ Many critics felt uneasy about leaving the case in the hands 
of the Justice Department. In the first place, ‘there was concern 
that the investigation was: being turned overte the very agencies 

' which had failed in their original responsibility. Though the 
current generation of agents should not be judged by. the 
inadequacies of their predecessors, the risk remains that . 

‘institutional and bureaucratic layalties will continue to present 
a conflict of interest. Some critics argue that the case. can only 
be investigated adequately béf those whose reputations are 

_ untarnished by past performance. Otherseritics are simply concerned 
that the Justice Department itself is too political a place for 
such a sensitive investigation. Campaign promises notwithstanding, 
Presidents invariably entrust the post of attorney general to a 

_. most loyal associate. There is no way to predict who will occupy - 
the White House by the time a renewed investigation would reach 

“dts final stages. (In the most dratatic example, even Senator . 
‘Edward Kennedy must be considered a possibility.) It would be 
tragic for the investigation to be vulnerahle to partisan 
petit:



political pressures that might interfere with an indictment. 
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Critics’ concern that the Select Committee's Report did not 

reveal all the inportant evidence was heightened when Blakey, 

ese "ox unofficial capacity, told 

- Newsweek that. he was firmly of the opinion that the mob did it. 

The Press, meanuhile, was critical of the report for other | 

reasonSe Time claimed that the Select Committee's conspiracy 

conclusion was presented ‘Qrith an unseemly amount of fanfare and 

self-justification" and that the conclusion "seems to have 

outstripped its evidence." Many commentators attacked the 

acoustic evidence, while applauding the report for confirming 

Oswald's guilt and absolving the U.S. | Government of any guilty 

involvement, even ima cover-Ups : 

Blakey irritated some sections of the press and perplexed — 

many eritics by hig involvement in a mass paperback edition of 

the report: (entitled, with apparently unintended irony, The 
Final Assassinations Report). George Lardner of the Washington 
Post noted in a front-page story that Bantam Books had the 

paperback edition set in type before the Justice Department had 

received ita copy of the official report. Lardner reported that 

Blakey had accepted "an honorarium of under $3000" for a- fifteen- 

page introduction to thé Bantam edition of the report. Critics 

were more troubled that Blakey's comments on the Pinal! report 

appeared along with a foreword by Tom Wicker of the New York 

Times, who stubbornly denied that the acoustics evidence was . 

worth considering. The paperback went on sale in Washington only 

' two days after the committee's final press conference. 
| Blakey's introduction to the paperback defended the 

ambiguities and understatement in the report's careful language: 

In stating its conclusions about the assassinations 
in ‘this report, the committee, for good reason, — 
speaks with mted tongue. As I have noted, we were 
deeply concerned about the inherent risk of a 
legislative investigation into criminal conduct. 
We decided, therefore, that our language ought to 
be moderate and that we ought not state a finding 
beyond what is absolutely indicated by the evidence. 

Few would quarrel with such reasoning. The problem is, rather, 

> 
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the apparent absence of so much of the evidence uncovered in the 

Select Committee's investigation. T he report properly states 
that the committee Thad a responsibility to state who it believed 

had participated in each assassination, and what the factual basis 
was for that donstueten.* Bat its further declaration that "the 

public disclosure of all the facts" relating to the mandated 

investigative issues was necessary has a hollow ring. The 

supporting volumes of evidence clearly do not include all the raw 

_ data, or all the relevant details; and there is no official 
suggestion that certain leads are withheld in the interest of 
ongoing investigation by the Justice Department. 

_ An example will illustrate the sort of omission which puzzles 
‘people who have followed the case closely. In the early summer of 
1979, a spate of. news stories -- including one ‘by Bob Kur of NBC -= 
reported a bail payment.as a possible link between Oswald and 
Organized Crime in New Orleans. On August 9, 1963, Oswald was 

arrested following a street scuffle with anti-Castro Cubana. As 
indicated in a Warren Commission document, Oswald's twenty-five- 

dollar bail was apparently paid by a liquor store owner named 

Emile Bruneaux == an alleged friend of Mafia lieutenant Nofio | 
Pecora. At least one member of the Select Committee staff viewed 

. the bail link as significant. ‘The report mentions the incident, 

but conspicuously fails to cite a reference or to mention the 

liquor store owner's name. (A citation in another context makes 
clear that the committee did interview Bruneaux, who subsequently 

died.) - 
, The careful reader. wonders whether this link was downplayed 
because the Select Committee as a whole found the connection 

Bec e tenuous ~= or, on the contrary, that they found it so significant 
that the details were saved for confidential Justice Department 
briefings. A more candid interpretation of the incident might 
permit the reader to make a more judicious assessment of the 

- Select Committee's deductions in this important area. Are we to 
think that the Mafia bought a piece of Oswald for a mere twenty-five 
dollars? If Oswald was already under Mafia control when he Fassed 
out pro-Castro leaflets, it is hard to believe that he wouldnot have 
either been given his. bail in advance ~~ or just left in jail 

| 
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RUBY AND THE EVENTS IN DALLAS 

‘In the last chapter we saw that Ruby's organized crime background, 
is entirely consistent wi th 

and its involvement in Cuban casinos and gunrunning, sozzeborazes. 

John Roselli's allegation that Oswald was "lined up" for a Kennedy 

assassination plot, and Ruby ordered to ki 22 him. imix But Ruby's 

background does not merely link him to Oswald through the Cubans 

involved in.DR gunrunning and the New Orleans antrigues of the Chicago 

_ junta. Ruby had more direct links in Dallas to the worlds of Oswald, 

of them Dallas Bolice Offcer J.D. Tippit (who was also murdered 

on November 22, 1963), to.the alleged stmgers he phoned just before 

the assassination (one of whom phoned Dave Yaras on November 21), 

wa? been aG@umass 

to the west coast crime figure apprehended in Dealey Plaza on November 22, 

and to the Dalla s Police $ergeant accused of lying about Ruby's actions 

on November 2he In all of these connections the common denominator 

is Chensama the one we have already discussed: Ruby's links to politically 

influential segments of organized crime. 

Many of these, and the ones most thppoughly explored by the select 

committee, concern the Dallas criminals and "police characters" whom 

Ruby knew with or through Lewis J. McWillie. But we should first look 
and employers 

more chemtm closely at the career/of McWillie himself, since he 

was one of Ruby's closest friends, and Ruby phoned him at least seven 

tines in las Vegas between June and August 1963 (9 AH 193). In tre 

early 19)0's iim McWillie worked at various gambling clubs around 

- Dallas; his IRS records show him moving back and forth between the
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were and Us “stdlete cele Tuy Millers, 

. Southland Hotel, where his employers was Bennie Binion and the 
Wwhrek wos opecabed | then by Ty M, ller and’ stv yener later 

Blue Bonnet Hotet, Serr CE eM wane opemased by Ruby's 

future business partner and backer, Ralph Paul (23 WH 163-64, # 5AH $1, q 

AH 802, 979). These were the days when, in the words of a retired 

Dallas police captain, the "police force was rotten from top to bottom", 

‘Winthta largely because Benny Binion and "the Southland Hotel Group" 

(backed by mafioso Sam Maceo of “alveston) “had a fix with Mr. Bige™ 

Binion's modus operandi, the captain said, was to kill off his 
sometimes with help 

gambling compe tbtors in a hurry, nfenchymmsimg the sanzizes of the local 

DeLois Green gang (fam Reid and Demaris, Green Felt. Jungle, pp. 156-58). 
ye eee 

Tt was in this. period that McWillie/shot and killed a man named 

McBride, an event about w ich he was apparently not questioned b- the 

(WED 686d). 
sdect committee} McWillie successfully claimed it was self-defense; 

but Paul Roland Jones, in his bugged interviews of 196 with Sheriff 

Guthrie, claimed that McWillie killed Mc”ride by accident; he tumbemderd 

should have iki bled someone else,who was later taken care of. This would 

explain why the Dallas Police Department,, in 1959, identified McWillie 

as a "gambler and murderer" (23 WH 166). McWillie himself, as by the 

Select committee if he had been involved in the anti-Castro plots,. 

assured them, "I wouldn't assassinate a flea" (5 AH 239). titimuemamim 

It was in this period, we should remember, that"payments were 

made to Attorney T.K.Erwin"(sic, ise. Irwin, 9 AH 516), and Sherif f 
detecive . 

Guthrie and Dallas police o@ftesr George Butler (who arranged to record 

Jones! bribery offer) agreed that "We all know that Bill Decker (the
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sheriff in 1963) is a payoff man with Bennie Binion" (9 AH 517). 

Things are said to have cleared up in 196, when Binion, after his 

connection Sheriff Schmid was defeated by Guthrie, withdrew to Las Vegas, 
hha five 

In axfex/years the gang wars of the Binion era in Dallas had ended, 

“DeLois Green had been shot and killed on the steps of RalphPaul's 

Sky-Yu Club, a quieter era had begun. But then a quieter era was 

part of the promised package which Chicago mob representative Paul 

Roland’ Jones had promised Guthrie. And by 1950 (at the time. of the 

Kefauver Hearings) 

all the noise in Dallas was making some of the 

big boys in Vegas nervouse Dave Berman at the Flamingo 

/the Meyer Lansky~Bugs Siegel investment in Las ‘egas/ 

had talked to Benny /Binion/ a number of times about it, 

warning him that unless the matter was settled soon he was 

going to find himself minus a head....The big eastem mob | 

- wanted an end put to the feud. It was bad for business 

| (Demaxis, Green Felt Jungle, pp. 163, 172). . 

It was at this point that Ruby contacted Kutner with his deal to keep 

(Rothman and 
Follow ng his work for the Tropicana (the Fox brothers) and’ the 

Capri (Charles Tourine and Julio Lobo), McWillie moved on to even more 

interesting employers. On his return to the United States in 1961 he 

worked at the Cal Neva Lodge on Lake Tahoe, where a point holder of 
' Chicazo mafioso 

record was Frank Sinatra and a hidden interest was held by/Sam Giancana, 

the go-beteen mbnchatmn between Roselli and Trafficante in | the CiA-mafia 

Plots. Around this period he worked in Aruba and Curacao in the © ‘arwibean
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and Clifford A. Jones (5 AH 19, Turner, Gamblers Money, 76)3 
for Jake Kozlofff/ and in 1963 at the Thunderbird Club in Las Yegas, 

once again a , 
where a/prominent stockholder was former Nevada Lieutenant Governor 

- (once officially accuse 
and Democratic National Committeeman Clifford A. Jones (ataagadig 

; in the Thunderbird 
ofmentiugcnemancagenhcnfménongachaddmm of fronting/for an associate of 

(NYT, Nov. 7, 1963, pe 22) ; 
Meyer and Jake Lansky)4 McWillie appears to have been among old érends 

at the Thunderbird. Meyer Panitz, who had worked for McWillie in Dallas 

and then at the Tropicana in Havana, wame with him to the Thunderbird 

as a box man (23 WH 327, Smha 5 AH 114-16, 9 AH 177). It was Panitz, 

a "close friend" of Ruby and McW£llie both (5 AH 114-15) whom Ruby 

flew to visit in Miami after McWillie had phoned-him from Havana 

(AR 152, 23WH 858). | 

Jake Kozloff ani Clifford Jones, together with Sinatra's former 

investment partner Ed Levinson, another Lansky associatef were three 

of the most exciting names to surffee in the rapidly burgeoning Bobby 

Reims ; . 
Baker scandals of November fig 1963. Ed Levinson aid-cone—of-his—gambling 

asmontmtnm was the largest pointholder. of record (ahead of Bennie Binion's 

son Jack) in the Bibions' Horsmeshoe Club in las Yegass he also owned 

t e Fremont Hotel which held been built with the uelp of a loan fron 

the Teamsters Union. Levinson and some of his associates were original 
i . 7 company 

Stockholders in nhhymimimam the Serv-U vending mompmrmatmmm of Senate 

majority secretary Bobby Baker, an put up $150,000 in cash to help launch 

the onenanion the company. The oper tion was a simple one: three major 

aerospace firms awarded contracts by the Kennedy Department of Defense 

then turned around and awarded the lion's share of their lucrative
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automatic vending machine business in food and drink ($2.5 million 

annually at North American Aviation alone) to Bobby Baker's Serv-U 

Corp. Baker however was not a Kennedy man but Lyndon Johnson's boy3 
in time with 

his rise to influence had corresponded ta Johnson's years as Jenate 

Democratic Majority leader. And it was no accident that Johnson's 
oilmen : 

political backers in Texas, such as/Clint Murchison and Bedford Wynne, 

and their lobbyis$s in Washington, such as Tom Webb and I. Irving 

Davidson, figured prominently in Bobby Baker's financial wheeling 

and dealing as well, 

Tuo weeks before the assassination, on November 7, 1963, the 
| 

New York Times revealed in a fronth page story that Bakmm Bobby Baker 
. | - 

had intervened with the President of IntereSntinental Hotels, a Pan Am 

subidiary, to arrange a meeting with Jones, Levinson, and Kozloff, who 

were interested in securing the leases for the gambling casinos in Pan 

An's latin American hotels. One week later, in another front-page 

story, the Times revealed that Baker. had used his influence (in return 
; , 

for a finders! fee) to speed clearance for import into the United States 

Yimom of neat products from a Murchison-owmmed meatpacking plant in Haiti 

(NYT, Nov. 1, 1963, pe 1). I LeIrving Davidson, it later developed, had, 
as the registered lobbyist for the Murchison interests, 

’ been the original contact man on this deal, in mid-1962 (G.R. Schrékber, 

The Bobby Baker Affair, pe 121). Apparently it was through this deal 

with the Murchisons' meat company that Davidson first became involved in 
(according to the committee) Haitian 

Haiti, and hence ultimately/with George de Mohrenschildt's banking partner pe , 

irae Clemard Joseph Charles (12 AH fifi 57-58). 
| .
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The second of these stories @learly leaked from Bobby 

Kennedyts Justice Department, and many political observers 

began to speculate that both of November 1963's great 

Texas~linked scandals, the Bobby Baker scandal and the related 

TFX General Dynamics scandal, were being deliberately allowed to surface 

by the Kennedy brothers with a view to dropping Lyndon Johnson from the 

Democratic ticket in-196h. In fect hinkamm the prediction that Kennedy 

might flrop Johnson as a "political liability" was made publicly, in 
(23 WH 941), Dallas, on November 21, 1963, by Richard Nixon/ shortly after the 

former U.S.) vice-pr sident had tinea reportedly visited tian 
lawyer 

a Republican attanmney who soon became Marina Oswald! S attorney. - 

The Times? story about Boker and three of McWillieas employers (Jones, Kozloff, and Levinson) 
. /showed clearly how the money and influence of gamblers could affect, 

not just Leva politica and corrupt police forces, but national politics 

‘as. well, But the circle of McWillie's employers included not just 

local gray eminences like Bennyesi Binion and national grey eminences Likem 

Jones and Levinson, but also the McLaney brothers of the a> arms cache 

in Lacombe, Louisiana. Aémthembimacmémthenbarnenctmmmnmtien In 196), when 

the Warren Commission astonishingly failed to interview McWilliw, he was his good friends 
working for/the Nolaney brothers at the Carousel; eleven years later 

- he worked for them in the ‘casino ) which ttt Mike MoLaney had finally 

obtained in ‘Port-au-Prince, Haiti. EMcWillie had known Mike McLaney 
and had first known 

Since 19)6 in Mianis/Mike'ts brother Bill —="2 very good friend of mine" -- 
along with Mike in Cuba, 5 AH 136-38). It was in Bill's house in Lacombe
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_ Judge Griffin's analysis, which as. he stressed was not based 

on first-hand information, is shrewnd and credible. It also creates 

a special digfioulty Sor the CIA, which twice told the ith Warren 

Commission (in response to Griffin's previously cited memo, SUPra, De 
and records 

"X=6) that its files/"do not reflect any information" on McWillie and ; 
Ruby- connection | Ruby (WCD 105, 26 WH 466). Either Mcbitiihemsam the McWillie-McLaneym 

Was relevant to the CIAts "national security” operations, in which case : 

the CIA was dissembling to the Commissions; or it was not, in which case 

the “national security" rationalization for cover-up was not applicable. 
-McWillie 

Either way, the CIA's profession of ignorance about: Yntanag was, in the 

‘light of what we have seen, a sign of either incompetence or dishonesty. *. 

The most likely explanation is that the CIA wished to cover up its 

own sensitive relationship to McWillie's former employer (Giancana) 
_ gust and associate (Trafficante) ~~ especially since McWil Lie ammese had puimmamiy: 

been checked out - 
surfaced in a separate FBI investigation of Giancana on November 20 and 2, 

1963, or immediately prior to the assassination (wep 686d). 

It is characteristic of the Las Vegas casinos that both the. 

point-holders who front for ‘the mob, and the employees who work for tiem 

"are moved about from casino to casino like pawns on a chessboard" (Reid 

and Denaris, Green Felt Jungle, p. 51); this serves to confuse the FBI 

and the Gaming Control Board as to the real facts of ownership. Thus 

Levinson moved from the Las Vegas Sands in 1957 (with Giancana's partner 

Frank Sinatra and Sam Maceo's partner Jake Freedman) to tim Havana's 
allegedly 

Riviera Casino (uhere McWillie also: saidzhe worked, WCD 686d, cf.11 AH 300) 

to be the leading point-holder of record in Bennie Binion's Horseshoe Club 



in 1963. thas MeWhllie corked under his old frend Teagan Warner Richardjen 
indrete d and acquitted 

(later "semenimimal tn “the fomous Feiocs’ Club qamb ling fraud with his old Frend 
“Tobnnny Roselli ) at “the Goer’ in Ravana > be fore Succeedi hing as manase™ 

of the Riverside Yokel mw Reno, Likewise, (5 AH 97-98). Lrkewise MeWillie worked 
“on and off many years” JESS. | 

; _  . (5 AH 18): 
for Binion and Levinson at the Horskshoe Club/between his stints gor 

the McLaneys at the Carousel (1961-67) and in Haita (1975) -- 

just as years earlier he had shunted back and forth between 

the two Maceo-Binion-Miller hotels in Dallas pifemmmeamminhin or 

from the Slifford Jones operation ‘in Aruba to the Clifford Jones 

operation at the Thunderbird¥ The jresult of McWillie's various 

movements was to intermingle the CIAts potential embarrassment 
ee tha He Willve)- Rrchacdsen - Roselli connection 

over the fitmamm McWillie-~Giancana connection\wi th Lyndon Johnson's 

' potential embarrassment over the Mcli11ie~Levinson/Jones~Bobby Baker 

connection, either of which might explain. the resistance to disclosing © 

the truth about either the McWi.Llie~Ruby of McLaney-DRE gunrunning 

questions. For that very complicated statement we can substitute a 

much simpler one: it is not surprising that Burt Griffin found 

high-level resistance to his sensible, bat frustrated, proposal for a 

“fuller investigation of Lewis McWillie. | 

One should keep in mind that the Bobby Baker scandal, fron another 

point of view,was an outgrowth of the accumulation. of illicit Lemme. 
porticularly of “he Tametoes, . 

. Lobbying powery\Of mamma the names we have mentioned, Baker hinself, 

* Romeég6AcHoneacw=
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Ed Levinson, I. Irving Davidson, Thomas Webb, Clint Murchison, and 

Bedford Wynne, all had been associated with projects or proposals. 
. . . po This is relevant to- 

to be financed by the Bamsters' pension fund. Zhas/the section of the 

select committee report which argues that: tiuima former Teamsters President 

dames Hoffa “had the notive, means, and opportunity for planning an 

assassination attempt"! against “resident Kennedy, and had indeed discussed 

with his aide Ed Partin "the possible use of a lone gunmm equipped with 

a rifle with a telescopic sight" (AR 176). The -committee, sensibly, concluded 

that Hoffa himself had neither the character nor the control ofer organized 
| co 

crime to have planned such a murder or to have guaranteed the silence 

of other conspirators (AR 178). But no one could make such a claim about 
the qamblers and ' 
muma\ organized crime gigures who had enriched themselves from Teamsters 

- Pension Fund largesse during Hoffalts Presidency, including some of 

enn . @ Yese Couch as Ed . McWillie's close associates,and gmplpyers. And Sowe_ ot © poucin. @ 
gvinson af “the Fremont) were olco spectal foreetios her aeeby Wennesky’s Tustiee, Departed Iw 1963, 

Having noticed the enancadanza of the McLaney-DRE/and: McWillie~Rilby 
look for ; ; 

gunrunning overlaps, one can askzifzthenezarme other such Oswald-Ruby 

convergences in this area, and raise the question whether the Cleveland 
whose gambling interests represented as a young man. 

Syndicate flomcubam Ed Levinson had munmdnasmanymihmin Newport, Kentucky, 
anced from whom Mike Meche had ehen over the Nacional castne o&., YOne 

is the same as the “organized mmima gambling interests in Las Vegas and 

Cleveland" which the committee report saw behind the "enormous financial 

backing" for the short-lived Chicago Junta (AR 236-37). The committee 

seems to have suspected this: it incorporated in its hearings a long FBI 
contract a ; 

affidavit about the 1977/murder of John Nardi, a Cleveland la Cosa Nostra 
. | 

dissident and corrupt Teamsters official (5 AH 388-14). But anything 

tangible it may have had in this area it must have reserved for the Justice 

Department. )
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In various staff reports, the) Select Committee, to its credit, 
"political contacts" 

did take notice of the sappantzgimem in both Houses of Congress 

for this pervasive gray alliance of corrupt political influence. 

It noted that the Chicago mob had ‘bao contacts in the U.S. House 
in 1960 federal investigators watched while 

of Representatives (9 AH 1) ) shone opeinnccaememysistcrenimeliooe 

one Congress wan, Ronald Libonati,"hupped and kissed!",. in mafia fashion, a high-level 
in prison, who had once been 

Chicago mafioso nnmm/convicted with John Roselli (Denaris, Captive City, 

pe 158). It-printed the report of the Cuban government "from public 

sources" that former Senator George Smathers of Florida, the only 
alleged | ! 

Senator hombavachemmmemm revealed to have had business dealings with 

Bobby Baker, had intervened with te U.S. officials to help secure the 

_ release of Trafficante's and McWillie's friend Dino Cellini from 

Tresconia prison-camp in Havana (5|AH 325) Smathers is also. said to 

to Sore The “hreskened U.S. chrenchip 
have intervened ttm in similar fashion cm=eenweaf of F vank Sturgisg, whe lete- 

worked with he Chrtase Daurto. 5 

and to have: lobbied mapmmbmnthy with P resident Kennedy to have Castro 

‘eliminated or assassinated (Messick, Lansky, De 191),ZSmathers' version 

of this story is that the President asked him what he thought of © | 

assassinating Castro; and that "even as much as I disliked Fidel Castroee.e 

I did not think it would be a good) idea"sy, ; 

2254 Smathersconceded however that|he took a "tougher stance" on Cuba than 

did President Kennedy Church Comittee Assassinations Staff Report, pps 
Woo _ 

e The homnict 6 a oy sed phat, me AG etkts mére 
‘ " , fe | Ge ot ge ; . gt * Le af f G 

PLAS A 

| p Odi LEA 

Sinathens (the I Teving Davidson hod been a sto Supporter oF femar 
Carbon as chotor Falgencie Biche ; . and he is Sark fo have played 
“Von tm portadt rele” in the complicated Murchison - Davidson - Raker deal 
uktch ve sutbea in pennyr ae pom. poymunts to Beker on Haitian maak CHaseick by, 2 o4 



“THE SECRET SERVICE AT DEALEY PLAZA. 

Another government report pulls its punches 

by Pat Lambert 

In an extraordinary public appearance in December 1975 

on the television program 60 Minutes, Secret service Agent Clint. 

Hill broke down and cried. He had just told Mike Wallace how 

the Secret Service could have saved President Kennedy at Dealey 

Plaza. According to Clint Hill if he) "had reacted about 5/10's 

of a second faster” he would have reached President Kennedy before 

the fatal shot and taken the bullet himself.(1) Since Hill was 

the only key agent who did his job. that day, his unsparing - 

personal assessment is ironic.! It is also the only entirely 

honest commentary on the secret Service performance in Dallas 

to come out of Washington in the 15 years since President Kennedy's 

murder. 

That performance fell dramatically short of the mark, yet two 

government investigations have managed to minimize its failure. The 

Warren Report tiptoed around the problem and finally concluded 

that the Secret Service agents themselves had "reacted promptly 

at the time the shots were fired," that it was the "configuration 

of the Presidential car and the seating arrangements" that 

prevented the agent nearest the President from reaching him 

in time.(2) A remarkable combination of newspeak 

1. He probably saved Mrs. Kennedy's life by pushing her off the 
trunk into the back seat; and although two other agents were 
closer, Hill was the only one who made any real effort to 
reach the President. 

; | 

| .
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arid creative writing that the Report recently released by the House 

Select Committee on Assassinations |could hardly equal. Still, in 

spirit and intent, this new evaluation is a chip off the same 

bureaucratic block. | 

It first raises our expectations by concluding that the 

Secret Service over-all “was deficient in the performance of its 

duties," then immediately lowers them again in its discussion of 

the evidence.(3) Most of that is devoted to how certain threats 

received by the Protective Research Section (the agency's memory 

bank) were handled before the assassination. What happened on 

Elm Street during the shooting, what the agents accompanying the 

President actually did, and why they did it is covered in one and i 

- one-half pages. Actually covered is an extravagant term for the 

skimpy assessment presented here. — 

Slapdash rundown is more precise, one that relies heavily 

on the old record assembled by the| Warren Commission. That 

dependence on 15-year-old data suggests what the text confirms-- 

where the actions of the Secret Service at Dealey Plaza were con- 

cerned, this Committee was unwilling or unprepared to stake out 

any new ground, to confront any of the fundamental questions that 

were side-stepped by the Warren Commission originally and have 

persisted all these years. ' 

It does give us a new alibi, however. Unlike the Warren 

Commission's inventive indictment of the Presidential car, the 

loophole it provides is straightforward and serviceable, one 

that's applicable across the board to all the agents concerned: 

The Committee concluded ‘that Secret Service agents. 
in the motorcade were inadequately prepared for an 
attack by a concealed sniper. (4)
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Training and regulations were at fault, not individual responses. _ 

- Driver William Greer, for instance, failed to take "evasive 

action" because his “instructions were to act only at the judgment 

of the agent in the right passenger seat (Roy Kellerman), who had 

general supervisory responsibilities..." Greer, the Report con- 

tends, "should have been given the responsibility to react in- , 

stantaneously on his own initiative... "(5). What. Greer would have 

done differently acting on his own we aren't told. 

That doesn’ te really matter because the argument is specious, 

unsupported by Secret Service written guidelines, and contradicted 

by testimony from an agency spokesman. The relevant ruleset 

forth in the Secret Service document joutlining principles of 

Presidential protection states: ' 

The driver of the President’ s car should be alert 
for dangers and be able to} take instant action when 
instructed or otherwise made aware of an emergency. 
(emphasis added) (6) 

There is no question that Greer was "made aware” of the emergency 

situation at Dealey Plaza. He told the Warren Commission that. 

after the second shot he saw Governor Connally starting to fall 

and that he knew the President was "injured in some way." 

, Secret Service Inspector Thomas J. Kelley, in his testimony 

to this Committee, made it clear what Greer's “instant action” 

should have been. When asked about Greer's ins tructions, Kelley 

said: | | 
| 

»+-generally the instructions to the drivers of the 
cars are to be prepared to get the President away 
from any dangerous situation. (7) 

"Evasive action” wasn 't needed. AlljGreer had to do to get the 

President "away" from Dealey Plaza was, step on the gas; but in fact 

the car slowed down. Why? Did Greer receive "instructions" to 
slow it? Or did he do that on his own initiative"? 

2. Exactly when this slowdown occurred is unclear. Some witnesses 
place it before the final shot, while others (including the 
Warren Report) say it happened after.(8) 

5
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right front seat of the Presidential car, Kellerman represented 

Jack Kennedy's single best hope for survival. 

Once the firing began, it was Kellerman's “primary function" 

_to remain "in close proximity to the President," as this Report 

“expresses it. (10) That means it was up to him to see that the 

‘so-called defense of jast. resort was carried out, to use his own 

body as a human shield, if necessary, to protect the President. — 

Kellerman, of course, did no such thing and this Report is blunt 

about that, saying Kellerman took no action "to cover the President 

with his body, although it would have been consistent with Secret 

Service procedure for him to have done so."(11) Why he didn't 

“the Report doesn't say, nor does it say. what he did instead. 

We khow from the Zapruder film and Kellerman's own testimony 

that he turned around before the fatal shot and saw the President 

was wounded. At that moment. if he had vaulted into the back seat 

and. pushed the President down, out of the line of fire, Jack Kennedy 

probably would have survived. Instead Kellerman decided to radio 

for an escort to a hospital because ‘the President "needed medical 

treatment."(12) An explanation so inane it would be laughable if the 

consequences of Kellerman's "decision" weren't so grim. Within seconds 

the fatal shot struck making any "medical treatment” superfluous. 

Did Kellerman really make a deliberate decision not to go to 

the President's aid? Did he really think it more important to make 

that radio call? Why is the testimony about that call.so vague and 

contradictory? Why, for instance, does Greer's first FBI interview 

say he placed it? . 

Kellerman claimed he started the call before the fatal shot 

and that while he was talking the final "flurry of shells came into the
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occurred. 

car."(13) Why, then, wasn’t his transmission heard in the : 

follow-up car? On the contrary, after the last shot was fired, - 

the agent in charge of that car felt compelled to make Precisely _ 

the same call himself; and he contacted the. same agent 

Kellerman claims he called, Winston Lawson, the advance man riding , 

in the lead car in front of the Presidential limousine (14) tet Lawson 

mentions only one radio message; it came after the shots . 

“were fired, exactly when. is unclear, and the source isn't identified. (15 

‘If two calls were made, why did Lawson receive only one? Did the 

call he receive come from Kellerman or from the follow-up car? 

There is little in the rest of Kellerman's testimony to. 

inspire confidence. In an early statement to the FBI (later denied) 

Kellerman claimed he saw the President reaching for his back, a 

“movement that never occurred.(16) He also maintained the 

President spoke after the firing began, something else that never 
5 . 

Just as President Kennedy had the right to expect Kellerman's 

help, we have the right to know why Kellerman failed him. Was it 

just a matter of poor judgment? | Ora failure of will perhaps? Or. 

was it something else? The Warren Commission understood the 

necessity of explaining Kellerman's inaction and went to some 

length to improve on his rationale. It claimed the design of the 

vehicle and the passengers in the jump seats prevented him from 

3- Kellerman's first FBI interview has the President saying, "Get 
me to a hospital.” Though ridiculously improbable, if the 
President had given such a verbal command, Kellerman could have 
claimed he was following an executive order when he turned - 
away from the stricken President and reached for the radio. 
(Kellerman later claimed the President said, "My god, I've been 
hit," and denied giving the earlier version to the FBI.)(17)



going into the back, even though Kellerman, himself, categorically 

rejected that suggestion. (18) | 

This Committee gives us no reason at all, nor does it 

comment on the Warren Commission's invention, or Kellerman's own 

excuse; it ignores both equally. That may advance candor by one 

notch in this instance, but it still leaves the public with an 
important piece of the puzzle missing. 

President Kennedy as scapegoat. The Report's effort 

to clear the agents of any individual responsibility produces one 

statement that can only be described as embarrassing: 

| -Had the agents assigned to the motorcade been alert 
to the possibility of sniper fire they possibly could 
have convinced the President to allow them to main-- 
tain protective positions on the rear bumper of the 
Presidential limousine and both shielded the President 
and reacted more quickly when the attack began.(19) 

The’ convoluted, subjunctive mood used here suggests that while the 

author was thinking about it, he was somewhat reluctant to blame 

President Kennedy for the way things turned out in Dallas: but 

- the next sentence leaves no doubt about his real. convictions: 

The committee recognized, however, that President 
Kennedy consistently rejected the Secret Service's 
suggestions that he permit agents to ride on the 
rear bumper of the Presidential limousine...(20) 

The message is clear--if only Kennedy had let the agents ride 

where they wanted to ride, they could have done their job that day. 

The Report is certainly justified in pointing out why no 

agents were riding on the President's car; but it is deliberately 

misleading to imply that distance alone prevented the outside men 

on the follow-up car from reaching the President in time. That 

simply isn’t the case. 

Clint Hill estimated that after the turn onto Elm Street



only about five feet separated the Presidential limousine and the 
Secret Service follow-up car. (21) This Committee established that 

a full 8.3 seconds elapsed between the first shot and the fatal 

head shot. With that much time the Secret Service didn't need a 

Bruce Jenner on the outside of the follow-up car in order to reach — 
the President before the fatal shot. Any one of the four men, 
reacting soon enough, might have made it; certainly the two on 

_ either side of the front could have. Why none of them did, why 
only one came close, is a question any examination of the Secret 

Service performance in Dallas must deal with. The awkward passage 

quoted above is this Committee's effort to do that. 

The real answer lies in the way the scanning duties are com- 
partmentalized and in the conduct of one particular agent. The 
outside men had specific areas they were. supposed to watch and, as 

Inspector Kelley told this Committee, their assignments actually 

required them "to be looking away from" the President.{22) Only one 

agent was responsible for watching "straight ahead”--Shift Leader 
Emory. Roberts, riding in the right front seat of the follow-up Car, - 

who was in charge of this group of men.(23) 

Emory Roberts* written statement dated November 29, 1963, 
clearly states he saw the President's movement as he reacted to 

the first shot.(24) That movement was also noticed by Presidential 
Aide Dave Powers, who was directly behind Roberts, and it prompted 

Powers to tell Kenneth O'Donnell (sitting beside him) that he thought 
‘the President was hit; when Clint Hill caught the same movement an 
instant later, it caused him to break for the Presidential limou- 

sine. . 
Roberts, on the. other hand, did nothing. He shouted no alarm, 

made no effort whatever to alert his outside men that the President 

might need their help until after the fatal head shot. That's why 

Clint Hill reacted 5/10's of a second too late; and why John Ready, 

who was right beside Roberts and closer to the President than Hill, 

only managed to take a few forward steps before the head shot impacted, 

Making all effort an empty gesture.



~The photographic analysis cited by the Committee 

that showed some agents "were beginning to react approximately 

1.6 seconds after phe first shot" obviously doesn't refer to 

Roberts. (25) .For some reason, his reaction time was 8.3 seconds 

plus. 

Instead of acknowledging the machinations of the. scanning 

operation and Emory Robert's unfulfilled responsibility, this _ 

. Report. bemoans the fact that agents weren't permitted on the 

Presidential car, suggesting that Jack Kennedy was the real cul- 

prit. 

Garrying onl the tradition. Fifteen years ago the Warren 

Commission was determined to reassure the American people about 

everything, including the Secret Service; and this. Report carries 

on that paternalistic tradition like a kindly uncle obligated to 

say something comforting to the children at graveside. Just 

listen: | 

: The Committee found that, consistent with the pro- 
tective procedures and instructions they had been 
given, the Secret Service agents performed profes- 
sionally and reacted quickly to danger...(26) 

.Professionally? uickly? Who? The Report doesn't say; the words 

are meant to sooth, not to inform. And that’s not the end of it; 

there's more: ; 
. 

Although the conduct of the agents was without firm 
direction and evidenced a lack of preparedness, the 

_ Committee found that many of the agents reacted ina 
positive, protective manner. (27) 

Positive? Protective? Many? That fanciful claim is supported 

by a recitation of the actions of two agents, neither of whom 

| : | 
was assigned to President Kennedy (Clint Hill, assigned to Mrs. 

Kennedy and Thomas Lem Johns, assigned to Lyndon Johnson). What 

about the agents guarding the President that day? Where were 
“| | Co 
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they when the guns went off? What did they do that was "positive" 

or "protective"? 

Tucked away in one of its footnotes is a sweet bit of wisdom 

the Committee should have applied to its text on the Secret Service: 

"There is virtue in seeing something for what it is, even if the 

plain truth causes discomfort."(28) If there's one thing we've 

all gotten use to in recent years its the "discomfort" of unpleasant 

facts. -The plain | truth is just what. we're asking for; and it seems _ 

" to be about time someone realized we're up to it. 

In the Introduction he wrote for the Bantan edition of this 

Report, Committee Chief Counsel, G. Robert Blakey, made the following 

remark: | { 

It was a sobering experience for me to discover 
failures by our government to the degree that we 
.set out'in this Report. The failures were so 
sobering that some members: of the Committee were 

. not willing to carry the conclusions out to the 
eo full force of the evidence. (29) | 

It's impossible to know what government "failures" Mr. Blakey had 

in mind-when he wrote those lines, but the shoe does seem to fit 

the Secret Service--it certainly failed at Dealey Plaza. The Report 

acknowledges that much. Yet the real case is never devel- ) 

oped. The record is not presented, the obvious questions are not 

‘asked, and the conclusion reached--that the agents were merely 

inadequately prepared for sniper fire--in no way represents the prepared 7 | 
i 

"full force of the evidence.” 

Conspiracy. ‘This Report's analysis of the JFK assassination 

communicates a double message throughout. It cries wolf but ina 

muffled voice hoping not to disturb /anyone. It presents acoustical ° 

evidence implicating a second shooter that leads to a finding of con- 

spiracy, then Severe that conspiracy as politically and soci- 

etally unimportant (Oswald and friend(s) got lucky). A strange tactic 

10
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this unflagging effort to belittle its own findings. Strange, 

and in the long run, unsuccessful. For despite all its caution, 

its understatement, its. obvious reluctance to do so, this — 

Committee has jarred the ugly conspiritorial door. “And who 

can say where the conspiracy to murder President Kennedy left 
ott? ——- ) . 

The Report seems to exonerate éveryone, naming and acquitting 

them, one after another--the Soviet Government; the Cuban Government; 

anti-Castro Cuban groups; and the national syndicate of organized 

crime. But don't miss the small print. In the case of .the last 

two, the vindication applies only to the group as a unit and "does 

not preclude the possibility that individual members may have been 

_involved.” 

, Of course, the clean bill of health extended to the Secret 

Service, the FBI and the CIA that proclains they “were not involved 

in the assassination” stands alone, without that qualifying tag 

line. But isn't it there anyway, an unstated but obvious fact of’ 

life? How can anyone vouch for all the individuals employed by 

those agencies? 

In the discussion absolving: the Secret Service of involve- 

ment, no mention is made of the performance of the White House 

Detail during the shooting. Why not?) What difference does it 

make how clean the agency's hands are] regarding trip planning 
| 

and the route taken by the motorcade if we are left with unresolved 

questions about the non-reaction of the three key agents who were 

charged with the President's protection that day? 

Isn't it reasonable to wonder whether a sophisticated plot 

to assassinate President Kennedy could have penetrated that circle 

of men who guarded his life? Doesn't the ubiquitous passivity 

11
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| a 

—_ 
that seems to have paralyzed the Secret Service during those 

. . 
crucial 8.3 seconds. give us cause to wonder? 
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SUMMARY "ECHOES OE MARY ECHOES OF CONSPIRACY" | FQA+ 

Chapter 1: End of a Delusion? 

By its finding of a second gunman, the House Select Committee on 

Assassinations has hopefully begun the process of healing the residual 

national schizophrenia over the Kennedy assassination. We now have the 

opportunity of ending both the delusion built around the lone . 

assassin, and the myth of an unshakable and malevolent government 

conspiracy to preserve | that legend. _ : 

Chapter 2: Acoustical Evidence: The Shot from the Grassy Knoll 

New evidence: a Dictabelt recording, made from a stuck Dallas Police : 

motorcycle microphone, picked up the sounds of the shots. Scientific 

analysis of the echoes proved that one shot came from the grassy knoll 
. | 
in front of the President. The conclusion: conspiracy. 

Chapter 3: The Paradox of Dealey Plaza | 

_ The Select Committee's work has produced | a startling paradox: 

, while a second gunman is now a virtual certainty, the evidence at this 

moment is stronger than before that all of the wounds were inflicted by 

a single gunman. There remain unresolved problems with the Committee's 

' yeconstruction, such as the 1.7 second interval between the first two shots. 

Chapter 4; The Acoustical Evidence and its Critics 

The acoustical analysis has stood up well technically. The arguments 

of. the outspoken and influential opposition, often based on secondary or | 

extraneous evidence, have so far failed to undermine the scientific foundation 

of the second-gunman conclusion. Further studies of the Dallas Police. 

recording might succeed in pinning down the source of every shot. 
i 

Chapter 5: The Initial Coverup and How It Worked 

For years, it has been argued that the solution to the assassination 

lies in exposing the coverup. The nature of the coverup suggests that the 

assassination was plotted in such as way that to unravel it would threaten 

major governmental interests. False rumors, jsome threatening world peace, led 

at least one ranking official to settle on the lone assassin hypothesis 

without malevolent motives. In the end’, the Warren Commission had little 

alternative but to go along. 

| 
| 
| 
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Chapter 6: From Garrison to Blakey - 1967 to 1977 

| Public: acceptance of the Warren Report crumbled after it was scrutinized 

by citizen critics. In 1967, at the time of the unsuccessful 

Garrison investigation, reports linking the assassination to plots 

against Fidel Castro agitated the. government at its highest levels. 

Following Watergate, Sen. Richard Schweiker led the first official investigation 

to successfully prove that there had been a coverup. Pressures for disclosure . 

mounted, leading the the formation in 1976 of. the House Select Committee on 

Assassinations. 

Chapter 7: The House Select Committee - Hearings and Report. 

The Committee's bottom line was conspiracy, but the public hearings and 

much of the final report left many questions unanswered, and many students 

of the case frustrated. 

Chapter 8: Military Intelligence: The Missing Acquittal 

Despite its conviction that Lee Harvey Oswald was an authentic Marxist 

assassin, the Select Committee could not rule out his possible affiliation 

with military intelligence. In its acquittal of specific government agencies 

of involvement in the assassination, the Committee's report conspicuously 

failed to include military intelligence. The Committee did not speak of ‘coverup, 

but it was profoundly shaken by the Defense Department’ s "routine" destruction 

of relevant files. 

Chapter 9:. Oswald and Nosenko: The Tale of the Dubious Defectors 

Shortly after the assassination, Yuri Nosenko "defected" from the KGB 

with the message that the Soviet government had not recruited Oswald during his 

stay in Russia from 1959 to 1962. Nosenko's action led to the most famous internal 

controversy in CIA history, involving charges! of high-level KGB penetration. 

CIA testimony on the harsh treatment of Nosenko in the U. S. enmeshed the Select 

Committee in this controversy. The Conmittee!s verdict: Nosenko was a dubious 

witness, but: the KGB did not kill President Kennedy. 

Chapter 10: The Mob, the Kennedys, and Oswald 

Robert Blakey, chief counsel for the Select Committee and a veteran of the 

Kennedy administration war on organized crime, became convinced that the mob 

killed Kennedy. At least with respect to Oswald's links to Carlos Marcello and 

organized crime, the published evidence does hot make a compelling case. 

The continuing investigation should be made with a wider perspective.
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Chapter 11: How a Successful Conspiracy Works. 

The Select Committee leaned towards a small, simple conspiracy, to which 

a coverup would have been incidental... A large conspiracy, it suggested, would 

have been detected. For example, the national commission of the Mafia was 

cleared by negative wiretap evidence. However, former Warren Commission counsel 

Burt Griffin persuasively argued that perhaps ‘it is virtually impossible to 

prosecute or uncover a well-conceived and well-executed conspiracy." 

Chapter 12: Autonomous Operations: Conflicting Elements in U.S. Policy Towards Cuba 
| 

U.S. policies towards Cuba during the Kennedy administration ranged: from CIA-Mafia. 

plots to kill Castro toa crackdown on raids by Cuban exiles; from discreet 

indirect support of certain anti-Castro Cubans to exploration of detente. 

Some of these actions may have taken on a life of their own. The Select Committee 

concluded that one can’ hot preclude the possibility that individual anti-Castro 

Cubans were part of the conspiracy which killed President Kennedy. 

Chapter 13: The Chicago Junta 

A Secret. Service investigation of a possible assassination conspiracy, 

never completed, focussed on members of the Chicago-based Junta del Gobierno 

de Cuba en el Exilio (JGCE) and their financial backers, including organized 

gambling interests. In particular, it focussed on a member of a Cuban exile group, the 

DRE, which was in contact with Oswald. The history of-the Chicago Junta alliance 

illuminates the changing relationship among anti-Castro Cubans, organized crime, 

and intelligence agencies in 1963. 

Chapter 14: The Chicago Junta and the Kennedys ; 

In September 1963, the Kennedy administration moved unambiguously against 

some of the former casino interests' mercenaries now working for the MIRR and 

bankrolled by the head of the Chicago Junta. | MIRR operations, headed by one of © 

the most extreme anti-Castro terrorists, included a training camp new New | 

Orleans which Oswald was accused of trying to penetrate. 

Chapter 15: Oswald and Cubans in New Orleans 

On his pro-Castro literature, Oswald used an anti-Castro address (frequented 

by one or more supporters of the training camp). This is but one of the indications 

that Oswald's public posture as a leftist may have been staged for right-wing 

propaganda purposes. 



Chapter 16: Oswald in Dallas 

There are reports that Oswald in Dallas, as earlier in New Orleans, 

contacted anti-Castro Cuban groups allied with the Chicago Junta. A second 

possibility is that a right-wing Oswald look-alike was piaying this role. 

What is certain is that the Oswalds' patron, George deMohrenschildt, met 

with U.S. Army Intelligence about Haitian operations with anti~Castro overtones. 

Chapter 17: Ruby, the Mob, and Politics 

The Committee established that Ruby had a number of contacts with 

underworld figures, some of whom were connected not only to top Mafia leaders — 

but also to the gray alliances in the politics of Chicago, Dallas, and 

perhaps Los Angeles. 

Chapter 18: Ruby, Havana, and the CIA-Mafia Plots 

Despite outward appearances, the mysterious backgrounds of Ruby and Oswald 

blend more and more into each other as they are brought more clearly into focus. 

The area of that convergence is the milieu of Teamster gunrunning to Cuba, 

the CIA-Mafia plots against Castro, and the 1963 Chicago Junta alliance. 

Chapter 19: From Washington to the Police Basement: The Dimensions of the Case 

It is now clear why the Warren Commission could not have followed up. on 

a proposal for a fuller investigation of Ruby’ s chief @ueum associata, Lewis 

. McWillie: such an investigation would have ranged into the sensitive areas of 

CIA-Mafia associations and a political corruption ‘scandal concerning a protege 

of Lyndon Johnson's. Other sensitive areas not explored by the Commission include 

‘still unresolved questions about the performance of Dallas Police Department 

personnel, including possible assistance to Ruby, when Ruby shot Oswald in the 

DPD basement. ; ! 

Chapter 20: Beyond Conspiracy 

The Kennedy assassination and coverup cannot be wholly understood in terms of 
: | . 

particular individuals and their private conspirations. Our research takes us 

beyond conspiracy, into on-going gray aljiances which underlie the political 

arrangements of our society and which have not yet been eliminated. 

| 
I, a 

| Peter Dale Scott 
Paul L. Hoch 

; Russell Stetler 

Josiah Thompson
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CHAPTER Vir 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE: HE MISSING ACQUTTTAL 
A forty-five page chunk of the Sélect Committeats Report 

appears wider the finding "The setwet Service, Faderal Burean af 
Tuvestigation} and Central Intelligence Agency wire not involved 
in the astaseination of Freeldant ane dy +! Af geet eubago tt Oy 

_ on the CIA includes a signd fisant digression on the myaterlous 
. activities of Defense Department. tntetitennce sgenrton 4u relation 

Af ~2 : - to. the agsassination and Lee Harvey Oswalds, A ¢oncluding paragraph 
offers a terse amplifieation of the | finding exoulpating the Sacret 
Service, FBI, and CIA of any involvement in the assasaination, 

-. Despite the long digression on mtittary intelligence, there ie not a 
word te admonish ‘the reader to Prejum funccequa wher contemplating 

_ the curious behavior of the Defensé agencies, Questions and . 
suspicions seem to be left deliberately in the redder's mind. And, 

| off the record, at least three Connd ttee sources have eryptically 
; confirmed their lingering doubdta. in ‘the area of military dntelligence.. 

The suemwent ‘ananevered queations are 4m € @ bedad caterorLen: | 
oS ¢ 1) Oswald's defection to the Soviet ‘Baton; ca) line rele of Aruy 

Me intelligence agents. in Dealey Plasa on Novembér 22, 1963; and (4) the 
“role of Army intelligence in providing post«nagaseioation information 
and miainformation on Oswald. As. noted above in chapter five, there 
axe hints din FBI and CIA files that those agencies my have suspected 
that Oswald was at. some ‘the working for another federal apgendy. A 

. post~sssassination FBI momo, for example, regtetted the Bureau's 
- faflure to put a atop en the defectorts Ppasepork "partioularly aiinee we did not Imow definitely whether or not he had any intelltrence . . assignmenta at that tine." (As Peter Dale Seott haa noted elsewhere, only US. intelligence assignments would have mitigeted, rather than strengthened, the FBI ts need to keep track of Oswald's ‘movenente. ) | Similarly, a CIA Case Officer invelved in anti~Cagtre plete told the Schweiker-Hart Comittee. that “he does not know te this day sinha - that Oswald had any pro=Castro leanings." The Select Coumittess investigation hag produced Sekine 8 new CIA testimony conatetent with 

belleved to ba «+ invalved with ullitary intelligence at the time of his defection, | The. Depaty Chie of the Clatg Soviet Piviator (who lind tentirtes



‘ chiefly: about the Soviet defector Nosenke ) defeated the CLAte failure 

-- te asses the potential damage from Cswald/s defection after bis 
- Marine Corps. service at a U«2 bases According te this testimony, it 
: ‘was the responsibility of the Office of Rava a Intel. gence to determing 

what senuitive information Goward betere But the CIA'g failure to 

make a damage assessment eonetitutad only balf the pusele, The Select 

' Committees questioned former CIA Director Richard Helms about the other 

half: why the CIA. didn't try to debrief Oswald whan he returned from 

his abandoned defection. Although | the committee aidntt press Hole 

on the issue,” it wag aware of a CIA eno indloating that contact with 

‘Oswald had been considered (contrary abe Todas és téstimeny before the 
Warren Commission). But the CIA $aubocoamnly told thé committee that 

between 1958 and 1963 it "relied upon the FBI both to make auch 
contacts and report any significant resulta." "\Surprieingly He Lae 

gave a aifferent explanation in his test imetry. 

Under questioning by Bepreasntative Pithian about whether | 

a defectorts return would/normliy tetgeori tts datérview in. 
1962, Helms replied: a . 

- _Yormlly, 1t. would have, exept that he would have , 
“been regarded by the Agency as a démber of a reserve 

“. member from the Defenes Department and thefefore 4 
- would have been up to the Navy toe take hin over and 
talk to hime = (4 4H 172) 

Helns repeated this. explanation under -quecttontag by sendor state 
_ counsel Michael Goldsmith: a 
oy Mr. Goldamiths. Would standard operating procedure have 
OL called for Oswald to have been debrtefed?. 

| Mrs Helms: I would not have thought so, Mrs Geldani.th, 
I think that the standard operating procedure after he 
‘returned to the United States would have: been for. the” . Navy to debrief him, | 
My. Goldamith: why is that, me sir? . 
Me. Helms: Because he had been @ manbey of the Marine 
Corps, and I belfave ha stayed in the lbrine Reserve, if I am not migtaken. But in any event, the underatanding were that military offic ee were handled by the 
intelligence organs of ¢ ie Defense Eatablishmant, (4 4H 194) 

(In fact, Oswald had been given an undesirable discharss from the 
Marine Corps Reserves én August AM. 1960; shortly before hig return to the United States in 1962, he woote to. the Marine 
‘review of the discharge. ) . 

Corpa seeking a
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Kelas was not asked in the public hearluge ubethor the CIA 

ever suspected that Oswald had been im the Soviet Union of & mission 
for military intelligencd. But there ie indirect evidenee that the 
Select Committee was woll aware of thie posuibility. Private 

| researchers turned up evidence that wnealPT988 ali U.S. agents in 
_ the Soviet Union, such as false detectors, were controlled by 

the military intelligence agencies, Despite the srainster of 
; responsibility . te the CIA around 1958, at remind a ‘distinct 
possibility that the Department of ‘Defense was reluctant to xabl 
yield contrel of this orucial intelli gence-gathoring capachty to a 
rival agency. In short, it tight ‘have continued planting a few agente — 

. from tine te time ow without adaitting to the CIA that 4¢ was dguoring 
the offteial bureaucratic. guidelints delineating responsibilities ana 
prerogativens Helms and the CIA aight have suspected a little 

. Cheating in the grand arena of interagency competitions . 
_-If Oswald were involved in wit /iimauthorised intelligence mlesion, 

. sponsored by a Defense agency but kept secret from the reet of the 
_. intelligence community, many mysteries could be explatneds Such aut. 

association would not implicate the UeSe military in the Kennedy . 
 assaseduation. On the contrary, any agency which dectéea to onider 
the President of the United States would presumbly fot vhvose an 

_ assassin who could ever be traced to ita doorstep. Bub « auporssoret 
| Idnk between. Oswald and & covert ili tary intelligence wiwedon would 
explain the ourdous bohavior of maar} agencies din the bos t-agsaseination 
investigation. , i 

A tescarcher who | Passed on thie spaculation to & Select Comittee , _ staff member found — mick to his aurprise a that the Committee not only Imew about the early Defense ene control of planted 
defectors, but mmotuemtarky apparently had discussed the faeus widely enough thet, stare neribers who werd not working primarily on intel lt gence matters | were aware of the Anplteations. In this context, the Select . ; Committes's specific fatlure to pry pein ‘the possibility that Oawald — até oe smth nae intelitge co asaumes addad significance. 

area resulted in ability tre eae its doubts tn ge part from the. Defense Departmentts 

Maden kee ee See 
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| file that was never examined by the Warren Commisaion or any other 
| non-military investigator. According to the Report, "The committed 
found thie ‘routine’ destruction of the Oswald file extremely _ troublesome, especially when viewed/ in light of the Department of — “Defense's failure to make thic filé|availabl¢ to the Warren Commission. —wr pchinoeemibtictt its e « « Without access te thte file, the question of Oswald's Desstig Ersygation ith military intelligenca could not be fully vesolveds", But the situation ie even worse than the Seleet Committe indicates. Back iu Mareh 1964, a Warren Commisedon atarf 
lawyer, Sam Stern, realized. that the Comuivaton's initial routine “request for all pre-assassination Defense Department flea on 
Oswald had not prompted full. Pentagon compliance. Stern wrote a rather “blunt letter, to which the Defense Department replied five days later — ., that all known miterial on Oswald had been furnished te the Comeston. The ‘atatemen€ wag clearly falset the only mittar for debate de the a —bumbex and nature of files Defense tay have been withholding, | 

In the fall of 1977 _ An response to suite by Warren Corimi seion 

hundred thousand pages fron ite files ou the Kennady assasaination, | ‘Some of these documents revealed that Arny Tatelligence in. Yexas had _ @ pre-assassination file on Oswald. Although thie fil¢ had been - | _ destroyed, the Select Comuittes did @iscuss 4¢ with someone they _. Sonsidered a credible witness — Lb, Col, Robert 2. Jones, ones gave the FBI detailed fnformation om Oswald on the day _ he was arrested 4n Dallag. According to the comittes, "Tidg 

that, he was perceived as a possible counterintel lisence threat iy jannd (R221 vones told the committee his Osmld file contained documents and _ Rewspaper clippings ; his recollection waa that the file wis opened dn mid~1963. in response to information from the New Ordeans Police | Department about Oswaldta Fair. Play 
,  Immedfagely after the assasaination, 

Sam Houston, near San Antonto, and ¢ ntacted Military Intelligence
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any information obtainede" (AR 222) 

The Select. Committee not only deseribed Jones as a eredible 

witnese} it also chose to disregard documents which are in. 
‘conflict with his present recollestion. In a footnote, the committee 
states, "Questions had been raised| about the contents of some FBI 

communications on Novenber 22, 1963, that reflected diuformation 
allegedly provided by military intelligence. In hie testimony, 

Jones clarified several points and corrected. several orrorea in these 
communicationse™ Since his own files ard. destroyed, there ds no 
means of testing Jones* r Fentimony against hia own doeunontary 

7 records. : 7 a 
One crucial question concerns. “what Aray Intelligence knew 

about the ‘@lleged Oswald aling mAs Je Hidell" +« the name ander 
which the Mannlicher-Careans rifle was purchased, The Report 
states that early on the afternoon of the aggndeination Jones 

- "yeceived a telephone eall from Dallas advising that an As J. 
 *Bidell had been arrested or had sons te the attention of Law 

enforcement authorities." It concludes that Jones found the nase 
| Oswald when ehecking a- file that. sera linked Omald and Hidells _ Jones now testifies that his tndtges "Andieated th re was a file on Lee Harvey Gewind, also knoth os Ki"5, Hide11,", But the mown 

FBI documents make a different. p point. Thay suggest that Apny Intelligence learned of Oswald's draft: card in the name Hideit 
within an hour ana a-half of Oswald 's arrest. By promptly ¢iting ite file on alleged. distribution of "Handa Off Cuba't literature 

: by Hidell, the Arny quickly produced the name of an apparent 
political associate of Oswald ~ ompting the FBI in WashLigton econ to instruct its field offices to locata Widell and interview ‘hin thoroughly “concerning any knowledge of or possible 

7 participation in Plot to agsaasinate the Presidents nota associate f ity : tt, as Jones testitiog, the . my knew that Hideld WAS A 
g that had escaped the imowledge of 

at that time. (in faet, 1% 
loses’ fpgeciates aoe as SCC mts more i? his present ‘teat mony is dn error, a cites renains as te how Army Ingeti4 cence de ware 80 quickly connected "Hi delin FBI efforts. to, track down the. 

to the asanssinatton eo sind inepivea , possible co~couspi ra tor ,
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Oreck alert.” . 

- gable then tranamitted, afalse 

. Stig fellows Se he Capt. W.P. Gannamy 

The question of the aceuracy and extent of the Army's 
_pre-assassination files on Oswald is particilarly significant in 
light of a dramatic and provocative post~assasaination dispatch of 

misinformation. On the evening of November 24, a cable went from 
the Army at Fort Sam Houston to the U.S. Strike Command in 

Florida, Following up on att earlier phone eall, the Army provided - 
background information sot the Faiz for Onba Committed. ‘The 

1 O. 
ftom" Assistant Chief Don 

Stringfellow of the Dallas Police Tateritgence Section cladnd.ng 
that “information obtained from Oswald vovealed he had defeated to 
 Caba /sic, uot the USSR/ 4m 1959 and is card carryfitte weber of 
Communist Party." This cable alone has drawn the attention of 
many critics to the role of the Army's 112th Intelligence Group 
in those critical Novenber days when many exile groups hoped that 
the assassination might be | blamed on Castro and might prompt U.S. 

; retaliation, 

As we will, see in later. chapters, ‘ilitary jnte114genee 
played. dts own significant role in the Cuban oxiie milieu. tn) 

addition, it. overlaps with other important constituencies 4a the 
Dallas drama, such as the Dallas Police Departuent. (Varioua also offrrecs 
olice officers were, menbers of the Army tn} eliigence, Re Reserve, sfincludeng 

oar iataais e Limpkeyn. ) 
1m Fhe Eee cunt ah Cee: ie individuals in thé local Arny Putellagence unlit pop up 

Speci 

* at crucial. ‘points in the unfolding nystery of November 22, 1963: 
“one: Army Intelligence agent mo6 with FBI Agent Janes Hoaty that 
morning; another was: inside the Schoo Book Depository when the 

 eniper's rifle was found; the head of the unit helped select an 
interpreter for Marina Oawald's eritical early interviews. | 

Finally, contrary to a previously published report that. the 
42th Army Intelligence Group wait asked not to provide routine 
auxiliary support to the Secret Service on November @2,. Colonel _ . dones has testified to the Select Commi ttee that between eight and twelve military intelligence agente dt4 perform liaison functions . with the Seeret Service in Dallas on the day of the 

Jones. indicated that these agents who were providin 
\ security "had identification credentials and, 
most likely ha tated cy that the ¥ were on ‘detail Secret Service ih ad to the 

assassination, 

g supplemental
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| reports of Secret Service pergonnel in Dealey Plaza at tines and 
in locations which wmre are inconsistent with the established 
novenents of all the Secret Service mon At the presidential 

‘we have ‘seen, Toe Marshall Smrbkh motorcade. Most importantly, @ Dalias polite offieer, reported 
encountering | someone on the erqasy knoll who said } e¢ wae a 
Secret, Service agent and hed sone eredentiales, The The ting wat juat 
after the assassination. If this eraney Imolt nystery man wea 
indeed an Arny. intelligence agent ssconded to the Seeret. Service, 
his identity ia of the. greatest | jortance in the face of the 
acousti¢ eviderice of a. shot from the imolk. One wonders what the 
Select Committee might have thought about thig question was OY how 
it might have treated the matter if its evidanes of a knoll shot 
had been established six months earlier. 
Im any: event, the. Select Comat ttee has left us with 

| intriguing ambiguity in the military intelligence area, It 
‘found Colonel Jones: credible to the point of diewlsaing documents 
that contradicted him, Yet in epite of all Lte assertions about . 
Oswald the authentic Marxist assassin, 4t would not rule out tis 
possible affiliation with military intelligence. The Teport builds 

' go bridges fron military intelligence to the exile milion and 
organized crime; yet varcewse4 reads the staff reports theo Feovers Phot 

4, “ve C4 Ger hinvous rows. 
- there are fon ec! om be ween is 

; , ne—Prou-the— ake: the Committee. did not speak of 
a cover-up, but no governnental action seems to have shaken 1t quite 

so profoundly. aa the Defenze Department's "routine" destruetion of ~ a file on which history had a most vompeding claim. 

- 
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overnight rather than leave a trail to. itaxe the local mob. 
In addition to the report's mysterious silence on 

particular details, it is limited to an unusual degree by its 

rigid structure. The moat striking structural feature of the 
report is that it is a set of findings, with explanatory text. 
It is not a, chronological reconstruction of what happened in 
Dallas; nor 2% it a reflection of the Select Committee's own 
step-by-step investigation; nor does it deal systemktically 

with the now-refuted Warren Report and its earlier critics. 

In contrast, the Warren Report had narrative chapters on the 
assassination, Oswald's detention and death, Oswald's background, 
etc. Comparatively, upxking the Warren Report was an easy sea to 

) navigate. Although Pets" PEt ea at the time of publication 
because 4t had only a name index, : the Select Committee Report hag 
no index at all (despite a budget in excess of #5 million). The 
footnote section lacks running heada to indicate the pages of 

text to which they correspond. (Committee sources blame the 
Government Printing Office for all such technical problems, but 

Since the committee staff included at least two professional 
journalists, their failure to give further attention to 
problems of publication is difficult to excuse.) 

-. The Select Committee's supporting volumes compare 
unfavorably in completeness to the Warren Commission's twenty~. 
six volumes. The Warren Commission published all its hearings 
(five volumes), depositions (ten volumes), exhibits used in the 
hearings (three volumes), exhibits| used in depositions (three 
volumes), and other miscellaneous exhibits (five volumes). The 
last five volumes of exhibits are mostly FBI reports and other 

' yaw data (in quite unedited form) nich we were cited in the main 
report. | | 

The Select Committee published all its public hearings, 
with the exhibits. ‘that were introduced in that context (five 

_ volumes). But only a fraction of the executive-session testimony 
and depositions has been Published, There is not even a list of 
all the witnesses! There are many depositions from péssible * 
‘Organized Crime figures, including: associates of Jack Ruby. There 
are conspicuously few on sensitive Antelligence matters. 

bY



Three more Select Committee volumes ‘contain scientific reports, 
from the panels on photographic evidence, medical evidence, firearms, 
acoustics, polygraphy, handwriting, and fingerprints; these volumes. 
inelude many. exhibits. The last four volumes are mainly staff 

. geperts. Some have many. exhibits; others have none. The largest 
. volune ie devoted to Organized Crdime ; another is almost exclusively — 

devoted to anti~Castro: activities. Miscellaneous staff ‘reports 
gover auch topics as Oswald in New Orleans, the mysterious Soviet 
defector Yurd Nosenko, and the equally enigmatic George DeMohrensbhildt. 
Some of the staff reports ~~ for example, in the area of Cuba Plots « 
are rich in detail and far more provocative than the report. On the 
other hand, in some crucial areas of the report (such as the FBI's 
investizgatio ) there are no published staff reports at all. Most 

. remarkably, done of the evidence eited in the report is not 
published in the "supporting" volumes. Some is clasaifieds : some is 
simply not there. of 

The Wa en Commission apparently expected that ‘nobody would 
bother to conipare its report with its own published evidence. After . 
fifteen years of critical activity, the Select Committee was’ not 

_about to make that mistake. But its. failure to give the public 
access to important evidence may have just as serious. an effect on 
the committee's long-term credibility. What the Warren Commission 

. chose not to publish was sent to the ‘National Archives, where most 
of it has eventually been released. All the withheld material is 
reviewed every five years, and it is subject to citizen requests 
under the. Freedom of Information Act. Hopefully, none of the 
Select Committee's unpublished evidence has been destroyed. But 
ence congressional files are exempt from Freedom of Information _ 
requests, it will require x special action from Congress to release 
committee material. While considerations of personal privacy 
may make it inappropriate to release some files, such concerns — 
should not become a blanket justification for withholding evidence | 
fron critical, public scrutiny. An wiconfortable irony of the 

' present situation is that the congressional investigations which 
have effectively broken open the case have also accumlated and 
withheld more evidence than was ever denied to the public before. 



Besides the. frustration of a report that cites unpublished 
and inaccessible evidence, the serious reader confronts a major 
structural anomaly. There isa superficial néatness in the way 

- the report ticks off each finding; but this structure hides the 
historical fact that the conspiracy conclusion «= based on the 
physical evidence, which comes first in the report -«. did not 
really serve to guide the investigation which led to the findings. 
about possible conspirators. In short, all the evidence implicating 
the Mafia and. exculpating governnent agencies was gathered before 
acoustics exparts Weiss and Aschkenazy persuaded the Select 
Committee that there were two anipers. One can only imagine how 
different the investigation might have been 4f this acoustics 
evidence had arrived a year earlier. The committee would presumably 
have looked at all the Dealey Plaza evidence in a different way o<« 
perhaps even. giving more careful consideration to the possibility 
that Ogwald was framed. The probability ofa frame-up increases 
greatly once a conspiracy is accepted. 7 

. Let us assume that if the acoustics evidence had come in 
earlier, Representative Dedd would |have succeeded in persuading 
the rest of the committee to repeat the most. sophisticated analysis 
on the three shots from the rear, 42 well as the knoll shot. What 
if such an analysis had proved that one or two of those shots did not 
cone. from the sixth-floor Book Depository window, but originated 
instead, say, in the Dal-Tex or Records Buildings on adjacent 

_ corners? The significance would not lie in establishing a third 
sniper, but in calling into question the three spent cartridge cases 
allegedly found near the sixth-floor Book Depository window. 

\ If there were clear evidence of an effort to pin most of the blame @m one gunman —— Oswald == then it would be difficult to assume that the object of that blame was a witting conspirator. 
We can imagine what sort of investigative plan might have been _ followed if the. finding of conspiracy had come at the outaet of the investigation. But we do not know what sort of plan was followed. During the September 1978 public he ngs, the committee's plan was referred to, and witnesses from the 196, investigation were politely berated for not having had a proper investigative Plan. The Warren . 



Oswald's guilt. 

Commission was properly eriticized for an investigation which 
asked, in essenca, who was the aseassin and what was Oswald's 
motive? One hopes that the Select Committee's plan would not 
reveal any comparable prejudice, but one wonders whether it would 

. reveal neglect of such areas ag pogeible frame-up or ‘Dallas Police 
involvement. 

In the absence of the Select Committee's investigative plan, 
the report itself appears to suggest that some questions were 
examined in the wrong context. For example, even before the — 
‘Warren Comission began its investigation, there were rumors that 
Oswald had some relationship with a federal agency Ssuch as an 
informant relationship with the FBI). The report argues that 
Oswald was not an FBI or CIA informant in its section exculpating | 
those agencies and the Secret Service of any invokvement in the 
assassination. But the point that critica have made over many 
years is that Oswald's possible relationship with a U.S. agency 
should be studied in. the context of the post-assassination _ 
behavior. of those agencies. While the Select Committee criticized 
many aspects of the post~assassination investigation, there is no 
indication that it gave serioug consideration to the possibility 
that the defective investigation was influenced. by a covert 
relationship to Oswald. As critics have pointed out, 4t would be 
ludicrous to assume that a federal agency involved in the assassina- 
tion would employ one of its informants for the task ~=- or eagerly 
implicate that informant ag the lone assassin. A more plausible 
gcenario would involve someone outside the agency who knew of 
Oswald's informant status and spotted him as.a ‘perfect patsy, 
in that the informant relationship would Aubibit ; & proper post= 
assassination investigation. 

+f 
The report's rigid structure also tends to highlight any 

deviations from its vinding-and~text format. One anotialy involves findings without text. The Select. Committee voted to include 
findings that the FBI properly investigated Oswald before the. assassination and that both the FBI and the Warren Commission "conducted a thorough and profeasional investigation" into 

There is not a word of text in support of these | _ !



findings. These are the only sections mf where the report departs 

from the format of finding followed by text. In the case of the 
FBI there is not even a staff report on the subject. Could the 
staff not provide documented support for the finding? | 

A second anomaly is the appearance in the report of text 

_ which does not relate to.a finding. In the section dealing with 
the CIA, much of the text. relates. to military intelligence, but 
the report's finding exculpates only the FBI, CIA, and Secret 
Service. In’ short, there is a provocative discussion of one 

US intelligence service whose innocence is not explicitly _ 

affirmed in the findings. A close reading of the staff reports 

strengthens the view that suspicion in the area of military 

‘dntelligence iis one of the Select Committee's hidden massages. 
In the next chapter, we will addresa some of the unresolved 

doubts in the sensitive area of intelligence agencies: and the 
assassination.


